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Some account of the life and writings of Benjamin Count Mumford

BY JACOB BIGELOW, M. D.

EUMFORD PROFESSOR IN HARVARD UNIVERSITY.

HE labours of mankind are generally efficient in proportiotiT
as they are concentrated, or devoted to a single object. In the

present advanced state of philosophy and literature^ excellence in

any scientific career is usually attained at the price of a long and

undivided attention to its particular pursuit. And if in certain

instances individuals arrive at distinction in more than one walk

of science, as well as of life, it may justly be ascribed to the great-

ness and versatility of their talents, or to the ardour, perseverance

and resolution of their conduct.

Iq the subject of this memoir a singular example is found of
J

success, attcndlag natural talents and force of character, exerted
^P^t^J?

in various situations of life, and under circumstances the most dis»

similar. We ppose it to be from uncommon d

ding powers, aided by unusual activity ; that an individ

ual of obscure orisiin should rise above the disadv
s> & of hi

situation ; should become possessed of high literary and politi-

caX honors : and should maintain an uniform eminence in what-
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pliere his exertions were required ; whether in the closet

the laboratory, the court or the field

The of Benjamin Thomn afterwards Count

Rumford, was the town of Wohurn in Massachusetts few

miles from Bos to His parentage was fro common
of yeomanry, and the labours of agriculture still give emnlovmeut

Lis surviving connexions in that H father dying

during his infancy, he was put under the guardianship of

from wh he d ord advant of a

ntry His early taste is said by those who knew him
during his boyhood, to have displayed itself in a fondness for

less captmechanical and philosophical amusements. He was
vated by the usual sports of boys, than he was by the c

of little pieces of mechanism, by rude attempts at drawing and

; of mechanics' work.
painting, and the imitation of various article

r

In these occupations he engaged with great d per

the p

d was disturbed and impatient at any interruption of

His propensity for employments of this kind was
so strons, that a manner to have

his

more regular duties, and to have

re made to initiate him in business

At the age of thirteen, as it appears from

writing, he was put apprenti

pacitated him

defeated the attempts which

hand
meraorandu

in a merch
S Afterwards h fcvf phy

chant

Woburn, and at the age of sixteen again entered a mer
-house in B

discovered an unifor

In all these situations he

disinclination for business, and prope
sity to more eccentric pursuits. He privately amused himself

periment th gunpowder and fire work and laboured to

t

>
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carry into execution a visionary project of perpetual motion. He

was negligent of the concerns of his master and customers, that

he misrht exercise his mechanical dexterity in various contrivances

/

of art, or indulge his musical taste in performances on tlie violin

and hautboy. These accomplishments not being of a kind to

render him either useful or contented routine of a mcrcan-

tile apprenticeship, he quitted his situation and returned to live

with his mother at Woburn. " He was received bj his acquaint-

ance witb unwelcome pity, as an unfortunate young man, who

could not fix his mind on any regular employment, and who would

never be able to support himself or afford consolation to his

friends."

A.t the age of about 17? Mr. Thomp obtain permission

to attend the lectures of Professor V/inthrop on Natural Phlloso

phy in the University at Cambridge, in company with his friend

the late Col. Baldwin, of Wobu A field of

was thus opened to his inquisitive mind. To avail himself of

tbe privilege, he was obliged constantly to walk from Woburn to

Cambridge, a distance of nine miles, which exercise he perform-

ed in company with his friend, with unwearied punctuality and

alacrity. He seems to have acquired here the rudiments of that

philosophical knowledge which afterwards ripened into the source

of so much hunour to himself and benefit to the community.

At a subsequent periodf-lie was engaged in the instruction of

a country school at Bradford in Essex county. It was the pur-

suit of this calling which led our young philosopher to Con-

cord, in New Hampshire, a place Mhich became his resi-
r

dence, and furnished his future title. At Concord, his pecuniary

situation was impr:-ved by a marriage at the age of 19? with Mrs.

%

f

m
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r

Tlolfe, widow of Col. Rolfe^ a lady possessing a considerable

country estate, and by whom he afterwards had one daughter,

the present Countess of Rumford. From the period of this con-

nexion, lie appears to have enjoyed additional consideration in

the society around him. Possessing the external quallftcations

necessary to conciliate esteem, a handsome and commanding per-

son, and a captivating address and manner, he acquired respect

and confidence from his equals and acquaintance. An aspirin

temper which never deserted him in any subsequent period of his

life, led him to cultivate the acquaintance of those whom fortune

had placed in more elevated ranks of society. Governor Went-
worth, of New Hampshire, was amona; the number with whom
he had the success to ingratiate himself, and this new intimacy

procured him the commission of a civil magistrate, and after-

wards, of a major in the militia of the province. ^
At the commencement of the troubles which gave birth to the

American revolution, Major Thompson had the misfortune to

labour under suspicions of being unfriendly to the cause of Amer-
Bdora. These suspicions had their origin almost wholly

in his previous intimacy with individuals attached to the British

Bide. They were nevertheless so strong, that they kindled into a
degree of p(>|)ular excitement against him, which he was more
than once obliged to shift his residence to avoid. His real

fc

ho the side of American lib

erty. He earnestly sought for a commission in the service of
Congress, and continually consulted with his friends how he
should avert or change the popular opinion which threatened to
frustrate his really patriotic wishes. He was present at the bat-

where the first blood of the revolution was shed.
tleofL...„^.„„^

V
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and afterwards remained for some months in the American camp at

Cambridge. He demanded and received a court of inquiry into

his conduct, which was held at Woburn in 177^, and by which

he was honourably acquitted of any actions or designs inimical

to the cause of his country. He renewed his exertions to procure

a majority in a corps of artillery then forming at Cambridge, and

while waiting in suspense for this appointment, he applied him-

self diligently to the study of military tactics, and the art of for-

tification. He was peculiarly instrumental by his efforts, in pre-

serving the library and philosophical apparatus of the University,

at a time when the colleges were occupied as barracks by the

soldiery. At length, after remaining some time with the'army in

fruitless hope, and seeing the post of his ambition filled by a

rival candidate, be retired in disgust from the scene of his de-

feated expectations. The qualities of his mind were ill calculat-

ed to brook the combined influence of disappointment and suspi-

cion, and he resolved to embark as an adventurer for England,

entrusting to fortune and to his own genius the allotment of his

future destiny.

The evacuation of Boston by the troops under the command

of Gen. Gage was an important event in the early history of the

American revolution. Mr. Thompson happened to be the bearer

of the -official despatches announcing this event, to London.

This circumstance iurnisshed hi^u at ouce an introd

high in influence and power. Such was the interest which at

that time prevailed in regard to the state and disposition of the

American colonies, that a man possessing intelligence and ad-

dress, coming ira mediately from the scene of action, was a val-

uable and acceptable source of information. Mr. Thompson did

"-.
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/

not fail to profit the advantages of his situation. At the

period when it would naturally be supposed, that an emigrant

from the interior of America would be feasting his curiosity upon

the novelties and splendor of London, he seems to have been

occupied with the more substantial projects of laying a founda-

tion of future eminence in life. He ingratiated himself so far with
p

Lord George Germaiue, that he obtained a situation in the colonial

department, and in a few years became under secretary of state

for the northern d In the mean time

ried in his military studies and philosophical pursuits, that his

talents in both these departments received honourable distinc-

tion. He became a member of the Royal Society in 1779, and

in 1782 was appointed a colonel in the British army. In this

:ame out to America, and having organized his

was distinsruished by the strictness of its disci-

last capacity

which
F-

pline, he headed it in several skirmishes near Charleston, S, C.

The conclusion of peace put an end to his military exploits.

It is remarkable, that although he was absent from his native

untry during a great part of of independence, yet

partizan of opposite sides he was present at the shedding of the

that

first and last blood, which was spilt in the revolutionary cor

Having returned to England, he remained some time in

country, devoting himself to philosophical inquires and military

improvements. During this period, he introduced a revision of

the military exercise, and effected .1 reformations of

Itnowlctlged consequence. His passion, however, for

vice in the field did not lea
4

England on his way to Vienn

h d in 1784 be quitted

Bw to offer his services

to Austria, then engaged in a war with the Turks. Previously

^

f*
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to his departure, lie had received the honour of Knighthood from

the Mng of Great Britain.

In more than one instance of his life it happened, that the fine

manly figure and captivating manners of Colonel Thompson were

instrumental in deciding his reception among strangers. On his

journey to Vienna, he arrived[ at Manheim during a review of

troops hy the Due de Deux Fonts, afterwards king of Bavaria.
\

The English officer presented himself a spectator at this parade,

on horseback, and equipped in the uniform of his rank. His

appearance led to inquiries, which ended in his introduction to the

Duke, and afterwards to the court of the reigning Elector Pala-

tine at Munich. It has been stated by some, that the Elector

Palatine had previously applied to the British governmentfor a

military man, properly qualified, to organize his army. However

this may be, Sir Benjamin Thompson was received at Munich

with very flattering attention, and liis permanent stay at that

place was strongly urged.

Bavaria at this time presented, in more than one respect, a fit

theatre for the work of reformation. Abuses of various kinds

prevailed among the retainers of power, while ignorance and idle-

ness characterized the lower classscs of society. In the army, a

loose and imperfect discipline was kept up, the police of the cit-

ies was feeble and ill administered ; and mendicitv, which was ex-

ercised as a trade, had become one of the most alarming evils of
r

the community. The enterprising spirit of Sir Benjamin led him,

at an early period, to contemplate the reform of these abuses.

His talents and experience in civil and military life, aided by the

unbounded confidence with which he had inspired the Elector,

rendered him a suitable person to undertake the performance of

f
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so arduous a duty. His attention was first turned to the state of

th army
f peace ami a series of had red

hadow of a military fo Aided by the uniform sup-

port and countenance of the Elector, and not less by his own ad

dress and vigilance, he succeeded in effecting a new organ

array, notwithstanding the opposition he was obliged

r from the jealousy and discontent of officers Th
clothing and food of the soldiery were improved, and

increased the same time the military exp of

the state were, by a prudent economy, diminished. The artillery

underwent many new and original improvements j military schools

shed, and the made to contribute fresh

dvantages to the art of

Th prevalen next ted th of

reformer This was an evil under which Munich suffered al

most beyond any city in E The streets literally

blocked up with beggars, and conspicuous or favourable posts for

extorting charity were bought and sold as real property. A pi
was formed and privately matured for eradicating this evil frc

the community by troke

vided

A house of industry was pro
} preparations sufficient for the support and

ful employment of all the mendicants in the city On an appoint
ed day all the beggars in Munich were arrested and brought be
fore the madstrafe... begging in future was positively prohibited

d they were informed that place of refuge and employment
was provided for them in the house of industry. The success of
this plan fuelled the most san

The establishment, which
of

first instance
have cost less than the sum annually extorted from the

projector

tnputed t(

as
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charity, in a short time supported itself b}^ its manufactures, an<I

eventually yielded a considerable revenue to the state. All this

was accomplished without oppression or hardship exercised on

the poor themselves. Care was taken to render their situation

comfortable and to excite their industry by judicious rewards.

The system in the end became highly acceptable to the subjects of

it, and expressions of satisfaction and of gratitude to its authon

occasionally broke forth from these unfortunate beings. The au-

thor of this reform was sensibly alive to the ackdowledgments of

success, which rewarded his philanthropic exertions. He has

feelingly described the effect produced on his mind, during a dan-

gerons illness by a sound under his window, from a procession of

the poor, who were going to church to put op prayers for tlie re-

covery of their benefactor.

The multiplied services which Sir Benjamin Thompson render-

ed in Bavaria, of the agricultural, scientific, political, and milita.

ry kind, are too numerous for the limits of this memoir. Tliey

were munificently recompensed by the Elector Charles Theodore,

who successively appointed him his aid-de-camp, chamberlain,

member of his council of state, and lieutenant general of his ar-

mies. As the statutes of Bavaria did not permit his receiving the

honors of knighthood in that country, the Elector procured for

him the decoratioas of the two Polish orders, the White eao-le,

and St. Stanislaus. Lastly, in the interval between tbe death of

the Emperor Joseph, and the coronation of Leopold II, the Elec-

tor profited by the right given hira by his functions as vicar of the

empire, to raise Sir Benjamin to the dignity of a Count of the

Holy Roman empire. The title of Kumford, assumed by hira on

b

m.
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this occasion, is taken from tlic original name of Concord in New

Hampshire^ the place of his early residence*

B titles were not liis rard. H
trusted with real and very extensive power in enjoining the united

ofl&ccs of minister of war and superiutendant of the police. He

had the entire command of the Bavarian army, in the noted cam-

paign of 1796; in which; hy his firmness and decision, he suc-

ceeded in preserving the neutrality of the capital against the at-

tempts of two hostile armies, which successively threatened it.

Finally, in 1/98, he was appointed to a station which he had

earnestly desired, that of minister plenipotentiary to the Court

of London.

A most flattering prospect now presented itself to Count Rum.

ford; that of residing in London, the scene of his early greatness,

in the enjoyment of a distinguished and honourable appointment

in the service of a foreign court. Unfortunately however for his

hopes, the etiquette of the English court did not admit a British

born subject to be accredited as minister from another power, and

Couat Rumford was informed the custom could not be dispensed

sion was a disappointment to hiswith his case. This dec

wishes, yet did not prevent his remaining in the country. He re-
w

sided some years at London, engaged in various scientific inquiries

and in introducing the improvements, which he had tested in Ger-

many. His popularity at this period was very extensive, the es-

says which he published on philosophic subjects were generally

read and admired, his economical improvements were every where

fashionable, and the weight and ascendency of his cliaractcr were

such, that they enabled him to carry into effect some extensive

and important innovations. The Royal Institution of Great Brit-
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ain; founded in 1800, owes its existence to the influence and exer-

tions of Count Rumford. The original charter was granted for the

purpose of forming a "public institution for diffusing the knowledge

and facilitating the general introduction of useful mechanical inven-

tions and improvements ; and for teaching by philosophical lee-

tures and experiments the application of science to the common
purposes of life/'—Such was the origin of a school of philosophy

which has been destined to attain the highest celebrity, and to

diffuse the most important light upon various departments of

science.

In the year I796 Count Rumford had placed in \

funds one thousand pouuds sterling, the interest of w
be awarded in premiums by the Royal Society of G

English

most useful discovery on light and A

*

ne purpose by the American

The following letter to the

similar donation was placed in the American funds, the proceeds

to be adjudged in prizes for the sa

Academy of Arts and Sciences.

president of the Academy accompanied the donation.

"SiK,

"Desirous of contributing efficaciously to the advancement of

attention, and which ap-which has long employed my a

be of the highest irapoime to to kind dpears to

wishing at the same time to leave a lasting testimony of my res-

pect for the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, I take the

liberty to request that the Academy would do me the honour to

accept of five thousand dollars three per cent, stock in

of the United States of North America, which stock I

funds

ally purchased, and which I b transfer to the fell

of the Academy to the end, that the interest of the
^

may be
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by them and by their successors received from time to time for-

ever, and the amount of the same applied and given once every

second year as a premium, to the author of the most importa»t

discovery or useful improvement^, which shall he made and pub-

lished by printing or in any way made known to the public in any

part of the continent of America^ or in any of the American isl-
r

ands during the preceding two years, on heat and on light ; the

preference always being given to such discoveries as shall in the
4

opinion of the Academy tend most to promote the good of man-

kind.

"With regard to the formalities to be observed by the Acade-

my in their decisions on the comparative m&rits of those discove-

ries, which, in the opinion of the Academy, may entitle their an-

thors to be considered as competitors for this biennial premium,

the Academy will be pleased o they

their wisdom may judge to be proper and necessary. But in re-

gard to the form in which this premium is conferred, I take the

liberty to request that it may always be given in two medals,

struck in the same dye, the one of gold and the other of silver.

and of such dimensions as that both of them together may be just

equal in intrinsic value to the amount of the interest of the afore-

said five thousand dollars stock during two years 5 that is to say,

that they may together be of the value of three hundred dollars.

" The Academy will be pleased to order sucb device or in-

scription to be engraved in the dye, they shall cause to be pre.

pared for striking these medals, as they may judge proper.
*•' If during any term of two years, reckoning from the last

adjudication, or from the last period for the adjudication of this

premium by the Academy, no new discovery or improvement
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sliould be made in any part of America relative to either of t^c

subjects in question, heat or light, which in the opinion of the

Academy shall be of sufficient importance to deserve this prcmi-

um ; in that case, it is my desire that the premium may not be

given, but that the value of it may be reserved, and being laid

out in the purchase of additional stock in the American funds.

the capital of this premium ; and

n time

premium arising

may be employed to augment

that the interest of the sums by which the capital may fro

to time be so augmented, may regularly be given in money, with

the two medals as an addition to the original premium, at each

succeeding adjudication of it. And it is further my particular re-

quest, that those additions to the value of
r

from its occasional non-adjudications may be suffered to increas

without limitation.

*^ AVith the highest respect for the American Academy of Art

and Sciences, and the most earnest wishes for their succes

their labours for the good of mankind,

^' I have the honour to be, with much esteem and regard,

m

Sir,

your most obedient,

humble servant.

London, July 13, I796.

To tlie Hox. JoHJV Adams Esq.
President of the Ainericiifi

Academy of Arts and Sciences

HUMFORD.'-

The premium intrusted to the Royal society of London has

been several times adjudged to the authors of important discove-

ries on heat or light. That in the hands of the American Acad-
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emy has never yet been awarded, no improvement or discovery

having been presented which appeared deserving of the medal.

Count Rumford received while in Europe repeated invitations

to revisit his native country, one of which was formally made by
^' I of the United States throudi their ambassador&

London. To this invitation he returned an answer expressive of

the deepest sense of gratitude and esteem, but declining the offer

on the ground that engagements, rendered sacred and inviolable

by great obligations, did not permit him to dispose of himself in

such a manner as to accept the overtures made him.

The latter part of the Count's life does not appear to have been
ifQed with the same undeviatins; sood fortune which for

merly followed him. In Bavaria the dSath of his old benefactor and
patron, the Elector Charles Theodore, was succeeded by a change

was es-
f political interests, by which Ids influence at that

sentially diminished. In England, he had a rupture with the
managers of the Royal Institution, which materially affected his

popularity in that country. These circumstances probably pro-.

duced in him the definit to take up his abode in
France, a country which seemed to offer scope for his pursuits
and a due appreciation of his character.

In Paris, after a few years residei married Madama
Lavoisier, widow of the celebrated chemist of that name, with

a short time. Unhappily this match had its ori-
hom he lived

gin in motives of ambition, rather than a congeniality of temper;
and ended in a voluntary separation of the parties. Count Rum-
ford took up his residence at Auteuil ne.ir Paris, where he con-
tinned enjjasredgageu m various scientific inquiries and pursuits until
his death. A violent attack of fever terminated his existence
the Slst of August 1814, and in the 62d year of his age

on
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His eulogy was pronounced by M. Cuvier on the 9th of Jan-

uary following his deatli, before the Institute of France.

By his will, Count Rumford bequeathed one thousand dollar?

annually, together with the reversion of his whole estate, to the

University of Cambridge, in the state of Massachusetts in North

America, for the purpose of founding under the direction and man-

agement of the Corporation, Overseers and Government of that

University, a new Institution and Professorship, to teach by regu-

lar courses of academical and public lectures, accompanied with

proper experiments, the utility of the physical and mathematical

sciences, for the improvement of the useful arts, and for the ex-

tension of the industry, prosperity, happiness, and well being of

society.

Count Rumford has left in his writings a memorial of great

scientific industry, and a happy specimen of a popular mode of

conveying philosophic instruction. His productions appeared at
^

various periods of his life in the form of separate papers, princi-

pally in the Philosophical Transactions, and in the volumes of

his Essays. The present occasion will not admit an examination

of all his writings, and it is only practicable to notice some of

his most conspicuous labours.

His earliest scientific publications seem to have been connect-

ed with improvements in the art of war, his attention at this time

being chiefly occupied by military pursuits. His experiments on

gunpowder throw some light on the laws which increase or di-

minish its force, many of which were practically known before to

mi He found by trial that a charge rammed dow
a piece, produces greater effect than when it is inserted in a less

compact manner. He also found that the heat which the gun ac-
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quires by repeated firinSjV serves to increase the strength of the

powder. He tried the effect of an admixture of various substan-

ces with gunpowder^ to increase its force ; such as carbonate of

potash^ sal ammoniac^ brass filings, alcohol and water. These

were all, however, found to diminish rather than increase the ef-

feet of the explosion. He calculated the force of fired gunpowder

to be equal to fifty thousand atmospheres, a force much exceeding

that ascribed to it by previous calculators, and which has since

been thought to exceed the probable truth.

Count E^umford made many experiments on the conducting

power of different substances for heat, with a view to their practi-

cal application in clothing, building, &c. It is, however, impos-

sible to subject the different clothing stuffs, such as wool, silk,

fur, down, &c. to very accurate experimental tests, since their

conducting power must always vary in proportion to the closeness

of their fabric. Thus a loose flannel will always be a worse con-

ductor of heat than a compact or glazed cloth made of the same

material in equal quantity. The general conclusions of the Count,

however, are correct, that cmteris paribus, the finer the fibre is,

the worse conductor will the stuff be which is composed of it.

The non-conducting power of these substances is properly at-

tributed to the air retained among the fibres by attraction of the

capillary kind. The greater is the amount of air made station-

ary by this attraction, the better non-conductor will the sub-
i

stance become.

Being employed to superintend the boring of cannon at Mu-
nich, he availed himself of the occasion for experiments on the

heat excited by friction. Having confined the end of the gun,

while boring, in a box filled with water, he observed the change
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of temperature produced in Ihe fluid during the operation. A steel

borer pressed against the metal of the gun, with a force equal to

itn thousand pounds, while the gun revolved 33 times in a min-

ute ; caused the water in the box, amounting to 18 or 19 lbs. to

boil in 2 hours and an half. The heat thus produced was as

^reat as would have been given out by nine large wax can-

dles burning all the time. The Count, concluding that no change

took place in the specific heat of the metal, nor was any heat de-

rived from the air; adopts the opinion, which has many sup.

porters at the present day, that heat is a vibratory motion of th«

particles of a substance, and not a substance sui generis

With a view to increase the comfort and usefulness

ing, he made experiments to determine the relative quantities of

of cloth-

e absorbed from the atmosphere by

that purpose. He found that wool

different materials in

from the atmosphere than any substance used in clothing, and

concludes that woollen clothes, such as flannels, worn next the skin

greatly promote insensible perspiration, independently of their su-

perior warmth. He considers the practice of wearing flannel to

be highly salubrious not only in cold, but also in warm climates.

In an inquiry concerning the weight ascribed to heat, he found

that bottles of different fluids, as mercury, alcohol and water, re-

remained in equilibrium during great changes of temperature, not-

withstanding the very unequal quantities of caloric, which they

must have lost, owing to their diffi^rent capacities for heat. His

experiments show that a quantity of heat equal to that which about

ten ounces of gold would require to raise it from the temperature

of freezing water to be red hot, produces no sensible effect upon

» balance capable of indicating so small a variation of weight »•

e
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that of one millionth part of the body in question. This being the

case, the Count concludes that we may very safely infer, that all

attempts to discover any effect of heat upon the apparent weights

of bodies will be fruitless.

t admeasurment of light, although necessary in all com-Th

parisons of the modes of illumination, is nevertheless object

which it is difficult to accomplish with accuracy. The Photome-
ter of Count Rumford affords a very good method of comparing
the intensity of any two luminous bodies giving light at the same
time. The principle of this instrument consists in interposing aa
object between the g bod d a surface

which it shall cast a shadow fi The distance of the

lights is then varied, until both the shadows become of equal
tensity. Th

& tted be estimated by the
squares of the distance of tW, iUnminating bodies from the object
producins: the shadow principl

proportion to the square of the distance

ght decreases la

Some experiments relating to the transmission of heat through
led the Count to suppose that fluid

of heat, and that

or change of pi

non conductor

mitted

hich occurs amons

by

particles TI
opinion however has been set aside in consequence of the experi-

lists, and the Count himself is said ultimately
ments of

have given it up

But most valuable of Count Rumford
hich

researches, and
have shed the most imperishable glory upon
much his ntfpmnfa »t rl«.r,.i^.>:„_ ihis attempts elop

of matter, as his successful and fortunate application of
ready known to the use and convenience of mankind

lawH
*

la the
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former he was not always original, and some of his conclusions

have not stood the test of subsequent examination. In the latter

however his genius was fertile and efticient. His plans of utility

have been so well conceived and happily executed, that they have

carried conviction of their importance to every examiner ; they

have been almost universally adopted, and are now silently ope-

rating in most parts of the civilized world. The . management

and economy of heat, whether for the purpose of warming. Iiabita-

tions or of conducting manufacturing and culinary processes

;

formed the subject of many interesting essays, which it is not

practicable to analyze in this place. It is well known that his

fire places afford the most perfect form for radiating the heat of the

fire into apartments to be warmed ; that his boilers, ovens, §*c.

concentrate and direct the lieg.t with great effect, and with won-

derful economv of He has availed himself of the smoke

of his fuel, and of the steam of water, to effect what was fo

ly done by the combustion of fresh materials. So importai

his improvements, that in some cases the amount of fuel cor

ed to answer a given purpose is reduced to a fourth and

an eighth part of what was before necessary,

i support of tlH establishments for th poor at Munich
which he has described in his essays, are undoubtedly among
the most successful attempts at ameliorating the condition of &
wretched class of society, with the least expense to those on whom
their support devolves. His account of the arransiements made

poor at

3
for accommodating clothing, feeding and employing the

Munich, occupies nearly a volume of his essays. He particularly

details the manner in which the paupers and mendicants of that

city were arrested, the disposal of them in the house of industry.
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their employments, and the modes used to overcome their awk-

wardness and reluctance, and reconcile them to their situation.

He acquaints us with the judicious means employed to excite their

emulation and encourage their industry, and gives many proofs
I

that the attempts made to render them diligent, comfortable and

comparatively happy, were fully successfuL He has given a full

discussion of t!ie various modes of producing large quantities of

nourishment from small and cheap materials ; and has gone into

a long examination of the comparative quantities of nutriment af-

forded by the common articles of diet, and of the different mode's

of preparing them to the greatest advantage. He has given a dis-

tinct essay upon a subject not usually much regarded in the main-

tenance of the poor— '* The pleasure of eating aud the means that

may be employed for increasing it."'

Among the latest publications of this philosopher is memoir read

to the French Institute in 1811, on the means of improving the

construction of wheel carriages. In this paper he endeavours to

prove, that every description of coaches, chaises, wagons, &c.

may be rendered more easy to the rider and less laborious to the

horses, by employing wheels with a broad circumference, instead

of the narrow or thin wheels now in use. For the several last

years of his life he rode in a carriage bavins; wheels of this kind.

and atisfactorily

most cases. It

trated their

broad

perior ailvautag

ill sink less frequently

one which is narrow-

observed

wheel in passing over

into the cavities between th

This difference may even b

d one
of which are worn off by

broad wheel will also sink less deeply than

lo a soft or sandy road

one. S
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that a carriage having wheels of this construction will move in a

more uniformly horizontal line, than one which by its construction

sinks frequently, or cuts deeply. In order to put the (]uestion to

an experimental test, Count Ruraford contrived an elastic appa-

ratus, connecting his carriage wi^h the horses, which changed its

situation in proportion to the difficulty of the draught, and point-

ed out by an index the quantity of force expended by the horses.

In three sets of wheels of different width employed in the experi-

ments, the broadest always required the least force in the draught,

while the narrowest required most. Those who attend to this

subject will perceive that on pavements, or in sandy or muddy
roads, the preference must be given to wheels with the broad cir-

cumference. But on the other hand, in rough or stony roads, it

is obvious that a broad wheel will strike many obstacles which a

narrow one would escape.

It was not only in his equipage, but in his house, his apparel,

and his mode of life ; that Count Rumford pursued a plan of phi-

losophic fitness and undeviating precision. The furniture of his

house was arranged in the order of complementary colours, his

culinary utensils were inventions of his own, his clothing was cut

by the model of convenience, his food and drink were taken by
rule. He considered order as the principal virtue, and the chief

instrument of human happiness ; and his wants and gratifications

were as rigidly measured, as his time, and his mental and bodi-

ly labours. In military life his discipline had been rigid to the

extreme, and in private situations he studied the most scrupulous

punctuality and metliod himself, and exacted an observance of the
F

same virtues from those around him.
«
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The character of Count Rumford app have iinderg

changes at differenf periods of his life, which are not unusual iu

men passing through the different grades of consideration iu so-

ciety. In youth, while his ambition was flattered, and the prospects

of honorable life were expanding before him; his deportment

was marked by affability and condescension, suavity of address,

d conciliating
I*

manners. As his elevation in life advanced, and

his situation became more consequential ; his demeanor was au-

thoritative, and a regard for the feelings and interests of others

became a less prominent part of his character. Though never in-

different to fame, he disregarded the personal esteem of those with

he was connected, and separated under unfavourabl cir-
4.1

cumstances from acquaintance of his earlier years, from institutions

he had found.ed, and from the nearest connexions of domestic life.

f manner, andHis last years were marked by an austerity <

inflexible pertinacity of opinion and conduct. He had b

counted on the gratitude of mankind, and believed that a
could not long be honoured in the place of his residence. It

aa

man

perhaps fortunate for him that the of self-respect never

\'

deserted him with any change of popular or individual regard

It is enough for hs that he has laboured with assiduity and
success for the noblest of temporary objects, the extension of sci-

and the welfare of mankind When the blemishes of pri
vate life are exceeded and eclipsed by important public

does not become the recorders of posthumous character to intrud
them upon the light, or by dwelling on them, to ej

deformity. Few characters can bear the ordeal of

ny. Few men have risen to the highest stations in society with

their

of policy a£d vigilant self-love
; without some-

/
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times being unjust to the interfering claims of others, and without

sometimes disregarding those humble and silent virtues which are

stumbling blocks in the path of ambition. Yet, if examples of

perfect character are rare among mankind, there is no cause that

we should not hold up to imitation at least the semblance of per-

fection. When the grave has closed upon individual greatness,

we should see if there is i

applaud and imitate, than

the more of

to censure and avoid. For th ex-

of emulation

should be presented to view unblemished by the stain of cotem-

porary faults. The frailty of human nature demands that justice

should lean to the side of lenity. And if in common cases this

principle may operate, how much more should the failings of him

be buried in oblivion, who has left to cover them,

public virtue and philosophic greatness.

a monument of

*
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A NEW INVESTIGATION OF KEPLER^S PROBLEM,

BY F. T. SCHUBERT.

Communicated Ausaust 13* 1817o ?

M THIS famous Problem has the same relation to that part
i

of Astronomy, commonly called theoreticalf which the Problem

of three bodies has to the physical part of Astronomy. It con-

tains, in nncBf the laws of Kepler, or the whole theory of that

part of the science, which explains the true motions of the celes-

tial bodies, in the same manner, as the Problem of three bodies

comprehends the Newtonian theory of gravitation. After it is

theoretically resolved, it is still, in jpraxi, subjected to so many

difficulties, arising from the complicated calculation it requires,

that every attempt to render it more simple, will be favourably re-

ceived by astrc

of this Proble

ers. It is true, we have already many solutions

but after a full consideration of the subject, I

am of opinion, that the only method strictly mathematical is that,
^

r

used by Laplace in his XmxAOYidlyfovk fMecaninue Celeste, torn.

p. 170. et sea.J straight course, and

may stop or advance, whenever we please ; whereas the other

-methods lead us with difficulty through bye-paths, and oblige us

to determine, in the very beginning of the computation, the degree

of accuracy which we mean to attain, so that, afterwards, it is not

in our power to bring the calculus to a higher degree of accuracy,

1

%

%

•

«
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r

without recommencing the whole operation The method of La-

place is, in fact, only an application of the analytical theory of

Functions, or'Taylor's famous Theorem, which is so useful in all

branches of mathematics. But, since the author of the Mecanique

Celeste has not gone through the whole calculus, and has, more-
F

over, treated the theory of Functions in a more general point of
L

view, than what this Problem requires ; it seems, that S. full and
^

clear elucidation of this Problem will not be useless. Besides,

it will be found in the latter part of this paper, that I have

treated the subject in a manner, which is quite new.

^ S. Let the semi-major axis of the elliptical orbit of a Planet

be equal to 1
;

the eccentricity e, the radi the

the eccentrical, and the time hj, supposed to be counted

from the Perihelium £ then the resolution of Kepler's Prob-

lem will be contained in the three following equations

L % e sm i

III. %

II. tanao
V

2
tan^;

1

1 + e

1 e
9

e cos if

by the help of which d
b-

be found from

en ole

giv

/* When h other object calcul

astronomical tables, the most natural and easy way is undoubt-

edly, first to find e from
f^,

by means of the equation I, for which
purpose there are several well known indirect methods ; and then,

io calculate directly v and % from e, by means of the equations II

and 111 But, in the calculus of the perturbation

sary to develop u and 5; in series proceeding according to the

powers of e and depending upon the angles ^, g^, Sfi, etc.

these series is the real object of our problem

Th
gation of

I shall begin with seeking v from by means of

II, in order to know the form or nature of the function, to which
the general theory of functions

';

be applied

in
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§ 3. If c be the uumber 2,718 , the hyperbolical losaiithni

of which is

following equations

shall have by analytical Trigonometry the

sin 07
%/ 'X v/-i >/

v-i 9 COS X
2 ?

tans: a?

^/ 1

s

the equation 11; we shall obtain
c %/ 1

%/
S

c
f %/-'-,!

c v/
>

whence arises c
^^ 1

^.

.(^. )

yW

If .— is called \. we shall
v/( 1 +?)—v^C )

.r

^+1

multiply

> V(i+0+>/C i1
and b\

Numerator and Denominator by the 1 i

\
{l+e)-{l-e) e

(i+eH2v/(i—t=)+Ci-e) i+VCJ e2)
; whence by dividing the

_ »

Numerator and Denominator of e^>^~^ by t + i. we get

iV—

1

c vZ-i A

C
1—AC

C
V-1 .

^—-^^
V-i

1—

A

c ' >/-^

By taking the logarithms of these equal quantities, and pultin

* '

Zc=l, '»= £-{-

^(1-AC—'V"--^)—/(t AC v/-)

If we now make use of the well known series,

?(i oc
2

a-3 a-
n

3
• 9 n , we obtain

i(i AC i^-1

A» •

AC'V/-x

A'

;, (cV-^_c-'v^-0-4-| (c^^v^-^—c-^V-0+— •+r (c''^"' ftv^-i

whence by substitutin
c^v/ c v/

V^-1
Ssin .1% ue set

p &

-\
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£ 2
€ + S A sin . + -\^ sin § e + + - \' sin i e

;

2 - t
the letter i

denoting every integer affirmative number.

§ 4. Since tlie eciuation (A.) gives v in e and sin le, our prob-

lem is now reduced to this, to develop e as well as sin it in series

proceeding according to the powers of e, which must he perform-

ed by the help of the equation I. If, therefore, as is the case in

our problem, ^ is given, there will be found in every planetary or-

bit, according to the greater or less degree of its eccentricity, dif-

same given angle
i"

fereut values of e, corresponding to the

Whence it follows, that /n is to be regarded as a constant or given

quantity, and e as a function of If we then put e X
}

i ij, y will be a function of x, and the equation I will have the

following form

iuvesti

y y by means of are to

ate y, or sin iy, or any other function of y. Moreover sin y

being also a function of y, the equation 1 agrees with the more gen-
L

eral one. Ml o yxx.<^{y) by which
^f (y) is to be devel

oped proceeding according to the powers of a?
; f (y)

«

and I (y) being any two functions of ^, instead of which we shall

write, for the sake of brevity, <p and 4/.

§ 5. However difficult the general solution of the equation (1)

may be, on account of the nature of the function ©, there will al-

particular cases, wher

for instance, supposi

difficulty

3 X find immediately y a

consequently 4^ (y)

9

I (a). But as soon as it is kn
I

particular case in which

shall

h, 4/ [y) becomes equal to We
every other case, in which 5 + A, accordin

Taylor's Theorem #

^(y)
dx 1.2'da;3

« « • • +
/t" 4-

1.3,..?j * d,T«'

'-
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Supposing now h = o, consequently h, =^ x^ we sliall obtain

(2) -4. (//) -u+ XM 1 +
X
172:"^ +.•

Xn

X • ^^ * # « re

nn J

the letters it, Mj, tt^, u„, denoting tlie value of the function -4/ (?/).

and its differentials or fluxions,

lar case when x

V-^,in the pavlicn-

0.

^ 6. The diflPerentials of the functions of ?/, 9, ^{', are necessarily'
F

of this form

:

f'. A]j, d4/=4'', d^, df = f". d?/, d-J/'='4/". d?/.

and so on ; therefore, since ^ is a function of x, (§ 4*), we obtain

d-j^ , dy

dy d.r V.
Ay

ii,V
, etc. A continual differentiation will there-

fore give us the following equations :

^'% >

dd^
da; 2

(3)<:

f'(^)V^^"^da'2 '

d»,^

do?"' ^"Hdx)'+S^"- d}c-da>
«5i/

ddi/ d^!/

LdX •\dx
^J\ + 6r.

(

d.vV dd^ /^i^^
dif-d-F'+HHd-;^j^+H".

d^ diy
, d^^

Moreover, a continual differentiation of the equation

y +x,^ gives

(^l^x.(p')f\y + <p.dx; o = (l + x. <?') My + x. o". dy* +2 <?'. da:d?/

;

o= (l-i-x,<p') H^y+Sx . ^". dj/dd^ +a: . <?«'".dy*+S ^'. da^ddi/-f3 4)", did?/ =, etc.

or since x (§ 5),

= d^ + ^ . da: ; o=dd^+2 <?>'. dxdy ; o — d^y+5p\ dxddi/+3 <p", d.rdi/»; etc.

f ; which value being substitutedthe first of which arives V-* do-

in the following equation, and so on, we shall obtdin _

(4)

d^

d-r

d*y

da*

^» d'F"^ + ® ^-^
» di» 6f.(?T-3(9).y;

+ S4 ? . (?')'+ 36 (f)% p. /+4 (p)\ 9"; etc.

2

?
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If we substitute these values ia the equatioa (3), we shall obtain

i.'.<P l 0'=:+r.(^)H2^V^';

V' QpY—Q r- {4)
^

. ^'—6^'.> . (^') * — ^Af. C^)
^

. 9"',

da-
l=+f"'.(^)*+l2^^"^(^)^p'+36.^".(^)».(^')'+l2^^".(.f)3.(^"+24^'.^.(^')'

+ 36 -,/.'. (^)«. ^'. ^"+ 4 ^'' {ip) 3. 4."'^ and so on.

But it is evident, by the conimou rules of the calculus differ-

entialis, that these expressions are susceptible of a much more sim-

pie form, thus : -

{^)

^Vj
dd^
d^a

d.^\(<g)\ d34^

J A — +—J , and so on.
ax* dys

By substituting these values in the equation (2) (§ 5), we obtain

(6)^ u ^
JC8 ^

' (<P) XS

1.2 dy

^
' (<5)

1. 2. 3. dy
+ etc.

the letters ^|/', ^, and their differentials denoting the particular

value, which these functions have when x whence

y a,u ^^
c

da >
<p (§

§7. T
h

le application of this formula to Kepler^s Problem
no other difficulty, than the length of the calculation.

We have only to compare the equation I

{i)o

i. e sm i with

SP

y +
e, a H y 'i 9

3 get

siu «.

Let, in the first place, the sought function be e (§ 4) : then we
shall have 4/ [y)

f(a)

y=i .X
f>

dy

dy
i

d the equation (6) will be transformed

(B) i >t + e sin .« +
e^ d.sin*^

1.2 + +
€n d^^^.sin^f^

1.2.„n ' d g^n^i

\

V
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If, in the second place, sin ii be sought (§4), we shall have

7

'^{y)=siniy—sin it, ,j^'= "^

d
i.cos i e, y=a=.f*.y u = 4^ (a) = sin i M>f

and the equation (6) becomes

(C) sin it = sill i/*
-f-

ci . cos tV sin ft -f-

. (1 . cos I/* .?in*/tt.

1.2
.1.

dAc
+ « •

+
e"

L » '^••fl«f^

.1.

Therefore we must seek a general expression of the differentials

d"~' . sin '>, and d"~^ . cod «^ sin "^ ; for which purpose we must de-

velop the quantity sin > or (sin /*)" into a series, proceeding accor-

ding to the multiples of the angle fi,

§ 8. Analytical Trigonometry affords four different series, ac-

cording as the number n has the form 4r, 4<7'-f^, 42'+l, or 4<r-f-3,

VIZ.

(7) 271—1 sm"^

f+COS 71^—^NjCos (n—2)i«»+lS'3Cos (?i

cos n/^'+NjCos (n—2)^^—N^cos (n—4)5*+ ....

Nn-2 COS 2.«^i-|^!L?
2 3

N n-2 COS 5.^+^Nrt ;

2)jM.^NgSin(n

—

i)/^— *.»-f-Nfi-i sin ft;
2

2

sin «A«^-fN J
sin (11—2)/^—N,sin (n—4) ja-f .... +N n-i sin f*.

;

N»
n

1

_ r»(«-.1) ^.„ „(n-l)(n-2)...(T+l) ^

1 •^•O.**** -~-

being the well known coefficients or multiplers of each term of a

Binomial raised to the power n.

In order to find the (n—4)th differential of these series, the

differential of the first must be taken (4r

n the d '+!) third

times, because

(4:r) times, the

fourth (4r+2) times, and thlB form of the differentials will be dis-

covered, as soon as the differential of the first series is taken three

times, the second once, the third four times or not at all, and the

fourth twice, because after fourJ
differentiations

%
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V

again obtain the same form. Wherefore the third series will be
I *

the general form of the {n—l)th differential of all four series ; and^

since at each differentiation every term is to be multiplied by the

coefficient of its angle ai» we shall obtain, in all four series, the same

equation, viz.

which series terminates^ vrhen it arrives at ^ or S^.

§ 9. Putting successively n—fif w=3j etc. and suhstitut »
after having divided it by S''"', in the eciuation (B)

(§ 7)> we obtain

(O) e=f^-^€ Sill
,«.-f-
-— Sill 2/1. +

e

+ 2

t n/^Nj (7i-2)"-i shi (w-2) A*+N3 (n-4)"-^ sin (ti-4)

± Nr (ii—2ry~^ sill (71—2r} ;«,

which the upper or lower sign, prefixed to N,., is to be used,

wording as the number r is even or odd, and the whole series

Th same

there

hen n—2r becomes equal to S or to 1.

be used in the rest of this paper, so that, whenever

sign ± or t, the upper or lower is to bedouble

made use of, according as the exponent at the bottom of the next

following coefficient N, (or whatever it may be,) is an even or odd
number.

as far

This very essential remark must be well remembered*

Suppose, for instance, the development of e is desired

the twelfth power of e, then the equation (D) will

give

-K sin A^+|-8in 2/*+l (3 sin 3 ^—sin ^) +~ (2sin4 M^mn 2 fc)

e
r5«,sin5M—3*.sin S^M^-Ssin /t)-f.

«e

%*.3.5
(3*.sm 6)11—2 « . sin 4 f*+5 . sin 2,u)

+ (7*. sin 7 5»
. sin Sm^^i . sin 3m^5 sin ^)

^

j^
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+ 04 o3 Vr (^^^'^^" S^—3^sin 6^4-2^r,siD 4/^

—

T sin 2/*)

e'
+ 015 .^2 ^^yCS^^sin Da«—^^sln7ft+23.5^sin5/lt^2^3^7.sinoAt-}-2.^.siu,«)2l^32.5.7

^10 „ X

+ 08 4 2 y C^^-S'" 10;^--2^ 9.5.sin 8j«.+3ii.5 sin C^2i2.3.5.sin 4^-f 2.S.5.7,sin 2«)
-^ «o «0 •/ ^

4- ^^ ,, (lP.sitill>t~3^».sin9At+5.7^Psin7/tt-3.5^^sin5itt-}-g.3»^5.sin3/^-2.3.7.sin.tt)

.J 1_? (2^3^*'smli?;^-5iisinl0«+92ij] sing 3io.5_ii,sJn6^^29.3.5.nrsin4/<^2.3.11sin*t'

^ ll. In order to develop sin it in a like manner, we must

make use of the product cos i^ . sin> (C) (^7). Therefore, the
I

series (7) (§ 8) is to be multiplied by cos 2,«, which being done,

each term of tiie two first series, which will have the form cos z/i

cos kfi, must be put equal to ^ cos (^ + i) (« + -^ cos (Ic— ij (U, and in-

stead of each terra of the third and fourth series, viz. cos i^ sin A>c,

we must substitute ^ sin {k + ^ + ^ ^in {k^ i)/a, according to tlie

well known rules of Trigonometry. Hence arises

(9) S"* cos ifjL sin"/A

+sin(/7+i>+sin(«-/),tt-NiSin(iz-2+i)jM^N,sin(72-2-i)^

Since these series have exactly the same form as that of (7)

(§ 8), they will in like manner give

(10) iii» ~--^ !r= (7z-|-t)«-isin(/i-fi),«.4- (7?—2}"-^sin (n

—

i)f^

which series terminates, when n—2r is equal to or to 1. In

the latter case, the last term becomes

jhNn-i r(l-K)"-^sin(l+i}^-F(l —iy-' sin (1— i)^] ; in the former,

tills term is only = ± X„. i"""\ sin i fi.

§ i2. If we put successively n=2^ n=B^ etc, and substitute the

series (10), divided by S", in the equation (C) (§7)? there arises

2*
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10 Schiibert'S investigation of Kepler^s Problem.

(E) sin i i=sm ?>+ 1 e (sin ( 1 -fi;/^-+sin (^i—zj 5*

t

+ . il C(2+«) sin (2+f) f*+ (2—0 sin (2—i) ^—2 i sin t>) + ••••

02 10
^

t &'

+ gn
1.2...71

(7i4.i)«-isin(ii+i) .«.+(?i—i)"-isin(n—i) ft)

.N
J
(n—2+9"-isin (?t--2+0/t6-N, (71—2—i)«-'sin(w-2-f>

± N,. (
(ri-2r+i)"-isin (n-2r+i)Ai+ (n-2r-i)«-^sin(«- 2?-i),M,)

2 . . .

^ i3. The general term of i? (A) (§3) being = +j\'smUfWQ

still want (he expression of \' in a series proceeding according to

the powers of e, to obtain which we may use the same method of

functions. Let 1+V(ile2) be called y ; then we shall have k

y y

1

i+\/
(1

2
)

l-v/(l-e^) ^ 2-1/^ ^j^^^,^j.^^.^ ^
e C

e

y
+ v

This equation agrees with (1) [% 4) = t/ + x.<p{y)— a, if we sup-

pose e ^> <p{y)
y

\, a = a; and the sought function 4^ [y) is=-^

which, when found, will give x'==e* 4^ (?/}. Now if we again, for the
w

. sake of brevity, Write 9, \<\f, %}/', for f (?^), 4/ (^), etc. we shall have

or|'
I

i*

j+i

r,

i.((p}'^^; whence the equation (6) (§6) will

be transformed into

(11) 4'=:W-{-ix.(<?)«+2.
TO" d , {Ofr^

1 .2 ^y
+

ro?

1.2i.3 di/=

+4
etc.

But4»is=—, ^
1

if

(?>)* ; therefore

d.(^)"

d3 {<pY

«(^)«-x.<^'=-«(^)«+^;^^
fi(;H-l).('?)".<^'=+«C«+l) .(<?)"+^

;

n(ll+\) (?7+9) .
(^)"+l.«': « («+l) (n+2) .(<?)"+' ; etc.

All tliese differentials are comprehended in the form

C«) -g-^j = ± «(fi+i)...(7i+r—l).(^)«-h-,

upper or lower sign taking place, accorc t116 mber
odd To demonstrate the general truth of this form, we
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Schubert- 3 investigation of KejAer^s Prollem. 11

need only io take tUe differential of (a) oiice more, whence we shall

get

dH-l.(<f,)r.

which is

duced fro

inerallv

educed from r+i, in the same manner as d*^ . (9)" is de-

k V ; whence it follows, that the supposed form [a) is

If in the series (11) we put successively 1 + 3

and r=l. K=i-Ht aud r=3, and

sign +, since no differentials hut those o( an odd decree r are ne"*-

ative: whence the equation (11) becomes

^=ii+ix . (^)^+^+
a.2

1.2
. i (i+3) . (^)'-+^+

a;
.3

1 ^2 's1 * «rsl3

. i(i-+4) (f-f5).(^)'+=-f etc.

Substituting; in this equation the former values (^ 6)

M=^ (a)
1

a?

1

2»
r, <5=f(a)

1

a

I

2'. a? c', and A'=: g'
^J,, vvc sliall obtain

e \t
(l2)A'•=(^)^[l+<f)>

.^ex2 j'(i-f5) ^fx4
I . 2 •VV •*"•••+

,•(,•4.A'4-l^(;-j.A^+2)...(J4-2A'-n ^e 2k

1 . 2 • • # « A- 2V

§ 11. lu order to develop the series (A) (§ 3) as far as the

Ifth power of e, we want the values of x^ and sin ze as far as the

same power, observing, that since sin it

these quantities need only be developed ;

Thus, the equation (12) produces the foil

poiver e^^\

2 e
tA=:.[l+ + + .T5 7 7 9

2

3

s 3

A
5«* re«

£

21 e8 3r,.fio

4 [1+ 2 + -TT+-^ +-^i^ + ^^^if-]

**

A
I
[1+

3e»

"IT

9e
+ -

2 2 2

3 ^ e

4 2 02

3.5.1 Kp-'* -,

v

2 , e'

5 2-*.ohD+
5e* 5e*

I

3.52,p« 2

6
As

2^S
[>+

Se3 27.e'*

"2
' 2

06 - L '7 2«

;

7^2 2

8
A 8

e

2

8

n-D+^'+
ll.e*

4

9

10

2* .9
[H-?^]= ,^vo=^';;Lr,+£i]. 4... « 11 3

4 10 2 11 2*^.11' 12^
1 2 e 13

215.;-^
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IS Schuberfs investigation of Kepler'^s Problem.

§ 15. If in the equation (E) (§ IS] we put succes§ively i

2=3, and so on, ag far as i=i2f and at the same time n=3, n

1;

d w==12 &'

sm

i;, we shall ^

.sin ^+ ~ siu 2,M.-f- — (S siti S,cc--sin^)+
^ ^

(

e
(3*.sin 6;«—£6.sin 4fc+5 sin 2*4)

+ .-

+

210.3^5

2^33.5.7
8

(7^. sin 7jn—5^.sin 5/«-f3''.sin S,«—5 sin ,«•)

(2 3'^ .sin 6iM.-{-2^.r,sin 4jk.—r sin 2^)

I • nj

e

5 -.2
-6- -.iJ^.^./

9

—(3i^sin9^-—7 ^-sin r/tc+22.5^sin 0i A^)

+
e

+
10

+

2i».3\52.7

2s.3'*.o^.7.U

-(U^smll,w-32^sin9/«,+5.7^<'.sinriM.-3.5^*.sin5M+2.3l^5.8iIl3^^--2.3.^sin.A^)

,it-5
li'

g
3b 2r=sm 3^+c(s\n S,M.-sm^') ^e* (sin4iit-sin2^)+ ~^(53. sin 5^3' .sin 3^+4 sm ^;

^^
(3^sin6«-2^sln4ii6+r,sin2K)+5^^(''*.sin7|it-35.sIn5iM.+S*.11,sin3M-3.5.sin.,^)

6

ir.

+ 2'.3*.5
—;r(2».sin Sa--—o^.sin 6jtt+2^sin4,M,—13 sin 2ft.)

')

+
e 3

2^32.5.7
lOAt^-: .2i3.sin4iM.+2.r2.sin2At)

i

(

1-

a

.f.
u

+
e
10

2^3-* 5^,7

^

-(2^3^sInI2^^5^^sml0jx+2'-^23•sln8^c-3^5a3•sin6^c4-2^3.5J^.sin4.tt-2.S^

J.

,k

sin 5s

+

+
6*

^^s

3 Se-^

?(sin4^«

—

sm%tt)+ 5Y-(5sin 5jtc—2,3.sin 3.a-f sin /«.)

2

2

i-

I:
h

2*.5
6

-(28. sin8^--S*.5.sin 6,«.4- 2^,5. sin 4f<.— 32.sjn2«.)

4- _il_(39,sin 9f^~2.T^,sin Tfti-5\%m S^c— S-^.lQ.sin 3a«.-1--S sin.M.)
2^°.5

-f
e

Q^.3.5.7
(

012 6/4—2

_i- _J (ll^sin^ft-i3.SJ*.sin9^-^2^78.sin7^-58.11.sin5^+2,3^Gl.sin3il4-23.^.sinA*)
21^.3.5.7^

e
.*6-3



sin4f

Scliuherfs investigation of Eepler^s Prohlem.
I

sin 4^+2e(sin 5«—sin 3iA.)+e^{5 sin 6^4—4 sin 4^+sin 2^*)

IS

"^ 22^^''^ •^'"'''"~^*^'*^*"^'^+^ ^•^^"^^s^'^ '^) +|-(2'^-si" 8.«-3 ^sin 6^6+23 .S sia4ict-sln 2^^

"^ 2^33^^ ^•^'^^^"^•^^•^^° 7'Ac+2.5«.sin5itt-2.3*.5.siii 3itt+2.3.sia^c)

"^'a^ijiTs
C^^'S"^ 1 0^-^21 i.S.sin 8^+36.5.sin 6ft—2',5.sin 4ft+2*.sin 2/*)

8

^

sm 5£=sin 5^6+ — e(sm 6A«.-sin 4^*)+ -^(J sin 7|a—lO.sin 5itt+3.sin Siu.)2 23

S"'*

'^ 2^3
(^^''•^^'^ 8/*—33.sin 6At+22.3.sin 4^—sin 2,«)

5e
+ ^7^^ (Ss.sin 91*-~9.'^ ,7 ^,%m 7^4+2.3.5'.sin 5/«^25.33.sin S.tt+sin (jC\

+
5es

-(53.sln 10m—ss.sin 8.t6+2.3*.sin 6/*—25.sin4iM.+sin S^c)

+ 2i"r;7 (1 l^sin 11^2.31 i.sin O/tt+ 3. 5.7* .sin 7A*-22.5s.sin 5At+3«.5.sin 3.u-5 sin /*)

+ 5 2 .^CQ^'S°.sin I2^5^7.sin 10/«+2i2.3.7.sin8A4-3«.o.7.sin6;tt+2«.5.7.sin4jw-22.5^iu2M):

in 6 sio 6^+3^ (sin T^t—sin 5At)+5e2(2 sin 8jtt—3 sin 6^+ sin 4^^)

+
3^3

2 3 C33.sin 9jte—72.sin7^+52.sin 5^^^ 3 sin 3^)

2s.sin 8iie+2.3'*.sin Gjtt—2* .sin 4/t-f sin 2^-)

+ 27~5 C' I'^.sin lift—38.5.sin9/*+2,5.7'*.sin 7^—2.5*.sin 5.**+3*,5 sin Sjm.—gin/i)

+ —:: (2'».3*sin 12^*—a'.sin 10f4+29.5.sin 8/*—2.3'».5.sin 6M+2*.5.siu 4^—sin 2^):

7 7t
sin 7«=sia 7ft+ ^f(sin 8^—sin 6/tt)+ ^(32.9in 9/*—2,7.sin7/»+5 si'n 5^)2 23

7e^+ ?T-; (
J^.sin 10.«.—S^.S.sin 8;«.4-3^.sin G^it—S^.sin 4/*)^ »o

3
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1* Schuberfs investigation of Kepler^s Problem

•i

,
+ .TT^ (^ l^'Sin 11,M.—22.36.sin 9jM,-(-2.3.73.sin T1.0—9.* .5^.^m 5jtt+S'.3in S.m.)

sin 8£=sm 8iw4-4c(sm Oft—sin r|ic)+ 2ea.(5 sin lOjtt—2».sin 8ft+3 sin 6^*)

e
4-:^ ll'.sin llitc—S5.sin9i»4-3.r2.sinr

a.''
.sill 5jM.)

/

2
+ -e* (2.3^sin 12^6—5».sln 10itt+2*.3.sin 8;et—3^sin 6/M,+2sin 4^^); ^'^

9 9
sin 9.=sin 9/*+ -e (sin 10^^—sin 8/*)+ 53 e^ (u gj^ ll;«—2.9.sia9^+7.sin T/.*)

9
4. _ e* (a^s.sin 12A.^52.sin lOf^+S^.sin 8,«—3.sin 6^);

sm 10^=sin 10^+5<sin 1V~sin 9Ac)+5t2(3 sin 12^0^5 sin 10^+2 sin 8/.*)j'

11
fiin lh=sln 11^+ - ^ (sin 12^—sin 10/tc); sin 13<=sin ISitt.

I

I 16. These equations contain every thing necessary for

veloping x, as far as the 12th power of e : for, by multiplj

d

these products

ing each

% 15 by the correspondent power of a in § 14, and addiii-

e
> we shall get the required series

All this will appear evident by an example.

Let the Coefficient of sin /* be sought : then, whatev
tiplied by sin «, in e, in %k sin e, in 4- a» sin 9.. ^\r may be united
into one sum, which sum will be the required Coefficient of

H from e
/ 8 ^S«.3

e

3 e 5e8 7e 8
from 2a sin f, e{\+~+ —^—-^

f.4 ' 8 ^2 a^

£10.3^

11

2»7.33.i)2
'

s
7«^

.7-3(1+ -r-+:r+-^+ ^^£3 4 8
Si-.^i £6

2»».32
e 11

2

£»^3^5^^+?)
2»^s3.5, »

5e*from^A' sin 2*, ~- ^1(1 +!!+__ ,
7e« SW

+ —-)gs 2'

->

:«i



Scliulerfs investigation of Kej^ler^s Problem, 15

e* Se* I e

+ 2^3t'+I- + ^+^) '' i^+r+%-)2 2 2

+
e 3

a'..=Ta('+ 2^
€ 11

2'«.3a'

9L

from ^ A^ sin 55.+ V ( I+ -^^^^ }- — f- -^-^—

^

3 4 "^"a*"

7e

e

+171

9

J^i^a (1+
3e«

4 )

e

2

11

2 (1+
4

-1-

a* ;

i^^i^o'

from?-A* sm4.,-.^^ (l+ e^ + ._) +_^_^i+,a^7r* e e11

4 ^^3 2

from -A* sin 5*. + -^!— a+—

1

2»o.5

11

212 - " -
.o'.a

3i*.32

3
anj from — a« sin 6f,

11

6 ^^\o.o '

The following sines would give only products of sin ^a multi-

plied into powers of e higher than the 12th. Wherefore^ these

seven partial coefficients being collected, we shall find the whole

coefficient of sin ^

+e'C
1

8

5

1

8

1

i
0+e'G

1

+
1 1

+
1 1

£6.3 '82*' 2«.3 8 ^23.3^2+ o

\ 1

+ 57)

1+--L+ 1 ^+ •

26 4 « 29 1^ 072*.3 2

+ eS
+

1

29.32,5
+ 1

2"^ 29.3

11 ' oi

1

+
1

313,33 ' 214.32,5 27^ 9727.3

1_

29

1

210

3; .3
^

2

+e11

1 21 *7

' ^> ? o 1 '

2i>.5

5

27.3^ 2»°.o
^

1

311.3

1

+
1 1 2T r 5

2»7.33.j3 • 20 210 > 2ia,3 2» 3.33~^ 3»«.3«.5~ 2» ^33.5» "fi'"^ 28 3 "2il~+
I

2".38.5

1 7 9

2i6.33'^29 213 +
s I r

214.5 2i*.3*.5 2««».3
+ 1 1

10 ^ 012 c 2iio.0 2 O'.J
r +

5 1 1

2U.3 2i\3» 213.3.5

The reduction of all the fractions, belonging to the same power of

g, to the least common
n

denomination, will give the coefficient of

8in«=±=Se
e

4

5

+^.3
C

107 6217
r 09 q» -I 01 3 o»2»3.3».5

e
565879

+ 2̂i«.33.5« e"

.

which is the second term of 1? (A) (§ 3), the first bein <«
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L6 Schuberfs investigation of ICephr^s Problem

§ 17. By means of formulsE, it is easy to develop

the series (A)^ or the true ly far as we pie

tlie Proble b pletely resolved. But

; and

whole

operation is, strictly speaking, notliing but an indirect method of

approximation ; and, as the discovery of the Binomial Theorem

would not be complete, if, we had not a general formula for each

Binomial Coefficient N,., independent of all others, so Kepler's

Problem cannot be said to be completely resolved, unless we have

immediately, and independently

of the preceding or following terras, any term of v. Therefore,

knowing that w is a series composed of terniis of this form Ae"

sin itifif the direct solution o

a general formula, which gives

f our Problem is reduced to the in-

vestigation of a general formula, by which the coefficient or

multiplicator A may be found immediately, and without having

recourse to the above series, ?, sin i «, x*, whatever may be the

numbers a and other words, to A by a

ex-function of a and m only. Such a general and independent

pression of A is particularly useful, when the object is, to verify

an isolated term which, for some reason, appears to be doubtful

;

a case by no means rare, as every one knows, who is acquainted

with these calculations. Moreover, it will appear, that the com-

putation by this method is easier than by the common one, and it is

not so liable to mistakes in the calculation : it shews also the sen-

eral law, by which all the terms of v are formed, whereas this

law is quite lost in the common method.

§ 18. The Problem, which we have now to resol hat

may be the numbers a and m. in the Ac" sin mu* to find

general expression of A. But there is a very essential obsei

on to be made, viz, that the numbers a and m are not wholly



Schubert' s investigation of Eejiler^8 Problem, 17

dependent of The general term of sin ?e (E) (§

neglectin- the coefficients by which they arc multiplied, has

llowin^ form, e"sia {n±i

(§. 13), it assumes the form

d d by »

fi + sin {n±i—2r) ^ + etc.), or e" (l+eHeV.-) (sin a/* + sin (a—S).«

+...)? which is al form ofe(D)(§ The
dent, that in every term e" sin m^ of the series (A)

a m, or a=m-h2, or in general m-fS«, in otlier words, a d
m mnst be either both even or both odd, and m can never be great-

er than a

:

I shall hereafter suppose a S s, or
a—m
2

the letters denoting any affirmative number, not exclud

ing 0. If we were to give to w a value not falling under the form

a—2s. the term Ae" sin m^u would be impossible, or A=0.
2

e + j^' sin it (A) (^ 3), the quan-§ 19. Since v is in general

A will depend in part upon e, and in part upon The
former part, which we shall call A must be deduced from

the general term of e (D) (§ 9)= ±^.~ (w-?r)-sin («-gi>,On^V I

which will agree with the proposed term Ae" sin ma, if we make *ii

n a, and n—zr—m, or r«> a—m
2

s (§ 18) : whence we set©

AW ±
1j;;^\-2) J N denoting the general coefficient of a bino-

mial raised to the power n (§ I rmal

A for the general coefficient of .a binomial

raised to the power a, so that Ao 1,A, fl, A3
a{a—1)

1. 2
and

A,
<g—1) (g—s+l)
1. 2 s

we shall get (&) A<"^ ±
A, m

1.2.,.^\2
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18 Schuberfs investigation of Keplei^s Problem.

If, for instance, we seek the coefficient of e" sin //, RTising

from e, we shall have a ii,m l,s 5^ wherefore

_^(0)
It. 10.9.8.7

1. 2. 3.4.5

1 1

2iM£..,.ll )bi'.o-.J2
, as above (§ IG)

§ 20. The general term of siu it (E) (§ 12) is = sin i^ ± —

•

Nrp" E«-^——[(M-2r+i)"~^sin (72-2rH-i) ^+(?i-22'-/)"~^ sin (?i-2r-i) <«]

in which we must observe, that 2r, can never become greater than

?

M, therefore the first argument, n—trM, is always affirmative,

whereas the other, n-2r-ij will often be negative, in which case

the product (rz-3r-i}"~* sin {n-2r-i)
fjt. will be affirmative or nega-

tive, according as the number n is even or odd, because the sine of

a negative angle is always negative. Let the coefficient

t(t-ffc-f {i+k-+2) (i-f 21-— 1) be called J^, in which wc must ob-
^w —» • ^^ • www V « V 9 '

serve, that J^ is equal to i, and Jo equal to 1 (IS) (§ 13) : then,

the srenerai term of x' will be

+
e

2

i+ 2Jt

L«. Therefore,

2 9.

rx^sint£=4L^'\E«
2

t
J

A-

i+2k

sm 2 ^

±
1

g \5+2fc+n

2 [ (n-8r+i)"-^sin(w-Sr-H*>+ ( n-2r-i )*->9iD («-2r-i)^]

;

whence the coefficient of e" sin w^ is to be deduced

ident, that the first term, sin t>, is applicable only

But

lar wh
particu

m a whence it follows, that

Sfc d consenucntlv & the first term, which

shall call A^'"\ becomes and the coefficient

J 7n(-m-|-.s-fi)(T„4.s-f.2)
( „, -}. 2.*—

1

)

1. 2. 3. s
M„ therefore the first

term is -i<V

\

^
^



Schubert^s investigation of Kepler^a Prohlem, 19
4

MA("0 +
M,

2«-i.)tt

, § SI. The remaining part

1.2,^K 2
[(?i-2r+i)"-' sin (n^^r+iV+(u-.S?^-i)"-^sin (n-^r-f)aj

can be made to agree with the proposed term e"" sin m (tj by tliree

different suppositious

i)n %r + i m
y

2)n— 2r I m9
S]n 2i t m ?

whence we get

l)2r » + 2 m^
«>r w 2 ?w

?
3l3r ?i ? + m;

of which, however, no more than two values of r can take

hatever may be the numb F
qual to niy or less, or greater than m. In the first case, 1} and

give the same value r = j?the other being r
n

m. In the

second case, 3) is impossible, because 2r can never be greater than

n [% SO) ; wherefore, there remains only r = —-— and

r = —r— • In the third case, l)is impossible, for the same
2

reason, and we have only r
n Ml

2
and r

71—i 4-m
3 '

The first

case, r — andr
2

n

2
m, is comprehended in the second case,

where r
n-\-i—

m

2
and r

n m
2

J if i becomes c(iual to m.

Thus, we have only the three following values of r,

i)r
n+i—

m

~2 2)r
n—I

—

m
3

3)r

the last of which gives n 2r I

n—i -\-m

m, whence we get

Sr :\n—

1

i) siQ(?i 2r i)^ mY~^ sin
( nif^)

rnf~^ sin »z /t mn—

1

l)''~^sinm;a + ni
n-l

1 )" sin w fi.

\
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so Schuherth' investigation of ICepler's jHrohJem.

§ 22, We have yet to determine the number Jc, If we call

A^ the sought coefficieut of the proposed term e" sin ?w m^ we shall

have the eqciation (§ ^0)

riZT* ^'^ ( 2 ) • [(n-3r-Fz)"-^ sin {n-2r+i) ^ + (n-3r-£)"-^ sin (n

= A^'^e^sinm^; whence it follows, that i + 2]c + n must be
ri
-

9
'

equal to a, or^ = ~|^- Substituting, then, the three values of

r (§ 31), we shall get.

^ 23. All those quantities, (&) (§ 19), (c) (§ 20), and [d) (^ 2^),
being collected, the total coefficient of e" sin m^ will be found

1.2...a\.2J "^
2«-\Ni

in which I shall again observe, that s =^ (^ 18),

'• 2- sTT :—i
(i 20),

vr _ "('•— I ) ("—2) ('<—'+
1

1

an,l tUat
£
and . signify a„^ integer affi^ative numl.e.-, wherea,

«>e case t = „ is co„talaed i„ tUe first term A., a,.,l „ = „ ;„ tl.o

torn of the coefficients J and iV, tj/r, a~i~-n «4.; ^ •

Blast always be affirmative number f 1^ ^
""""' "~^""'

numbers
: for, when any one of these

r

J

1

.5r-2>]
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numbers becomes negative, the corresponding coeiBcient, J or N,
will be = 0. Therefore, whatever may be the numbers i and ??,

there will never be found more than two values of N, sometimes

but one, and sometimes none at all ; as will appear by the follow-

ing example.

§ 24?. Let the coefficient of e^° sin 2 ^ be sought. Then
have

a 10, m 2, s==4, AW + -^(U9),A- = ^(^20),I.'2,..l0 £20

AW 1

2io-M.2....n L 2

N 2 ,
N„_i^

/._j[\»»"1±
J

and the required coefficient A = A^°^ + A^"'^ + A^'>, Let us abridge

this notation by writing J for
JlO—i—» -ikJ j.__ N„_;_2 T^-;., J. _ N«4-t-J

,N for -'
, N' for

N
and N" for ^S the latter being used only when i is greater than

m or S, in which case N^ disappears, because ^r or n + i S

would be greater than n (§ 23). Therefore,

A«
J

^,,^;rix:^.[±N^±N±N"(-ir].

§ 25, The above formulas sjive Aw= + 10.9.8.7 1 I
a 1.2.3.4. 1.2.3... lO

• •t "Tciv2^3^.5

AC") +
2.7 8.9 1

1.5i.3.4 2^° +
21

2 9

As to the term A% both numbers i and n must be at the same time
*

even or odd, because the exponent of N, —5- , must be an integer ;

moreover, n cannot be greater than 10— i, on account of the ex-

ponent of J,
10 n

2
Making then,

3)i

1, n

3, n

if n

if n

4

3, w

4, n

3, n

5, n

6, n

6, n

7, n

7;

9:

»
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^)i
\

% n 2,n % Tfl

5) i= 5jn i^ n = Sy n
S-

5; Q}i = 6, n = 2p n 4;
•

the two first cases will eive A^'' = -^~ —, and the following
a^o-M.a.-.n

four A'^
J(±N±Ni»(—1)")

2^»-M.2.3 n
, because i is srreater than m or 3.

In the third and fifth cases^ n being an odd number, we have A^'^

«)io-» . o -' J>ut in the fourth and fifth cases, where n is even,2^" ".1.2. ... n ' '

A^^^ is

with i

J

than 10

lo-n , o -* The coefficient of e^'* sin 2 a* terminates

6, since any value of i, greater than 6, would make

0, or both N and N" = 0. For, since n cannot be greater

i) as we have seen, n must needs be less than % i be-

i + 2 become nega-t S as well as ning >- 6 ; but then, n

tive, whence N=0 and N"=0 (§ 33). The account

to the above formulse of A^^-*, stands thus :

according

J=J 1.6.7.8

1.2.3.4

if 2=1 and n

S.7, N^=No=+l, N=0
;

therefore Af'^—

+

2.r

2 + 28

if 2=1 and n

J=J 1.5.6

1.2.3
5; N^=N, n 3 ; N=]sr, + 1

A--'^
5.2

2M.2.3
5

if 2*=1 and n
2^3

1.4 5.4
J=Js=|:^=2;Ni=N,=-}-"-:2^+10;N=N,:=-n=.5; A^'J=+ ^^" I

2»4.2,.5 +^
ifi

2^3
1 and n i 9

J=Jl=i=l;Ni_.^
3

7Jj^5 7 o.7
1.2

Ml 1 aivl ?7,

• «*

9,

1

_1

r^
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9.S.7.6 9.8.7
J=J„=t J N»=N,=4-;-f^=+2.r.9; N=N,=.;^= -3.4.7 ; Ar'^=+

1.2,

2.3.7
• tt

1

iff 2 and Ji = 2,

J=J ,=^1=2.7 ; N »=N ,= - n= - 2 ; N=0 ; AW= -
**•'

1 "-^ S 2M.2 2'

if 2 2 and n 4,

9.5
J=J,=;-„=5 3N^=:N,=+

1.2
i|=+6

; N=N„=+1 J
A^'V=:+ ^'^

2«.2.3.4

ifi 2, and n 6,

J=Jj=7'=2;Ni=N »

6.5.4

ifi

-20; N=Ni=-n=-6; A^
2.26

2*.l.2..6

2 and n 8

35_
"^29..;

15

2«.3».a

3'.33.5

J=J „=1 . N»=N4=+?4^^=+2.5.7; N=N,=+M=+2.2.7j A^'>'=:+,
^•^•'

1.2.3.4

ifi

1.2
+,

3 and 11 1

a2.1.2..8 ' 2«.3*.5
41

j=j3

3.7.8

1.2.3
4.7; N=0; N^ i=No=+l; A('l

4J
2^

• • • • •
27

ifi 3 and ti = 3,

J 3^ 3.3;N=0;Ni»=Ni n 3, A^'''=4-
S3

2^2.3
9_

+ 28

ifi 3 and n

,=1=3; N=N<,=+1 j N» >=N3 +

5,

5.4

1.2
+10^ A^'''

3.9

^ 9 £ i ^ at?

9
«•••#

28.5

ifi 3 and n
^

ljN=Ni=-n=-?';N»»=N

7,

1

23.1.2..7 +2^3^5

ifi 4 andn 2,

2 +1 i
AW=+ 2.7

2«.1.2

ifi 4 and n 4,

j=f=4jN=0;N»»=Ni n 4 ; A^<^=
4.4

2« .3.3.4

• #
38

s

1

9 • •
2».3

ifi 4 and 71 6,

6.5 16

fol
1

1 ; N=N,=+i ; N-=N.=+5=+l5; A^^^=+^-,;^,-...,
,,^3,^_,

ifi 5 and n 1,

«
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N=0 and N* *=0, therefore A^^>'=0

;

ifi 5 and n 3,

J=J^=i=5 ; N=6 ; N» »=]Nro=+l ; A^'^
5 5

2M.i.3
• • •

ifi 5 and n 5y

J=J

ifi

n 5 i A^'>=+ --
5

3M.2..5 +
1

£8.3

/
6 and n

N=0 and N^ i=0, wherefore A^'''=0 j

2,

ifi 6 and n 4,

J=J 1; N=o^ ]vii=;^[ ^^j. Ari;=+ 1

2«.2.3.4
+

1

29.3

§ 26. Collecting all the above fractions (§ 25) into one sum, we
shall observe the whole coefficient of

+
2

+ -C

11 2 25 9 71
27.33.5^29 28.3 2". 3^.5 2^,5

-_+ 91

28.33.5 29.3.5

142 , 819
,-7-

29.33.5 29.33.5
+

67?

29.3^5

^ 27. We have yet to find the development of the rad
z, which bein

5 given by the equation III, (^ i

s development will be obtained by the same
we substitute in the equation (6) (^ 6), ^ (y)

1 e cos €,

method as above

Hence, \L

cos e, y

Vf which b g substituted in the equa

tion (6), gives

cos t=U+ x, «. sin y __ ^. J-siny.(g)«
^ ^^^^

1.2

m hich we must put (§ 7)

dy

whence we ^'^i

(F)

3(~^, tt=cos
/<, f=sin ^ J

=cos fi-e sin^ ;*

.ti—

1

1.2 d^
• ••

d^'-^.S!!!'' u

§ 28. In order to find the differential, d

1.2.3.,.(/i_l)* d,i4«—

2

d iffer
ential of the first of the series (7) (§ 8) is to be taken twice, the

. - tmes or not at all, the third three times, and the
fourth once, which produces for each of the four series

second four

equation
the same
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g„_i d"~^.sin"iM,

d/*"
n cos n fi +Ni(w-S)"-=coa (w-S)<u • •

T N, (w— 2r)''-=^ cos (k f>J')-",

in which r must always be taken less than |^. Hence the equation

(F) becomes

e
cos t=COS (I +-^(C0SS;M

I e2

l)+r.-22 1.2

+
2

1 e"-i r
'^*l.2...(r6-i)[_

«"~^ COS ?l fJL N.rn

4

(3 COS 3 (A.—3 cos (Jt) +

3)'-*-^cos(n—S)^+ ..

± N,(n Sr)"-" cos (?i—2r) ^

§ 29. This vahie, being substituted in the equation

o 1 e cos e, gives

(G) »=l-e cos ^-^ (cos S^
1 _e

22* l.a
(3 cos 3 cos ^) • #*•

I-

1

an-l" 1

cos ?i /i—Ni {n—S)"-* cos [n—2) ^ +

Sr)""^ cos [n—2r) ^a
=.f

^ 30. The development of this formula as far as the twelfth

power of e^ gives

zz=zi -ecosjtc
e2

(cos 2^-1)
8

c5

(cos 3jC4 - COS A4) "— (cOS4At-COS :2jt4)

s

6e^ g«
(52 .COS 5jtc—3 '.cos 3^+2 cos/t)^— ^— 3^ .cos 6jtt—2^.cos 4^+5 cos 2^)3^.3 2*.^

7^7

10 02 g (^'*-cos r^t—S^.cos 5^+3*. cos 3/*^—5cos.«.)
3^".3^.5

3

2^.3^5.7
(S^.cos 8^4—3®,cos6.w-f 2*,7cos T cos 2itt)

e 9

i^l^5.7
(3^2,cos9,«.—7^.cos 7it6+2* .e'^xos 5<^—2^ 3«.7.co3 3w.+2.7-cos /«,)

€10

8 77T"-(^^'^°2 1<V—2^'^.cos 8^+3^^,cos 6/a—2**,3.cos4i6t+2,3.7.cos3;it)

lie 1

1

Q.8 .-.^ ,., , (11 ^cos 1 ljtc-3 1
8 .COS 9i«.+5.r».cos rjM.-3.5i<'.co3 5^*4-2.3 ^ ".J.cos Sju,-2.3.r.cos /*)

—-——-:—, (28.3».cos l2^-5l^cosl0/6+3*'.U.cos8/c-a^5.11.cO3 6;t+2^3.5.11.cO3 4A<^2.3.11.cos 2^)



36 Schuhert^s investigation of Keplers Froblem

§ 31. Nothing now remains but to ai)ply our second direct

method general term of which Ac m

(§ 39), a being always =7w+Ss. The problem consists in finding

ay bea general expression of A, a and m being given ; which

performed, by the method above explained, without the least diflB

culty.

the proposed term, gives the following equation

The general term of z (G) (§ 29), being compared

T
K
2«--^' 1.2...(n—1)

.6)r)"~^ cos (?i

—

2r) ^=Ae" cos m M)

whence we get «=«, n 5>r=m or r
a—m

3
9. By substituting

r=s, N^ is changed into N,, and by substituting n=a, N, be-

comes
fl(a— 1) (a—2) ...• (tt—s+l)

1. 2. 3. $
A, (§ 19), wlience we get the

coefficient of e" cos m ^,

A T
A^ . m^-^

2«-i.i.2...(a--l) '

the upper or the lower sign taking place, according as

s
a—m .

t

2
is even or odd.

% S3. Let, for instance, the coefficient A of c' sin 3/t be sought

then
i a 7, ?w=3, s=3, A * A 3.7, and A

".7.5^

2''.1.2...6 2»o.5 . Let the term e'** cos 10 /« be sought : then,

a m 10,5 0,A, A 1, and A 10 5'

2M.2..9 2».3*.7

If A^" cos /< be sought, we shall have a=il, m
iHO^? ^^^., , . , 2.3.7.11

1,5=5,A,==A

2i'>.l.2..l0 ''on
11

2»^3^52 . IfAe'cos 5^

is required, we shall have a=7W=5, s=0, A,=l, and A
S5

2M.2.3.4

5^

2^^ ; all which exactly agrees with § 30.
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By thia method, we can, witliout the least difficulty calculate

and V to as great a d

ge of

f accuracy plea d the

s method, especially with regard to the radius

be evident.

t

• <



IT

ON A MISTAKE WHICH EXISTS IN THE SOLAR TABLES OF

MAYER, LA LANDE AND ZACH.

BY NATHANIEL BOWDITCH, LL. D.
I

X HE attraction of Jupiter produces an equation in the expres

of the Sun's distance from the Earth, and a Tahle given

for its computation by May
lished in England in the year I77O by the Com
Longitude, republished by La Lande in his Astion

Zach, in his Tahulce Mot. Sol. &c. Goth. 179S, &:c.
m

er remarkable, that ever since this Table was

page S5 of the collection pub-

nissioners of

amy, and by

but it is rath-

i was first published,

which is about fifty years, an error of six signs has always existed

found that wh
frequently be found by

This error probably

in the argument by which the correction

the equation is really suhtractive, it will

the Table to be additive, and the contrary

arose from using the longitude of the Sun, instead of that of the

Earth, in finding the angle of commutation t, which is the ar-u-
ment of that equation.

If we retain only the two greatest terms of the correction of the
earth's radius vector depending on Jup
La Place in page 1(

put for brevity n"" t

vol. of his

§
Mecanique Celeste

n t + t

J and

00159384!

t, they will becom

0000090986

^

^

ik^
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Bowditch on a mutalce in the Solar Tables. o9

^

and as the mean distance of the earth from the sun is put l,lhc

two preceding; terms will represent thfe equations of the hyperbol-
J

ic logarithm of the radius vector. Multiplying this by 0.131 to

reduce to common logarithms and taking them to six places of

decimals they become nearly

+ 7' cos t — 4. cos 2 t
3

L

which is the same formula as is given by La Lande in § 3B57j of
i

the third edition of his Astronomy.

Whe
'I ^

quation becomes + 3, represent

tion when Jupiter is in opposition to the Sun, which, by the Nau-

tical Almanac or La Lande's tables, was the case about the mid-

dle of January 1801, at which time the argument of this table was

nearly 500, and the tabular correction— 11, instead of -f 3. To

correct this mistake we must increase the arguments of this Table

of Mayer, La Lande and Zach^ by 6 signs or 500 parts*

In De Lambre^s Solar Tables, published in 1806, the form of
f

the Table is wholly altered, the method of entry by a double argu-

ment being used ; and by thus taking a different path the error is

avoided without

works.

o that it really does exist in the other

5



III.

On the calculation of the oblate if the earth, hy means of th

ohserved lengths ofa pendulum in different latitudes, accord

the method given hij La Pla the second volu fh
^'Mecanique Celeste/' with remarks on other parts of the same

E

loorTc, relating to the figure of the earth.

BY NATHANIEL BOWDITCH, LL. D.

PON looking over Dr. Rees' Cyclopedia, under tlie article

Earth, I found he had inserted the elegant method of computing

the oblateness of the Earth, or the ratio between the polar and

equatorial diameters, by means of the observed lengths of a pen-

dulum second of time in diiferent latitudes

published by La Place in the second volume of his immortal work

the " Mecanique Celeste ;" but he has allowed the application of

the formulas to numbers to remain nearly as in the oridnal work,*

and has moreover committed some takes of his own, so that

the article, as it now stands, is quite imperfect ; and as this Cyclo-

pedia has an extensive circulation iu our country, it seems to be

proper to notice these errors, in order that a currency may not be

given to inaccurate ideas on the subject. It may also be mention-

ed as an additional reason for noticing them, that by correctin"" the

In this work there is a mistake which was alluded to in a note to my pa-
per on the total eclipse of 1806, published in the Memoirs of tlic Academy, in the
year 1809, vol. 3, p. 21.
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Calculation v.^e obtain for the oblateness of the earth, a result mucli

more couformable to those detluced from other methods ; and on

this account I have thought it would not be unacce^>table to the

Academy to have these mistakes corrected, and the sources of

them pointed out. This is done in the first section of the present
^

paper. In the second section I have simplified one of La Place's

formulas relative to the figure of the earth. In the third section I

have corrected the expressions of the length of a degree, and also

the azimuths given by him in § 38, Book IIT, of hh '< MCcanique

Celeste/' (in the hypothesis that the earth is not a spheroid of

revolution) for the mistakes arising from the neglect of one of the

terms in the expression of the radius of the earth, which produces

a considerable effect in the value of one of the formulas.

SECTION rmsT.

There are/oztr methods generally used for the purpose of com-

puting the oblateness of the earth, supposing it to be au ellipsoid

of revolution. First, By comparing the observed lengths of two

consecutive degrees of the meridian. Second, By
lengths of two degrees of the meridian measured in very different

latitudes. Third, By means of the observed variations in the

lengths of pendulums vibrating in a second of time in different lat-

itudes. Fourth. By means of two e<iaations in the moon's motion

(the one in longitude the other in latitude) depending on the ob-

lateness of the earth.

The first metiiod is liable to much uncertainty. For the

es
difference between the lengths glees,

being only 9 or 10 fathoms, the least error in the lengths of the

lines, in the observed angles, or in the altitudes of the heavenly

bodies by which the length of the celestial one is determined

would produce a great error in the computed oblateness. This

y-^
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was the case ^vith the first observations made in France, by

Picard, Cassiai, &c. for the purpose of determining the form of

the earth. The errors of the observations aflfected the result so

much that it was supposed by many Mathematicians that its fig-

ure was prolate, or lengthened in the direction of the polar axis.

Even the late very accurate measures made in France by Messrs.

Delambre and Mechain, and in England by General Roy, make
the oblateness of that portion of the earth nearly double what its

general value is found to be by more distant observations. The
i-eater part of this difference no doubt arises from a real irregu-

larity in the figures of the meridians of the earth ; but the method
of computation itself labours under a similar defect to that which
exists in finding the distance of any terrestrial object by means of

its azimuths observed from the extremities of a base line, whose
length is very small in comparison with the observed ais,tancc of
the object. The second method of determining the earth's figure

by means of distant observations is much more accurate than the
preceding, but the various errors of the observations, and the ir-

These irres:

regularities of the surface of the earth, have a very perceptible ef-

fect on the oblateness computed by this method
ities ought not to be so sensible in the results of the third method
by means of the observed lengths of pendulums, as La Place has
proved in Book II, § 33, of his ^^ Mecanique CHeste,^^ and with
respect to ih^ fourth method, it is evident without any calculation
that it must be almost wholly independent of this same error.
For, on account of the great distance of the moon from the earth

tf

ffect of all the little irregularities of the earth's form, will be
hardly perceptible in the attraction on the moon, and the result of
the general figure only will prevail. Therefore by using the last
i^ethod and taking a great number of observations, it would seem
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that wc ouglit to obtain a more correct value than by any other

way The next method in point of accuracy would be by the ob

depending on the actualserved lengths of pendulums, and that

measures of the degrees of the meridiuus, which at first sight ap-

pears to be th^ most natural and accurate, would be in fact the

least accurate of any of the methods here mentioned.

To obtaiu the oblateness by meaus of the lunar equations^ the

iadefatigable Astronomer Uurg undertook to compute the coelli-

cients of these equations by means of such of the observations of

Maskelyne, as were proper for that purpose^ and from these values

La Place lias computed* the oblateness of the earlli. The equa-

tion in longitude made it
1

30j,a5
and the equation in latitude

1

w hich differ from each other but a very small fraction^ and this

wonderful agreement of two independent calculations is a great

proof in favour of the accuracy of the method, and of the correctness
^>

of the result ; and if we neglect the decimal parts of these num-

I

bers, we may put ^-— for the oblateness as determined by this
'^OJ

method, and in all probability this is very near to its correct val-

ue; we should therefore be led to infer from what has been said,

that the oblateness determined Hy the observations on the pendu-

lums would agree very nearly with this quantity ; but according to

La Place's calculation this is not the case. For by combining all

the observations of the pendulums which he considers as sufficient-

ly correct, he has found the oblateness to be —r-.^,! which differs

* In Book VII, § 24, 25.

t This is given in Book III, § 42 of his " MScaniqiie Celeste** Making use

©f the observations in Peru, Porto-Bello, Pomlicherry, Ja-aaica, Petit-Goave, Cape

of Good Hope, Toulouse, Vienna, Paris, Gotha, London, Petersburgh, Areasgberg,

Ponoi, a^d Lapland.

%

.."*,
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considerably from the preceding. Onthe other hand by combia-

ing the measured degrees of the tneridian, in a similar manner, he

finds the oblateness to be
t

'^12
*; wbich agrees much better with

1

^05

1

the quantity ^^r^ obtained by the pendulums, directly contra-
335

ry to what it ought to be by the theory, which teaches us that the
J V_

method by pendulums ought to be more accurate than by the

measures of the decrees of the meridian. This difference will be

in part rectified if we use the corrected measure of the degree of

Lapland as found by Svanberg, but even with this correction the

method of pendulums will differ the most from —-r which we have

supposed to be the correctest value. This difficulty will, however,

be wholly obviated if we correct the calculation for the two numer-

ical mistakes mentioned above, by which means the oblateness

1 1

will be increased from-^rr^o toTrr--- and then the results of the

methods by the lunar equations, the pendulums, and the dei^rees

of the meridian will be respectively
1 1

-?
30d'31.-7

and
1

i2i
•.which are in

the natural order imlicated by (lie theory. Having given this

sketch of the principles of the computation, I shall now proceed to
r

point out the mistakes alluded to, and in order that we may fully

understand the subject, I shall give a brief outline of the method

V.

Thisisoiven in Book HI, § 4l5of his ''Jfecanique Celeste^** using tljc de-

grees measured at the Equator, Cape of Good Hope, Pennsjlvania, Italj by Bos-

covich and Le Maire, in France by Delanibre and Mechain, in Austria by Lies-

ganig, and in Lapland by Maupertuis, Ifwe use the corrected measure of tiie de-

gree of Lapland as found by Svanberg and given in Rees' Cyclopedia namely

57196 toises for the latitude C6^ 20' 10''. The oblateness will be decreased from

^^ to nearly ^^, I took its length of the whole arch measured equalto L5°, as

given by Dr. Rees, as I had not Svaaberg's work to refer to.
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used by La Place in computing the most probable oblateness from

any number of observations of the lengths of a pendulum, vibrat-

ing in a second of time iu different latitudes.

The principles he assumes lor computing the most probable

figure of an elliptical meridian of the earth, is that the sum of all

the errors of the observed lengths of the pendulums noticing their

signs should be nothing, and that the sum of all these errors taken

positively should be a minimum.

Now if a^'\ a% a^'', &c. be the observed lengths of the pendu-

lums, p^^\ p% p^^^, &c. the squares of the sines of the corresponding

latitudes, and z -h py the general expression of the length of the

pendulums, also x^^\ 0?% a?^%&c. the errors of observation, we shall

have the following system of equations, in which we shall suppose

ji^^\ p^^^ p^\ &c. to be an increasing progression.

a{3)— a_jj(3). y =r x{o) (A)

n being the number of observations. If we add all these equa-

tions together the sum of the errors on the right hand aide of the

sum will by hypothesis be equal to nothing ; and if we divide this

sum by n, we shall obtain an equation of this form

A—«— P2/ = o. (B)

which being subtracted from each of the equations (A), we shall

get the following system ol equations

5(2)_ q{2\ y = xm (0)

&(3)— 5(3). 2/ = arC3)

kc.
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b^^^ h(^> l^^^ 1We must then compute the series of quotients -j^j, -j^, -^, «c. ana

arrange the preceding equations according to the magnitude of

quotients, beginning with the g The left hand sid

of these equations arranged in this manner will be composed of

series of terms of the follovvins: form

/iW.^— cCi) /

A(2)

.

y

A(3). y

c(2)

cC3)

Cr)

kc.
I

in which ¥'\ ¥'\ ¥'\ &c. are to be supposed positive, by changing

the signs of the term when y has a negative coefficient. Then to

find the value of y, which will render tlie sum of all the errors a

minimum, we must add the quantities W^^,h^^^, ¥'>, &c. until their

sum begins to exceed the half sum of all these quantities ; and by

putting this sum equal to F we must determine r, so that

hil) + h{2) +/i(3) .... +/i('-) ?^ A F,

A(i)+/iC2)-f./iC5)..,. hQ--') <^F. m
Then put y

(r)

hCO , and by substituting this in the expression 0.00865

yf we shall obtain the ellipticity of the earth which will render
.^

the sum of the ^(1)^ ^(2)^ ^f.^ taken positively as

La Place has proved in Book III, § 40—43 of his Mecani^ue

Celeste,

La Place has applied the method to the observations made in
-'

the places mentioned in the note, page 33, and his system of equa-

* In finding and arranging these quotients we must notice their signs, and if

anj of them are negative, they must be considered as less than the positive values,

4, &c. This remark is made to prevent the mis-so that 1 > 5 and 2>

takes we might fall into by neglecting the signs according to the directions of the

writer of the article of the Cyclopedia above mentioned.
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y

tr

^ to (A) of the preceding calculation istions (A^^) correspondini

as follows, the length of the pendulum at Paris heing put i-

1 places

Peru

Poito-Bellt)

Pondiclieiiy

Jamaica

Petit-Goavc

Cape of G. Hope

Toulouse

Vienna

Paris

Gotlia

London

Petcrsburgh

Arensburg

Ponoi

Lapland

Latitudes

0.00

10.61

13.25

20.00

2a50

3r.69

48.44

53.5 i

i

54.26

56.65

57.20,

64.72
m

66.60

74.22

74.53

0.99669

0.99689

0.99710

0.99745

0.99728

0.99877

0.99950

0.9998?

1.00000

1.00006

1.00018

1.00074

1.00101

I

1.00148

«

»

n'.

.W

/w

»

«

«

a

«

y . 0,00000

y . 0,02752

y , 0,57624

y . 0,01244

. 0,72307y

y . 0,74907

1.00137— X— t^ . 0,84478

a— 7/. 0,84829

y . 0,04270 = x(3)

y . 0,09549 = x{4,)

y . 0,1001 6 =:x(5)

y . 0,31142 = X(6)

Xi.7)

(S)

7/ . 0,47551

y . 0,55596

y . 0,56672 = a:(9}

x(ll)

.r(l2)

a< 1 3)

0^(14)

xi 1 5)

(A")

The sum of all these equations divided by the number of observa-

tions i5j gives the following equation corresponding to(B)

) we obtain the

0.9992 y. 0,43529

By subtracting t

following system

ceding method

from each of the equations (A") we

equation (O") corresponding to (0) of the pre

0,00254 +t/ . 0,43529 = arCl)

0,00234 + y . 0,40777 = 5c(2)
*

0,00213 + ?/ . 0,39259 = a:C3)

0,00178 + y . 0,33980 = x(4)

0,00195 + 2/ . 0,33513 = jc(5)

0,00046 + y . 0,12387 =a(6)

6

t-

V

\

^
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0,00027— y . 0,04022= x{7)

0,00064— ij . 0,12067

0,00077— y. 0,13143

0,00083— t/ . 0,14095

0,00095— y . 0,17715

0,00151

—

y . 0,28778

0,00178—1/ . 0,31380

0,00214

—

y . 0,40949

0^(9)

a;(il)

07(12)

X(13)

07(14)

(O")

0,00225— V • 0,4 1 300 = 07(15)

By comparing these with the equations (O) we get ¥^^

0,00254, ¥^^ 0,00234, ¥'^ 0,00213, &c.; q
(1) 0,43529,

(2)

ff

fc(2)

0,40777, q
(3)

m
0,39259, &c. Hence -^ = 0,0058352,

0,0057385, &c. ; and if we arrange the equations (O') ac-

//i) m
beginning withcording to the order of these quotients -^, -^j, &c.

the greatest, as in the following system (P' ) we shall have

fc(7)

9
(7)

0,0067131 y . 0,04022— 0,00027 07(7)

0,0058886 y .0,14095— 0,0008 07(10)

0,0058586 y. 0,13143— 0,00077 0,(9)

(0
ft

0,0058352 y . 0,43529— 0,00254 07(1)

9
(S)

0,00'58186 y/0,33513— 0,00195 X(.S)

iW

9
(2)

0,0057385 y . 0,40777— 0,00234 07(2)

6(13)

9
(13)

0,0056724 (F) y . 0,31380— 0,00178 0;(13) (P")

fc(t«)

iO)_

0,0054479 y . 0,41300—0,00225 07(15)

0,0054255 y , 0,39259— 0,00213 07(3)

1

i

K

\
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-^ =.0,0053627 y . 0,1771 5— 0,00095 =— a;(ll)

-^ = 0,0053037 y . 0,12067— 0,O00G4 =— ^-(8)

0,0052471 ^.0,28778— 0,00151=— a:Cl2)
(12)

0,0052384 V • 0,33980— 0,00178 = 0^(4)
(4)

C14)

^^^"^
0,0052260 1/ . 0,40949— 0,00214 =— x(.U)

a

0,0037136 w . 0,12387— 0,00046= x{^)
(6)

The coefBcients of y in these equations are the values of h^^\

n^% &c. hence h^'^ = 0.04052, h^^ = 0,14093, h^'^ ^ 0,13143, &c.

instead of which La Place has used the values of the coeflBclents

^,^, &c. contained in the system (P') putting fe^^^ = 0,0067131,

Ji^v = 0,0058886, &c. and in this consists the greatest of his mis-

takes. For by using these erroneous values of ¥^^, ¥^^, &c. their

sum becomes 0,0834899 ; which he puts equal to F, and as the

sum of the six first of these terms is 0,0368536 "^f F, and the sum

of the seven first of them is 0,041 9250> ^ F, he puts r = 7, and

makes the error of the seventh of the equations (F'') equal to noth-

ing, that is .r^"-' = 0, consequently^ = -^ =^JYi^^^'^^^^''*~^f

and then the equation (B") gives z = 0,99933^^. 0,43539

0,99676, whence the ellipticity of the earth represented in gener-

al by 0,00865— ^ becomes 0,003977^ = ^g. This is nearly the

value given by La Place ; but if we use the correct values /i^

0,01023, ¥'^ = 0,14095, &c. the sura of all of them will he F

4,03891', now as the sum of the seven first terms i^i 1,804^*9 -^if F.

and the sum of the eia^Jit first terms U 3,3l75i, k ^ Fj ^^ ought bv
r-
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8, consequently the error of ilie eigbtl
the formulas (Q) to put r

of the equations (P ') ought to be put equal to nothing, that is o?^"'

0, which gives y

',(15)
ly

^
(15)

0,00225

U,41300

(P") gives :^ = 0,99923 — y. 0^3529

0,0054479. The equation
-J.

0,99^86, and the ellipticity

of the earth 0,00865 — y becomes 0,0032021
1

312
- , instead of

Thus we perceive the effect of this—^„, found by La Place.*

main error of the computation.

There is also another error existing in the tenth of the eqaa-

lions (A") corresponding to the observation at Gotba, but as this

did not affect the result so materially as the preceding one, I

Lave thought proper to defer noticing it till this time in order that

the regular chain of the calculation might not be interrupted.

->

This error consists in puttins: the coefficient of y equation

equal to 0,57624, whereas its true value is 0.603 39. For the

latitude of Gotha being 56°,63 [corresponding to 50° 58' l",S ia

sexagesimals] its log. sine by Callet's Tables is 9,8902999, the

double of this logarithm is 9,7805998 corresponding to the natur-

al number 0,60339, which is the correct value of the coefficient of

V If we decrease the \o

mz it 9,8802999, fwl

taken from the table by 0,01,

lake very ly made in

4c

r

those tables, because the numbers 9,89 are marked at the top of

the column, and 9,88 at the bottom and the remaining five figures

To prove a posteriori that the corrected value of ^ makes the sum of the er-

rorsaW,a(^>, &c. less than La Place's value of ^; I computed that sum, with

both values to seven places of decimals. La Plact'a sum was, 0,00123, the cor-

rected sum O5OOII5, whence we evidently perceive that La Place's value does not

produce a minimum of error, as it ought to have dune if his calculation had been

made correctly.

m
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I

03999 arc found in the column itself}, the double of the logarithm

will become 9,7005998, corresponding to the number 0,r>76^

used by La Place. Whence we readily perceive the cause of

this mistake. We shall now proceed to calculate the corrected

values of z and ij, and the ellipticity of the earth by rectifying both
- M

these mistakes. The tenth of the equations (A") will become

' 1,G0006 z y. 0,60339 = 0?^^°^, the others remaining unchang-

1

ed ; this will increase the coeiRcient of ^ in (B") by — th part of the

difference between 0,60339 and 0,57624, or

that the equation (B ") will become

0,02715

15

.-df

0,00181, so

0,99923 .-r. ij. 0,43710 (B")

and wlien this is subtracted from each of the equations, (A")

to obtain the equations (O"), it will produce a correction of

+ y. 0,00181, in each of those equations, besides the correction of

the tenth equation— y. 0,02715, so that these corrected equa-

tions will be
0,00254 +y . 0,43710

0,00234+^ . 0,40958

0,00213 -fi/ . 0,39440

0,00178+ J/ . 0,34161

0,00195+1/. 0,33694

0,00046 + y , 0,12568

0,00027— y .0,03841

0,00064— y ,0,11886

0,00077—^.0,12962

0,00083— 7/ . 0,16629

0,00095

—

y . 0,17534

0,00151— y . 0,28597 =.t(12)

0,00178— ^ . 0,31199

a (4)

a.-(8)

a (10)

x(il)

J* 0,00214— y . 0,40768

0,00225— y . 0,41119

a;(l3)

x04i)

.r(15)

V

^ 1CV
^.

Xf
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From which we ohtaia the same values of ¥^\ ¥''\ &c, as before
;

but the values of g^ will be altered; for we shall have ^^')=-0,437 10,

2
(2)

0,40958, q
(3) 0,3944*0, &c. whence we obtain the

corrected values of the systems of equations (P) (P"), as follows :

iC7)

fc(9)

5(97

6(1)

&(J)

g(sJ

9
(2)

J(13)

9
(13)

6(is)

9
(15)

6(11)

50I)

6(3)

5(3)

6(8)

3
(8)

6(12)

5(12)

'J

6(10)

6(6)

0,00703

0,00594
y

0,00581

0,00579

0,00571

0,00570

0,00547

0,00542

0,00540

0,00538

0,00528

6ci^)

jTSr = 0*00525

-^ = 0,00521

0,00499

0,00366

(P')

y .0,03841—0,00027

y . 0,12962— 0,00077

y . 0,43710— 0,00254

y . 0,33694— 0,00195

y . 0,40958— 0,00234

y . 0,31199— 0,00178

y . 0,41119— 0,00225

y . 0,17534— 0,00095

y . 0,39440— 0,00213

y . 0,11886— 0,00064

y . 0,28597— 0,00151

jrv 0,40768— 0,00214

y . 0,34161— 0,00178

V . 0,16629

Hence we get /i<'\= 0,03841, A^')

0,00083

y . 0,12568— 0,00046

x(r)

X(9)

xa)

a?C5)

a;(2)

x(.13)

xi^s)

xin)

X(3) (P")

X{8)

a<i2)

xCU)

ar(4)

0^(10)

xie)

0,12962, F) = 0,43710, &c.
being the coefficients oty in the equations (P

") ; the sum of all these

\
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values of A is F = 4,0906(5. The sum of the six first terms of h

is equal to 1,6636 1 <y i^i the sum of the spven first terms is

2,07t83> 4- Fj whence we obtaia from the formulas (Q), r

therefore the error of the seventh of the

put equal to nothing or a:^"^

ith of the equations [¥

0, whence we get y
riM

0.00'225

0,41119

0,005 173, and ;5 = 0,999^3— 2^, 0,43710 =0,99684, consequent

ly the ellipticity 0,00865 ^ 0,003178
1

S14.
^ : so that the ra-

f the polar to the equatorial diameter of the earth is as 314 to

nearly, instead of 3:5 to 336 found by La Place. Putting

^^ for the latitude of any place we shall have p = sin ^f^
and

the general expression of the length of a pendulum z +p y

^ This for f

99994, and as the actual lensth, according to La Placf

,741887, the general expression of the le metres will

- . ,
0m.741887

,

be found by multiplying the preceding expression by -
,. nan... ?Py
0, 999^4

which means it b

,739587 + 0"',004060 sin ^|.

instead of La PI
.m 739502 + 0"',001S0vS, sin ^

The writer of the same article in the Cyclopedia objects to La

Place's method of finding the ellipticity from the forraul

^, in which y is expressed in parts of the length of i

pendulum, whereas it ought according tothat writer to b

ed in parts of the pendulum at the equator, or in other w

Paris

H-"

the ellipticity ought to be 0,00865 ^, which if we use La

instead ofPlace's values of;;;, y, would make it -^g^

it may be observed, that in the investigation of the form

835.78
But

y^ terms of the order y are generally neglected and as
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differs from unity by quantities of the order y, the difference of the
h

I

two expressions 0,00865 — 7j and 0,00865— —, is of the same or-

der, as the neglected terras, so that it would he difficult to deter-

mine which would be the most correct, without a new investigation

we should conform to the degree of accuracy

lion by taking for unity the length of the pen-

formula, and

used in the

dulum in any latitude from the equator to the pole ; but in such cas-
I

es it is generally found to be mostaccurate to take a mean value,

and the length at Paris is much nearer to the mean value than

that at the equator, so that there does not appear to be any suf-

ficient reason for altering the calculation of La Place in this part.
i

SECTION SECOND.
1^

In Book III, § Si, of La Place's Mecanique Celeste is given

the following equation to determine the quantity xused in finding

the limit of the centrifugal force with which the equilibrium is pos-

sible in a proposed hypothesis relative to the form of the earth :

7AJ -(- 30 A3 4- 9.7x

(l+A^) C3+a2).(9+a2)
ang. tan. a.

The author has not however noticed that this expression may be

considerably simplified. For, by rejecting the factor 3 + x^ com-

mon to" the numerator and denominator of the first terra, it be-

comes

7^. fl-f-A^)

(i+A2).(^9+ A^)
ang. tan. k

«r by reduction

o

1 2.A

8 1+A2 "^
9

8

A

3

<
ang. tan. a

and since
2A

l+A'
sin. 3 (ang. tan. k) this expression may be put

under this simple fona
;

I

k
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V

g-. sin. S. (ang. tang. \) +—. sin. 2 (ang. fan.-) — ang. (an. a=0,

from which we obtain, by a few operations with Sherwin's or Hut-

ton's logarithms, the value S=t2;5S93.
A

SECTION THIRD.

In Book 3, § 38, of the Mecanique Celeste the form of an os-

cillatory ellipsoid, corresponding to any part of the earth's surface,
r

is investigated, supposing the radius r drawn from the centre of the

ellipsoid to any point of its surface to be represented by

r=l—c,sin."f^{l+A.cos. S(?>+e)} (1)

in which %|/ is the latitude of the place, 9 its longitude counted

from a fixed meridian, a, hf C constant quantities depending on tlie

form of the earthy a being of the same order as the elliptfcity of

the earth. At the equator of this ellipsoid where 4' = 0, r be-

comes equal to unity, corresponding to an ellipsoid of vevolutiony

f
and at the pule where >(. = 90% it becomes 1

—

a— a 7^ cos 3

{9 -f-^jy which is not constant, as it ought to be ; since it contains

the variable quantity f. Therefore both these extreme values of

r are defective ; the one because the ellipsoid is limited to the case

of j^evolution^ the other because the polar axis is variable. To

correct this we must add the term a h. cos, 2 (9 4 C) to the gener-

al expression of r, as we shall now proceed to show.

The equation of the earth's surface, assumed hy La Place in

his Mec. CeL Vol. 2. Pag. 109, is u == 0, which, in page US, is

reduced to the form ^ x^ -^y^ + z^— 1 — t ait', a?, ^, z^ being

the rectangular coordinates of that point of the earth^s surface

above mentioned, whose distance from the centre is r, so that

a?^ +y^ -hz^^r^. Substituting this in the preceding equation we ^(^i

r^ = 1 +2 a a% and by neglecting the secoud and higher powersof r,

7
r = i+ « u'. (3)
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Now general equatioa of oiJ semi-axes

k
1c k

\'m V «

resented bv

3 by Pag. 8 of the above mentioned vol

m f -f n%^= ¥ OT x" +yM- «' = P + (i

+ (1 ). z% and m, 1 f the ord may

ill the second member of this equation put ^ Ic \

% k. sin. 4/, as is evident from Pag. 113; of the same woik^ ob

k differs from r. oulv bv terms of order a. S

atituting these values, and those of af + y^ + z^ = r-^y it becomes

r^ = Jif, {1 + (1 — m). cos. \J/^ sin 9^ + (1— n). sin. \|/^}, whose

square root, neglecting a^ becomes,

r k+Jc, (1

2
~. cos 4/^ sin p'. + &._

n)

2
. sin. x(/ (3)

Putting cos. \I/^ 1 sm sm. 9 COS. 2f^ we
A^

shall get

r k-hk.
1 m
4

fc, sin. 4/^
I

1 m (I

4 2

11) m
*T~ —

1

4
.cos.29}

+
m I

4
^. cos. g 9, and if we suppose k + k 1 m

4
1
> we ma^

subst k 1 in the terms multiplied by 1 m i n9

and then putting
m 7

4
cch

1 m
{
I ~»)

} 4 S
a, the preceding ex-

pression will become

r 1 a sin. ^|/^ {,1 + A. cos. S 9} +ah, cos. 29. (4)

If we change the origin of the angle 9, so as to write f+€, instead

of 9, it becomes

1 a. sin. 4^K[i+h.coa.2{f + C)l +«A. cos. 2(9 +C).

Comparing this with the expression (1) assumed by La Place
find that he has nei

(5)

lected the last term ah. cos. 2 (<p -h C). When
90°, the expression

axes, and when vL

1

becomes 1 +aA
for polar semi-

ponding to the variable radius of the equator of an ellipsoid which

m
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IS not of revolution. The term of r thus neglected, renders* tbe

expressions of the length of an arch of the meridian, and that of

the perpendicular to the meridian, also the azimuth angle » gi\

en by La Place in Page i25, vol. 3, erroneous. The corrected

values are found in the following manner.
i

Putting the expressions (3) and (5) equal to each other we get

sin. ^(,^ {1 + h. COS. S (f + ^)] + h. cos. (2 p -f Q. (6)

in which the last term was neglected by La Place, and if we put

this term equal to u^ we shall have

uf sin. ^\ [i + h. cos. S (9+e)}+w^^, u//
h, cos. 2(f 4 C). (7)

This value of u''' gives [-A-) = 0, so that the expression of the

length of an arch of the meridian s given in Yol. 2, Page 115^ uo-

der the form

s t-h at. i»/+{;
fd^uf + &C. (S)

will be increased by the term at u'^; observing that % represents

the difference of the latitudes of the two extreme points of the

arcs 5, and u' is the value of m' when s = 0.

Vol. 2^ La Place has deduced the following expressiou of s^

namely,

In Page i S5,

s i {1+A.cos, 2(f + ^}}. [1 +3. cos. S^|/— 3e.sin.2 4/} (9)

To which we must add the term a

which means its correct value will be

h, COS. S (f + C) by

s {i+ /i.cos.3(9+^)}.[l+3cos.24.-8i.sin.24/|-fctt,^.cos.2f^+e),
r

If the earth is s^upposeJ not to be a spheroid of revolution^ and

an arch be measured upon its surface so that the direction of its

first part is parallel to the celestial meridian, and its last part

forms the angle »• with the celestial meridian, corresponding to

t

^

_iivr

^V
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that part, we shall have to determine a- the following expression

given by La Place in Vol. S, p. H7«

(11)
4^

^
du'

\
\il<p '

g-^/
/ dd

From this he finds, by neglecting term u^ (7), and putting

uf sin. ^^ 1 1 + h. COS. 2{<p + S).
J

7f h
^ ^

COS. 4"
Q (12)

Thewhich is easily deduced from (11) by using his value of w'.

_ t

term n''' (7) which he has neglected would produce in (11) the term

«£. tan. "4^2

COS. ^ COS V ^

,1

By adding this to the expression (13) we obtain the corrected val-

ue of ^, namely

^ , tan, '4'2. COS. -^^2 . _ , ,
^x

%ahi. —
-,

—^—, Sin. 2(f-^ C)
COS. y \i /

(13)

which is easily reduced to the more simple form

2oLhi. sin. %I/. tan. ^^. sin. S (9 i C) (14)
J

This corrected value is less than half of that given by La Place 5

for the ratio of the quantities (13), (13) is expressed by '-r^r- or
COS. il'

i + sec. 4/^, which always exceeds 2.

The length of an arch of one degree, measured upon the earth's

surface in a direction perpendicular to the meridian, is found by

mnltiplying the radius of curvative R given by La Place in Vol.

S, p. 123 of his (^ Mec. CelJ' by 1°; hence it becomes
s.

I

l°.fl+att/-a.('^.).tan.|>
a* f '

uuu, \

cos.-<^^

(15)

uj 4./> being the
r

values of m', ^, at the first point of the arch.

Itt this we must substitute the value of u' (7). La Place neglect-

ed u^f and thence he found for this expression the following value

t

fi

r
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io+i°.ctli+h. COS. S(?-l ^)]sin4'f4°.aft.taii.vP^cos.3(f 'C) (16)

If we had retained the term u^^ = h. cos. 2(f + f}, which gives

4 h, cos S (9 + ^) it would produce the cor-

rection

i'^.cch [i
4

cos ip |. cos.a(f + €)

and since
t

COS.i/'^
1 + tan. -l^ this raay he put under the form

i°.ah.
I

3 4 tan. vl/^^. cos. ;3(9+f)

which being added to the expression (16) we get the corrected

value of the length of this degree equal to

l** -f i°, «. [1-1- A. cos. S (f+ €:)
I . sin. 4'' 3°. a/j.C08. S(f +C)

K.

i

%

Mo. Bot. Gar'len,

16S7.
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IV.

Method of correcting the apparent distance of the Moon from the

Sun^ or a Star for the effects of Parallax and Refraction,

BY NATHANIEL BOWDITCH, LL. D.

HE method of correcting the apparent distance of the Moon

from the Sun, or a Star for the effect of parallax and refraction,

which was published by me in a work, entitled the ^^ Practical

Navigator/^ has one great advantage over other methods of ap-

proximation ; namely, that all the corrections are additive; which
m

ers it peculiarly well adapted for the

given without demonstration, and two c

of mariners* It

i smaller correc-
^

tions were neglected, as is usual in such methods. I have here

drawn up a general demonstration of the formula, with tatdes for

computing the neglected terms, from which it will appear that

they are generally insensible,

.Let Z be the zenith. M the true,

and L the apparent place of the JVfoon;

S the true, and A the apparent place
r

of the Sun or Star. Upon the arch
^

LA (continued if necessary) let fall the Ii/„..L

J?"" — J

perpendiculars MK, SB, join MB, and S

continue it towards C to meet the perpendicular 8C let fall

thereon. Then in the case of the present figure, in which all

the angles and sides of the triangle AZL are acute, we shall
J

L

have the following expression of the true distance MS.

»^»fct*»*»^***'**
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MS (LA 2°) + (no'— SA) + (59' 42"— LiM) + (SA 4- AB)

-f(LM LK)-f-(18" + BM — BK)-f-BC + (MS— MC) Because the icvm^

2°
-I-

60' + 59' 42
rf

+ 1 8", SA + SA, LM + LM,

LA + AB LK BK, BM+ BC— MC, wbich occur in this expression

mutually destroy each olhcr, leavm^ the identical ofj^uations MS MS.

Now AB SA . cos A, neglecting the third power of SA.

Hence SA + AB = SA . (1 + cos. A) = 3 . SA . cos. -f A^ and if

Ave put ZL 90 m
f

ZA 1)0 3} LA
2S d+s + m, S ji d s s g, we shall have, by

the noted theorem for finding an angle of a spherical triangle when

the three sides are given, namely

COS. 4- A sm I (LA + ZA + ZL) . sin | (LA + ZA ZL)

sin. ZA. sill. IjA

CQg.f.sin. «;

cus. s. hin. d

hence SA + AB = —— X
1

COS. s sin. d. cosec ^. sec. J
or by using propor-

tional logarithms Prop. log. (SA + AB) = Prop, lo

log. sin. d + log. cosec. g 4 log. sec. /.

2. SA
COS. s

+

To simplify this calculation, 1 have computed and published

the " Practical Navigator" the tables, numbered XTII (or

XVIII), in which by a single entry may be found the quantity

in

eo'-SA, and the Prop, lo
2, SA
COS. s

, and then by the preceding formu-
*w

la the quantity SA + AB, called the ^r^ correction, is to be

found.

In a similar manner we have LM
S. LM. sin, 4^ L

LK LM LM. cos. L

o T \yf '^'"- ^ (Z'^ + L\^ZL).sin.i(ZA4-ZL LA) 2LM.
sin. Zli . sin. LiA

sin. ST. COS. S

^

and by using Proportional logarithms, we shall get

Prop.log.(LM—LK)=Prop log.
2.LM
COS. m+

log. sin. d+log. cosec. ^4- log. sec. S.

This is also simplified by a Table numbered XIX, containing

^

F-

V»
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\

the value of the quantity 59'^ 4S^''— L\l for all altitudes, and at

the same entry the Proportional Logarithm of —^
2.LM
cos.m

by means of

which the quantity LM—LK called i\\e. second correction is com.

puted. This requires only one additional logarithm ; because

log. sin. d and log. costc. g were found in making the computation

BK.

of the jii^st correction.

The next term in the values of MS is 18''' +BM
Now it is well known that when the arch MK is very small in

comparison with BK, the diiierence BM— BK will be very

to ± i- MK-. cot. BK, or ± 4-. MK^ cot. d : so thatly equal

the terra now treated of is 18^' ± ^ MK^ cot. d. The uppe

being used if d 90, the lower if d>QO°.

gn

This is found by

means of Table XX, which contains two vertical ccdumns corres-

ponding to each value of d, the arguments at the side being the
J

quantites 60' —LM and 60'— LK, or in other words the correc-

tion of Tab. XIX, and corr. Tab. XIX + second correction ; the

tabular numbers corresponding when d < 90% being respectively

IS^'^ -' 4 L^Ti^ cot. d and i LK^ cot. d, whose difference is 18^^ +
(X^M LK"), cot. d or 18// MK^ cot.rf When d

the tabular numbers

90%

LK\ cot. d, Rid^ LM'. cot. d
y

whose difference is 18^^

led the third correction.

iMKI^ cot. d, as above. This is cal-

Therefore if we neglect the two very small terms BC + (MS
MC) in the value of MS, it will become

MS=(a|)p.{list.-2^)-f.cf>rr.Tab.XVlI-f.rorr.Tab.X!:

.

and all the terms of this expression will have the affirmativ

2''corr.-f3'»corr. (A)

zy

As an example of this formula, let us take the foUowinjr, which

t.4!. The ap-
first in the Practical Navigator, Pag. 155, Ed

pai

alt

being 3?

Horiz. Parall

app 14/ app
./ Qr;"35

y

m



of {he Moonfrom the Sun or a Star. 58

\pp. Dist. J=38«52'...sine. 9.7976 9.7976 d—S** =5G°52' (/

App. alt. s=4S 14 g- cosec. 0.38*8 0.3848 Tab. xvii 58 o9

JApp.alt. m=53 4 / sec. .0570 S. sec 0.4187 Tab. xix 2737

lB=d+s-{-m= l55 to Tab.xvii.lo^. 1.8112 Tab.xixlog. 2266 Cor. 1 1 36

S 67.35lstCorr.P.L. 2.0506 2d. corr.P.L. 8277 Cor. 2 26 46

Tab sx 29
S Qc d=zf 28.43
S-_s_^ 24.21

True distance 38 47 27

Thus we see tliat this method is quite short, and it has the inestL

mahle advantage of being free from a variety of cases in the op-

plication of the corrections, since all the terms are additive.

The two neglected terms BC + (MS — MC) may be comput-

ed in the following manner. We have BC = BS. sin. BSC

3S. sin MBK nearly ; and sin. MBK = -^ nearly, hence BC
^^•^^^

K„i. 1 2. COS. rf 2. COS. c? J. ... , . _

~^i^^' ^""^ liin= 2. sia. d. coid= ^hT^rf"
divi*^i°s ^y sin- ^ we

1 1 2. cot. ^
c. , J - 1

sin £^

S.y^ cot rf. cosec 2 d^ which being substituted in BC^ it becomes
n

BC = S. BS. \J±MW\ coLd, >fcosec. g fZ, and this may be cal-

culated by means of the Tables E, F, G subjoined. In Table E
the argument at the top is 60'— SA, at the side, the first correction

SA -f- AB, the corresponding number is the value of BS
/yfSA'— AB^ in minutes = E. In Table F the argument at the

top is E, and at the side the third correction 18^ ± -i MK^ cot. d,

the tabular number corresponding being

F = T V iBSV^. MKr. cot. d] =^sjK sJi.MK\coid. expres-

sed in minutes. Then in Table G, the argument at the top is d, and at

the side F, corresponding to which is the expression of
8

4»
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BC
fourth

8F^ Ji d econds. T lly called the

the same as tlie fourth correction of

WitchelFs method, which is generally neglected

The last MS— MC is equal to \, SC% cot. d

\W, cot. d, nearly. This is found in Table H, the argument at the

side being E, and at the top d. It is called the fifth correction, and

within the limits of the present table it is additive like the other

corrections^ though in fact, if it were of any sensible magnitude, it

would be subtractive when the distance is above 90% but for such

distances and for altitudes exceeding 5° this correction is only a

fraction of a second; and it is in all cases neglected by Witchell

and Lyons.
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Table E.
Fiiulat the top thecon-ectionof Tab. XVII or lab. XVIII,

and dt the side the first coriTciiony and call the corresponding
number E,

\49' \5Q' \5l' \52' \5.s' \5i' [i.i' |56^ \57' 1
58^ |5^ |60^

(/I (/

1 5
2 6

0'

4
6

t/i 0'

4 4
6 5

4
5

0'

3
4

0''

3
4

0'

3
2

0'

2
9

4
5

8

8
7
8

9 1 9

7
7
8

6

7
7

6

6

7

5

6

6

5
5

5

4

4
4

o

3

2

2

6
7
8

10

10

11

9
10
10

9
10
11

m- .- r^m

12

13

14

11

11

11

10

10

10

8
9
9

9
9

9

8
8
8

8

8
7

7

7

6

6

5

4

7

6
6

5

4
o

3

11

11

11

10

10

9

8
8

7

7
6

5

5

4

15 10 9 7 4
16 10 8 6

17 9 7 4

18 8 6
19

20
8 4
6 1

21 ^!
22

Tabic ¥.

;tion

'

L Iho sideJ
andFind K at ihe top. and the corrcc rab. XX ai

call tJic correspoindrn^ niiint>fr F*

1' r .y|4'|5' 6' 10'_[U'
|0 i'l r\ 8'

!

9'

18" 18" U' U' 10' 0' u' u' 0' 0' 0' 0' ;(/ 0' U'

17 19 1 1 2 2 3 > 3 4 4 4 4 5

16 20 1 l2 2 la
1

4 4 4 5 5 5

6

5

14 22 2 2
1 \w

3 4 4 5 5 (3 6

11 25 2 2 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 7

9 27 2 2 3 4 5 5 1 6 6 7 7 8 8

6 30 2 J 4 4 5 6 6 7 7 8
i

8 8

1 35 2 4 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9
1

9

40 l2 3 4 5
1

6
1

7

7

7 8
1

8 9

9

1

9 10

45 2 13 4 5 5 8
1
8 9 10 10

50 2 3 5 6 7 7 8 9 9 10 10 11

5S 2 5 6 7 8 8 1 9 10 10 11
1

11
1

60 2 |4 5 6 7 8
j 9 9 10 u 11 112

65 3 4 5 6
1

7 8 9 10 10 u 11 12

70 !0l3' 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 |10 11 112 il2

75 .3 4 5 7 8 i8
9 10 )11 111 112 13

80 3 4 5 r S !9 9 10 U 12 12 13

185 \0 3 4
,

6 |7 (8 j9 10 |I0 11 12 12 13
-

90 3
i

4 6 7 8 9 10 11 U 12
,

13 13

L 95 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 12 13
ii.

Table a Table IL

Find the app;. dist. at the top, and F at the side, the corresponding- number is the tburih

correction adaitive.

I I I I I 1 I I
I20O 125° 130" 135°140<»145<'

|89"18S°|86°184°|82°180° 178° \75° \72° j70° |65° |60° i55°150°|45

I9l°|93°l94°|9b°|98°|100°|102°1105-|108°|110°|115°|120°| |

Find the app. dist. at the top, and E
at the side, the correspouding number
is the fit'lli correction.

TdO
|10°i2U°130=140°1502l60 ,70

1 t II 1
I
1

8 17 1
4

I
4 I

4
I
3

O' 0" 0" o"i

5 1 1

8 3 2 1

10 5 2 2

11 6
rt

o 2

0"

1

1

1

0"

1

1

0"

1

1

0"

I
14

I

13 I
12 1 11 1 10

I
10

I
9

I
9

I
9

21 120 120

24 124 124

1 I

' h
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Th th precetli pi we have E F S',

hence the fourth correction in Tab G i^. The fifth correc-

tion iu Table H is less than a second. Both these

insensible ; and this is generally the case except t

the objects is very small, and the altitudes very low

ly made in such ';

distance of

but observa-

at of the un-

certainty of the refraction near the horizon^ whirh is a much great-

er source of error than the corrections now under consideration.

For a variation of ten degrees in Fahrenheit's thermometer would

produce an alteration of // refraciion of a body, situated

above the horizon 5 this might produce a correction of the same or-

der in the true distance, which would in general be much greater

than the sum of the fourth and fifth corrections. Now as Naviga-

tors do not usually notice the corrections depending upon the ther-

mometer and barometer, it becomes necessary to avoid those ob-

corrcctions for temperature and densitywhich the

would be great, or in other words, the low altitudes. But if the

objects are sufBcieutly elevated to render the corrections for the

temperature and density small, the fourth and fifth corrections

will be hardly sensible, so that for all practical purposes, it will

be suflicient to notice the rest of the corrections in the preceding

formula (A) and neglect the two last. In addition to this we may

observe that the quantities thus neglected are not in general great-
^

er tliau those depending upon the spheroidal form of the earthy

"Which are rarely, if ever^ taken into consideration ; neither are

they greater than the errors to which the lunar tables are liable^

and it appears to be an unnecessary degree of accuracy to notice

equations which are within the limits of the errors of those tables.

«i»

/

/
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V.

On the method of com^titing the Dip of the Magnetic J\\edle in

different latitudesf according to the theory ofMr, JBiot,

BY NATHANIEL BOWDITCH, LL. B.

N article upon the '^ Variatious of the Terrestrial Magae-

i different latitudes," published in vol. 22 of Tillocb's Philo-

phical Magazine for the y the formulas dis-

M and II with a

considerable degree of accuracy all the observations of the Dip of

the Magnetic Needle that have been made in various parts of the
w

worldy particularly in the northern hemisphere.
- Y

ject is continued in another paper in the 49th volume of the same

work for the year 1817^ in which there is a small alteration in the

The sub

formula; but the method may be yet considerahly plified

will be shown in the present paper, in which I shall briefly men

tion the principles of Mr. Biot's theory^ his formulas^ and the ini

provement of which those formulas are susceptible.

According to this theory there are

two magnetic poles P, jp, upon the

earth's surface, the northern in the lat-

itude of 78^ N, and in the longitude of

25° W. from Paris nearly ; the south-

ern in 7to° S. and 1.^5° E. nearly. The

line Pj3 joining these two poles is cal-

led the magnetic axis. The plane PEp



§B Bowditch on Computing tlie Dip of the Magnetic JSTeedle,

passing tbrough this axis, and any proposed place E upon tlie

eartii's surface, is the magnetic meridian of that place. The plane

passing through the earth's centre C, perpendicular to the magnet-

ic axis, is the magnetic equator. The magnetic latitude is count-

ed from this equator, and is eq^ual to the complement of the angle

PCE.
Upon the magnetic equator the dip is nothing or very small, and

at the magnetic poles is nearly equal to 90°. In any other place the

dip is computed upon the principle that the whole magnetic force of

the earth is concentrated in two magnetic points S, N, situated in

the magnetic axis P p, at infinitely L-mall equal distances from the
-p

earth's centre C. The forces of both these magnetic points are

supposed to be equal to each other ; the one being attractive ^ the

other repulsive^ both of them varying inversely as the square of

their distances from any attracted point E of the surface.

Suppose the earth to be of a spherical form, and let its radius

CP = C E = 1, also CS = CN =^ x, the magnetic latitude of the

point E equal to a, and the angle PCE = it = 90°— k. Then

drawing the line s C w perpendicular to EC, we shall have nearly

S s = N w = a?, sin. A ; C » = C Ji = a?, cos. a, and as x is suppos-

ed to be infinitely small we shall have, by neglecting a?', a?', &c.

EN=CE~]V w =^ 1— ^. sin a; E S= CE -f S s = I +a?. sin a;

and if the magnetic force of either of the points S, N, upon a place

at the distance 1 is F, the force of the point N upon E will be by

hypothesis ^^^^^^ E. (1 + 3. x, sin. a) in the direction E N. This

may be reduced to two other forces ; the one in the vertical direc-

tion E C, which will be represented very nearly by F (1 +flx,
slu. a)

; the other in the horizontal direction C n equal to

F.a7.cos. A. In like manner the repulsive force of the point 8 will be

represented by—^ = F (1—-Sa? sin. k) in the direction S E, which

Jr
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may also be reduced to the vertical force in the direction C E, rep-

resented hy F (1 — 2x sin. x) nearly, and the horizontal force in

the direction sC or C w, equal to F. ori. cos. k. The sum of these

vertical forces which act in opposite directions is F. (1 + S a', sin. h)

F (1 — S a;, sin. x) =« 4 F. ^. sin. x ; and the sum of the hori-

zontal forces is F F. X. cos» X. H
senting the first of these forces by the line E C, and the last by the

line C A, taken in the direction C tif the line E A will represent

the direction of tlie magnetic needle, and the angle C EA will be

the complement of the dip ; so that if we represent the dip by /, we

CFi
shall have C AE = z j and since tang. C AE=rrj^,we shall have

by using the preceding values, tan. i — ., / ^J.^
, or, by reduction,

this very simple formula published by me in the year 1807, in the

*^ Practical Navigator^ without a demonstration7

tan. i = 2tanx. (l)

That is, the tangent of the dip is equal to tirice the tangent of

the magnetic latitude. This latitude being found by the usual
J

rules of spherics, assuming the latitudes and longitudes of the

magnetic poles beforfe given.

Instead of this simple method, Mr. Biot (in Vol. fin. Tilloch)

uses the following. He first computes the angle E B P = ^, by this

formula

g = .^'""".
(3)

1 -j- COS. 2 u
3

aud then i by the followirô

^. I 90^— ^+ u.
^

(3)

Substituting in this last, the value of 21= 90— X; we get C

180^— {i + h)f whence tan. ^ =— tan. (J + x). and then by means

of the equation (3) we get

tan. (i+K} = ——r. (4)
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which is the form finally assumed by Mr. Biot, m the 49th vol. of

lilloch's Magazine; and it is evidently much more complex than

the formula (1) mentioned above; but we may deduce formula (-l)

from formula (1), in the following manner. By a well l^nown thee-

rem tan. (i + k)= T'lt-Tr.\ 5 substituting the value of tan. i

1 —• lan. u tan, A

J,

3 tan. A
% tan. A, it becomes tan. (i + a) = ,

'

^, . Multiplying tlienume-

. 1 ^ 1 ± j^* \ 3- sin. A COS. A
rator and denominator by cos. k\ we get tan. (i + a}=

cos A^-FaTuA^
r

3. sin A COS. A
gjiijstitutins in this the well known values a. sin a

1—3. sin. A» '^

, . . , |. sin.SA
cos A= Sin. 3 a, ana sin. a^ = 1— 4. cos. 2 a, it becomes—r—-^—-,,.

and dividing the numerator and denominator by |, tan. (»+ '^)

—, which is the same as Mr. Biotas formula (4)COS. a A-

A

As the tangents of small angles are very nearly proportional to

the angles themselves^ the formula (1) will become^ when the lati-
h

tudes are small,

i= 2A.

that isj the dip is then very nearly equal to tiince the magnetic lati-

tude,. This was observed by Mr. Biot, in his paper published in

Tilloch's Magazine, vol. 49.

Notwithstanding the great elegance and originality observable

in the various publications of Mr. Biot ; it is not uncommon to

find his expressions not reduced to their most simple form, as in

the instance just noticed. For example, we may mention that

which occurs in the "Memoires de la Classe des Sciences Math-

emati^ues et Physiques de I'lnstitut de France/' 1809, p. 80, where
1

fl I Z
the value of^ is computed by this complicated expression ne§.

lecting a factor— mA

/

r*"
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(1 4-cos. 6 I) .tan 31^

2.(sm.2l+siu.4l)»

which may be reduced to the form

1

8. co$. 3 1. COS. P
by putting i + cos. 6 1 = g. cos. 8P ; sin. S I+sin. 4)1= S. cos. I. sin. 8 Tj

Sin S I '

tan. 81= —-rri, and reducing the expression which arises from tliis
COS* o X

substitution. By this means the two complicated factors spoken of

in Pas;, 90 of the same work, namely -^7^—r-,^"'^'
.

'
,

,* ' <•> 2(sin.£I -f sin. 41)
and tan. 3 P,

are replaced by the more simple ones
1

COS. i^
and

1

COS. 3 r

9

\ »

y

\
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Remarks on the fnethods ofcorrecting the elements of the orbit of

a comet in JVewton^s " Principiaf^' and in La Placets " Me-

. caniqiie CelesteJ^

-.,

BY NATHANIEL BOWDITCH, LL. D.

HAviNG seen in a late edition of La Motte's translation of

Newton's Principia, published in London in 1803, with notes,

an attempt of the late Mr. Emerson to prove the accuracy of two

equations, given in Book III, Prop. 4S, of that work, for correct-

iiig the orbit of a comet by distant observations^ 1 Lave been in-

duced to draw up the first section of the following paper, contain-

ing the investigation of the correct values of those equations ; be-

ins: the substance of a communication I made several years ago

to the late Reverend President Willard, in which I showed that

Newton's method would always make the corrections double of

what they ought to be. This subject is rendered rather more in-

teresting, from the circumstances that several of the commentators

on the Principia, besides Emerson, as Gregory,* Le Seur and
+

Jacquier,i have endeavoured to prove the correctness of the equa-

d of

of it that I have seen, not even in the complete edition of Newton's
works, published by Bishop Horsley in 1779 with notes, is any

* Elements cf Astionomj , Vol. 2, Pag. 790. London, 1715.

t Tom. 4, Pag. 6,18, Edit. Pduclp. etc. Geuer. 17.9—1742.
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bt of their accuracy expressed or even insinuated ;

fo

i hope it will not be considered as trc passing too much on

the Academy to devote a little time to the cxpl

od. thouo now much used. I r

briefly the principles of the compulation usx?d by N
form of the proposed equations, and the cause of il the

of

ing the elements of the orbit of a comet, I have thought it would

not be amiss to add, in another seclion, some reflections upon the

method that La Place has given for that purpose in the first vol-

ume of his '< Mecanique Celeste ;" together with some reductions

in the calculations.

SECTION FIRST.

Having three geocentric longitudes of
^

tervals with tbe corresponding longitudes of the earth d

distances from the sun, knowing

tions^ neailv the longitude of th

T)re\i<»us calrula-

ding comet's

K, and its inclination to the ecliptic I, we may P the

truel >ngitudeof the nodeK + wP, and the true inclination 1+ w Qj

(P and Q being any assumi-.d small quantities from 20' to -iO') by

the foUouins; process, by means of three operations similar to Ihose

double vosiiion or rule ofjahe

tic.

In ihcfrst operation the longitude of the node is put=K, the inclination

second operation

third operation

I;

1 + Q.

In the first operation we have the elements K, T, which deter-

mine the assumed plane of the comefs orbit ; and then the geocen-

tric longitudes and latitudes of the comet beins;3 known, together

with the longitudes of the earth and its distances fiom the sun, w«
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by the usual rules of trigonometry, compute the three points

of the assumed plane correspondin the three ob of

as athe comet. Through these three points and about the suu

focus describe a parabola ; compute the area included by the ra^

dii vectores drawn from the sun to these points, and the curve
;

and let the area described between the first and second observations

be D, that between the second and third E ; also T the time in

which the whole area D + E would be described by the comet ac-

D
G.cording to the rules of the parabolic motion ; lastly put

^

Proceed in the same manner with the second operation, using

K + P instead of K, and let the quantities D, E, T, G, become

respectively f?, e, #, ^ ; and in like manner for the third operation,

let those quantities become respectively S, e, t, y.

Now by comparing the first and second operations we find that

an increase ofP in the longitude of the node has changed the quan-

tities T, G, into tfg, by which means they have been increased re-

spectively by t %g G; and as this increase was owing to the

variation P in the longitude if the node, it is evident that if that vari-

ation had been m times as great, or equal to m P, the increments

of T and G, would have b6en m.{t-— T), m,(g— G) respective-

ly ; these quantities being always supposed to be small.

In like manner by comparing the first and third operations we

find that an increase of Q in the inclination of the orbit I, changes

y—G ; consequently an increment of w Q in tlie inclination would

T, G, intoT, 7, by which means they increase respectively r

produce increments in the values of T, represented by

n. (t

r

T), w. (y— G) respectively.

Now by adding to T and G the increments corresponding to

?nP,M Q, we shall have their values corresponding to the lone;!-

^'
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tude of the lunh K + mP^ aod inclination I + w Q, whicli will

therefore be respectively

T+itt.(/-T)+n.(r-T);

and as the true longitude of the node is by hypotlicsis K + 7n P,

aHd tlie true inclination I-f 7i Q, the preceding values must corres.

pond to the true orbit. Therefore if we put the first of the precede

ing expressions equal to the time S actually elapsed between tlie

first and third observations^ as found by observation^ and the sec-

C
ond expression equal to — , the ratio of the observed times elapsed

betw^een the first and second^ and the second and third observa-

tions, which, as is well known, expresses also the ratio of the are-

as described by the radii vectores in the same times we shall have

S= T + m.{t^T) + n . (r—T) ; C - G + w . (^—G) + n . (y—G)

which by transposition become

G— C=:«i.(G—^)+n.(G— y).
^

whence we may determine m, n, and thus obtain the corrected ele-
*

ments of the orbit.

The equations of Newton for finding m, n, are

2T-2S = m.(T-.0+«.CT-r),. .

2G— 2C = m.(G— -)-Fn.(0— v).

and as the left hand sides of these equations arc double those of

the corresponding equations [2), it is evident that Newton's rule

will make the values of m -}- n double what they ought to be.

The truth of the equations*(.^) which I have computed will al-

so be evident from the following simple case. Suppose that the

true orbit was obtained at the second operation, then the general

values of the longitude of the node, K + m P, and the inclination

I + 7iQ, will become K + P, and I ; that is K + mP = K + P.
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i + nq I, wlience we get m if n Oj and as the true orbit

is supposed to be obtained in this case, we must have f=S,^=C.

By substituting these values of n, t, g, in the equations (3), they

become T S m, (T S),G C :m(G- C), and by re-

jecting the commou factors T S. G C, we get from both of

them 7K = 1, as it ought to be. But if we make the same substi-

tution in Newton's formulas (3), they become 2(T— S) =
?«(T S), 2 (G C) »2(G C). both of which give m %
which is double of its real value just found, agreeably to the re-

L

mark abovementioned. Many other cases equally simple might

be shown in which the mistake is very apparent.

The commentators Le Seur and Jacquler, iu their edition of

the Principia, Gregory in his Astronomy^ and Emerson in the work

abovementioned, have attempted to prove the correctness of New-

ton's rulesj by the following method. By comparing (as we Itavc
I L

done) the first and second operations, they find that the increment

P in the longitude of the node, increases the time T by the incre*

raentf— T, whence they find by the rule of three, that the incre-

ment
T S

T t

p

P in the longitude of the node would prod

crement S—T in the time T, by which would bee
'!>
I

equal to the observed value S, they then put ^,

S

1

of the node m P
t

S

m, and call

By proceeding

nne. manner with the quantities G,^, C, they find that the

ut P in the longitude of the node increases the quantity G
G, and then by the rule of three they find that the incre-

ment
G
G

C
P in the of the node would prod an m-

crement of C
i

G in the quantity G, by which means it would be
I,

qual to the value C deduced immediately from the oh
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nd then without any proof, they erroneously

p

G—

c

G m

which ou£;ht not to be done except

9

particular case>
re the true inclination of the orbit is accidentally usee

observation. It being very evident that if by simplj

5 the elements K. I into K + m P, I, the quantities T. G

first

the

ng.

/ s.c / obse men-

true ones, consequentlytioned elements K +?n P, T, must be the

the true inclination I must have been used at the first observation.

This is the main source of the error of their demonstrations. The
same process is used with the fust and third operations, using the

quantities n, r, y instead of m, f, g, and by the same erroneous

..^

Tmethod they get these equations ,^—^= ^h and ri =m. By mul-
1 G

tiplying these four equations by the denominators of the terms in

the left hand side they get

T S m(T 0, T-.Sz=n (T— ; G—C=m (G—j), G—C=u (G—y).

The sum of the two former is

2 T—2 S=m (T— + n (T—r) ; 2 G—2 C=fli (G—-) + n (G—y)

which are the erroneous equations given in the Principia.

SECTION SECOND.

A method of correcting the elements of the orbit of a comet is

given by La Place, in Page 225 kc. Tol. 1 of his ^'Jlecanique

Cele'ste^^^ in which he first compules, in an approxi^native mr^nner,

the perihelion distance D of the comet and the time T of passing

the perihelion. These elements were selected with the expecta-

tion that they would afford a more 8imple calculation than any

other comhination, by avoiding superfluous operations. This meth-

od, however^ when a great number of observations are combined,

leads to very laborious calculations; anil the simplicity of the com-
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putation is restricted

To render this evide

calculation.

whicli that number small

iefly the principles of his

It is founded upon the supposition that the angular distance V
between the heliocentric places of of

dobservations is computed by two different methods^ the one

pending chiefly upon the observations actually made upon the

comet, and the other upon the mean anomalies computed by means

of the approximate elements 1), T, above mentioned. If the Val

ue ofV resulting from both these calculations is the same, we may

generally infer that the elements D, T, are correct ; but if they do

not agree, as will almost always be the case, their diiference must

be put equal to m. This operation is repeated a second time,

using the elements D + B', T, instead of D, T, respectively ; D

being a very small quantity or part of D, as for example

/

n
oO

by

this means the error m in the angle V is cbanged into rf. In a

third operation the ele D and T + T', T' being a small

time, as for example, half a day, and in this operation the differ-
1

ence of the angle V is equal top. Supposing then the corrected
J ^

elements to be D + « D', T +^ T', we easily deduce from these ex-

pressions the following equation

(m n) . « -j- (m— ji) .t = m 0)
By the combination of the second and third observations, in a sim-

ilar manner we obtain another equation of the same form

( ')
• w + C V) m

p', being the values of m, ??, p, correspond
C^)

case

From these two equations the values of u and t may be found
and thence the corrected elements D + uD , T + * 1 If

18 obtained are very small, and the observations are ac-

result wiU in general be nearly correct. otherwise . the

peraiion must he repeated

V
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rt\

prod

second and third ob=

uilar to the two just

ould

lluucd. and
I

there mi^lit he cases where it would be advaninseous to use this

last one rather than the others, as for example, when the first ob-

servation was not made under so favourable circumstances, or was

not so accurate, as the second and third ; in which case it would

be better to use the first and third etjuations, rather than the first

and second. In this way with n observations we niiirht obtain

n.
n t

2

h

equations, by the combination of the observations two

two : all these equations are not however equally proper for the

calculation of the values of u, t. For, when the interval between

the two observations is small, the errors, to Avhich they are liable,

night have a very sensible effect on the equation deduced from

them. Such equations being rejected, the rest may be combined

together in the manner pointed out by La Place in Pag. 230, Tol.

4, of his *^ Mecanique Celeste/' so as to obtain a more accurate
i

result than when two equations only are used.

This method is simple and elegant, with a small number of ob-

servations ; but when the number is large, there is an objection

to this and to other similar methods, (like that of Newton, before

mentioned,) arising from the great number of the equations, and

the difficulty of selecting the most accurate, and those best adapt-

ed to the purpose of the calculation ; because the errors of the two

observations are so combined with each other, that it is difficult to

appreciate the degree of accuracy of the resulting equation. Thus

if the first observation was suspected not to be perfectly good, but

ihe second and third were known to be accurate, the first and sec-

ond equations would partake of the error of the first observation :

but to how great a degree would not be very evident. This diffi-

culty seems to balance in some degree ihe simplicity produced by
' 10

V
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the use of only Uyo elements D, P, even in the case where a feVv*

observations only are used. But when a very great number of ob-

servations are combined, and much accuracy is required, (as is the

case generally, when the elliptical orbit is investigated,) the com-

|)arative simplicity of the method in which each observation is sep-

•arately considered, and all the elements are varied, is very mucli

increased, and the labour of calculation is less than in the method

of La Place, To render this evident, we shall here give a brief

sketch of the method of computing each observation, as taught by

Euler, in his ^* Theoria Motuum Planetarum,'^ etc. and illustrated

by au example in the paper on the comet of 1807, in Vol. 3^ Part

1 of the Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences

:

also by Mr. Burkhardt in the " Memoires de VInstitiit &c." 1806,

Pag. la &c. where he has applied it to the orbit of the comet of

1770. This method of calculation was selected for the compari-

son on account of the simplicity of its pri7icq)les, though it might

require a more laborious numerical calculation than some modern
• methods.

Suppose the approximate values of fl]e elements of the orbit to

symbols, namely t The perihelionhe represented l)y the foil

distance

a*

D Time of passing the perihel

il^Q Perihelion counted upon the orbit of

the ascending node of the comet's orbit

T.

P
Place of

Place of

N Inclination of the

T With these ele we must

o oitude and latitude

comet's orbit to the ecliptic

Tor a first operation compul

of the comet at the time of any observation. The same thing
must be done iu five successive operations, varying one of the cl.

ements iu each operation, the others remaining unaltered. Thus
in the calculation of the comet of 1807, the quantity D was chang-
ed into D 4- 0.004, in the second operatic T into T kd n%

\

Jfh.
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ibt»tJiird. V into ¥ -hiO laihcfourtli, N intsN— i;0'intlie//^/t;

aud I into I -f 10 in the sixth. Then rcpiTsenting' the longitudfl

(»r latitude') ctim-;)ute(l in these successive operations by E', L",L"',

L'% L% L''', respectively, and the conespoiuling observation by L;

also the true elements of the orbit by D + . 004. (f ; T + .05, t,

P + IO. 2», N-^l0.7i, l-^iOfTy each observed longitude

and latitude will furnish an equation of this fdrniy

0=(1—t')+(l«'~L">.r/4 (L'—L"')./+(L'-"L'0.p+CT/—L' ).w+(L'— I. ).i (3)

so that n observations vvouhl furnish 2w equations, each of which

would be wholly independent of the others, and from this circum-

stance we are better able to judge of the probable degree of accu-

racy in each of them, and the propriety of retaining and using any

one of the in in the subsequent calculati(>n«,^wljich is a tery great

advautasie in this method. It has however the inconvenience of

requiring more labour when the number of observations is small,

than the method of l<ii Place does,, because it takes more time

or labour to compute an equation of the form (3) IbaO of the fortii'

(1). But as the number of observations iucreases, this difference,

decreases, and by still increasing the num!>er the method (3) final-

ly becomes the most simple. Suppose for example that the labour

of computing one equation of the form (3; was greater than that of

the form (i) in the ratio of /to 1 ; the labour of computing all the

w. ~Y~ equations of the fonn ((} would be to that of the 3 n equa-

tions of the form (3) as «.^ to 2 n ?, or as jz ^ 1 : 4 /. The

value of I varies with the number of observations. When that

number is small it does not exceed 1 or ^, and never exceeds

so that when n = I7, or even much less, the labour of comput-

ing the equations^ (3) will not exceed that of the equations (1), and

when n exceeds that quantity, it will be the least laborious to com-

pute the equation* (3) j and these last mentioned equations will have
^*tr
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of being wholly independent of each otlithe great advantage
F

The remarks made on La Place's method may be applied to New-

and to other similard of iQ the preceding section,

methods

SECTION THIRD.

f

The heliocentric tudes C d the heliocentric lati-

tudes w, «•', of a comet being given, the angular distance V is com-

puted by La Place by the following method in Pag. 2S7; Vol. 1,

of his Mecanique Celeste, The auxiliary angle A is found by

this formula,

^ 1

sin. A^ = cos. ^ [C— Cf. cos. «-. cos. »'.

and then V by the formula

sin.i-T72 COS. (4 + Z.^' + A). cos. (4^ + 4- =r' A).

But this computation may be made more easily in the followin
J

w

manner. Find the auxiliary angle li by the formula

or

cot. B = cot. 2x\ COS. (•
f

t taking B acute in the first or last quadrant of the yalue of

otherwise obtuse. Then find V by the formula

cos. V sin jr'. C03. (B )

Bin. B

The sign + is used when the latitud «* of difiTerent names 7

otherwise the sign . This method is easily deduced from the

of spherical triangles applied to the triangle formed
T

the ;h V and the two arcs of latitud

the pole of the ecliptic. Then a

90 -zr 90 ss-
;

let fall a-

perpendicular being

upon the side 90

n\\ meet this last side in a point which is distant from the eclip

by the arcli we have called B, as is evas is evident from the formula

above given, and the expression of cos. V is easily deduced from

Napier's rules.

As an example of these methods

C 324j° 43 58^
>

tt 44 16 //

?
zs

suppose C

59° 0' 46".

95" 21
,r;

;

i
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(

By Im Place's nuthoiU

C'= 324°43'58"
,€' = 295 21 10

Till ffic hist methoJ.

€'—

C

29 22 48

324.43.58

295.21.10

K^' 14 41 24 COS. 9.983 5666
same 9.985 5666

ar 44 3' 16" cos 9.856 5352

59 46 COS. 9.711 6781

sin. A' 2)19.559 3465

B

A 56 2 37 sin. 9.769 673a

B
I

B
I 103 4 2

51 32 1

|«^+A 87 34 38 COS. 8.6260615

A 15 29 24 COS. 9.9839315

V

V

2)8.6099930)

11 38 39 sin. 9.30499o5

23 17 18

29.22.48

69. 0.46 ^

62.22.34

COS. 9.940 2101
cot. 9.778 5543

cot. 9.718 7G44

44. 3.16

18.19.18 COS.

sin.

9.977 4065
12389.933

sin. ar. co. 0.052 5612

23.17.18 COS. 9.963 0915

*
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S^marlcs on tJie usual Bemonstratim of the permanency of the
I—

solar system^ tenth respect to the- McceTttricities and luclina-

' timxs of th^ rb its of the Plane ts^-

BY NATHANIEL BOWDITCH, iiL. D.

object of this paper is to show noted erqwfctlbir

of Gondiiion betvveen the eccentricities ofthe orbits of the planets,

and from which it is generally inferred ttiat those orbits will foiv

ever remain nearly circular, is not sufficient fbr a complete demon-

stration of this permanency, though it may render it highly prob-

able by considerations of analogy.

The equation referred to is contained in Book I, § 57 of the

^'Mecanique Celeste,^' where it is shewn that if m, m', m\ &c.

represent the masses of the planets ; a, a', a", &c. their mean dis-

tauces from the sun ; e, e', e% &c. the eccentricities of their or-

bits expressed in parts of o, a', a\ &c. respectively ; we shall have

by neglecting quantities of the order of the fourth power of the
\

eccentricities

w e^ va + to' e'^ v^ + m" e^, v^' + & constant.

The signs of the radicals being all positive ; and we may
lect the terms depend a- the newly discovered pi

ellites and the comets, on account of

tion must be satisfied, whatever changes may be

1 bis equa-

in the val-

of e, e% e^, &c. by the secular variations of those qw
Xow in the present state of the solar sy ery term of the

•
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left hand side of this equation U small, therefore the sum, or the con-

stant quantity on the right hand side must also he small, consequent,

ly each term of the equation must always be small; whence it has

been inferred, that the eccentricities of all the planets must always

he small, or in other words, that the orbits will never vary much

from a circular form, so that these orbits may be considered as

perfectly stable, in respect to the eccentricities, which will oscil-

late abourfhe mean values, from which they will vary but very

little.

But the deduction thus made from the preceding equalioa

does not appear to be warranted to the extent usually given to it.

If it had been confined to the three largest planets, Jupiter, Sat-

urn, and Uranus, it would have been correct ; but that equation

may be satisfied supposing the orbits of the planets Mercury,

Venus, the Earth and Mars to be extremely elliptical, parabolic,

or even hyperpolic. To prove this, Ihc values of the terms

M e'^Val w! e'^ Vo', &c. corresponding to the planets were computed

roughly, as in the following table, column 0, using the values ol

m, m', m^% &c. a, a% &c. e, e', &c. given in the second edition of La

Place's 'Exposition of the system of the world. In col. 6, the val-

lies of the same terms are computed, supposing the orbits of Mer«

cury, Venus, the Earth and Mars to be parabolic, or that e = e*

Q^ —X e^^ = 1^ and tbea by reducing the eccentricity of Jupiter

less than one sixth part, the sum of the terms of the equation be-

comes the same as in col. 5.

.^

*
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Planets I'lic sun's
Mean. J^ist.«?^^

2035810

S83137
S29630
1846083

1067,09

3359,40

e, e^, &.C.

Ternis of Uie Equation
^ Xtnas of the equation

altered.s/

0.387100 0.205513
0.723335 0.006885

1. 0.01G814

1.523693 0.093088

5 £02778 0.048077

9.538785 0.056223
1^504: 119.183475 0.04658;1

0.00000 00050

1

9
88

2 58000
2 76000

95000

0.00000 01190
16000
30340
10190

2 00428
2 76000

95000

Constant quantity = 0.U0UO6 29148 |-M)0006 29148

We cannot therefore conclude from the preceding equation^

independent of other considerations of analogy, ihsiiiiiQ orhits of

all the planets will never vary from a circular form.

A similar defect exists in the demonstration of the smallness

of the inclinations of the orbits of the planets, which has been in-

ferred from the equation

"N

constant <?• + m'. v
given in § 61, Book I of thq ^' Mecanique Celeste,'' in which f,/f

&c. represent the inclinations of fixed pi *

we may prove that some of the values of <p, V, &c

Tery great without affecting that equation sensibly,

ay become

the

the values of e, e', &c. in the preceding equation

ccentricities. It may be observed that some of tl

the fourth power of the eccentricities and inc

the two equations abovementioned, exceed

the second power which are retained, as is

spection of the table : which is an addition

terms of

elected in

of the terms of

d fr the in

reason why those

equations should be restricted to the three greater pi

maaner mentioned in this paper.

the

\.
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Facts serving to show the comparative forwardness of the siirins:

season in differentparts of the United States.

BY JACOB BIGELOW, JSL B.

RrMFORD PROFESSOIl AND LECTURER 0\ MA'J'EIUA MEDICA ATT) B()T\\\

IN IIVUVARD LMVEHSITY.

T was suggested to me some years since by the late Tenera-

ble Dr, Muhlenberg of Pennsylvania, that if a series of Calendars

of vegetation should be kept for the same year in different parts of

the United States, and the whole published collectively ; the re-

suit would be valuable, by affording an actual view of the compar-

ative forwardness of the season in the vaiions latitudes and situ-

ations of the country. This suggestion was interesting to me^

because it was evident that a course of observations taken on the

same year would afford m« re accurate grounds for compariscui,

than auy which might casually be made in different years, and sub-

ject to the variation of different seasons. As the plan was never

executed by Dr, Muhlenberg, I determined to attempt carrying it

into effect after his death. With this view, in the autumn and

winter of 1816, 1 wrote to correspondents in various sections of

the country, requesting them to observe and note down the time of

flowering in 1817 of the common fruit trees, and a few other plants
r

which were'suggested, as being probably found in most parts of

the United States. In reply to these applications I received very

11

i-

\.

t
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^

seasonable and friendly commuuicatious from SxEPHEy Elliott^
r

Esq. at Charleston, S. C.—Dr. Trent at Richmond, Va.—Dr.

Croghan at Louisville, and Drs. 0\ and S L
ington, Ky.—Dr. Revere at Baltimore,—ZACCiitus Collins

Esq. at Philadeljphia,—Professor Mitchill at JVew Yorlr,

}

Dr.

Beck at Albany,—Professor Cleavelakd at Brunswick, Me. and

Mr. W, Clegiiorn at Montreal. The returns ^vere even more

numerous than I had solicited, some of the gentlemen having

obligingly interested themselves to procure for me notices respect-

ing other places than those of their own residence. I have also

preserved one or two dates relating to the same subject, taken from

the newspapers. The notices taken at the above mentioned places

are published in order beneath.

CHARLESTON, S. C.

^^

Amygdalus Pereica

Pruinis Cerasus

Pyrus Cydonia

Pyros Mains

Pyriis commiuiis

Sanguinaiia Canadensis

Peach ivei^

Clirrry tree

Quince tree

Apple tree

Pear ti'cc

Blood root

fmin Mar. G to 12

March 24

March 31

April

Api'il

4

4

March 20

RICHMOND, Va.

Amygdalus Pcrsica

Amygdalus communis

Ulmus Americana

Acer rubrum

Pyrus malus

Pyrus communis

Prunus Cerasus

Syringa vulgaris

Fraxiiuis Americana c

Almond

Amcriran clin

Red maple

Lilac

Asli

from Mar. 23 to Ap. 6

Mardi 10

Mar. 3ti> 13

March 1

Ap* 10—18

Ap. G—10

A pril

April

May

4

13

20

I
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in diferent parts of the United States

LEXINGTON, Ay

ChirkwecH

/ 9

SteHaria alsitic

Ulmus Aiiierirana

Acer rubrum

Sison bulbosum, Mx.

Anemone hepatica var. acuta

Sanguinaria Canadensis

Corydalis cucuUaria

Leontodon tai'axacuni

Prunus a\iuni

Erythronium Americanum

Amygdalus Pereica

Corydalis aiirea ?

-^sciilus cchinata, MuJd.

Pyrus Malus

Podophyllum peltatum

Geranium maculatum

Erigeron bellidifolium

Delphinium azureum

Cerastium longe peduncidatum et villosum

Syringa vulgaris
,

Pyrus botryapiuni (50 miles north)

Liverwoil

Dandelion

May cherry

Buck eye

May apple

Mali 1(It 1

March 10

Marrh 10

March 15

March 20

March 27

April 1

April 3

April 5

April 5

April 6-15

April 7

10

10

April

April

Ap. 27—Ma. 1

April

April

April

April

April

April

30

30

30

'^O

16

15

Note. The obser\ ations at Louisville, by my friend Dr, Croghan, agreed

vci*y nearly with the above. «.

BALTIMORE.

Amygdalus Persica

PriiTins cerasus

Pyrus Malus

Pyrus communis

Acer rubrum

Ulmus Americana

Sanguinaria Canadensis

April

April

April

April

April

April

April

9

8

14

17

7

11

4
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Sorbus ancuparia

Anemone neiuorosii

Mountain ash

Wood anemone

PHILADELPHIA.

Potlios foetida

Almis serrulata, ML
Anemone hepatica

Anemone tlialictroides

Acer riibrum

Claytonia Virginica

Erytlironium Americamim

Anijgdalus Persica

Laurus Benzoin

Sanguinaria Canadensis

Anemone nemorosa

Saxifraga vernalis

Epigsea repens

Arabis lyrata

Pnnnis cerasus

Pyriis communis, malusfpie

Caltliapalustris

Houstouia coerulea

Leontodon taraxacum

Corydalis cucullaiia

Salix longiroslris

Spice w ood

NEW YORK.

Acer rubrum

Llmus Americana

Erythronium Americanum

Ribes rubrum et grossularia

Caltha palustris

May

May
r

May

April

April

April

April

April

April

April

April

April

April

April

April

April

April

April

April

April

April

Apiil

CuiTaut and Gooseberry-

April

April

April

April

April

15

6

5

March 1

March 24

6

8

10

10

14

15

15

15

15

15

15

£0

20

20

22

22

22

22

11

11

15

15

16

\

J.
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Anemone nemorosa

Claytonia Virgii/ir:!

Amygdalus Pcreirr^

Pnmiis Cerastw

Saiiguinaria Canadensis

r>rus bolryapnim

Prunus domestica Vluni {xv^ May 1

Pynis communis

Pyrus malus

Syringa vulgaris

ALBANY

Anemone hepatica

Anemone thalictroides

Afiuilegia Canadeasis

Geranium maculatuni

Amygdalns Persica

Pyrus communis malusque

UTuIaria sessilifolia

Uvidaria perfoliata

BOSTON.

Anemone hepatica

Ulmus Americana

Acer rubrum

Sanguinaria Canadensis

Saxifraga ^emails

Ajidromeda calyculata

Viola blanda ef priniulifolia

Caltlia palustris

Hanunculus fascicularis

April 19

A pril £0

\p,2J—:!6

A
i>.Sd—-SO

April £6

Vpril 26

Mav '^

M aV 4

Mav 5

April 1 r

Ajtril 26

May 1

Fragaria Virgiiiica Sirawberrj May 8

Polygala paucifolia ^ May 11

May 1

3

May 12

Mny 1

5

May 1

3

M aV 1

5

April 20

April 20

April ^'^

^pril 29

April 29

May I

May I

May 2

Mav a

i
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Potent ilia sarmciitosa^ MuIiL

Anemone nemorosa et tbaUctroidesi

Aquilegia Canadensis

Leontodon taraxacum

Coptis trifolia. Salisb*

Thalictrura dioicum

Pyrus boti^yapliun

Erytlirouiuni Americanuni

Araygdalus Persica

Primus Cerasiis

Pyrus communis, malusqu

Syringa vulgaris

Geranium nlaculatunx

c

BRUNSWICK, Me.

Lri

Acer I'ubmm

Populus tremuloides, Mcc^

Ulmus Americana

Alnus sernilata

Anemone nemorosa '

Leontodon taraxacum

Prunus Cerasus

Pyrus communis

Pyrus Malus

Syringa vulgaris

Sorbits aucnparia

MONTREAL, fCanada.J ^

Sanguinaria Canadensis

Claytonia Virginica

Crocus yernus

Acer rubmm
Aquilegia Canadensis

May

May

May

May

May

May

May

May

May

May

May
May

May

April

April

May

May

May

May

May

May

May
A

June

June

May
* May

May

May

May

2

4

4

6

8

8

9

9

9

18

22

22

28

28

2

3

5

12

16

26

29

8

11

1

1

5

5

I

^^

I.
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Uibes grossularia

Ulinus A!ncricaiia

Ti'illilum cermium

Ainygdaliis Tersica

Erythronium Auicnciiinim

Caltha paliLstris

Lcontotloii taraxacum
4

Uvularia pcrfoliata

Fragaria Virginica

Tiarelhi cordifolia

Prunus cerasus

Pyrus communis, malusquc

May

Mav

M ny

May

May

May

May

May

May

M ay

May

8d

5

in

10

J

14

1 *.'

15

15

24

9A

2.)

A letter from a gentlemau at Fort Claiborne iu the Alabama

territory, cited in the Boston Daily Advertiser Sept. S5, states, that

the Peach trees were in blossom at that place on the 4 of March.

It will be observed, that some latitude must be allowed in the

exactness of the time at which the foregoing observations were

made, since most of the trees and shrubs would continue in flower

for one or more weeks, at any part of which time the observations

might be made. It is most probable however that notice would be
4-

taken of the earliest period at which they were generally in flow-

er. \t any rate it is not likely that the statemeuts generally

vary more than a week from this time.

The letters from Charleston, Richmond and Lexington state

the spring to have been less forward than usual, and the preced-

ing winter unusually severe. At Boston the season was not more

backward I am in possession of memorand

taining the blossoming time of the fruit trees htrc for the last

twenty years, of which that in 1817 presents nearly a fair aver-
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age. The season of 1816 was cold and unfavourable to vegeta-

tion almost beyond a precedent, while that of 1817 has been mark-

ed by fine weather and unusual plenty.

In comparing the results of the different Calendars which have

been presented above, it will be seen, that the Peach tree is the

one which has been most uniformly returned, and it may therefore

serve as a specimen for bringing into immediate comparison the

advances of spring in the different parts of our country.

Fl&cts* Lat. Long. Peach tree in bloMom.

Fort Claiborne Alab. ter. 3i°50' 87°50' March -1

Charleston

Richmond

liexiriglun

Baltimore

Philadelphia

New York

Boston

Albany

Brunswick

Montreal

Va.

Md.

P.

N.Y.

Ms.

N.Y.

Me.

Can.

33 44

37 40

38 6

39 21

39 56

40 43

43 23

43 39

43r73

45 35

80 39

77 50

85 8

77 48

6 12

23-Ap.6

April

75 8

74 9

70 53

73 30

69 55

73 11

May

6

9

15

Si

9

13

16*

13

io

36

Mr. Rich, American Consnl at Yaleucia in Spain, informs me,

that the Peach trees were in blossom there about the 19th of

I observe from the record of Mr. Salisbury's botanicalMarch

this year London^ that the Appl flowered

there May 8th

My
near the

pts to obtain inf( fi some pi

boundaries of the Uuited States wci-e uusuc.

* No return of this tree was made from Brunswlc?:. The date of the Cherrv
tree is therefore substituted, v/hich is usually in blossom at the bau^e time.

:"

?r-

i^

Yi

^'

^'
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in different parts of the United States. Sj

cessful. From the statements already given it may be inferreil

difference of between the northern anil southern
1

extremities of the country is not less than two months anil a half.

Difference of longitude does not seem very materially to affect

the Floral calendar within the United States.

My best thanks are due to the gentlemen who have contrihut-

ed the materials for this compilation.

liosfOily Dec. ISir.

P, S. A letter received while this article was in the presS;

from Professor Decandolle of Geneva in Switzerland; contains

the following memoranda for that place in iSi7'^

Anemone nemorosa

Leontodon taraxacum

Amygdalus Persica

Primus Cerasus

Pyrus conmmnis

Caltha palustris

Pyrus MaUis

March 15

April I

April 1

April 3

April ' 3

April

April

8

15

13

/-
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IX

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON. THE SEA SERPENT.

BY W. D. PECK, A. M. F. A. A.

fBOFESSOR OF KATUIUL HISTOBY IS HAETARD COIXEGE,

E

X HE appearance in this vicinity the last summer of an enor-

mous animal of the serpentine order, is a fact so remarkable, and
4

so interesting to naturalists every where, that the Academy at

their last meeting were of opinion that some notice of it should ap

pear in their next publication, and appointed me to consider the ev

idence of the fact.

of my enquiries.

The writers on

I beg leave to offer the following as the result

Natural History for more 2000 years

Iiave mentioned Sea-Serpents. It may not he entirely foreign to

the purpose to notice what they have left us on this obscure sub-

j ect. Aristotle, the father of Zoology, observes in Lib. II. Chap.

XIV, " that there are Serpents in the sea as well as on the laud,

and in fresh waters. That some of those in the sea, in form re-

semble those of the land, except that the head has a greater resem-

blance to the Conger.''

His o(pi; ^aXarJiog^ Lib. IX, Chap. 17, was probably the Con-
r

ger or some other species of Mur^ena. The Mursena colubrina

found in Amboina, M. Ophis^ Serpens and I^Jy

undMur. Echidna in the Pacific Ocean resemble

form, but are furnished with fins.

Europ

pent

/
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'J

The v^^os and ^i^a-v^^o^of ^lian, the Hydrus and Chersydru

of Pliny, may both be referred to Coluber Xatrix of Liunajus

which frequents fresh waters, and very much resembles our own
water adder, which is found in similar situations. The notion of

r

the enormous serpents brought by Virgil from TeneJos, was prob-

ably suggested to the Greek poets from whom he took the hint,

by the appearance and habits of the same Coluber Natrix

ed and made more terrible by poetic fancy.

}
rg

The story mentioned by Pliny Lib. VIII, Chap. 14, 6f

enormous serpent in Africa, was probably

exaggeration, and was more than two centuries old when he copied
M

\

it from Livy or Valerius Maximus,

It does not appear from any thing in the writings of the an-

cient Naturalists, that what is now called Sea-Serpent, was

known in their times. It is of modern discovery and was, I be-

lieve, first mentioned by Olaus Magnus in his Historia de Crenti-

bus Septentrionalibus. He seems to have been as credulous as

Pliny, and the figure which he gives of this Serpent, as well as of

other marine animals, was probably sketched from the extravagant

relations of sea-faring people.

Hp represents the serpent he speaks of, as several hundred feet

in length and in the act of taking sailors from the deck of a ship.

The w^ork of Magnus was published at Rome in 1555. In 1558

Gesner published the IVth book of his History of Animals. In

this he copies the figure of Magnus with a short description as he

found it, without comment. Kuysh in his Theatrum animulinm,

published in 1718^ copies the figure of Magnus omitting the ship.

Finally the Rt. Rev. Eric Poutoppidan, Bishop of Bergen, in

his Natural History of Norway, published in 1753 and 1/53,

>
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gives, oil the authority of a naval officer in the Danish service, a

more rational and credible account of it. Tlie fi2:ure which he

cr to

gives seems to have been made from the description of Capt. De

Ferry, the oificer above alluded to. In this figure, the head and

jugular region are raised out of the water ; a little hclow the head

is a mane which seems to he inserted all round the hack part of

the neck. The appearance of this mane was most probably an

optical deception, and was nothing more than the water displaced

by the neck in tlie progress of the animal through it, returnin

its level. It had probahly no mane. But of the existence of the

animal, the testimony* presented by the Rev. Bishop is sufficient-

ly conclusive.

The testimony is ample of the existence of such a serpent, in

the portion of the Atlantic which washes our shores.

It appears by papers sent to the Academy in the year 1810,

that this Serpent was first seen in Penobscot Bay about the year

1779, by Mr. Stephen Tuckey: he compared it to an unwrouglit

spar (meaning probably one of Spruce) which the scaly surface

and dark colour of the animal would very much resemble ; he

thought it fifty or sixty feet in length.

The next notice is from Capt. Eleazar Crabtrce, who saw it in

the same Bay about the year 1785 ; he estimated its length at six-

feet, and its diameter he thought equal to that of a barrel,

which is about twenty two inches.

In the publication of the Linnsean Society, to whose commit-

tee we are indebted for collecting the most recent testimonies on

mi

this subject, is a letter from the 11 M Jenks of B
J

ho

* A letter of Capt. l)e Fenj, and the declaration en oath of two of his

who were with him when he saw and shot at it.

crew

n
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M

states that ia conversation with the Rev. Mr. Cummin's,* the lat-

ter gentleman observed that " this animal liad been seen occasion-

"ally in Feuobscot Bay wilhiu thirty years j supposed to be

< ' ^^ above sixty feet in length, and of the size of a Sloop's mast.

" That it had been seen by the inhabitants of Fox and Lon

^^ islands, aiul one of them a Mr. Crocket^ liad seen two of Iheiu

^^ together about the year 178/.

These are llie earliest notices 1 can find of this animal on our

shores^ and their truth is rendered indubitable by the evidence

lately brought together by the committee of the Linnaian Society^

of men of fair and unblemished character in Gloucester j of Capt,

Toppan and two of his people^ of the Schooner Laura of Ports-

mouthy and Capt. Elkanah Finney of Plymouth.

The account of it by Lonson Nash Esq, Justice of the Peace

in Gloucester, from his own observation, is perfectly free from
^

prejudice and as clear and satisfactory as can be expected of an

ol3Ject at the distance of two hundred and fifty yards.

Mr. Nash saw it with a perspective glass whose field of view,

at that distance he found about forty five feet in diameter, and the

length of the visible part of the animal, was greater than could be

included in that field of view.

I do not perceive by the accounts, that any person has seen its

wliole length. Mr. Nash estimates it at seventy feet at least, and
w

thinks it may be even an hundred, and its diameter equal to that

of a half-barrel, about l6 or 17 inches. Its colour appeared to

* A letter from this gentleman was forwarded to the Academy about the year

1806, oiving a particular account of the animal, as he saw it, at a small distance

;

but this letter is lost or mislaid, as are the testimouj, on oath, of Capt, Crabtree

;ind a letter from the late Capt. George Little,
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bim very dark, almost black. It moved by vertical undulations of

tbe body and with great velocity, i. e. at the rate of a mile in four

minutes.

In addition to Mr. Nash's account, eight
t « •

persons, citizens of
y

Gloucester,* Capt. Toppan and two of his people, on their voy-

age to Boston, have furnished their testimony on oath, of the pres-

of this animal in the harbour of Gloucester d its 'y
+

from the 10th to the 28th inclusive, of Aujiust last and app

^

by the affidavit of Capt. Finney, that it was seen by him in June

1815, in a cove on the Plymouth shore.

The accounts of all these persons are very consistent ; to the

greater part it appeared to be straight, or without gibbosities or

protuberances on the back ; one person thought it had protuberan-

ces, but it seems probable that the upper flexures of its undula-

tions, occasioned this opinion.

Its velocity is variously estimated ; by some it was thought to

move a mile in one minute, by others in three, four, or five min-

utes. It has great lateral flexibility shewn by 3
d moving in an exactly contrary direction, advancing the

a line parallel with the body ; hence its undulations when
^ater and equally surrounded by the medium, may be eith-

vertical or horizontal at the will of The jud

of its velocity, however, without knowing its precise diiii

without instruments to observe it, U extremely liable to

In the testimonies above referred to, the imagination

have had no influence, and we certainly know from them, that

and

seems to

of the animal to which they relate is isp we

• Messrs. Story, Allen, Ellery, Foster, GafFnej, Mansfield, Johnson and
Pearson.

I

i

}. .

t
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know that it moves by vertical undulatious^ at least while near the
r

surface of the sea ; that it is laterally as flexible as other serpents
;

and that its motion^ at times, is very swift j but our knowledge is

circumscribed by these limits. It is to be hoped, that if it again

visits our shores, some successful means may be devised of taking

it and presenting an opportunity of completing our knowledge of

so interesting a link in the chain of animated beings.

It has been seen in Long Island sound, progressing southward

;

it seems from this circumstance to be migratory, like the Coluber

Natrix in Hungary, and may pass the winter season in Mexico or

South America. /

y-
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!ln account of the violent and destructive storm of the S3(?

September 1815.

BY JOHN FATtBATl,

PEOrESSOR OF MATH. AKTD NAT. PHIl. IN THE UNIVERSITY AT CAMBRIDGE.

A HIS storm was very severely felt throughout a greater part of

New En^lanil. It was most violent on and near the coast, but does

not appear to have extended far out at sea. It was preceded by

rain, which continued to fall for about twenty four hours with a

moderate wind from the N. E. Early in the morning of the 38d

the wind shifted to the east, and began to blow in gusts accompa-

nied with showers. It continued to chanire toward the south and

to increase in violence while the rain abated. Between 9 and 10

o'clock A. M. it began to excite alarm. Chimneys and trees were

blown over both to the west and north, but shingles and slates,

that were torn from the roofs of buildings, were carried to the

greatest distance in the direction of about three points west of
+

north. The greatest destruction took place between half past 10

and half past 11. The rain ceased about the time the wind shift-

ed from southeast to south 5 a clear sky was visible in many pla-

ces durins: the utmost violence of the tempest, and clouds were

seen flying with great rapidity in the direction of the wind. The
air had an unusual appearance. It was considerably darkened

by the excessive agitation and filled with the leaves of trees and
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other liglit suhstanccs; wliich were raised to a great height and

whirled ahont in eddies^ instead of being driven directly forward

as in ft common storm. Charles river rssed and foamed like the
F

sea ill a storm, and the spray was raised to the heighth of CO or

100 feet ill the form of thin white clouds, which were drifted along

in a kind of waves like snow in a violent snow storm. I attempt-

ed with several others to reach the river, but we were fre(j[uenlly

driven back by the force of the wind, and were obliged to screen

ourselves behind fences and trees or to advance obliquely. It was

impossible to stand firm in a place exposed to the full force of the

wind. While abroad, we found it necessary to keep moving; about,

and in passing from one place to another, we inclined our bodies

toward the wind, as if we were ascending a steep hill. It was

with great difficulty that we could hear each other speak at the

distance of two or three yards. The pressure of the wind W"a8

like that of a rapid current of water, and we moved about almost

as awkwardly as those do who attempt to wade in a stron^i; tide.

Tlie effects of this storm in many places were very terrible
;

much damage was done to the shipping in most of the harbours

from New York to Eastport. Many vessels went ashore and

bilged, many were stoved to pieces against the wharves and

against each other. But the shifting of the wind prevented an ex.
^

cessive tide in mo^t places. The sea had ri^icu unusually high

la Boston harbour two hours before the calendar time of high wa-

teh But the direction of the wind at this time tended to counter-

act the tide, and thus secured our principal seaports from that \

awful calamity which threatened them.* Considerable losses

* The town of Providence in Rhode Island was particularly exposed to the

effects of this storm. The wind blew directly «p the river on which it i« built

18
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however were sustained by the wind alone ; many old buildings

and such as were slightly built or particularly exposed, were

blown down
; great numbers were unroofed or otherwise injured

;

few entirely escaped. The greatest destruction took place amon

trees. Our orcliards and forests exhibited a scence of desolation^

which has never heen witnessed before to such an extent in thig
u

country. The roads iu many places w^eie rendered impassable,

ly through woods, but where

they happened to be lined with trees. Many of the streets in

Boston and the neighbouring towns were strewed with the orna-

ments of our finest gardens and fruityards. A considerable pro-

portion of the large and beautiful trees in Boston mall,* and in

he public walk near the grainery burying ground, several of

which measured from 8 to 12 feet in circumference, were up

by the roots and prostrated. Apple trees, being separated at a

considerable distance from each other, w
numbers. It was computed at the time,

were blown down in the town of Dorchester

erturned in g
that no less than 500a

r

unbroken by the the cape or Long Island, and in sweeping over such an extent of

water it accumulated a dreadful and most destructive tide upon this flourlshino-

place. Vessels were actually driven over the wharves and tliroudi the streets. A
great number of stores and dwelling houses were destroyed with their contents,

and several lives were lost. The loss of property was estimated at several

millions of dollars. The great calamity which befel this town was rather owlncr

to the extraordinary tide which rose 12 ar 14 feet above the usual mark of hi-rh

water, than to the greater violence of the tempest in this place.

* It is worthy of remark, that in the several rows of trees constitutinjr the malL
e I i e ward range suffered the most.

'J

If 1

4'i

*?
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I have not beeu able to fiad the centre or the limits of thi

tempest. It was very violent at places separated hy a considera-

ble interval from each otlicr, while the intermediate region suITor-

ed much less. Its course through forests in some instances was

marked almost as defiuitely, as where the trees have been cut

down for a road. In these cases, it appears to have been a movc-

a d nc

Yet
& a body of the

ast of Newatraosphere.

England which escaped its fury. Toward the interior it raged

with less violence, and in Vermont and the western parts of New
Hampshire, I am told that it w^as not noticed as particularly re-

markable. Yet still further west on the St. Lawrence, the wind

was so high as to render it extremely dangerous to be out in boats

on the river. And what is still more remarkable, the storm be-

an to grow violent at this place about the same time that it com-

menced near the Atlantic, and subsided about the same time.

There is something worthy of particular attention in the di-

rection of the wind, at the several places where the storm pre-

vailed. On the 2Sd, the wind appears to have been pretty gen-

3

erally from the N, E. The storm commenced, as is usual, to the

leeward. But when the wind shifted from N. E. to E. and S.

along the coast of New England, it veered round in the oppo-

site direction at New York, and at an earlier period. It reached

its greatest height at this latter place about 9 o'clock on the m(»ra-

ing of the 23d, when it was from the N. W. Whereas, at Bos-

ton, it became most violent about two hours later, and blew from

the opposite quarter of the heavens. At Montreal the direction

of the wind was the same as at New York, but did not attain its

greatest height so soon by several hours.
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The wittd gradually subsided in the afternoon of the SSd, and

before night the sky bore its usual appearance. It was observed

soon after^ that a singular effect had been produced upon the leaves

of vegetables near the seacoast; their vitality was destroyed, and

they exhibited an appearance similar to that, which is produced by

a frost, except that they retained more of their original colour, and

in some instances they assumed a darker hue. This was as-

cribed to the spray from the salt water, which was known to have

extended many miles into the country from the circumstance of
>

window glass being covered with a thin coat of salt. The bt-

rometer descended very fast during the morning of the 23d, and

It be-

gan to rise as the wind abated, and recovered its former eleva-

tion, about S9.00, by the time the air was restored to its usual

tranquillity.

It is thought that there is no account of such a storm as this to

be found in the history of this part of the country. We have had

hurricanes that have laid waste whatever came in their way, but

they have been very limited. There was a remarkable storm of

wind aud rain on the 9th of October 1804, which in some respects

It destroyed a number of hous-

\yhen the wind was highest had fallen about half an inch.

resembled that above described.

es, overthrew trees, chimneys and fences, but it was much less

violent and less destructive.

A very remarkable gale occurred in some parts of North Car-

olina on the 3d of September 1815, twenty days before the one

hich is so often referred to amongst us. It was preceded by ft

of several days with the wind from the N. E. The wind

shifted on the 3d to the N. aud W. increasing

gan to subside as it approached the 8. W. Tl

2nee. It be-

tide rose in
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some places from 10 to 14 feet above high water mark. The loss

sustained at Wilmington and other places was similar to that

which was experienced here on the SSd. The roads were impas-

sable for several days on account of the fall of trees, and much

damage was done to the crops of corn and tobacco.

->
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An account of a singular electrical jpJienomenon, observed during

a snow storm accompanied with thunder.

BY JOHN FARRAR,

PROFESSOR 0¥ MATU. AXD JfAT. PHLL. Ilf THE UNIVERSITY AT CAMBRIDGE.

N the evening of tlie 17th of January 1817? there was a re-
r

luarkable thunder-shower, which extended through a great part of

the United States. It took place about the same time at Bruns-

wick, in the District of Maine, at Boston and Williamstown, at

Andover, Vermont, at Philadelphia, and at Savannah, Georgia.

At Boston and several places in the interior, there was rain and

snow ; at other places only snow, and this in great quantity and ac-

corapanied with almost incessant thunder and lightning. There were

other electrical appearances also, that were particularly remarkable.

The following is taken from the meteorological register of

Professor Cleaveland.

" In the earlier part of the evening, the wind was blowing

from the N. E. and the thermometer descended to i7°,5. But

after a short calm, the wind suddenly changed to S. E. attended

at first by snow and rain and flashes of lightning. The ther-

mometer rose rapidly, while the barometer fell to 28.89. At this

time three persons crossing the bridge over the Androscoggin,

observed the borders of their hats to be luminous, and when they

held up their hands covered with woollen gloves, the ends of

their fingers were also luminous. These apoearances were ob^

d on the bridge only if

i-
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lam iuformcd also ]>y another obscrvini::

aaii,* who had collected a number of fact

"•eu»

traordinary phenoineiion, from persons in whom lie placed the

highest confidence, that at AV^illiamstown, it uas seen h\ a

n the ears and hair of his horse's head, on the whip of a

nan who accompanied him, and on the hat of a 2<^^ntleman,

attempting to brush it off, saw it extend itself over the

part of his hat ; and that at Williamstown, Vermont, it

observed by a company of fourteen persons. y
returning from a religious meeting, on horses, bushes, fences,

logs, and on each other. In one instance a quantity ol logs and
brush appeared perfectly luminous. The preacher broke off sev-

era! boughs, on the ends of which the fluid rested. In several cas-

es when he presented his hand, the fluid hissed with the appear-

ance and noise of the electric spark. At this lime, it snowed
very fast, at the rate, as was supposed, of 6 inches in an hour ; the

lightning was frequent, and the thunder heavy. At Williams-

town it rained principally, and also at Brattleboroiigh. But from

Adams through Wilmington to Brattleborough it snowed with

great rapidity.

A still more particular account of these electrical appearances

was communicated to me in a letter from a young gentleman,! a
member of Union college, Schenectady, who was at thi« time

residing: at Audover, Vermont, and wa.a a vvitnpss nf w!i«* ho, re-

lates. The follow ins is his statement.a

*<In the evening of the 17th of January I8I7, as I was return-

ing from a neighbour's house in company with another young

man, between the hours of ten and eleven, we observed that the

Professor Dewey of Williams College. t Joel Manning, jun.
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^

snow was falling very fast, and that there were frequent flashes

The singularity of the last-mentioned appearance,of lightning.
I-

at that season of the year, particularly attracted our attention.
r

After noticing it for sorae minutes, we passed on, and when at

the distance of a few rods, we observed an appearance of light or

lire upon the tops of the stakes in the fence and bushes by the

side of ay The novelty of appear d

them, in our opinion, worthy of particular attention. And the

probability of their soon disappearing made us more anxious

4

that there might be others to witness the same fact. AVe accord-

ingly called tl^e people who were in a neighbouring house ; but

instead of the lights disappearing, they seemed to shine with ad-

ditional brightness, and to appear where they were unobserved

before hats, on our hair, when our heada* were uncover-

ed, and on a woollen mitten, when held above our heads. These

lights appeared on all substances, which extended to any consid-

erable distance above the surface of the ground, and approached

to a point ; but they had all the form

part the light appeared like a spark

For the most

some instan-

ces it resembled a blaze, in form of an inverted cone of about

inches in height, and three fourths of an inch in diameter at the b

These blazes emitted a hissing sound resembling that of the

kettle just before it boils, which could be heard dis

of eisht feet»
for

After viewing them

time, we proceeded homewards, and passi over

^•ound somewhat hia^licr, found this appearance to increase, so&
?

that our hats and shoulders were almost covered with theli"-hts:

and when we spit, the small particles of saliva, when at a little

distance from the mouth, assumed a shinii

going about fifty or sixty rod we came

g appeal

> the sid

ce. After

f a lot of

i
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aianding timber, where these appearances were not to he seen, ex-

cept on the tops of some high apple trees on the other side of the

road. The falling of the snow^ and the height prevented our as-

certai-qing whether there were lights on the tops of the forest
f

trees. We did not leave tlie standing timber, until we had come

down on low ground, where we saw no lights until we got home.

About twelve o'clock, we returned to the place wliere wc first

saw the lights. The snow was yet falling very fast, and there

appeared to be still more of the before-meulioued lights ; but we

saw no blazes.
X

"Where these lights were seen, was a tongue of elevated land,

extending from the north, down between two quite small branch,

es of Williams' river. The whole length of way we travelled

Kk

that evening was about a mile. Where we first saw the» lights,

-was very near the top of this ridge of land, descending steeply to

the east, for about a hundred rods to a small stream, not sufficient

to turn a mill, and to the west, vi^ith a more gradual descent, for a

mile to another stream a little larger. There are no very consid-

erable streams in this vicinity.

'^The wind was not strong, but a light breeze blowing from

the northeast, and the we
I,

season of the year. The

cold as usual for

flashe S,UIU1115, when we first ob

freserved them, which was a little past ten o'clock, were very

quent, four or five in a minute ; but the claps of thunder were seU

dom, and these appeared to be at a distance, and not heavy. But

the flashes of li^htnins; soon became less frequent, more vivid and

attended with thunder. About twelve o'clock, there
r

r of very sharp flashes of lightning, attended with

y
14
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"The above-mentioned blazes of light were precisQly like the

appearance upon a wire, in a dark room, over-charged with posi- ,

tive electricity. All that I can say of the circumstances necessa-

ry to produce these blazes is, that we observed them on stakes

in the fence biglier than other substances near them^ antl extend-

ing to a considerable depth in the ground^ and when they were

dj the blazes disppeared, and were succeeded by ?^

Appearances similar to the above^ it is said^ were observed a

few years ago at Colchester, Connecticut, and on the iOth of

March 1817? at Shelburn, Hampshire County, Ms. During a

thunder storm at the latter place, a light appeared on a well-pole

when elevated. Upon its being drawn down, the light gradual-

ly diminished, and at length entirely vanished. When the pole

was raised again, it reappeared.
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Observationes CarpologiccB in ICamelliam et Theam

a W. D. PECK, A. M. A, A,

Soc, Hist, et Agric. Mass, Socio 5 Hist. JVaf. Prof.

est his K

LANTARUM affiiiitas, quauquam a floris structura liabituquc

uiiiversali, feliciter saepe, Iiariolari licet ; est veruntamen in fruc-

tus natura et compagine quaerenda, et demura coniirmanda.

In plaiitis dijudicandis^ e regionibiis longe dissitis, quarum
r"

fiuctus nee peregrinatores legerunt^ nee in hortis Europaeis ma-

turantur, judicio ex flore etc. contenti esse cogimur

:

mellia* annumeranda,

Anni Salutis 1811 autumno^ arbusculam Kamelliae japonicae

recepi, iion ontime vigentem, terrae vero recentiori immissa, vi-
I- ^L ^

gorem recaperavit et post duos vel tres annos laete floruit^ se-
I

minaque dedit matura^ quae terrae mendataoptime propullularuut.

In viridario semper hospitata^ foris nunquam solis ardoribus^ nee

ventoruni violentiae fuit objecta^ et nunc teniporis^ altitudinem du-

odecim pedum, et diaraetrum baseos trunci trium circiter pollica-

rum est adepta. Quamvis autem semina'probe matura protulit;

at fructum tamen rarissime edidit numeris omnibus absolutum.

* In honorem noraiiiata Georgii Josephi Kamel, Theologij Missionarii in In-

siilis PhilHplnis ; « cujus sunt inulta bona in Transact. Philosopliicis j" et ad

consilium eel. DryandriK,loco C scnbo,utpote magis confonne aitographiae Bo-

tanic! tam bene meriti. Vide Transactions of tiiC Roj-al Society, Vol. 23—27.
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De hoc fructu omnia quae usque ad hue scivimas ex fontibus

Kcempferianis hausta ridentur; sed nee descriptio a eel. per-

egrinatore adhibita, nee ejus figura specimini meo quadrant.
1

Semina ipsa matura capsulas existimasse videtur et abortiva pro

veris seminibus a prioribus prodeuntibus ; mira sane ineuria tana

oculati observatoris. Sie in ill. Linn. Gen. Plant, cditioui 6to.

Capsula continere dicitur JSTucleos tot, quot striae capsulae, suhro-

tundosj seminibus minoribus saepe rejpletos : et in edit. eel. Schre-

bcri Yoiba sunt, J^uclei tot, quot loeulamenta, siibrotimdi, semi-

nibus minoribus saepe rejdeti; in edit. 3tia vero Nuclei tot, quot

striae capsulae siihrotimdae, seminibus minoribus saepe repletae ;

sed haec etiam perperam innuit loculamenta polysperma. Mihi

ergo dubitanti an ab alio factum fuerit, orta occasione, descriptio-

nem adcuratiorem iu medio proferre, me debuisse putavi. -

Capsula Kamelliae et Theae sulcis tribus longitudinalibus

est notata, in Theae magis profundis; dissepimenta tria, intus

sulcis exacte opposita ; aperiente capsula in valvulas tres, leute

et concinne satis, laceratur ; sed absque omni suturae vestigio

;

a pressione seminum, dissepimenta in medio membranacca ferme

evadunt, et sub dehiscentia lacerata, columellam acute triaugula-

rem relinquunt. Seminibus integumenta tria, testa nempe; inter-

medium lamelloso-spongiosum, semine diu satis aqua tepida ma-

cerato, testae adhaerens j et intimum tenuissimum adhaerens em-

brioni. Si autem caute auferatur testa semine sicco, integuracn-

turn intermedium facile in blnas partes findatur, adeoque in visum

prodit plexus vasculosa per substantiam lamcllosam iniime et co-

piose dispersa.

Bum perpendi distributionem vasorum, quibus seatethoc inte-

gumentum, non potui quin obiter in mentem veuiret dvoa.oyia quae-
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dam cum tunica Cborio in mammaliis, quae numero incenti vaso-

lum sancuiferorum abundat.3

Ratio distributionis in ([ua cvolvitur chorda pislillaris mire el

maxime variafc in seminibus familia diversis. In Sapotis, inter

integunienta pukbre dispanditur ; in Aurantii seminibus e raidiis

gens statim in clialazae superficicm explicatur

emplum prorsus insigue praebent seraina Cassuariuae equisctifo-

liae, quarum testae teniu maximus trachearum uumerus subster-

i|itur.

Liquor polline contentus, stigmatis luimore miatus et a stig-

mate resorptus, his vasis, fortasse, pervebitur ad eorum' punctum
I

convergeiitiae, ibique aiunii sacculum sub micropylo penetrat.

Hujus vero et alioruui plurium indagatio, ad physiologiara attinet,

et botanico, microscopii usui frequentiori adsueto, qui olio fruitur,

c[ui oculo exercito manuque gaudet experta, multa campus hie of-

fert tarn metitu digna, quaqj observatu jucunda.

Kamellia japonica.

Calyx pentaphylluB squamis suffultus, deciduus. Corolla

petala quinque coronulae staminum actreta. Stamina numerosa

basi in coronulam hypogynam coalita. Ovarium superum trilocu-

lare, ovulis in singulo loculo quaternis. Stylus unicus, ex tribus

couflatus, aplce trilidus. Capsula trilocularis, loculis tetrasper-

mis.

Indiiviae nullae.

Pericarjmim, Capsula supera coriacea, crassiuscula, obpyri-

forini-globosa, punctis callosis sparsis aspersa ; sulcis tribus

hand profiindis iiotata; trilocularis^ trivalvisj dissepimenlis ia-

tiis siilcis oppositis.

Piacentatio. Chordae pi«?tillares tres prope angulos colnraeU

lae apicis peiietrautCvS; quaruiu uaaCj[uae^ue ^aatuor praebet ciior-
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9
(lulas, et Iiarum biuas utrinqne in cellules vicihos prope apicem

binas prope medium columellae immittit, per emincutiam liilo exca-

vato adaptatara : liia semina sessilia adhaerent.

Semina. Capsula perfecta, in siugulo loculo quaterna, saepe
K

vero unum. duo, vel tiia abortiunt
; quam plurimum itaque forma

variant.

Forma. Pro numero loculorum fertilium ot seminum mature-

rum in loculis, sunt semina nunc Line convexa inde ansulata : nunc»
ptica ; nunc ovalia ventre planiuscula, abortivorum fig

*

spadicea, glabra, a striulis mi

d opylum ver^entibus sericeo-nitida. H
ad superiorem partem semiuis (in situ) sub

majus-

conca-

Oiuphalodio dium perfo Micropylus riniula

oblique infra ompbalodium in ipso margine testae ad biluni

iionnunquam tantillum a mav2:iue vemotus, ut in

;
el

fis- 7
Integiimentiim triplex, exterius crustaceum, fragile, supra

lum canali adscendenti perforat 19 pro

umbilicalium
; ad micropylum fenuius et intus

excavatus pro

testae adhaere

pt promincutiae radicul edium
lainellosO'Subspongiosura, vasis

bus scatens, quorum truucus primura versus dors

scendit, ad dorsum seminis descendit, et fruticis

dividitur, deinde adsceudit ramulis ad micropyli

m per

ramo-

vergentibusj integ. intimum memb
brv

; tenulsslmum, cra-

Perispermum Nullum.

Embryo semiul conformis in recenti fructu albidus. Co ti/ledu-
nes crassae, plano-coavexae vel plano-angulatae pro forma seminis,
amygdalino-carnosae, okosae. Badicnla brevis, adsceudenti-cen^
tripeta, plumula diphjUa.
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Thea Bohea.

lO:'

Calyx pentapliyllus, persistens. Corolla. Petala quiuque.

Staraiaa numerosa hypogyna. Ovarium superum, globosum tri-

loculare, ovulis ia singulo loculo quaternis. Stylus uuicus, ex-

tribus couflatus, superue trifidus. Capsula tiilocularis, loculis te-
T 4

traspermis, duo vel tria semiaa fere semper abortiva.

Induviae Calycis foliola quinque persistentia.

Pericarp. Capsula, subglobosa, trifariam tumida et quasi ex

portiouibus globorum irium formata, profunde trisulcata, umbili-

cato-depressa ; cetera ut in Kamellia,

Placentatio.

Dehiscentia,
ut in Kamellia.

Seminum, Forma rotundior et Hilum majus, cetera singula,

eadem ac in Kamellia.

Observatio. Staminum basi coadunationis caussa, Kamelli-

am inter Monadelphias locavit ilL Linnspus ; longe vero secus est

hsec staminum coalitio, et alia omnino lege constituta, ac in Mal-

vaceis
j
quoniam in his Corolla quam plenissima sit, tota simul

discutitur; in Kamelliae autem, floribus plenis, petala gradatim

et seorsim decidunt. In hac staminum structura et Capsula nuda

tantiim differt a Thea : fructiis compagine partium, materiei indo-

le et aliis omnibus tarn inter se similes sunt hsec plantaiy sicuti

jampridem suspicavit Petiverius, ut ne vix quidem genere sejungi

queant.

Explicatio TahulcB 1
mae

Kamellia japonica.

Fig. 1. Capsula matura plena magnitudine naturali.

S. Eadem paululum aperta, cum apice ramuli.

3. Eadem aperta cum seminibus in situ, a, semina duo abor-

tiva, b. cicatrix vhomboidea qua valvula apici columellae adbaesis-
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set et in qua, c. vestigium chordae pistillaris ad apicem colurael-

lae fransieiis, in visu cadit.

4. Capsula siccata maxlme expansa, placeutationem semmum,
F

exhibens, a. colamella reliquiis dissipimeiil;oram laceratorum b.

trialata ; c. pori per quas chordae pistillares transgrediuut ad d. d,

qua columellam intrant ; c. c. puncta placentationis et pori, e qui-

bus vasa umbilicalia ompbalodio immittuntur.
r

5. Semen a latere ventris visum, quod unicum fuit in loculo,

impressionibus tribus a. a. a. semiaiira abortivorum signatum

;

b. hilum? c. omphalodium, d. micropylus.

6. Semina quae duo fuerunt in loculo, cum abortivis duobus

a. a. in situ.

7. Semina quae tria in loculo, in situ, quartum defuit ; in imo
F

micropylus a hilo tautilkim reraotus,

8. Semina perfecta quatuor in situ quae loculum implerunt nu-

mero naturali,

9. Semen dimidio integumentorum orbum, a. cotyledon, b.

corculum radicula supera, plumula diphylla.

10. Corculum serorsim, magnitudine auctura.

11. Testa seminis siccati intus visa a latere dorsi, exhibensvasa

umbilicalia intra testam et per integumentum intermedium pulchre

distributa.

IS. Testae interior a latere ventris, vasa eadem exhibens in mi-
w

cropylum convergeatia.

Thea Bohea.

I. Capsula matura magnitudine naturali, seminibus tribus per-

•^

fectis fceta, Columellae apex scrobiculis augularibus tribus irisculp-

tis, ad apices valvularum capsulae recipiendos.

11. Semen maturura quod in cellula fuit solitarlum, cum hilo,
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ompbalodio et micropylo ut in Kamelllae semialbus^ impressioni-

bus tribus abortivorum notatum.
L

III. Embryo denudatus, regione radkulae promiaeDte ad lo-

cum micropyli.

IV. Cotyledon cum corculo in situ.

y. Gorculum seorsim, masinitudine auctum.
\

t

15
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Remarks on Doctor Stewart^s formula, for comjputing the

ofthe MooTi's tipsides

".yclopedia Brittanica,

the Supvlement to the En

BY NATHANIEL BOWDITCH, LL. D.

FEW years after Doctor Matthew Stewart had published his

/

putation of the sun's distance from earth,* by of

the motion of the moon's apsides, a communicationf was made to

the Royal Bociety of London by Bishop Horsley in support of the

The opposite ground was taken by
accuracy of that calculat

prov
Mr. Dawson and afterwards by Mr. Landen^ who clearly

ed that several small quantities,neglected by Doctor Stewart
der to simplify the ^comefncannves ligation), would produce a very
great effect on his estimate of the sun's distance Moreover Mr.

principl
liandeu expressed some doults of tlie accuracy of the

assumed by Doctor Stewart, and objected among other things to'the
total neglect of the part of the sun's disturbing force in the direc^

if the 'S of the moon's orbit, finding the fundamental
theorem to express the motion of the moon's apsides. Mr. Landen
however, on account of the great difficulty of the subject made

The

Gravity etc. Edinburgh, 1763.

tPubllshedintheTransactionsoftheRoyal Society ofLondonforthevearl767.

tance,etc. London, 1771.

>
fi'
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<(

calculation to SLSceiUin whcihei this neglected force did in fact
F

produce any effect iu the result. The subject was again brought

before the public in the interesting Biography^ of Dr. Stewart by

Professor Playfair, wbo, after noticing the animadversions of Mr.

Landen and acknowledging that in some of the minor points there

were defects in the calculation affecting considerably the comput-

ed distance of the sun, alludes to tbe other objections, and finally

concludes that the method of finding " the relation between the

'* disturbing force of the sun and the motion of the apses of the lu-

nar orbit, instead of being liable to objection, is deserving of the

*^ greatest praise, since it resolves by geometry alone, a problem

"which had eluded the efforts of some of the greatest mathemati-

"cians,f even when they availed themselves of the utmost re-

" sources of the integral calculus."

This opinion of the accuracy of the method is adopted by Doc*

tor Hutton in his Mathematical Dictionary,J and by LaLande in his

Astronomy,! wbere the work is mentioned in terms of approbation

;

as it is also in the elegant article on Physical Astronomy, pub-

lished in 1816 in the last Supplement to the Encyclopedia Brit-

tanica^ and in other late publications.** In that article of the En-

* Printed in the jear 1788, in the Historiqal Part of the Transactions of the

Royal Societj of Edinburgh, VoL I. p. 69.

t Alluding more particularly to Euler, D'Alembert and Clairaut, whose first

calculations made the motion of the moon's apsides only half of what it was found

to be by observation.

I First edition. London, IZ95, Article Stewart.

§ Third edition. Paris, 1 792.

** The subject has been brought before the public within a few years in period-

ical journals of great celebrity. Thus in the Edinburgh Review, Vol. XI. p. 280,

published in 1809, it is observed,^that "the late Doctor Matthew Stewart also
«

« treated the same subject [the motion of the apsides] with singular skill and sue*

" cess in his essay on the sun's distance.'?

\
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cyclopedia is given the foUowiDg analytical expression of tlie fim-

damental theorem of Doctor Stewart's calculation, noticed in terms
-I

indicating a full belief in its accuracy. "In his [Doctor Stewart's]

Mathematical and Physical Tracts, he has demonstrated this re-<i

arkable theore Let r be the of the moon's orbit

** supposing it to be a circle, and tlie moon to be acted upon only

*^ by F, her gravity to the earth. If the mean disturbing force by
-y

F 5/

*' which the sua diminishes the moon's gravity be/, then will ... .

.

m

^' the angle described by the radius vector from one apsis to the same

"apsis be 360° x
(
p~^'^)^. This proportion which is demon-

^' strated by Doctor Stewart in the fourth of his tracts, in a man-

^'ner somewhat prolix^ on account of his rigid adherance to the

*' manner of ancient geometry, but in a way perfectly clear and

" elementary f is employed by him to deduce the mean disturbing

'* force from the motion of the apsides, as ascertained by observa-

"tion."

After taking this historical view of the subject, which seemed

to be necessary in order to form a correct judgment of the present

state of the question, it may be remarked, that these late opinions

of eminent mathematicians in favour of the accuracy of this meth-

od of computin of the Moon apsides being unac-

or proof, do not re-

u^^

ipanied with any additional illustration or

the objections which have been raised, that the neglect of
L.

tangential force and other peculiarities of method might

possibly affect the result ; it therefore becomes a subject worthy of

tt this fundamental theorem ex-wheth

presses in an approximative form, the mean motion of the apsides,

/

*

-.>
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I

supposing with the author the exceiitricity to be very small, or

the orbit nearly circular.

There is now no great difficulty in settling this point by means
m

a

of the analytical expression of the motion of the apsides given by
J

La Place in his excellent Lunar Theory, publisKed in the third
h

volume of his Mecaniqiie CelestCf where however the approxima-
r

tion is carried on to a higher order of the powers and products of

the excentricities and disturbing forces^ than is absolutely neces-
I X

sary for the present purpose. Upon applying this method^ I

found that Doctor Stewart's formula was very far from being so

correct as had been supposed by most of the writers above men-

tioned. On the contrary^ it appears to be essentially defective.

Thefirst and most important term of the series is double its tru5

value; and the whole formula gives an accurate numerical result

only when the motions of the primary planet and satellite have a

certain proportion to each other, which (by a remarkable coinci-
I

dence) happens to be the case (nearly} with the moon and earth;

but the same formal ould not answer if the I's distance

it now is

;

from the earth was much greater, or much less, than

and it would require but a very small decrease of the moon's mean

distance from the earth, to render the sun's distance infinite when

puted accordin Doctor Stewart's directiu so that this

method would have failed, if it had been applied to other cases, as

for instance Jupiter's Satellites.* To prove this I shall now

proceed to reduce the formula given by La Place to the case com-

puted by Doctor Stewart.*

The orbits being supposed nearly circular and situated in the

J
w

* Neglecting the mutual action of the satellites, and the effect of the oblafe-

ntss of the primary planet-

\

k

I
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plane of the ecliptic^

tricifcies e. e\ of the

may neglect the third powers of the i

its of the moon and earth, and the

depending on 7, the tangent of the inclination of the lunar orbit

the eclii Then bV La Place's notation, v represents the

angular motion of the moon round the earth in the time t ; m the

ratio of the periodic time of the revolution of the moon about

the earth to that of the earth about the sun ; (1— c)v the motion

of the moon's apsides, and by page SI 3, vol. iii. Mecanique Ce-

leste c Vl
^

J) ; J)
being the coefficient of— e • cos (c v 'Z*r)ia

the equation (U) page S09 of the same volume multiplied by .-7—,

or by tty because we neglect terms of the order e^ ; so that if we
a

put, as inpageSS7; of the same work m . — = w^, this value of^

will become, by neglecting terms of the fifth order in m
9

V \m\{%

the values of Aj^^ Ai^^^ being determined by the following equa-

It 215 of the same volume, in which we havetions given m page 215

neglected e-, e'^, and some ofthe terras producin ?«* in jp

ii 4(1 mfl,K^'^-^^mK{i +
1

1 m -V! (2)

0= { l-(2_3m-c) '
J
.A/o+Sm'.

|
>^(i+M+ >Z^^___2(l+m)

(0

4 ?/t—

c

^A,'>+A,^^'
v>

If we neglect the terms of A/^ producing m^ in j?, the equation

(2) will give

A m^.

The first term of ^i in the equation (1) is the most important.

nd. if only this term shall have p w', and

c V\

(B)f shall

1 J ^^2
4 w }

ly. Substituting this in the equation

for Ai^^^ the following
'} glecting terms of

the order m'; which produce w' in 7?,
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+

Substituting this ia the equation (1), which may he put under

a form j7 = i- m^ . \2— 20 A,^'' 4. 10 (i + m) . A, ^^ } it becomes

p ^i.m'li + y m+'^' m~\ (6)

Now the mean motion of the moon from apsis to apsis being

360° . (1 —-i^H = 360° (1 + i.;? + l/j* + §*c.) the motion of
360°

c

the apsides in the same time will be 360° (^^ -{- ^
p* + Sac), and

by using the preceding value otp it becomes*

-|m\ Jl + V w + ^-|4^ w^ !
.360° (7)

If we substitute the value of m = 0.0748013, corresponding to

to the moon, the three terms of this formula will become respec-

tively 5439^ 3814^^, 1313^, whose sum is 10566^^ = 2°o6' 6^,

which differs a few 4/74-''' on account
I

of the neglected terms. The first of these numbers 5439^ is

nearly equal to the sum of the two last 51^7^^, so that the mo-
V

tion is nearly doubled by noticing these two terms. This was

not done fully by D'Alembert, Euler and Clairaut in their first

approximations towards a correct lunar theory, so that they then

made the motion only half its real value.f The term A^^'^ seemed

* The two first terms of this expression agree Avith what I had computed sev-

eral years ago, by following Clauraut's method, published in the Memoires de

l\icademie des Sciences^ Sfc. FariSy 1748^

tThe same maybe observed of Newton's method given in the Princijna Lib,

1. Prop, xiv, cor. 2. Where the motion of the moon from Apogee to Perigee is

put equal to 180° IJ — , C being equal to I m' of the above notation. Sub-
1 — 4c

stituting this value, and developing the expression according to the powers of

m*, the motion of the apsides in one revolution from apogee to apogee would be

expressed by | m* . [1 + V m^J.SGO' of which the first term agrees with the

formula (r), and is therefore correct, but the other term is inaccurate.

I

V

.<
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be of order m\ but creased by a divisor of th

order m, with which it was affected, when its value was calcu-

lated by meaus of the equation (3) ; this made it too important t»

be neglected, as had been supposed at first might be done.

Doctor Stewart's theorem, expressed as above in an analytical

form makes the motion of the apsides in one anomalistic revolution

equal to 360
F

360% or by development according ta

the powers of F

/
1

F+|-^ + ^=-}-360 (8)

and if we use the
F

y^

J

w', as it is given by Doctor Stew

Prop. 19 of his fourth Tract,* it becom
3,

4 n^^ IS-f- V .m\ ? . 860 (9)

ivhicb differs very much from tliat computed in formula (7). For

we find, that if mby comparing the t\to expressions (7), (g),

very small, Doctor Stewart's theorem makes the motion marU
double valu If w is nearly equal to 0.08 ., ... the

numerical values become equal ; but if m exceeds that quantity,

his theorem makes motion small. Th
f

would he altered a little by the introduction of the terms we have
neglected. This limit is very nearly equal to the value of m cor

responding to the moon^s orbit, and from this accidental circum

* This is given as an approximation towards the true value, and it agrees

nearly witb Mr. Landen's estimate in page 9 of his Animadversions, The terms
of a higher order in m, which were neglected by Doctor Stewart, would net
affect the first term of formula (9), it was therefore unnecessary to correct

/

term, as well as it could he by the comparison of the whole series,

first

X

I

^

.* \
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/

f

m

stance it happens that the numerical values of the forrautas (7),

(9) become nearly equal in tJiis particular case, although their
r

general analytical values are essentially different from each other.

I have not thought it necessary to enter into a discussion of other

parts of Doctor Stewart's work, since this defect in the most

important theorem makes the method wholly fail: but before clcs-

ing this paper, it may be proper to demonstrate what was remark-

ed above, that by following implicitly his method, the sun's com-

puted distance would have been infinite, if the moon had been

situated a little nearer to the earth.

I shall refer to Prop 11, of Doctor Stewart's essay on the

sun's distance, using the figure corresponding thereto. The two

chief numbers mentioned in the first part of that Proposition are

178.725 and 357.43365, which for perspicuity I shall denote by a.

and h respectively. Then by going over the calculation of Prop,

11, precisely in the same manner as Doctor Stewart has done, It

will be found that AB : Bs : : 178.20^ 95 (=4a4 3&; : 0.0i633

3 a— &), so that if w was assumed of such a value as to make

Sa — 6=0, the quantity B^, which represents the versed sine

of the arch Bv would be nothing, consequently the correspond-

ing sine vs would be nothing, and since by construction

BD =
-f-

• AB, the ratio BD to v s would be infinite. Bu: it is

said (in page 58 of that essay) that the ratio of the mean distance

of the sun from the earth to the mean distance of the moon from

the earth is srreafer than that of— ; hence it would follow, that
•^

, Us

the sun's distance from the earth would be greater than infinite

If 2 a— b= 0. Now this equation could be easily satisfied by

decreasing a little the value of m. For, by page 5-7 o', the same

work, a = -j, and if we suppoae the motion of the moon from

16
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t

3_

apogee to apogee to be represented h^ 300°. (1 f w}% we should
4

have hy Prop. 9. of the same work, h

preceding equation would become
2

A irt

2

2

n
+ 5, so that the

m 2 u
0, Now, when

^.

4

w is extremely small, the motion of the mocn from apogee to

apogee is by formula (7) nearly equal to 36o° (1 4 ^ m , which

beins: put equal to the assumed value 380° (t -f nY ,
gi^esr>

n ~ nf nearly ; and then the left hand side of the preceding

expression would become
2

5, which is negative, whereas

it was found to be positive for the value m 0,0748013 corres-

ponding to the present situation of the moon, consequently there

must be a value of m less than 0,074oOI3, that would satisfy the

proposed equation
2

111

9

n
5 ; and a slight attention to the

subject will show that no great change in the present value of m
would be necessary to produce this effect, and thus AiU upon the

case which would make the computed distance of the sun from

the earth infinite. Less values of m would be impossihle iu this

method of calculation,' because the versed sine vs would be nega-

tlve. It was thought unnecessary to make this part of the calcu-

lation with any greater degree of precision, on account of the terms

of the order m' neglected in formula (7). upon which the value of

n depends.

I shall clo^e these observations with the remark, that the mistake

here noticed in D >ctor Stewart's tracts may be attributed wholly

to the use of the geometrical method of investiiration to which that

eminent geometrician was so very much attached—the failure of so

distinguished a mathematician shows how extremely difficult it Is
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ppiy ethod with to plicated probi re-

quiring such great accuracy. In fact there are very few

tions in the higher branches of Physical Astronomy whe

que

the

try can be used with much advantage. The most

Macl

pplication to such problems is that of

f d

stands unrivalled for elegance and simplicity, and it loses none of

these qualities in the masterly hand of Mr. Ivory, by the exten-

sion he has given to it, in the excellent article on the Attraction of

Spheroids in the same Supplement to the Encyclopedia Brit-

tallica.

s

1 ^

rib^

£



XIV.

Description of several Halosand Parhelia, ohserved at BnmswicJe,

Maine.

BY PARKER CLEAVELAND,
PKOFESSOR OF MATH. AFD WAT. PHJX, IN BOWDOIIT COLLEGE

F it is always important, that notices of uncommon events

should be preserved on the records of Philosophical Societies, it

is peculiarly so, when the causes of such events bee

investigated in a satisfactory manner. I therefore transmit to the

Academy a description and figure of several remarkable Halos

and Parhelia, which were ohserved at Bowdoin College, Maine,

on the 17th March, 1815, and the i5th April, I818.
w

1. During the morning of the 17th March, 1815, the atmos-

phere was entirely free from clouds. That Parhelion, which event-

ually proved to he the brightest, was observed as early as 7 o'cl.

A. M ; about 20 minutes before 10 o'cl. A. M, all the Halos and

Parhelia were distinctly visible, and, for nearly 45 minutes, con-

tinued to present an appearance uncommonly striking and beauti-

ful The ph gradually disappeared, in consequence of

^.

the condensation of vapor and the actual formation of clouds ; and

about % o*cl. P. M. snow began to fall very copiously.

I did not observe the commencement of these phenomena ; but

I am y fortunate in being able to avail myself of the obse

tions of Henry Putnam Esq. of this bo very carefully and

attentively ohserved all the Halos and Parhelia, during the whole

time of their appearance.
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Circumstances prevented the use oFa sextant in measuring tU*

ameters, distances, &c. but the circles with their intersections &c.

were, in general, so perfectly distinct, tliat the annexed figure

cannot, I think, be materially incorrect in regard to propor-

tions &c.

Explanation offigure 1.

^, the true sun.

5, », two parhelia, irised and very bright ; but their centres were

nearly of the same color, as the true sun.

d, d, two white parhelia, very distinct.

Ij a remarkably bright and beautiful parhelion, irised, and some-

what spreading, in consequence of the apparent contact of the

two halos.

B, a very vivid and irised contact of the two halos ; but it did not

seem to be a parhelion.

BO IN, an irised halo, having the true sun for its centre j
yellow

and red were the predominant colors.

ABC, a semicircular arc of a halo, touching the preceding at B;

it was irised, but the yellow was less intense, than in liOUS".
t

DFSE, a bright, well defined halo, perfectly white,

DH and DG. two arcs of halos. iutersectine at D, and extending

to about H and G^ irised, but rather faint,

K, a small arc of an irised halo^ distinct, but not bright

L, another small arc, irised and much brighter, than the arc K.

a? y, a small irised arc convex toward BOIN, and touching it at I.

MP, an arc somewhat less than a semicircle, and perfectly resem-

bling a rainbow ; it was nearly east from the place of observa-

tion.

.(,*
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m

Remarks on fyitre I .

It is much to be regretted, that circumstances prevented the

ose of instruments on this occasion. The preceding figure, pro-

jected by the eye, is designed^ for about 15 or ^0 minutes past 10

o'cl. A. M ; at which time all the halos and parhelia were visible,

the altitude of the sun heing somewhat less than 40°. The gene-

ra! appearance had, however, remained nearly the same for at least

SO minutes previous to this time.

The parhelia s, s, were apparently about 45" from the sun, and

fr size nearly the same, as that of the

The parhelia d, d, were, by estimai about 00" fro
}

and their size nearly the same ; their light was mild, and the eye

dwelt on them with peculiar pleasure.

The wUte halo DFSE was not far from SO" in diameter 5

it passed through the sun's disc, parallel to the horizon, and ap-

parentlj had the zenith for its centre ; if so, its real diameter must
i

have varied, as its radius would he the sun's zenith distance,

which was constantly diminishing.

The centre of BOIN" til and diameter of

this halo was between 44" and 50".
_ J

The centre of ABC is supposed to he at the parhelion I ; some

observers thought, that this halo was elliptical ; but this appear- ,

ance was probably an optical deception, arising from the relative

size and position of the halo in regard to BOIN.
j

The arcs K and L very probably had the parhelion I for their

centre, one of them passing through Z, and the other, perhaps, a

tangent (o the white halo at D; but it is impossible to determine

this poi
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Th DH and DG s«cmed tend toward

if so^ their centres, ia the projection, would
drawn from the true sun through the parhe]

pari

In the arc MP, the point P was a few degrees above the

rizon.

Concerning the planes of the hal

tainty The plane ofDFSE evidently parallel to the hori-

aud formed, at its lower side, an obi

of the halo BOIN
;

Tvith thatof BOIN

o 1

of ABC
the pl.Tne

d

A Siiiall cloud passed between S and B^ and became very Lri

and irised.

In the pbenom<

of halos, and 5 p;

marks are correct^

I have already as(

Oht

d were 9 halos or arcs

mocksuns ; and, if the preceding re-

7 centres for th

rtained, that these, or rather similar h

&c. were observed, more or less distinctly, for an extent of at least

45 miles in the direction of the meridian. This is probably a very

uncommon circumstance.*

The preceding figure agi

phenomena observed by Sche

lius. at Sedan, in ififil : hv

part with fi

Rome, in

the Philo

gures of sin

16^9 ; by B
ty, at Paris

1667 Mr Ens. in 1699 &c. B
more compl

lialos.

of them, and some additional

* Since this paper was written, I have been informed, that similar appearan-

ces were observed at Boston, on the morning of the same daj.

T%

%
-L
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^

JVotice of the Weather.

The morning of this day was cloudless, with tbe wind blow-
r

ing from N. "W ; but, during tbe phenomena, the vapor in the

air was condensed with unusual rapidity in the south. About 30

minutes after 10 o'cl. the southern part of the halo BOIN began

to be obscured by clouds ; and about 2 o'cl. P. M. snow began to

descend with the wind blowing from the S. E. The form of this

snow was rather uncommon ; it was that of very long and slender

spicula or prisms.

Two days previous to this phenomenon, rain had fallen with

a south wind; but the day, immediately preceding the 17th, was

fair with a N. W. wind, and so cold, that the maximum of heat

was only di". Indeed on the 17th, the thermometer rose no high-

er, than 31" ; and the following day was cloudy and cold with

the wiud from N. \V. During the nights of the 21st and 23d of

March, the thermometer descended a little below zero, a degree of

cold very uncommon at that season. From the 17th of March to

the 14th of April, there were eight distinct falls of snow at Bruns-

wick.

13. Vaughan esq. of Hallowell, repeatedly observed, during

the month of March, that, in the region, where the sun was shin-

ing, the atmosphere exhibited an unusual aspect. The appear-

ance about the sun seemed to be such, as would result from

coveriug the sky with an extremely thin semitrausparent mist,

composed of black and white vapors, illuminated from within^

and, at the same time, coated without by a transparent, silvery

varnish. Tbe black tint was once or twice very conspicuous.
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S. Another phenomenon of the same kind was ohserved

ipril 15, 1818.

Explanation of figure 2.

S the true sun at an altitude of about 38".

s,s two parhelia, irised and bright, about 45" from the sun.

d a white parhelion, SO" from the sun.

B contempt of two halos, very bright, and beautifully irised j the

yellow being peculiarly distinct.

lOBN irised halo, having the sun for its centre, and about 45" in

diameter.

ABC irised halo, less than a semicircle, and touching the preceding

at B. Its radius appeared to be about 45".

KZW irised halo, larger than a semicircle, passing through the

zenith, concentric with the halo ABC ; and evidently corres-

ponding to the arc K, in the halos, observed at Brunswick,

March, 1815. Its plane appeared to form an angle with k

horizontal plane of about 85°.

SFDE halo, perfectly white, passing through the sun's disc, par-

allel to the horizon, and having the zenith for its centre.

Remarks,

The preceding phenomena were observed from 8h. 15m. to

9h. 15m. A disappeared, in conseq

of the formation of clouds in the south. The wind was blowins:

strongly from the N. E. The clouds exhibited the form of the

cirro-cumulus ; and reflected a strong and beautiful light, when

passing over the halos. The space, included within the halo

10BN was much darker, than the surrounding parts. On the

following morning s«ow fell in rounded grains.

ir
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A single Halo, or lumiaous circle, surrounding the sun, is, by

no means, an uncommon occurrence. Parhelia^ or luminous spots,

externally tinged with the colors of the rainbow, sometimes called

mocksuns, are also not unfrequently observed in the vicinity of the

true sun. But a collection of several Halos, both white and irised,

some of which form concentric circles, while others are tangential,

or intersect each other, accompanied also with several Parhelia,

both white and irised, is a phenomenon, which has been but rarely

observed.

Among the most striking and beautiful exhibitions of this kind,
r

are those, which occurred at K-ome in 1639,' at Sedan in 1661,

and at Brunswick in iSid,

There is, indeed, a general resemblance between these phe-

nomena, observed at different times, and in different places. But

there is also considerable diversity in the number, diameters, in-

clinations, and colors of the halos, and in the number, situation,

and colors of the parhelia.

Were these striking phenomena more frequent, and their cause

better understood^ it would be unnecessary to increase the num-

her of descriptions. But, while we are still ignorant of the par-

ticular manner, in which Halos and Parhelia are produced, it

may be useful io collect additional facts, and preserve them on
record. Hereby the attention of Philosophers to this subject

may be renewed ; and, indeed, the slight modifications, which

these phenomena exhibit, may be extremely important in leading

to a correct explanation of the phenomena themselves,

Bescartes, Gassendi, Dechales,Huyghens, Weidler, Muschen-
broeck, ^pinus and others have more or less devoted their atten-

tion to the investigation of Halos and Parhelia. All asree in at-

tributing them to the refraction and reflection of light by particles
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\}ivaj)or^ or of zc<?, or f^f snow^ suspended in the atmosphere. No
one^ however^ has yet been able to point out^ in a very satisfaclo-

ry manner, all tliose circumstances, which must concur in the pro-

duction of Halos and Parhelia ; or to say why particles of vapor,

ice, and snow, which are so freqiientlij suspended in the aimos*

pltere, should so seldom produce the phenomena, of which wc

speak.

It is not my intention, in this paper, to offer any remarks on

the causes of Halos and Parhelia; but merely to recall the atten^

tion of Philosophers to the theory of Huyghens, This theory,

the outlines of which were communicated to the Royal Academy

of Paris, soon after the year 1667, Dr. Priestly says, "has me

with the most favourable and the longest reception

M. Huyghens supposes the light, in these phenomena, to be re-

fracted and reflected by particles of ice and snow, suspended in

the atmosphere, and existing iu the form of very minute globes,

and also of small cylinders with hemispherical ends. These

globes and cylinders have an opaque nucleus at the centre, sur-

•roundedby a transparent shell ; and may, perhaps, consist of par-

ticles of soft snow, which have once been thawed on the outside

by the heat of ihe sun. The position of these cylinders may be

perpendicular, parallel, or inclined.

M. Huyghens expressed a wish, that, for the entire confirmation

of this hypothesis, some of these small cylinders could be observ-

ed to fall to the ground, at the time, when Parhelia ceased to ap-

pear. Maraldi, Weidler and others have, in fact, observed, that,

when Parhelia disappear, snow sometimes falls in the form of ob-

long spicula. Within a short time after the phenomena of this

kind, which occurred at Brunswick in March 1815, and April 1818,

snow fell very copiously. In the former case, its form was that of
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long^ slender prisms ; and in the latter^ of rounded grains. But

the remark of Muschenbroeck may here be repeated, who says
r

that nothing has been advanced, concerning the cause of Parhelia^

more probable, than the hypothesis of Huyghens, except that fro-

zen cylinders or spicula are always found transparent^ and never

opaque at the centre.

Brunsivickf (Me.) dpril 15
) 1818.

•
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Outlines of the Mineralogy and Geology of Boston and its vicinity,

with a Geological Map.

BY J. F. DANA, M. D. & S. L. DANA, M. D.

COMMUNICATED AUGUST 1818,

TABULAR VIEW
OF THE MINERALS DESCBIBED IN THIS PAPER,

^

CLASS I,^EdRTHY FOSSILS.

The minerals in this class are neither reducible to the metal-

lick state, nor volatilizable before the blowpipe ; it comprehends

two orders, viz.

ORDER I dClDIFEROUS SUBST.iJ^CES.

These are composed of an acid united to an earth. The gen-

era are founded on the peculiar earth, and the species on the par-

ticular acid.

GENUS l.~LIME.
^

Species I.—Phosphate of Lime.

Stihspecies L Apatite,

IL—Carbonate of Lime,

Subspecies I. Calcareous Spar

Variety I. Crystallized

S, Laminated

4i II. Granular Limestone.

'* III. Fibrous Limestone.

St

(£

€4

IV. Compact Limestone,

V, Concreed Carbonate of Lime,

VI. Brown Spar.

i
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ORDER ir. 'O.YACiniFEEOUS SUBSTA^YCES.

These are composed of earths united with each other ; some-
I

times admitting an acid, alkali, or metallick oxide into their com-

position. They are grouped according to the similarity of their

chymical composition.

t-j- Silica nearly or quite pure.

Species L—Quartz.

Subspecies I. Common Quartz.
I

Variety 1. Limpid Quartz.

II. Hornstone.

t| Silica, Jllumineand an Alkali.

Species II.—Petrosilex.

m. Mica.

IV.—Schorl.

t4- Silica, Mumine, Lime and an Mkali,

V.—Feldspar.
r

t^ Silica, Jllumine and Lime.

VI. Basalt.

VII.—Wacke.
VJIL—Garnet."

IX.—Epidote,

X. Prehnite

t^ Silica, Lime and Water.

XI. Schaalstone.
I

Suhspedes I. Chelrasfordifc

t4 SiUca, Magnesia and Lime.

XII. Tremolite.

Variety I. Common Tremolite.

2. Fibrous Tremolite.
Pirf*

ib^
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iSpecies XIII. Asbestus.

tj Silica^ Magnesia^ Miimine and Lime,

XIV.—Hornblende*
Subspecies I. Common Hornblende

11. Basaltic Hornblende-

in. Actynolite.

tj Silica^ Alumine and Magnesia*

XV. Steatite.

XVL—Chlorite.

Subspecies I. Common Chlorite

n. Chlorite Earth.

t| Silica and Mumine.

XVIL—Finite.

XVIIL—Argillaceous Slate

Variety 1. Argillite.

2. Novacuiite.

Clay.

Variety 1. Potter's clay.

CLASS Ih—SdLIJ^'E FOSSILS,

.^

These are composed of an acid united with an alkali^ earthy

or a metallick oxide, or two of these ; they are eapid^ and soluble
^

r

in water. The genera are founded on the peculiar alkali, earth

or metal, and the species on the predominant acid.

\
GENUS I.—JROJ^-

Species I.—Sulpliate of Iron.

t

CLASS llh-^LJ^FLAMMABLE SUBSTAJ^CES.

These are either solid, fluid or gasseous ; they possess a low

specifick gravity ; when solid, they are seldom crystalized, gen

erally yield with ease to the knife, and are brittle.

\

I

t
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Species I.—Hydrogen gas.

Siihspedes h Carburetted Hydrogen

IL Peat

Variety !• Fibrous Peat

2. Compact Peat

CLASS IV,-^METALLWIC FOSSILS.

These possess great specifick gravity, being usually five or six

times heavier than water. The genera are founded on the pre-

dominant metal.

GENUS l.^COPPER

Species I.—Pyritous Copper.

Muriate of CopperII.

GENUS U.—1R0^Z

Species I,—Sulphuret of Iron.

II.—^iVIagnetick oxide of Iron
XT

III.—Micaceous oxide of Iron

IV. Ocbrey brown oxide of Iron

V.—Nodular Ironstone.

VI. Carbonate of Iron.

GENUS Ill.-^LEAD.

Species I—Common Sulphuret of Lead.

GENUS lY.-^MAJ^GAJ^ESE

Species T.—Earthy oxide of Manganese.

T'
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GENERAL SYNOPSIS

CLASS I.—EARTHY FOSSILS.
J-

Division i.—^Infusible before the blowpipe.

t Soluble ivith ej'ervescence in A''itrick and Muriatick acids.

tj. Field to the knife^ do not effervesce.

fit Scratch glass^ do not yield to the knife.

Division ii.—Fusible before the blowpipe

§ Hardness equal or superior to that of common ivindow g
yield slightly to the knife.

§ Field to the knife^ sometimesfeebly scratch glass.

§ Field easily to the knife, and sometimes to the nail.

§ Very softy yield to the nail.

^ CLASS II.—S^LIJVE FOSSILS,
r

t Precipitatedfrom their solution in water by carbonated alkali

CLASS lil-^.ZJ^FLMIMABLE SUBST^jyCES.

t Combustible imtJijlayney leave no residuum.

t| Combustible ivithflamgy yield a large bulky ash, and a pungent odour

CLASS TV.^METALLICK FOSSILS.

§ Assume a metallick form after roasting on charcoal tvhile any thin^ is

dissipated^ and subsequentfusion with bora^r.

t Lustre metallick.
n

t| Lustre non metallick.

§ JK^ot reducible to the metallick state before the blowpipe on charcoal, eitlier

With or ivithout borax.

t JIagnetick after roasting.

t4. jybt magnet ick after roasting

18
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/

I

SYlSrOPTICAL TABLE

CLASS L—JE^BTflF FOSSILS,

Not reducible to the metallick state before the blowpipe, nor

Yolatilizable.

Division i.—Infusible before the plowpipe.

t Field to the knifey do not effervesce

ORDER L

SPECIES

Subspecies

!•

11.

I.

—

Apatite. Green j in short six-sided prisms, soluble in nitric

acid.

tl Soluble ivith effervescence in J^itriclc or Mtiriatick acid.

Calcareous Spar. White ; crystallized j fragments rhom-

boidal.

Var. 1. Crjstalli'zed Calcareous Spar.

Var. 2. Laminated Calcareous Spar.

it.^^Granular Limestone.—White ; grej ; fragments indeter-

minately angular, blunt edged ; phosphoresces by heat

or friction. \

III.

—

Fihrous Limestone. Snow white ; fibrous.

IV.

—

Compact Limestone. Whitish; fracture fine grained.

V. of Wliitish

tive forms investing other minerals.

^1.

—

Broxvn Spar, Crystallized in lenses, and in obtuse rhombs

ORDER 11.

XVII.—Pinife. Blackish grey ; glistening and resinous ; in six

prisms ; fracture uneven and foliated.

I

•

/

*
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tjt Scratch glass^ do not yield to the knife

SPECIES

Subspecies

I. I.

—

Common ^uart%. Sliining and vitreous lustre j crystalliz-

ed in hexagonal prisms ; amorphous 5 splintery; con-

choidal.

Var. L Limpid Qiiartz, Colourless; tra:isparent; amorphous.

J. u.'-^Honistone. Grey ; dull ; splintery ; t^ugh ; becomes

white hcfore the hlowpipe.

Division ii.—Fusible before the blowpipe.

§ Hardness equal or superior to that of common tvindow glass^ soinetim^'^

yields slightly to the Jinife^

t Fields a black glass^ or enameL
r

YIJl.—Common Garnet, Red and brownish red ; crystallized

in double eight-sided pyramids acuminated by four

planes.

XIV. II.

V

Basaltick Hornblende, Black ; shining ; crystal-

lized in single hexagonal prisms.

14. Fields a white glass or enameL

Y,-^Feldspar. Red, black, and white; amorphous, and

crystallized in tables and rhombs; lamellar structure.

XI. I. Chelmsfordite, Whitish, greenish
; pearly ; crys-

tallized in rectangular prisms
;

phosphorescent

by heat.
J

§ Field to the knife, sometimes feebly scratch glass*
^

t Field a white glass or enameL

Far. I* Common Tremolite. Whitish, greenish ; pearly i

fibrous, passing to imperfectly foliated*

j^
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t; Yield a greenhh or blackish grey enamel

SPECIES
Subspecies

XTIII.

/

Var. 2. JS'ovacuUte. Grevish, greenish ; splintery fracture.

XIV. in,-^Jdynolite, Grey, green; diverging fibrous;

foliated ; crystallized in imperfect six-sided

prisms.
^

tit Vield a yellowish glass or enameL

X.

—

Prehnite. Green, white ;
glistening

;
pearly ; fusi-

ble into a yellowish frothy glass.

tItj Field a black or dark green glass or enameL

IK»'—Epidote, Green, amorphous and in acicular crystals

;

fracture splintery, uneven and fascicular diverging,

XIV. i.'^Common Hornblende. Greenish, blackish
;

tough ; foliated.

VI.

—

Basalt. Greyish black ; dull ; faintly glimmering

;

brittle.

§ Yield easily to the knife and sometimes to the naiL

t Yield a white glass or enameL

III.

—

Mica^ Perfectly lamellar in one direction ; lameV

!» elastick.

tl Yield a dark brownish enameL

VII,—'TTacJ^e. Greenish, greyish; amorphous; cellular.

XVIIL
w

Var. 1 . Jrgilliie* Slaty
; glimmering; fragments tabular and

rhomboidal.
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§ Very soft, yield to the nail.

t Yield a hlackhh sla"- or enamel

SPECIES

Subspecies

XIII.

—

Aslestus. Fibrous ; flexible ; unctuous.

XVI.

xn.

XV.

I

I.

II.

Common Chlorite. Blackish green; glimmer-

ing; unctuous.

Chlorite Earth.

Var. 1. Fotter^s Claij. Friable, earthy fracture j strong ar-

dllaceous odour. Plastic with water j melts into a

si ag.

t| TieU a whitish or greenish glass*

4

Var. 2. Fibrous TremoUte. White j
pearly ; delicately fibrous.

Steatite, Grey, green ; very greasy feel ; uneven and

splintery fracture.
w

CLASS II.—SM.lJSrE FOSSILS.

t

Sapid and soluble in water.

Frecipitated from their solution in water by a carbonated Alkali,

Sulphate of L Greenisjb gent

CLASS llh—IJ>rFLAMMABLE 8UJBSTAJTCES

.

t Combustible withfame, leave no residum.

I. I. Carhiretted Hydrogen. Gasseous.

^ Comhistible withfame, yield a large bulky ash, and pungent odour,

IL
Var. 1. Fibrous Peat. Brownish ; spongy ;

light.

Var. 2. Compact Peat. Blackish ; earthy.
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CLASS IV.-^METALLICK FOSSILS.

Fixed, not volatilizable except at a white heat.

§ Assume a vietallick form after roasting on charcoal^ while mi

dissapated^ ajid subsequent fusion ivith borax.

t Lustre metallick.

GENUS I.

SPECIES
I.

I

Pyritoiis Copper, Brass yellow ; semihard ; decrepi-

tates
;
yields a reddish brown slag.

GENUS III.

Common Sulphuret of Lead, Lead grey, shining ; soft j

foliated, fragments cubical.
r

t| Lustre non metallick.

GENUS I.

IL

—

Muriate of Copper. Green ; tinges flame bright blue and

green.
I

§ JVof reducible to the metallick state*before the hloivpipe^ on charcoal either

with or without borax*

tl Magnetick after roasting

I Sulphuret ofli

cubes, or an

GENUS II.

I. Brass yellow, metallick lustre

phous ; hard ; vapour sulphureous,

II

in

MagneticJc oxide of Iron. Faintly glimmering ; streak

greyish black ; magnctick with polarity.

Micaceous oxide of Iron, Splendent ; sliining 5 streak

brownish purple red ; foliated.

->
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SPECIES
IV

V.

VI.

Ochrey brown oxide of Iron,—Colour and soil brownish

orange ; smell, taste, and fracture earthy ; friable.

J^odular Iron Stone, Streak grey, yellowish, or brown-

ish ; semihard or soft ; in rounded or oval masses.

Carbonate of Iron,

perfectly rhomboidal ; effervesdes feebly with nitric

acid.

Structure foliated ; fragments im-

tj JVot jnagnetick after roastinS

I.

GENUS IV.

EartJiy oxide of Manganese, Fuses into a black slag

;

tinges borax purple.

4

\

%
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CLASS I.—E.mTH¥ FOSSILS.

ORDER I.

GENUS I LIME

V

SPECIES \.—PHOSPHATE OF LIME

Subspecies I.

—

Apatite.

Apatite, Ckaveland^ p. 131. Idem, JOketiy p. 188. Appatite, Jameson, vol. i.

p. 536. Phospholite. Kirwan, vol. i. p. 128.

h

External Characters.

Its colour is green, of which it occurs celandine and mountain

green.

«

Its lustre is glimmering and vitreous.

It is translucent.

It is crystallized in hexagonal prisms. The crystals are small

and short; their surface smooth, transversely rent, sometimes
w

slightly, longitudinally striated 5 crystals are single and imbed-

ded.

The streak is whitish.

It is semihard.

The cross fracture is fine grained uneven, small splintery and
^

foliated. The cleavage is single, parallel to the bases of the prism^

but it is imperfect and indistinct.

It is brittle.

It is easily frangible.

It phosphoresces when laid on a heated iron.

r^

^V

^
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Chymical Characters,

141

It is infusible before the blowpipe ; but it is soluble in nitrick

or muriatick acid with very slight effervescence, and it is precipi-

tated by ammonia.

Geological Situation and Locality.
t

It occurs in small quantity disseminated in Chelmsfordite and

Limestone at Chelsmford.

SPECIES VL.—CARBOBCATE OF LIME,

Of this mineral the following subspecies and varieties occur, viz

Subspecies I.

—

Calcareous Spar.

Calcareous Spar, Cleaveland, p. 148. Calc Spar, Jameson, vol. i. p. 488. Conv

mon Spar, Kinvan, vol. i. p. 86. Carbonate of Lime, dikin, p. 174.

Variety !.<—Crystallized Calcareous Spar.

External Characters,
L

Its colours are white, and yellowish white.

Its lustre is shining and glistening, and is between vitreous

and pearly.
*i

It is translucent, and sometimes slightly opaque.

It is crystallized in acute rhombi, and the crystals are small

and very small, united by their edges and faces j surfaces of the

crystals slightly striated,
I

J

It is semi-hard.

The fracture is straight, foliated, with a threefold cleavage par-

allel to the faces of the crystals.

It is brittle,

19
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It is easily frangible.

The fragments are rhomboidal.

Its specifick graTity is about S.33S

Chymical Character

It is infusible before the blowpipe.

Geological Situation and Localities.
'i>

It occurs (lissemiiialed and in small veins in Argillite at Charles-

town ; and in Amygdaloid at Brighton.

Variety II,—Laminated Calcareous Spar.

External Characters,

Its colours are white, grey, and green. Of white, it occurs

milk white and yellowish white ; of grey, ash grey and greenish

grey ; of green, it occurs blackish green.

Its lustre alternates from splendent to shining and glistening
;

and is vitreous inclining to pearly.

It is translucent at the edges and in thin lamina transparent.

It is amorphous and in amygdaloid shaped pieces.

The streak is whitish.

It is serai-hard.

The fracture is perfectly straight foliated, with a threefold

cleavage parallel to the sides of a rhomboidal prism ; some speci-

mens present a fine splintery fracture.
J'^

It is brittle.

It is easily frangible.

The fragments are perfectly rhomboidal.

Its specifick gravity is about S.737.
w -M
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Chymical Character

It is infusible before the blowpipe.

Geological Situation and Localities,

It occurs massive, disseminated and in veins of various thick'

iiess, in Argillite and Greenstone, at Charlestown, "WatertowDy

Waltham, Brighton, Danvers, and in Amygdaloid at Brighton

and at the Lower falls in Newton.

MemarTc.

The green colour of this variety is probably produced by Epi-

dote.

Subspecies II.

—

Granular Limestone,

Granular Limestone. Cleaveland, p. 151. Jameson, vol. i. p. 484. Foliated

Kirwan

aikiuy p. 175.

External Characters,

^^

Its colours are white, grey and blue. Of white, it occurs bluish

white, and reddish white ; of grey, ash grey and bluish grey

;

of blue, greyish blue.

Its lustre is shining and glimmering; .and is vitreous and

pearly

.

It is translucent at the edges.

It is amorphous.

The streak is whitish.
w

It is semi-hard.

The fracture is straight foliated 5 fine grained uneven and

splintery.

It is easily frangible.
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The fragments are indeterminately angular, and not particu-

larly sharp edged. ^^

It phosphoresces by friction^ and when projected in powder on

a heated iron«

Its specifick gravity is about 3.874.

Chymical Character

It is infusible before the blowpipe.

Geological Situation and Locality,

It occurs in a bed in Micaceous Schistus at Chelmsford

Use,

It is employed for various purposes, after being deprived of

its water and carbonic acid, by burning.

Subspecies III.

—

Fibrous Limestone.
I

Fibrous Limestone, Cleaveland^ p. 156. Common Fibrous Limestone, Jam«-
F

sonf Yol. I. p. 497. Fibrous Carbonate of Lime, Aihin, p. 175.

External Characters,

Its colour is snow white.

Its lustre is faintly glistening and silky.
4

It is translucent at the edges.

It is amorphous.

It is very soft.

The cross fracture is fine splintery, the longitudinal fracture

is fine straisiht fibrous.o

It is easily frangible.

The fragments are splintery.

Its specifick gravity is about i.941.
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Chymical Characters,

It is infusible before tbe blowpipe ; but totally soluble in dilut,

d nitrick or muriatick acid with effervescence.

Geological Situation and Localities.

It occurs in tbin veins in Wacke, at Milton and Needham
Rare

Remarks.

Tbe fossil bears great resemblance to Fibrous Gypsum, for

which this has probably been taken by some mineralogists in this

vicinity, or who have visited this part of our country, but its

chymical characters sufficiently distinguish it from Gypsum.

Subspecies IV.

—

Compact Limestone,

Compact Lijaestone, Cleavelandy p. 157. Common Compact Limestone, Jamt^

mn, vol. I. p. 477, Common Limestone, Mkin,^. ir6.

External Characters.

Its colours arc white, greyish white, and Yellowish white

Its lustre is glistening and pearly.

It is translucent.

It is amorphous.

The streak is similar.

It is semi hard.

The fracture is fine grained uuevett.

It is brittle.

It is easily frangible*

The fragments are uudeterminEftcIy angular*
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Chymical Character,

It is infusible before the blowpipe.

Geological Situation and Localities.

It occurs in Argillite, in veins of various thickness, from that

of writing paper to the fourth of an inch. Sometimes very thin

lamina may be procured, six or eight inches square ; these often

divide the Argillite into rhoraboidal tables ; at the slate quarries

in Charlestown, also massive and disseminated in Amygdaloid at

Brighton.

*^

Subspecies V.

—

Concreted Carbonates of Lime.

Calcareous Incrustations. Cleaveland, p. 168.

These are without difficulty reduced to any distinct varieties.

Their colour varies from white and yellowish white to wax

\

yellow.
. •

They occur dendritick, ramons, in plates and in various imi-

tative forms, investing Argillite and Greenstone. Frequently

they resemble the forms assumed by drops of water or oil, when

gently pressed between two plates of glass. In their other char-

acters they resemble the preceding subspecies.

Geological Situation and Localities.

They occur incrusting Greenstone and Argillite at Charles-

town and Medford.

Subspecies VI.

—

Brown Spar,

Brown Spar, Cleaveland, p. 17|. Foliated Brown Spar, Jameson, vol. i

p, 511. Sidero-calcite, Kirwan, vol, i. pu 105,
/
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External Characters.
+

Its colours are white and vellowish white. The external sur-

face is generally tarnished of a yellowish colour, between honey

jellow and buff orange.

Its lustre alternates from dull to glistening^ and is peavly,
,

L

I

It is translucent at the edges.

It is amorphous and crystallized in straight planed rhcmbs

and in lenses. The crystals vary in size from a pin's head to the

size of an almond ; tliey occur variously aggregated, are gener-

ally hollow and the cavity is filled with minute rhomhick crystals.

Rhombick crystals appear to compose both the lenses and rhombs,

and their aggregation gives the crystals a striated surface, which

is frequently chatoyant, always pearly, and sometimes rough

with mamillary incrustations.

The streak is white.

It is semi-hard.

The fracture is straight foliated, with a threefold cleavage,

parallel to the sides of a rhomboidal prism. Some specimens

present an imperfect granular structure, which arises from the ag-

gregation of very minute rhombick crystals.

It is brittle.

It is easily frangible.

The fragments arc rhomhoidal.

The specifick gravity is about S.90.

Chymical Characters,

It is infusible before the blowpipe. The colour is changed by

heat to reddish brown and the mass becomes friable.

Geological Situation and Locality.

It occurs in veins and in fissures traversing Argillite, at

Charlestown.

%
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CLASS I.—ORDER II.

SPECIES h—qUARTZ.

Subspecies I,

—

Common Quartz. •

m

^

Common Quartz, Cleaveland^ p^ 210. Jameson^ vol. i. p. 152. Quartz, Kir
I

wan^ vol. I. p. 242. Aikin, p. 192,

-#^

External Characters.

Its colours are white, orange, black and grey. Of white

occurs greyish white, and yellowish white ; of orange, it occurs

reddish orange ; of black, greyish black ; and of grey, greenish

grey and blackish grey,
J

Its lustre alternates from shining to glistening and glimmeringj,

and is vitreous and resinous.

It is transparent, or translucent, or opaque.

It is amorphous and crystallized,

i. In six-sided prisms, acuminated at one or both extremities

by six planes.
(

S. In simple six-sided pyramids. The edges and angles of

the prisms are variously bevilled, and their sides are sometimes

transversely striated, but the faces of the pyramids are smooth

and highly polished. They occur single or aggregated, and

sometimes embedded twin crystals are united longitudinally.

The crystals are small and very small, and in the latter case,

they frequently invest other minerals, or line cavities, rendering

tbem drusv.
T

It is very hard.

The fracture is from coarse to fine splintery and imperfectly

iat couchoidal.

It is brittle.
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It is rather tlifficultly frangible.

The fragments are indeterminately angular, and sharp edged.

It is pTiosphorescent, when two pieces are rubbed together.

exhaling a peculiar odour.

Its specifick gravity is about 2.636

Chymical Character,

It is infusible before the blowpipe without addition

Gploglcal Situation and Localities,

It occurs massive, disseminated and in veins, in Grey-wacke,

Sienit, Greenstone, Argillite and Granite j also in rolled masses,

in angular pieces, and in small grains, at Roxbury, Milton, Cam.
bridge, Charlestown, &c. &c. Very fine specimens occur on the

\

Dedham turnpike and in Brookline. It is one of the most fre-

quent minerals in this vicinity.

Variety I,

—

Limpid Quartz,

Limpid Quartz, Cleavelandy-p, 211. Rock or Mountain Crystal, Jameson^

Vol. I. p. 143# Mountain Crystal, Kirwan^ vol. i. p. 241. Quart/., AUcirij p. 193.

>

External Characters,

It is colourless.

It is irised.

It is transparent.

It is amorphous.
I

J

Its surface is smooth and undulated.

It is very hard.

The fracture is conchoidal, and flat coachoidal

It is easily frangible.
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The fragments are angular and very sharp edged.
*

I

Its specifick gravity is about 3.764,

Chjmical Character,

It is perfectly infusible without addition before the blowpipe.

Geological Situation and Localities, -

It occurs in angular pieces, in alluvial soil at Simon's Hill,
w

and at Lechmere Point, on the banks of Charles river, Gam-
p

bridge.

Subspecies II.

—

Hornstone,

Ilonistone, Cleaveland, p. 230. Splintery Hornstone, Jameson, vol. i. p. 161

TTornstone, Aikin, p« 199.

External Characters.

Its colour is grey, between bluish grey and greenish grey.

It is dull and waxy.

It is translucent at the edges.

It is amorphous.

It is extremely hard. t

The fracture is fine splintery, passing into even, and imperfect-

ly flat conchoidal.
I

It is tough.

It is difficultly frangible.

The fragments are indeterminately angular and sharp edged.

Its specifick gravity is from about S.67 to S.78.

Chymical Characters.

It is infusible before the blowpipe, bat becomes white when

long exposed to its action.

.r'
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Geological Situation and Locality.

Occurs in a small vehi^ iii Sienite at Cohassct. Rare.

151

SPECIES Ih-^PETItOSILEX.

Petrosilex, Cleavelcmd^ p. £4?. Compnct Feldspar, Jainesun, vo]* i, p. 276.

Continuous Feldspar, Kirwan^ voL i. p/S23. Compact Feldspar, dikin. \\ 213..

Chert of some niineralodsts.

y External Characters.

Its colours are white, red, grey, green and black. Of while, it

r"

occurs greenish white ; of red, brownish red^ cochineal red, and

brownish purple red; of grey, yellowish grey; of green, leek

green and olive green^ and of black, greyish black. All the col-

ours are of various intensity, and frequently two or more of them

occur in dots, or in stripes and zones^ either parallel or in undu-

lating curves.

Its lustre is dull, and faintly glimmering.

It is translucent at the edges.

It is amorphous.

It is extremely Lard passing into very hard.
4

Tfie fracture is from coarse to very fine splintery ; even pass-

ing into coarse grained uneven, and small passing into imperfectly

large conchoid al ; the structure of some specimens is slaty.

It is tough.

It is very difficultly frangible.
m

The fragments are indeterminately angular and sharp edged.

Its specifick gravity is from about S.69 to 2,79-

%

?
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Chymical Characters.

li is fusible without addition, before the blowpipe. Diflferent
+

specimens are fused wiili greater or less ease
; generally they

must be subjected to the blowpipe flame for one or two minutes,

and even then, the edges and angles only become converted into

a whitish frit or enamel, filled with bubbles. Some specimens

yield a blackish glass.

Geological Situation and Localities,

Petrosilex is one of the most abundant minerals in the vicinity

of Boston. It enters into the composition, and forms the basis

of Porphyry in Maiden and Lynn, and of itself, sometimes forms

hills and presents high mural precipices. Elegant striped varie-

ties are found at Milton ; rolled masses and fragments are found

in alluvial soil in Cambridge, "West Cambridge, Medford, New-
ton, Roxbury, &c. and is disseminated in Amygdaloid at Hing-

ham. It is one of the most frequent pebbles on Nahant, Nan-
tasket, and Chelsea beaches.

Bernards.
L

The external surface of this mineral often appears earthy

;

this arises from its great tendency to decomposition. Epidote,

Feldspar, Quartz and Sulphuret of iron are not unfrequently im-

bedded in it, but not so abundantly as to render it porphyritick

;

some specimens are covered with beautiful dendritick impressions

of black oxide of manganese, which often gives a uniform dark

colour to a large surface.

No mineral in this vicinity has so often been confounded

with Jasper and Porphyry, by roineralogical students, as PetrosI-

^
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lex ; but the infusibility of Jasp when the blowpipe flame

IS urged by oxygen gas, and the compound structure of Porphy
readily distinguish these from Petrosilex.

SPECIES llL—mCJ.

Mkiif Cleaveland, p. 252. Idem, JCirwau, vol i. p. 210. Idem, ^Sikiiif p.

S.13. Mica or Glimmer, Jamesoiiy vol. i. p. 341.

? when in thin lamina
}

blood red

External Characters.

Its colour is grey ; of which it occurs yellowisli grey, and

blackish grey, passing into brownish black.

Its lustre is splendent.

It is translucent at the edges, and in thin lamina transparent

;

the blackish varietie

or yellowish light.

It is amorphous.

Its streak is greyish w^hite.

It is flexible, elastic, and produces a snapping sound when

bent.
V

It is very soft.

Its structure is perfectly straight foliated, with a single clea-

vage, and easily separable.

It is tough.

It is sectile,

its specifick gravity is about S.9S3.

Chymical Characters.

Before the blowpipe, when in thin slender pieces, it curls

like horn, and then fuses into a greyish white enamel.
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Geolos^ical Situation and Localities.

Mica forms a constituent part of Grranite, at Carlisle, where

it is found in lamina several inches square; it is disseminated

also in Limestone at Chelmsford. Small quantities occur in
»

Greenstone, at Watertov n and Waltliam ; and in Sienite on the

Newburyport turnpike. The black varieties are frequently found

io Quartz, at Brighton and Charlestown. The alluvial soils bor-

row from Mica tlie beautiful spangled appearance, which they so

frequently present.

SPECIES IV.—SCHORL.

Common Schorl, CkavelanJ, p. 26t. Jameson^ vol. i. p. 1£1. Schorl, ICiv-

ii-an, vol. I. p. 265. Common Schorl, Aikin, p. 233.

External Characters.

Its colour is velvet black.

Its lustre is shining and vitreous.

It is opaque.

It occurs crystallized in long, slender, triangular, prisms with

vex sides, and in cylinders. The crystals are seldom well de-

fined are th difficulty separated from bed without

destructio they are long slender and frequently each

fine grained uneven ; the

other, and their most usual form is a cylind

or more sides.

The cross fracture is

fracture is foliated.
r

It is brittle.

It is easily frangible.

pressed

& al
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The fragments are splintery and indeterminately angular

Its specifick gravity is 3.64.
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Chymical Character,

Before tlie blowpipe it melts into a black porous slag.

Geological Situation and Localities.

It occurs disseminated in rolled masses of Granite at Cam-

bridge, Brighton, &c. &c.

SPECIES \,—FELDST.m.

Common Feldspar, Cleavelandy p. 266, Idem, Kirivan^ vol. i. p, 316. Idem,

iilcin, p. 212, Fresh Feldspar, Jameson, vol. i. p. 279.

External Gharacters,

Its colour

white

white, yellow, red, brown, and black

Byish white, and reddish white; of ye

Of

cream yellow ; of brown, light red brown ; of red, aurora red and

flesh red ; of black, velvet black.

Its lustre is shining approaching to splendent, and is vitreous ;

sometimes dull.

It is opaque, or slightly translucent at the edges.

It is amorphous and crystallized in tables and rhombs, whose

angles are often truncated. The crystals occur single or variously

aggregated ; they are small and very small, and are often hollow.

It is hard.

The fracture is foliated, the cross fracture is fine si'ained un-

even, and fine splintery.

It is brittle.

;

1

i
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It is easily frangible.

The fragments are tabular, approacliing to rhomboidal^ or in

determinately angular and sliarp edged.

Its specifick gravity is from about S.60 to S.655.

Chymical Character,

Before the blowpipe it fuses into a whitish ^lass or enamel.

Geological Situation and Localities,
1 B

J

Feldspar is a component part of the rocks in this vicinity, as

Sienite, Greenstone, Porphyry, and Grauite. At Carlisle, a beau-

tiful cream coloured variety is fouud, which is eas
9

is easily frangible

and the fragments are rhomboidal. The reddish varieties are

found chiefly at Burlington and Wilmington, in Granite. At
r

Charlestown a curious variety is found in a bed of Sienite in Green-

stone. The mass is a union of singular crystals, which are either

parallelopipedons or tables ; they have generally a white nucleus

surrounded by lamina of a red or green

fectly well defined and distinct from

colour, which per

the the latter

disappears, and the cavity is studded either with crys

tals of Epidote or Quartz, or it is filled with Hornblend The
blackish var

Charlestown

ty found imbedded Greenstone porphyry
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SPECIES YL—BASALT.
m

Amorphous Basalt, Cleaveland^ p. 280. Basalt, Jameson^ vol. i. p. 369

Common Trap, Jiikin^ p. 236.

External Characters.

Its colour is greyish black.

Its lustre is ilull^ or faintly glimmering, and glimmering from

the admixture of foreign particles.

It is amorphous and coiTodetl.

It exhales a faint argillaceous odour when breathed upon.

Its streak is greyish white, and dull.

It is hard, gives a few sparks with steel.

The fracture is fine grained uneven.

It is brittle.

It is diflficultly frangible.

The fragments are indeterminately angular, and not particu-

larly sharp edged.

Its specifick gravity is about S.8S3.

• Chymical Character,

Before the blowpipe it melts into a shining black

Geological Situation and Locality *

It occurs in beds in Argillite at Charlestown, and in rounded

masses, at Cambridge and Charlestown,

MemarTcs,
+

This basalt contains imbedded Hornblende, sometimes scales

of black Mica, black Feldspar, and Iron pyi

approach to Wacke and some to Grreenstone

SI

s. Some vari

The external
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\

face is frequently decomposed; leaving the crystals of Hornblende

projecting and quite perfect; in consequence of this dt'composi-

tiou; we often find the external surface converted into a brownish

earthy crust.

It is not without some hesitation, that we have pronounced

this mineral Basalt,* between which and Wacke, there is solnti-

mate an alliance that no two minerals oftener pass into each

other. We h efully compared this ral with Basalt

from Giant's Causeway, and external characters pi f-

sent no differences, the results of their fusion are the same, and

this, together with its dull streak, great hardness, and diflScult

frangibility entitle us to call it Basalt.

SrECIES yih^W^CKE.

Wacke. Cleaveland, p. 287. Wacce, Jameson, vol. i. p. 376. Wacken, Kir-

wan, vol. I. p. 223. Wakke, ^ikin,p. 254.

External Characters,

Its colours are grey and purple. Of grey, it occurs blackish

grey and greenish grey ; of purple, lavender purple. The col-

ours vary much in their intensity.

It is dull. -

It is amorphous and cellular.

It exhales a strong argillaceous odour when breathed upon.

It adheres to the tongue.

Its streak is greyish white^ with a reddish purple tinge in

some parts, and is dull.

* Sec Cleaveland's Mineralogy, pp. 283, 284.
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It is moderately hard, passing to soft.

The fracture is from fine grained uneven to earlhy

specimens show a slightly slaty structure.

It is brittle.

It is easily frangible.

The fragments are indeterminately angular, and not

larly sharp edged.

Its specifick gravity is about S,88

159

some

partica-

Chymical Characters,

Before the blowpipe it melts into an opaque, semi-vitreous

Inass, which appears porous when broken.

Geological Situation and Localities,o

It occurs in beds inPetrosil^x at Milton, and forms the basis of

Amygdaloid at Brighton, Hingham, Newton, &c. and it is found

Jilso in rounded fragments at Needham, Newton, Brighton, &c.

Memarlca.

This mineral sometimes much resembles ferruginous clay, and

is intermediate between Clay and Basalt. It is very liable to de-

and when it for basis of Amygdaloid, by

leaves tbe imbedded minerals project-dergoing this change, it

ing, or they fall out and leave the Wacke cellular.

.J

*
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SPECIES \lll.—COMJ\IOJ\^ GAILYET.
-.

Common Garnet, Cleaveland^p. 293. Idem, Jameson^xoL i. p. 69. Idem^

JUkitij p. £40.

JStXternal Characters,

Its colours are red and brown. Of red, it occurs venous

blood red, and brownish red ; of brown, reddish brown.

Its lustre is shining and resino-vitreous.

It is slightly translucent at the edges, and some small crys-
w

tals are transparent.

It occurs crystallized in,

1. A dodecaedrou, the solid angles of which are frefj[uently

truncated.
W

2. A double eight-sided pyramid accuminated by four plants,

the lateral planes of the one being set on the lateral planes of the
V

other^ and the acuminating planes set on the alternate and dif-

ferent edges of the pyramids ; the whole presenting a figure
%

hounded by twenty four unequal trapezoidal faces. The surface

of the crystals is smooth and shinning ; and sometimes slightly

diagonally striated. The crystals are small and middle sized

and all around crystallized. They are often imbedded in each

other, and the double eight-sided pyramids sometimes easily sep-

arate at their bases.

Its streak is reddish white.

It is hard 5 some specimens scratch quartz.

The fracture is foliated ; and imperfectly small conchoidal

;

the cross fracture is fine grained uneven.

It is brittle.

It is easily frangible.

The fragments are tabular and splintery.

;

Its specifick gravity is from about 4.06 to 4?.S0.

am^^

,-^-
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Chymical Character.

It is fusible before the blowpipe into a greyish black enaracl.

Geological Situation and Localities.

The large crystals occur imbedded in Granite, at Bedford;

the smaller, ia ronnded masses of Granite, at Cambridge, West-

Cambridse, and Cbarlestowa.

SPECIES IX. EPIDOTE,

Epidote, Cleaveland, p. 297. Pistazite, Jameson, vol. ii. p. 530. Glassy-

Actlnolite, Kirwan, vol i. p. 168. Thallite, Mvin, p. 277,

External Characters.

Its colour is green ; of which it occurs olive green^ blackish

grfen and siskin green ; all the colours are of various intensity,
-4

and the siskin green is doubtless owing to tlie intermixture of
r

reddish white quartz.

Its lustre is shining and glimmering, and is vitreo-resinous

and vitreous.

It is opaque ; some of the crystallized varieties approach to
L

translucent.

It occurs amorphous, and crystallized iu,

1. Acicular six-sided prisms.

S. In four-sided prisms. The crystals are seldom well de-

fined, and their forms are determined with difficulty ; they are

often fascicularly and promiscuously aggregated ; they are small

and very small ; and their surfaces are longitudinally striated,

and the four-sided prisms are transversely rent.

1
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The streak is similar, and in the lighter coloured specimens,

whitish. *
.

It is hard.

The fracture is fine splintery, fine grained uneven, and flat

conchoidal; proraiscuous and fascicularly diverging radiated.

It is hrittle.

The crystallized varieties are easily frangible; the amor-

phous are tough.

The fragments are splintery, indeterminately angular, and

not sharp edged.
«

Its specifick gravity is about 8.368,
' V

Chymical Character,

Before the blowpipe fuses into a dark green glass or enamel

• . •

Geological Situation and Localities.
»

Epidote is found in most of the rocks in the ty of Bos

they chiefly to the presence of

mineral. It traverses Greenstone. Sienite and Petrosilex in veins,

which are sometimes several inches thick ; it is disseminated in

Amygdaloid at Brighton ; and it frecjuently lines cavities in Preh-

nite. The finest specimens are found at Nahant, where it also

occurs in the greatest abundance.

Remarks.

No miueral has been so unfortunate in its number of names

as Epidote, and it has only recently been admitted as a distinct

species. It will not be always easy to recognize it by its exter-

nal characters, but its habitudes before the blowpipe will readily

distinguish it from Prase and Jade, with which it has frequently

been confounded by mineralogists in this vicinity.
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SPECIES X.--FIlEIimTE.
i

Massive or Fibrous Prelinite, Cleaveland, p. n05. Prehuite, Javwson, voT.

I. p. 204. Massive Prehnite, Aikin, p. 232.

External Characters.

Its colours are white and g Of white, it occurs gveen

ish white and of green, leek g '; blackish green, hi

green, asparagus green and olive green.

Its lustre is glimmering and glistening ; and is pearly.

It is translucent at the edsreg.

It is amorphous, tuberous and cellular.

The streak is greenish white.

It is hard.

The fracture is fine splintery, fine grained .uneven, and fine

diverging radiated.

It is brittle.

It is easily frangible.

The specifick gravity is from about S.346 to 2.41 i.

Chymical Characters,
m

Before the blowpipe it intumesces, and melts into a yellowish

frothy glass.

Geological Situation and Localitij,

It occurs imbedded in Greenstone at Charlestown.

Remarks.

Cavities not unfrequently occur in this mineral studded with

crystals of Quartz or Epidote. Feldspar often occurs in it, and

large crystalline grains of white Prehnite are imbedded in the

green
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SPECIES XL—SCHddLSTO.YE

Subspecies I.

—

Chelmsfordite.

Exter7ial Characters.

Its colours are white, grey, green, and red. Of white, it oc-

curs snow white, and greenish white ; of grey, ash grey and blu-

ish grey ; of green, siskin green ; and of red, rose red. White

is the most common colour, the others occur in veins or clouds.

Its lustre is glistening and pearly, glimmering and resino-

vitreous, or dull.
r ^

It is translucent at the edges ; some specimens are translucent.

It is amorphous, and crystallized in prisms which are either

rectangular, or slightly rhomboidal. The lateral edges are.some-

times truncated, and the acute and opposite edges of the rhomboi-

dal prism, are sometimes so deeply truncated, that an imperfect

hexagonal prism is produced. The surface of the crystals is

deeply longitudinally striated, and transversely rent. The crys-

tals are variously aggregated, sometimes they are longitudinally

united, but they are generally promiscuously intersecting.

The streak is greyish white.

It sometimes occurs in straight lamellar, and in prismatick im-

perfect distinct concretions. ,

It is semi hard, passing into hard.

The fracture is splintery, fine grained uneven and imperfect-

ly foliated. The crystals present a single cleavage parallel to

the bases of the prisms, but generally the cleavage is indistinct.

It is brittle.

It is easily frangibie.

n^
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The fragments are imperfectly tabular, and indeterminately

angular, and sharp edged.

It phosphoresces with a brilliant green light, when projected

in powder on a heated iron.

The speciiick gravity is from 2.10 to S.fiO.

Chymical Characters,

Before the blowpipe it fuses, with ebullition into a white

enamel filled with bubbles. The amorphous, when placed in

nitrick acid, feebly effervesces and falls partially into grains.

Geological 'Situation and Locality.

It occurs massive and disseminated in a bed of Carbonate of

Lime in Micaceous Schistus, at Ctielmsford, Its accompanying

minerals are Quartz, black Mica, and Phosphate of Lime,

Memarks.
f

Schaalstone we have never seen ; it is a very rare mineral and

has only two known localities. The above mineral bears a greater

resemblance to Schaalstone, as described by systematick writers,

than to any other fossil ; but, there are also considerable differ-

ences. Schaalstone is said to be phosphorescent merely by the

friction of steel point ; the mineral above described exhibits

no such property, but it is brilliantly phosphorick, when plac-

ed on a heated iron; this may be the case with Schaalstone,

but it is not mentioned by any author we have seen. Its fusibil-

ity, and its very imperfect tabular structure, likewise distinguish

S3
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it from Schaalstoae.* From these circumstances, we have ven-

tured to place it as a subspecies of Schaalstorie, and from its local-

ity, have denominated it CJielmsforditc, It has been shown to

several distinguished mineralogists in this part of our country,

who were unacquainted with it, but should it ultimately prove

to be Schaalstone, we shall feel ourselves more happy, in having

discovered a new locality of this very rare mineral, than in add-
^

ing a new subspecies.

SPECIES Xlh-^TBEMOLITE.

Variety I.

—

Common Tremolite,
+

r

Common Tremolite, Ckavelandy p. 523. Idem, Jameson^ vol. u p. 466

Bladed Tremolite, MkxUy^. 234.

jEo^ternal Characters,

Its colours are white and g Of
9 g

and greyish white 5 and of green, pale asparagus green, and
i

bluish green.

Its lustre is glistening and glimmering, and is pearly.

It is translucent at the edges, passing into semi-transparent.

t s amorphous.

The streak is whitish.

It is soft, but sufficiently hard tc slightly scratch glass.

The structure is coarse parallel ibrous, passing to imperfectly

foliated 5 the longitudinal fracture is splintery, and the cross frac-

ture is uneven.

* " It is named Schaalstone, which in German intimates that it is composed

of lamellar distinct concretions." Jameson, toI. i. p. 5£0.
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it is brittle.

It is rather easily frangible.

The fragments are splintery, indeterminately angular and

sharp edged.

The specifick gravity is about S.970.

Chymical Characters.

Before the blowpipe it fuses into a white speci
r

mens^ owing to a large intermixture of Carbonate of Lime^ vi^o-

rously effervesce in diluted acids ; the Lime is soon dissolved and

the Tremolite remains untouched.

Geological Situation and Locality*

It occurs massive in Carbonate of Lime, at Chelmsford

Variety II,
—

^Fibrous Tremolite.

4

Fibrous Tremolite, Cleavelartd^ p. S24. Asbestus Tremolite, Jameson^ vol. i

p. 464, Asbestiform Tremolite, Aikin^ p. 234.

External Characters.

Its colour is snow white.

Its lustre is glistening^ and completely pearly.

It is opaque.

It is amorphous.

It yields a slight argillaceous odour when hreatbed upon.

It is soft, and very soft.

The structure is delicately capillary, parallel fibrous and

perfectly fascicular diverging.

It is brittle.

^h
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It is easily frangible.
#

The fragments are splintery.

The specifick gravity is about 3.66

Cliymical Character,

It fuses before the blowpipe into a yellowish glass

Geological Situation and Locality.
n

It occurs massive and disseminated in Carbonate of Lime

Chelmsford.

9
Sit

SPECIES XllL^COMHrOJ^ .aSBESTUS.

Common Asbestus, Cleaveland, p. 326. Common Asbest, Jameson, vol. i.

p. 4i6. Idem, ^ikin, 247. Asbestus, KirwaUj vol. i. p. 159.

External Characters,

Its colour is light greenish grey.

Its lustre is glistening, and pearly.

It is opaque.

It is amorphous.

It has a very slightly unctuous feel.

It exhales an argillaceous odour when breathed upon.

It adheres slightly to the tongue.

The streak is light ash grey.

It is flexible in thin fibres.

It is soft, passing to very soft.

The cross fracture is fine splintery ; the longitudinal fracture

is capillary parallel fibrous.

It is moderately tough.

-»!,
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It 19 rather difficultly frangibl

The fragments are splintery.

The specifick gravity is about

Chymical Character,

Before the blowpipe it melts into a black enamel or sla^.

O

(jreological Situation and Localities.

imall quantities in Araycdaloid, an d rounded

fragments of Greenstone, at Brigl and massive, in Quartz

which traverses rolled masses of Greenstone, at Dedha here

the fibres of

exposure to

saw-dust.

are sometimes an inch long j by Ion

ley become disintegrated and resembl

O

SPECIES XIY.—UOR^^BLE^^DE.

Subspecies I.

—

Common Hoimhlende.

Common Hornblende, Cleavelandj, p. 335. Ideniy Jameson^ vol, i. p. 55

Idem, AikiUf p. 236. Hornblende, KirwaUy vol. u p. 213.

I •

External Characters.

It? colours a?e grey and black. Of grey, it occurs greenish

grey and blackish grey ; of black, greyish black and raven black.

Its lustre is glistening and glimmering, and is peady.

It is slightly translucent at the edges.

It is amorphous, and crystallized in long acicular prisms,

which are frequently diverging and interlacing.

It exhales a slight bitter argillaceous odour when bjreathed

upon.
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§

The streak is light greenish grey.

It is hartl.

The fracture is fine grained uneven, and from small to large

imperfectly straight foliated ,with a twcfold obliquely intersectin

cleavage, and tlie fractured surface is sometimes longitudinally

striated.
I

It is very tougb.

It is very difficultly frangible.
r

The fragments are indeterminately angular, and rather blunt

edged.

The specifick gi-avity is about 3.084.

Chi/mical Character,

Before tbe blowpipe it melts into a dark green or black glass.

Geological Situation and Localities.

It occurs in rounded masses
9 Cambridge, Brighton, West

Cambridge, Watertown, Danvers, &c, and forms a constituent

part of Greenstone, and Sienite. Tbe long acicular crystal are

partially decomposed, and are found shooting gh crys

of Feldspar, in some varieties of Sienite, at Charlestow

iM**

Subspecies IL—BasalticJc Bornblenie.

Basaltic Hornbleade, Ckavdand, p. 336. Idem, Jameson, vol. i. p. S65,

Idem, dikirif p, 235. Basaltine, JCirwan, vol. ii. p. 219.

JExtevnal Characters,

Its colour is velvet black.

Its lustre is shining.
-»
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It is opaque.

It is crystallized in equilateral six-siiled prisms ; the crystals

are small^ and middle sized ; always sini^lc and imbedded.

The streak is yellowish grey.

It is semi-hard passing to hard.

The longitudinal fracture is perfectly straight foliated, with

a two-fold doubly intersecting cleavage ; the cross fracture is im-

perfectly small conchoid al.

It is moderately brittle.

It is easily frangible.

The fraginents are indeterminately angular, and sharp edged.

The specifick gravity is about 3.200.

Chymical Character,

Before the blowpipe it melts into a black glass

J-

Geological Situation and Localities,

It occurs imbedded in rolled masses of Basalt, at Charlestowu

Subspecies TIL—^Ictynolite,

Actynolite, Cleavelandy p. 338. Common Actjnolite, Jamemtif vol. u p. 458

Schorlaccous Actjnolite, and Common Asbes^toid, Kirivanf vol. i. p. 168.

Eccternal Characters.

Its colours are grey and green ; of grey, it occurs greenish

grey ; and of green, mountain green, blackish green, and aspara-

gus green.

Its lustre is between shining and glistening, and is between

vitreous and pearly.
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It is opaque, or slightly translucent at the edges.

It is amorphous, or crystallized in very compressed imperfect

sided prisms ; surface smooth, or longitudinally striated, and

transversely rent 5 the crystals are promiscuously aggregated,

and collected into diverging groups.

The streak is whitish.

The fracture is parallel, and curved fibrous, promiscuous di-

verging, and foliated with a two-fold longitudinal intersecting

'^

cleavage ; the folia have two directions parallel to the sides of a

rhomboidal prism; the fractured surface is often longitudinally

striated.

li is brittle.

It is easily frangible.

The fragments are splintery, and indeterminately angular.

The specifick gravity is about 3.193.

Chymical Character,

Before the blowpipe it fuses into a greenish grey enamel.

Geological Situation and Locality.

It occurs massive and disseminated in Carbonate of Lime, at

Chelmsford.
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SPECIES XV,—STEATITE.

Common Steatite, Ckaveland, p. 350. Steatite, Jameso7tf vol. i. p. 418

Semi-Indurated Steatite, jRaj-M^an, vol. i. p. 151. Soapstone, Aikin, p. 249.

External Characters,

Its colours are grey and green. Of grey, it ©ccurs greenish

grey ; of green, asparagus green and blackish green.

Its lustre is faintly glimmering, and dull.

It is translucent at the edges.

It is amorphous.

It has a very unctuous feel.

It gives a slight argillaceous odour when breathed upon.,

It adheres slightly to the tongue.

The streak is white.

It is soft and very soft.

The fracture is uneven and splintery.

It is brittle.

It is easily frangible.

The fragments are indeterminately angular and blunt edged.

The specifick gravity is about 3.750.

Chymical Characters. I

Before the blowpipe it loses colour, and fuses into a white

enamel.

Geological Situation and Locality

It occurs massive and disseminated in Carbonate of Lime, at

Chelmsford.

23
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SPECIES XVl,-^CHLORITE.

Subspecies I.

—

Common Chlornte,

Common Chlorite, Cleavelandf p. 555. Idem, Jameson^ vol. i. p. 349. Idem,

Aikin,^. 217

External Characters.

Its colour is blackish green.

Its lustre is faintly glimmering.

It is opaque.

It is amorphous.

It has a slightly unctuous feel.

It exhales a faint argillaceous odour when breathed upon.

The streak is mountain green.

It is very soft.

The fracture is fine grained uneven, passing to earthy,.

It is moderately tough.

It is easily frangible.

The fragments are indeterminately angular and blunt-edged

The specifick gravity is about S.953.

Chymical Character.

Before the blowpipe it melts into a black scoria.

Geological Situation and Localities,

It occyirs in thin layers in Greenstone and Argillite, at
I

Charlestv)vvn, and^ massive in Quartz, at Newton, Needham,

Brighton, &c.
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Subspecies lL—:Chlorite Earth,

Earthy Chlorite, Cleaveland, p. 355. Chlorite Eartli, JamemUf vol. i. p

548. Scaly Chlorite, J^ifcin, p. 218.

External Characters.

L

Its colour is leek green.

Its lustre' is faintly glimmering.

It is opaque.

It is amorphous.

It has an unctuous feel. .

It exhales a strong argillaceous odour when breathed up

It has a chalky taste.

It adheres strongly to the tongue.

Its soil is mountain green.

The streak is mountain green.

It is very soft.

The fracture is earthy.

It is easily frangible.

The fragments are indeterminately angular.

/ Geological Situation and Localities.

It occurs massive iu Quartz, at Brookline and Brighton.
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SPECIES XVII.—P/JVYTE.
7

Pinite, Cleaveland, p. S58. Idem, Jameson^ vol. ii. p. 552. Idem, Aikin,

p. 206. Micarolle, Kirwan, vol. i. p. 212.

External Characters,

Its colour is grey, of which it occurs greenish grey and black-

ish grey.

Its lustre is glistening, and resinous..

It is opaque.

It is crystallized in acicular six-sided prisms. The crys-

tals are very small and imperfect, and their forms are determined
with difficulty. The surface of the crystals is smooth.

The streak is light ash grey.

It is semi-hard passing to soft.

The cross fracture is foliated, with a single cleavage, per-
pendicular to the axis of the prism j the longitudinal fracture is

uneven.
*

.

It is brittle.

It is easily frangible.

Chymical Character,

It is infusible before the blowpipe.

Geological Situation and Locality,

It occurs in very small quantity, disseminated in Basalt
Charlestown

Remarks,

This is -a very rare mineral in this vicinity ; we have met witl
b»t very seWom, an<I this in quantities barely sufficient for de
ription.
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SPECIES XVni.~ARGILL.iCEOUS SLATE.

1

Variety I,

—

Argillite,

Argillitey or Common Argillaceous Slate, Cleavelandy p. 359» Clay slate,
r

Jameson, vol. i. p. 334. Idem, Aikiiij p. 257. Argillite, Kirwan,yo\, i. p. 234.

External Characters,

Its colours are grey and red. Of grey, it occurs bluish grey

and blackish grey ; these are disposed sometimes in stripes or

spots ; and of red, it occurs brownish purple red. The surface ie
r

sometimes rendered beautifully pavoninej irised and chatoyant

from the presence of Oxide of Iron.

Its lustre is glimmering.

It is opaque.

y

It is amorphous.

The streak is pearl grey.
F

It is moderately hard,
L

The fracture is fine grained uneven, passing in some speci-
i

mens, into imperfectly straight foliated, and in others into earthy

and it is always slaty.

It is moderately tough.

It is easily frangible.

The fragments are tabular and splintery, and often perfectly

rhomboidal.

Its specifick gravity is about 2.888.

Chymical Character,

Before the blowpipe it melts into a blackish brown enamel
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Geological Situation and Localities.

It forms hills in Charlestown, Maiden, Chelsea, Waterto
Quincy

; and it occurs in rolled masses, and in larse beds
Greenstone, at Charlestow Grreyvvacke, at B and
Hingham, and in Sienite, at Milton and Braintree

Use.

It never separates into tables thin enough for roof state ; but i

is much employed for the sides, floorings and coverings of drains
and for many other purposes, where large flat stones are required
It is extensively quarried near Powder-house hill, in Charles-
town.

Farze^y IL—iSTovacuIite.

NovacuIIte, Cleavdand, p. 363. Idem, Kirwan, vol. i. p. £38. Whelslate,
Jameson^ vol. i. p. 331. Idem, ^ikin, p. 258. •

External Characters.

Its colours are g
grey, and of g

nd green

mountain §

Of grey

een. T
occurs bluish

colours are of
d with sometimes a tinge of red ; they ofl

ornate with each other j or they are clouded
It is dull or faintly glimmering,

It is translucent at the edges.

It is amnrnJinns

The streak s
It is hard passing to semi-hard.

The fracture is fine splintery and
into undulatins.

large conchoidal
; passin

The specifick gravity is about
/
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Chymical Characters,

Before the blowpipe it fuses into a greenish or blackish grey

enamel.

Geological Situation and Localities,

It occurs in beds in Argillite, into which it passes, at Charles-

town, Maiden, Quincy, and in rolled masses at Cambridge,

Brookline, Dorchester, &c.

Use*

Some of the finer varieties may be employed for giving an

edge to cutting instruments*

SPECIES XIK.^CLAY,

Variety 1.—^Potter's Clay.

Potter's Clay, Cleavelandf p. 371. Earthy Claj, Jikin, p. 235. Earthy

Potter's Clay, Jameson, vol. i. p. 504.

External Characters,

Its colours are yellow and green. Of yellow, it occurs light

honey yellow, between honey and straw yellow; and of green,

it occurs pale asparagus green and greenish grey. The colours

are liable to variation from admixture of various foreign sub-

stances.

It is dull.

It is opaque.

It is ami)rphous.

When moisicued, it exhales a strong argillaceous odour.
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The taste is earthy.

It adheres strongly to the tongue.

Xt soils.

Its streali is similar but lighter.

It is friable.

It is very soft.

The fracture is from coarse to fine earthy.

It is easily frangible.

The fragments are indeterminately angular,

Chymical Character.

Before the blowpipe it fuses into a black or dark green enamel.

Geological Situation and Localities,

Clay exists in vast quantities in the vicinity of Boston, as at

Charlestown, Dorchester, Cambridge, Dauvers, &c.

Use.

The purest occurs at Danvers, where it is extensively manu-

factured into the coarser kinds of pottery. The irapurer varieties
«

are employed for making bricks.
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CLASS IhS^LIJ^E FOSSILS,
r

Genus I.

—

Iron,

SPECIES I.—SULPHATE OF IROJ^.
r

Sulphate of Iron, Cleaveland, p. 503. Iron Vitriol, Jameson^ vol. ii. p. Si;,

Green Vitriol, ^ikin, p. 262. Copperas of Artists.

External Characters,

Its colours are white and green. Of white, it occurs greenish

white ; and of green, pale asparagus green.

Its lustre is glimmering, and vitreous, or dull.

It is opaque.

Its taste is acid and astrinaient.

It has a saline

Chymical Characters.
1

When exposed to heat, it becomes converted into the red

oxide of iron ; when dissolved in water, it gives a blackish pre-

cipitate or colour with tincture of galls.

Geological Situation and Localities.

It occurs with a vein of Sulphuret of Iron, in Greenstone, at

Concord ; and efflorescent on Argillite and massive Sulphuret of

Iron, at Charlestown.

Remarhs,

It is formed by the decomposition of Sulphuret of Iron, and

exists in small quantities only.

24?
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CLASS lU.—LrFLAMMJBLE SUBSTAJ^'CES.

SPECIES l.—UTDllOGEJ^ GAS.

Subspecies I.

—

Carhuretted Hydrogen Gas.

Carburettecl fljdrosen Gas, Cleaveland. p. 38G. Idem, of Chvmists. Fire

(lamp of" Mifl^ers.

This sas is disencased in abundance from wet marshes or

from the bottoms of small pools, or ditches where vegetab

matter is decomposing ; the air bubbles, so 1

rising through the water, consist of this gas.

quently observed

By filling a bell

glass; or a tumbler with water and invertins; it over these bubbles,

the gas may be readily obtained by stirring the mud at the bottom

of the pool, with a stick,

fire and burns with pale 1

and hydrogen ; oxygen gas and carbonic acid

mixed with it.

When a flame is applied to it, it takes

laish light. It is composed of carbon

sas are sometimes

SPECIES ll.—FEJlT.
\

Two varieties of Peat are found in large quantities in this

nity, viz. the Fibrous Peat and the Compact Peat,
^

Variety I.—Fibrous Peat
\

Cleaveland, p. 416,

This variety has a brownish colour, and is composed of

and parts of pi f partial decomposition some
ery loose texture, and the different

adily detached from each other : others firm and
appear to be cemented tos:eth

a state of more cor

T by some vegetable substance, in

plete decomposition. This variety is very
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light and spongy, antl swims on the surface of water; it is found

surface of the g fr to sev-

era! feet in thickness, and generally covering the Compact Peat.

It is not employed for fuel, but is separated from the next variety

and thrown into the pits formed by the excavation of peat ; here it

dersroes other chanires, and adually converted into C
pact Peat

Variety II.—Compact Peat.

Compact Pt-at, Cleaveland, p. 416,
4

This variety has a much darker colour than the preceding,

and is nearly black 5 it is more dense, firm and compact, and

when dry exhibits an earthy fracture ; no yemains of organize

vegetable matter can be discovered in it, excepting a few fibrillsB,

and small roots. When recently dug, it is soft and slimy, and
I

easily cut into parallelopipedons 3 or 3 iaches square and 18 or

SO inches long.

These two varieties accompany and pass insensibly into each

ar^ the more spongy and loose being found at the surfaces but

becoming more firm and compact as the distance from the surface

increases. Trunks of trees are found in Peat, in a horizontal

position severiil feet below the surface, and in some instances,

small beds of fine silecious sand. Peat when burning gives but

flame, and a P and

that of burning leather
5

peculiar odour, similar to

it produces a strong heat, and affords'

an abundance of ashes, which are employed for scouring and

polishing brass^ &c. When Peat is burnt in a furnace, the ashes

vitrify and cake together, and if moistened in this state while hot

they emit the odouc of sulphuretted hydrogen.

Large quantities of both varieties of Peat are found in New-

ton, Lexington^ Cambridge, Danvers, &c. *

f

.^
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CLASS lY,—METALLTCE FOSSILS.

Genus I.

—

Copper.
4

SPECIES i.-^rn{iT0us coffer.
r

Pjritous Copper, Cleaveland, p. 452. Copper pjrites, Jamesorij vol. ii. p.

193. Copper pyrites, or Yellou' Copper ore, Mrwan, vol. ii. p. 140. Yellovr

Copper, Mkin, p. 103.

^^'

External Characters.

Its colour is brass yellow ; frequently tarnished brownish
purple retl, and pavonine.

Its lustre is shining and metallick.

It is amorphous.

The streak is similar; its powder is blackish green and
faintly glimmering.

Km-

It is semi-hard.

The fracture is fine grained uneven, passing to imperfectly
flat conchoidal.

It is brittle.

It is easily frangible.

The fragments are indeterminately angular and not particu-
larly sharp edged.

Its specifick gravity is about 4.000.

Chymical Characters.

Before the blowpipe it first slightly decrepitates, then elts

mg sulphureous odour into a dark reddish brown po
which exhibits a slight metalljck lustre when broken

^

y
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Geological Situation and Localities.

It occurs at Woburn, intimately mixed with Iron, ia a vein

traversing Greenstone ; and in rolled masses of Quartz, at Cam.
Jbridge and Medford.

RemarJcs.

The Woburn ore when reduced affords about 4o per cent, of

metal, which is an alloy of copper and iron, and so extremely

hard, as to be scarcely acted on by the file.

SPECIES II MURMTE OF COFFER.

Muriate of Copper, Cleaveland, p. 465. Idem, Aikin, p. 108. Copper sanci

or Muriat of Copper, Jameson, vol. ii. p. 572,

External Characters.

Its colour is verdigrise green.

It is dull.

It occurs small tuberous and in thin plates.

It soils slightly, of a greenish colour.

The streak is bluish green.
1

It is very soft.

Chymical Characters.

Before the blowpipe it blackens, and communicates to the

flame a tinge of blue and of green ; when held in the flame of a

candle, the blue and green coloured flames appear. When plac-

ed in Aqua ammonisB, it immediately renders it blue.

/
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Geological Situation and Localities*

It occurs investing pyritous Copper, at Woburn, and Quartz

and Amygdaloid, at Brighton, and in rolled masses of Granite, in

Medford.

Memark3.

A green Carbonate of Copper is said to have been found in

this vicinity, and for which the above described mineral has

probably been taken ; the chymical characters snfliciently dis--

tinguish them. We have met with no traces of Malachite or

green Carbonate of Copper.

Genus II.—Iron.
h

r

SPECIES I.SULPHURET OF IROM
Common Sulphuret of Iron or Pyrites, Chaveland, p. 478. Common iroit

pyrites, Jameson, vol ir. p. 253. Pjrites, Kinvan. Common pyrites, .9ikw,

p. 112.

External Characters,

Its colours are pale brass yellow and yellowish grey, fre-

quently tarnished reddish brown and colnmhinn.

Its
g, glimmering, and metallick

It is amorphous, and crystallized in cubes, which are g
tlly perfect and single

; but also frequently the edges and andes
of the smaller crystals are truncated, and they are variously
s:rea!ated.

ag-
©*v/g,

The surface of the crystals is smooth and shining
It emits a faint sulphureous odour when rubbed.
The powder is blackish areen.
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It is hard.

The fracture is imperfectly small flat conchoid al ; fine grained

uneven passing to earthy ; some rare specimens show a diverging

radiated fracture, which arists from a peculiar aggregation of cu-

bick crystals,

, It is brittle.

It is easily frangible.

The fragments are angular and not particularly sharp edged.

The specifick gravity is from 4.00 to 5.00.

Chymical Characters.
J

Before the hlowpipe it splits and becomes reddish ;
yielding

a bluish flame, and a strong sulphureous odour; it fuses into a
r

porous black slag. AVhen projected in powder into burning coalsp

it yields the odour and flame of burning sulphur.

Geological Situation and Localities.

It occurs disseminated in Argillite, Novaculite, and Green-

stone, at Charlestown, Brighton, Concord, Dedham, Milton, &c.

&c. and in rolled masses of Granite, at Reading and Stoneham

;

and in Sulphuret of Copper, at Woburn ; massive in Clay, at

Charlestown.

Memarks.

It is decomposed by atmospherick exposure, and converted in-

to Sulphate of Iron- The massive variety is very rare.

t

(

t

»,
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SPECIES Il.—MJIGKETICK OXIBE OF JROM

Magnetic Oxide of Iron, Cleaveland^ p. 482. Common Magnetic ironstone,

Jameson^ vol. n. p. 269. Idem, Kinvariy vol. ii, p. 158. Magnetic iron ore,

Aikirif^. 113.

External Characters.

lis colour is greyisli black; sometimes tarnished yellowisli

brown.

Its lustre is faintly glimmering.

It is amorpiious.

Tlie streak is similar^ but the powder is blackish grey.

It Is hard.

The fracture is fine grained uneven ; gome specimens show a

straight foliated structure.

It is brittle.

It is easily frangible.

The fragments are indeterminately angular, and not particu-

larly sharp edged ; sometimes the fragments are trapezoidal.

It affects the magnetick needle and possesses polarity.

Its specifick gravity is about 4.714.

Chnnical Character*

Before the blowpipe it decrepitates and fuses into a black slas.

Geological Situation and Lccalify.

It occurs in a vein in Greenstone, at Woburn, where it is inti-

mately connected with Sulphuret of Copper,
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JtemavTcs.

It does not appear to exist in sufficient quantity to be an ob

ject for the miner, and is too much mixed with Sulphuret of Cop
per to be easily smelted.

SPECIES III.—JROJV MICJ.

Micaceons Oxide of Iron, Cleaveland,^. 488. Iron Mica, Jamenon, vol. ix

p. 982. Idem, diHn^ p. 116. Micaceous Iron Ore, fCtrwan, vol. ii. p. 184.

External Characters.

Its colour is grey, of which it occurs blackish grey and steel

Its lustre is glimmering, sbining and often highly splendent.

It is amorphous, and in thin diverging plates, which often in-

tersect each other and form cells.

The streak is brownish purple red.

It is semi-hard.

The fracture is straight and curved foliated, with a single

cleavage ; the cross fracture is iBne grained uneven.

It is brittle.

It is easily frangible, .

The fragments are tabular^ wedge-shaped; and rather sharp

edged.
*

Its specifick gravity is about 4'.955.

Chymical Character.

Before the blowpipe it fuses into a blackish shining enamel

25
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Geological Situation and Localities.

It occurs in small veins in Greywacke and in Amygdaloid, at

Brighton ; and in Greenstone, at Cliarlestown ; also massive and

disseminated in rolled masses of ^uartZ; at Brighton and New-
4

ton : and in Quartz^ at Blue Hill.
y

SPECIES iy,—OCHREV BEOWJV OXIDE OF IROJW

(khrey brown oxide of Iron, Cleaveland^ p. 494. Ochrey brown Iron Stone>

Jameson^ vol, ii. p, £98. Brown Iron Ochre, KirwaUy vol. ii. p, 167. Ochrej

brown Iron Ore, Jikm, p. 118. Yellow Ochrej Artists.

External Characters.

Its colour is light brownish orange.

It is dull.

It is opaque.

It is amor^)hous.

It exhales an earthy smell when breathed upon.

It has an earthy taste.

It adheres to the tongue.

Its soil is brownish orai
*

It is friable.

It is very soft.

The fracture is earthy.

e

Chymical Characters,

Before the blowpipe its colour changes to a deep reddish
ge, and it then fuses into a blackish rey

%
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Geological Situation and Localities*

It ^^curs massive and disseminatecl in Quartz which traverses

Greenstone, and in decomposing Grreenstone, at Charlestown

and Medforcl.

A

SPECIES y.^JVOnULAR IIWjYSTOXE.
r

Nodular Argillaceous oxide of Iron, Cleaveland^ p. 471* Reniform Iron

Ore, or Iron Kidney. Jameson^ vol. ii. p. 3i29. Nodular Ironstone, Airzrart.

vol. II. p. 178. Clay IronstonCj •Sikin^ p. 119.

External Characters.

Its colour is brown ;^ of which it occurs yellowish brown,

or uraber brown, and liver brown. The colours are of various

intensity in the same specimen, and are arranged in concentric

stripes. The uraber and liver brown colours are external, and

sometimes inclose a nucleus of a gall-stone yellow, or of a yellow-

ish grey colour 5 the internal are generally lighter than the ex-

ternal colours.

It is dull.
H

It is opaque.

It occurs in rounded and ovate masses, from the size of a hen's

to that of an ostrich's egg.

It exhales an argillaceous odour when breathed upon.

. It adheres to the tongue.

The streak is pearl grey, sienna yellow, and yellowish brown,

according to the colour of the part where it is made.

It is in concentrick lamella^ distinct concretions.

It is semi-hard.

C
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It is brittle,
E

L

It is easily fi-augible.

The fragments are indeterminately angular and not particu^

larly sharp edged.

Its specifick gravity is from 3.000 to S.5M,

Chymical Character.

Uefore the blowpipe it fuses into a black scoria^ and becomes

magnetick.

Geological Situation and Localities.

It occurs in alluvial soil, at Cambridge, Briditon, Charles& )

town, Woburn, Dorchester beach, &c.

MemarJcs,

Although Nodular Ironstone has many localities, it is not an
abundant mineral in this vicinity ; solitary specimens only are

found.

SPECIES YL^aiRBOmTE OF IROJK^,

Carbonate of Iron, Ckaveland, p. 50!. Sparry Ironstone, Jameson, vol. u
p. 308. SpaiTv Iron Ore, Kirwan, vol. n. p. 190. Idem, Mdn.

External Characters,
•A

Its colour is red ; of which it occurs cochineal red and brown-
ish red.

These colours, by long exposure to the atmosphere
verted into blackish brown.

It is faintly glimmering and dull.

It is opaque.

;
are con-
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It is amorphous.

It adheres slightly to the tongue.

Its soil is brownish red.

The streak is deep reddish orange.

The fracture is fine grained uneven, passing into earthy, and

is straight foliated, with a threefold cleavage, parallel to the faces

of a rhomboidal prism.

It is brittle.

It is easily frangible.

The fragments are imperfectly rhomboidal, and indetermin-
^

ately angular and sharp-edged.

Its specifick gravity is about 3.230.

Chymical Characters.

Before the blowpipe it becomes blackish brown and magnetick

dark green colour, be.fused with borax, communicates to it a

tween blackish green and olive green. It feebly effervesces in

nitrick acid.

Geological Situation and Locality.

It occurs massive in rounded fragments of Quartz, in Cam-

bridge.

It is accompanied with the sulphuret and ochrey brown Oxide

of Iron.

Memarks.

By long exposure to the weather, the fracture and fragments
^

of this mineral, which serve to distinguish it from the compact

brown Oxide of Iron, become indistinct, and rhomboidal fragments

are not easily obtained.

I

I
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Genus Til.

—

Lead.

SPECIES T.—COM.MOJ\' SULPHURET OF LB.iD,
f

Common Sulphuret of Lead or Galena, Cleavelandf p. 511. Common Lead

glance, Jameson, vol. ii. p. 346. Common Galena, Kirwan, vol. ii. p. 216,

Galena, ^ikiii,^. 123^

External Characters.

Its colour is dark bluish grey.

Its lustre alternates from splendent to sliining and glimmering
and is metallick.

It is opaque.

The streak is similar,>shining and metallick.

It is soft.

cube

The fracture is curved or straight foliated, and in the latter

e it has a three-fold cleavage, parallel to the faces of a
It is brittle.

It is very easily frangible.

The fragments are cubical.

Its specific gravity is about 7.440

Chymical Characters,

Before the Llowrpipe decrepitates slightly, yields sulphureous
edour and fuses into a slobiile.

, A

Geological Situation and Localities.

It occurs disseminated in rolled masses of Quartz, at Medford
and Brighton

;
it is very rare, and sometimes incloses

crystal of Quartz.
a minute
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Geuus IV.

—

Manganese.

SPECIES I

—

EARTHY OXIDE OF MAAVAXESE.

Earthv Oxide of Manganese, Cleaveland, p. 547. Friable Black Manganese
Ore or Wad, Jameson, vol. ii. p. 461, from Dr. Reuss.

External Characters,
1

Its colours are brown and grey. Of brown, it occurs blackish

brown and of grey, dark blackish grey

Its lustre is faintly glimmering and is resinous.

It occurs dendritick, and in mamillary incrustations.

It adheres to the tongue.

It soils.

The streak is dark liver brown.

It is slightly friable.

It is semi-hard.

The fracture is fine grained uneven and earthy.

It is brittle.

It is very easily frangible.

The fragments are indeterminately angular and rather blunt-

edged.

Its specifick gravity is about 2.

Chymical Characters.

Before the blowpipe it melts into a black si

d with Borax, communicates to it a violet ting

5 d when fas-

Geological Situation and Localities,

It occurs in beautiful dendritick impressions on, and investing

Petrosilex, in Milton j the coating is sometimes half an inch in

thickness; also investing Sienite^ at Lynn.

^
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COMPOUND MINERALS OR ROCKS.

We liave adopted Werner's arrangement of Rocks. The
followins Table, founded on this arrangement, exhibits a view of
the rocks we have described.

TABLE.

I

CLASS I

Granite.

PRIMITIVE ROCES

IT.—Argillite.

li^;.—Primitive Trap.

Var. 1. Graphick Granite.

2. Porplivritick Granite.

IV Porphyry.

Var. 1. Common Greenstone.

2. Greenstone Porphyry,

3. Green Porphyry.

v.—Sienite.

VI.

CLASS n.

Amygdaloid.

Var. 1. Sienitick Porphyry.

2. Porphyritick Sienite.

TRAJSrSITIOJsr MOCKS,

VIL

VIII.

Greywacke.

CLASS III

Sand.

Pebbles.

Clay.

Peat.

Var. 1. Variolite.

ALLVVML DEPOSIT,
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I. GRANITE.

• L This is a compound granular aggregated rock, consisting

of Quartz, Feldspar, and Mica. Its predominant colour is s

shade of grey or red ; the colour of the Quartz is white, or black

isb grey; that of the Feldspar U reddish, or whitish ; and tha

of the Mica, hlack and grey.

II. The size of the component parts of Granite varies fi

very small to large, and they are united in various proportions.

The Feldspar is the most abundant 'and consequently gives colour

to the mass
; next in proportion is the Quartz, which in some

specimens predominates. The Mica is sometimes in large plates
;

that of a black colour is in plates, three or four inches long, pen-

etrating the Feldspar ; and it is sometimes entirely excluded.

III. From the various proportions of these ingredients, tlie as-

pect of Granite is much modiHed, and a variety of compound pro-

duced, which are termed Gr Feldspar

and Quartz form bases for other minerals. Quartz and Feldspar

are united to eacb other in various ways and proportions, but Mica

is not united to either of these constituents singly,

IV. Among Granitick aggregates are found,

i. Graphick Granite.

Tliis rock is composed essentially of Feldspar and Quartz,

with sometimes a very small proportion of Mica, The colours of

the Feldspar are flesh and vase red, and it forms a basis, ia

which are imbedded lamina of Quartz, of a smoke or yellowish

grey colour, resembling the silver grain in vegetables. When the

mass is broken, in a direction transverse to the plates of Quartz,

they presjBnt lines nearly parallel and regular, and which ranch

26

I

«
1
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resemble Arabick characters ; hence the name, Graphick Graniiie,

It is one of the most superb Granitick aggregates, and receives a^

beautiful polish.

S. Purj)hjritick Granite,

The basis of this variety is composed of Quartz aud Mica, in

which are imbedded large crystalline grains of Feldspar. The

colour of the Quartz is w bite and bluish white ; that of the Mica

is black. They are united in nearly equal proportions, and their

size is small, and consequently the basis has a fine grained struc-

ture. The porphyritick structure is rendered very conspicuous,

by the large white grains of Feldspar, which are of a beautiful

lamillary structure, and of a rectangular form. Small grains of

black Mica and crystals of Sulphuret of Iron are sparsely dis-

geminated in them.

V. The minerals, whicb occur in Granite Garnets and
w

Schorl. The great and useful peculiarity of all our Granites is

the almost total absence of Sulphuret of Iron. In consequence of

the decomposition of the Feldspar, some specimens are partially

cellular, and their surface covered with a whitish crust.

VI. No formation of Granite is found in this vicinity. It occurs

throughout the compass to which these observations are confined,

in rolled masses, aud it is especially abundant at Wilmingtonj

Carlisle, and Bedford. The Graphick Granite is found at Oar-

lisle, associated with coarse grained reddish Granite, and the

transition of these into each other is abrupt ; the Porphyritick

occurs at Cambridge, Newton and Needham, Neither of these

varieties is coramon.
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II. ARGILUTE.

I. The characters of Arslllitc have been already sufficlenllr

tletanctl^ page 177. It foims in Charlestown^ Watertown, Chel-

sea and Quincy gcuily undulating eminences; but tbeir heigh

L

t\^ill not entitle them to tlie rank of hills.

II. ArgilUte is stratified; the strata are horizontal. It is inter-

rupted by numerous parallel rents^ which have a two. fold dircc-

tion and oblkjuely intersect each other; hence ArgilUte appears

to be cut into rhomboidal tables. At the upper portion of the ele-

vations, the ArgilUte is often wholly composed of saiall regular

forms. The rents sometimes pursue various directions^ and di-

vide the ArgilUte into forms as various ; the sides of the rents are

sometimes separated a few inches from each other^ and the inter-

stice is filled with a kind of breccia, formed of angular fragments

of ArgiUite, cemented by ferruginous Clay. This aggregate forms

sometimes floorings to veins of Lime.

III. ArgilUte is the oldest rock which is to be observed, in

situ, in this vicinity. It is subordinate to Greenstone, in Charles-

lown, Brighton and Newton, and to Sienite in Milton and Brain-

tree. It passes into Novaculite, which forms an extensive bed

in it, at Charlestown, and into Petrosilex, at Dorchester and

Milton.

IV. The hills where ArgilUte predominates are insulated, their

bases being surrounded by an alluvion.

y. Chlorite and Greenstone occur in ArgUlite in small beds

;

Calcareous Spar and Quartz traverse it in small veins ; some-

times an aggregate of Calcareous Spar and Quartz, with an Ar-

gillaceous basis, is found in small veins in ArgilUte ; the Quartz

is in small crystalline grains, and the Lime is intricately associated

titJrhl
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of a bluish grey colour and efferv with

acids 5 by exposure fo the atmosphere the surface becomes disia

rated and earthy ; it is found at Charlestown. We hi

no metals in Argillite, but the Sulnhuret of Iron

ob

served

by its

of rust

decomposition^ frequently covers the rock with a coating

HI* PRIMITIVE I'RAP.

I. The word Trap is applied to those rocks, which contain

Hornblende as their principal ingredient. They are divided into
two sections, viz. those composed principally of Hornblende, and
those composed of Hornblende and Feldspar; the latter constitutes
the rock, called

GREENSTONE,

of which several varieties occur.

i. Common Greenstone,

II. This is a granular aggregate of Hornblende and Feldspar.
The general colour is greenish, greyish, or greyish black, of va-
rious intensity

; the two ingredients are often united in nearly
equal proportions, though sometimes the Feldspar, but general-
ly the Hornblende predominates.

the Feldspar are reddish, and greenish
III. The colours of

hite ; the latter is the r and is prod sometimes

of the
by Epidote and sometimes by Hornblende. T „,
Feldspar varies from quite compact to more or less perfectly foli
ated, and fine splintery ; its lustre is shinin

• Bs waxy. The colours of the Hornblende are blackish and

dull and

greyish

glistening lustre

fracture even
^ liy foliated and with

t
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IV. The grains of Feldspar and Hornblende vary in size from

very small to coarse ; hence the structure of Greenstone presents
b

a great variety, from coarse to fine grained, and from crystalline

to earthy, in which the two ingredients are with difficulty distin-

guished. Generally, the grains are middle sized and easily per-

ceptible.

V. The colour of the fine grained varieties is

black, or dark leek green ; these break into angular fragments,

with sharp edges ; and have sometimes a slaty structure, which

arises from the great proportion of Hornblende ; and where this

predominates, the variety has a greyish black colour, with an as-

pect and structure approaching to Gneiss.

VI. Common Sulphuret of Iron occurs in small quantiiies, in

either greyish

cubic miated in Greenstone cales of black

Mica, Quartz, Prehnite, Epidote, and Calc Spar occur in it,

either massive, disseminated or in veins.

VII. Greenstone is liable to decomposition ; that which contains

the Mica is the most, and the firm, compact, dark leek green vari-

eties, are the least subject to this change. At Powder-house hill,

in Charlestown, in the centre of Medford, in Reading, and in

Vi Green

forms a beautiful

pletely disintegrated

which is much emp yed

for forming hard gravel walks. At these places, the Greenstone

occurs in large globular masses, with a solid nucleus, -surrounded

by concentrick lamina of Gr ges of

position; the lamina are of various thickness, and are often ea

ly separated. It bears some resemblance to that variety of sec

dary Greenstone, called Gi ^bular Rock. Globular masses app

piled on each other, like all, and are

filled with the above mentioned reddish sand
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VII J. The external surface of Greenstone frequently presents

a rusty brown colour, wliicli arises fromihe decomposition of the

imbedded Sulphnret of Iron. The Oxide of Iron is fount! in va-

rious states and of various colours in the same specimen ; near

ycllo pulverulent ; interiorly more

compact, and its colour is reddish brown, and often of a brig

Vermillion. When, by exposure to the atmosphere, the Sulphur

Iron is not only decomposed, but removed face of

rock becomes cellular, and then much resembles some varieties of

Lava
; sucb specimens are characterized by their difficult frangi-

bility, toughness, and by the dark green colour and crystalline

structure of the Feldspar, which are very evident in the compact

centre of these masses.

IX. The lava-like varieties are found principally at Charles-

town in rolled masses, and appear to be the result only of long

exposure to the atmospliere, for in no place does Greenstone
with such peculiar Feldspar, occur in situ, in this vicinity.

. X. The aspect of Greenstone is much modiDed by the differ-

ent proportions and aggregation of its component parts ; among
the varietie*s which are thus produced, two, w hich have been not-

ed by Geologists, are found, though not abundantly, in this neigh-

bourhood, viz.

I.
./

Greenstone Porphy7*i/.

Greenstone Porphyry, Jameson, vol. in. p. 1

Cleaveland, p. 6lO.

In this rock, the

intimate, and the mi

basis, which includ

I. Porphyritick Greensfone,

of Hornblende with Feldsp IS

often appears homogeneous ; they form

large crystalline grains of Feldspar, of
blapk or greyish black colour, with a perfectly
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and vitreous lustre. The colour of the basis is greyisli black ; it

is hard, difficultly frangible, and the fragments are indeterminate-

ly angular and sharp edged. Although it resists decomposition

more than common Greenstone, it is paitially affected by atmos-

pherick exposure, and becomes covered with a brownish crust.

This is the superb black Porphyry of the ancients, and occurs in

small beds in Argillite, and in rolled masses, at Charlestown
j

and in veins in Greenstone, at Marblehead.

II. Green Porplujnj.

Cleaveland, p. 6ll. Jameson, vol. iii. p. 13].

The basis of this beautiful mineral has a uniform simple ap-

pearance, and requires the aid of glasses to discover its compo-

nent ingredients. Its colour is of a uniform leek green, or black-

ish grey ; it contains imbedded crystalline grains of Feldspar,

which sometimes intersect each other, and sometimes two or more,

proceed from a centre like radii. Some specimens resemble Ser-

pentine and Petrosilex, and are analogous to the antique green

Porphyry, so highly valued by the antiquary. It occurs in Dor-

chester, Brookline, and Roxbury, in rounded masses, and in

small quantity in veins at Marblehead, associated with the first

variety.

XI. Greenstone in this vicinity has not been observed strati-

fied. It forms gently rising hills, which sometimes present high
F

mural precipices. It overlays Argillite, and some of its varie-

ties occur in large beds in it, at Charlestown. It passes into Si-
*

enite at Weston, VValtham, Stoneham, and Dedham ; and it is

frequently interrupted by transverse parallel rents which inter-
L

sect each other obliquely 5 hence rhomboidal masses are formed.
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Tl e veins which traverse it are small, antl not parallel to each

other; they are principally Quartz aud Epidote^ and at West-

Cambridge it is traversed by veins of Sienite. The Siilphurets

of Iron and Copper, the former sometimes magnetick, are the only

metals which have been discovered in it. The Sulphuret of Iron

bed at C

IV. PORPHYF.Y.

1. This is a compound rock, having a compact basis, in

which are imbedded crystals or grains of other minerals, of co-

temporaneous formation.

varieties of Porphyry, and they derive their

their bases ; the basis which predom-

II. Th

of

Tl

mates in this vicinity is Petrosilex, and consequently, the Por-
phyry is the Petrosileceous Porphyry ; the imbedded minerals
Which form the other constituent parts, are quartz and Feldspar.

e colour of the basis is generally of some shade of red, be-

tweeu chocolate and brownish purple red, but it also occurs bluish
black and greenish grey ; the colour of the Feldspar is white, oft-

en with a tinge of green, grey or black, and its lustre is shining
and pearly

; frequently approaching to vitreous, or it is dull.
Similar colours are presented by the Quartz; it is dull, and oft-

en has a greasy aspect ; and it has a delicate splintery fracture,
very similar to that of some varieties of Petrosilex.

III. The imbedded minerals are in nearly equal
the Feldspar predominates in some specimens, and the' Q

propor

r othei The grains of Feldspar and Quartz vary from small
10 muidie siz.d, and in the black varieties they are very niinute

;

the Feldspar is generally in rectangular crystalline grains, and
the Quartz in small rounded nodules.
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IV. Epidote is disseminated in this rock, though it occurs much

less frequently than in any other in this vicinity, Argillite except-

ed. The only metal which we have observed in it is Suiphuret

of Iron ; this is in small quantity only, and is principally ci)nfin-

ed to the varieties which have a black coloured basis.

V. Porphyry is unstratified in this vicinity, and is intimately

connected with Sienitc and Petrosilex, into hot!) of which it passes.
r

VI. The reddish variety is the most abundant, and is found

principally in Maiden, Lynn and Chelsea, where it forms hills.

The blackish varieties are found in rolled masses at Chelsea, Na-
\ m

liant and Hingliam ; it approaches the Clinkstone Porphyry, and

may probably be one of its varieties^ for it gives a ir.etallick sound

when struck with a hammer^ and separates into tables, Tts struc-

ture is sometimes slightly slaty^ and its fracture conchoidal and

small splintery,

VII. Porphyry is sufficiently hard to give fire with steel, and is

susceptible of a beautiful polish ; when exposed to the action of

the atmosphere the Feldspar generally first decomposes, and af-

terwards the basis ; hence we frequently find the surface covered

with an earthy crust.

V. SIENITE.

I. This rock is composed of Feldspar, Hornblende and

(Quartz. It is usually defined, an aggregate of Feldspar and

Hornblende, sometimes admitting into its composition Quartz and

Mica, but as the greatest proportion of Sienite in this vicinity

contains Quartz, we have given it a place in our definition.

II. The ingredients are granular aggregated ; the Feldspar

predoiuioates ; and the general colour of the mass is some shade

.S7
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of grej or reddish white, which, hy long exposure to the atmos-

phere, becomes brownish.

HI. The Feldspar presents several colours
; generally it is red-

disli, sometimes cochineal red ; frequently whitish, and often with

a tinge of green ; the latter colour is produced probably in some
cases by Epidote, and in others by Hornblende; these several col-

ours often occur in the same specimen.- The lustre of the Feld-

spar is glistening, approaching to shining, pearly, and sometimes
it has a greasy aspect ; its structure is more or less perfectly foil-

ated. The Quartz has usually some shade of white, or of black-

ish grey; it is also often colourless and transparent, with a per-

fectly vitreous lustre. The predominant colour of the Hornblende
is greenish black; it is however often bluish grey, and sometimes
velvet black and broccoli brown ; its structure is foliated and

+

granular, and its lustre is glistening or dull.

IV. The proportions of the various ingredients are no less va-
rious than their colours

; generally the Feldspar predominates
;

next in quantity is the Quartz, and lastly the Hornblende ; in that

variety, where there is a reddish Feldspar, the Hornblende is oft-

tirely excluded, the Quartz present in a small quantity only

principally of Feldsp
7

V. The structure of Sienite varies from very fine

granular; in the latter case, the Feldspar, and are in
nearly equal proportions, and sometimes the three constituents
are equally al>undant ; in the finer varieties, the Hornblende
principally predominates, and the mass appears almost homo-
geneous.

f

VI. The above description applies to the Sienite, found prin
pally on the north and south of Boston ; it forms the great rai ge
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of the Blue liills, the highest land in this vicinity ; and it predom-

inates in part of Lynn, Lynniield, Danvers, IVIalden, and Chel-

sea ; at these last places, it is associated with the second Porphy-

ry formation.

VII. In Bienite, many varieties arc produced hy the proportion

and aggregation of the constituent parts, and these varieties have

been raised to the rank of species, by some nomenclators. Two
only are now admitted by modern geologists.

1. Sienitick Porphjnj.
^

The structure of this is very fiue granular^ and the Feld.^pai

and Hornhlende are with difficulty distinguished; it contaius

large grains of Feldspar and Quartz,

S. PoT^lujriticlc Sienite.

This has a fine granular porpliyritick struclure, or it is a finc^

granular Sienite, containing imbedded large grains of Feldspar.
m

Both varieties occur in the range of the Blue hills ; the first is in the

greatest abundance; the second is also found in Maiden, Chel-

sea, Lynn, &c. Sienite has not been observed stratified in this

vicinity.

VIII. The foreign minerals, which are imbedded in Sienite, are

Quartz, Mica, Epidote, rarely Garnets, and Magnetick Iron Ore.

From the presence of the latter, Sienite frequently affects the mag-

net ; the Mica sometimes forms a large proportion of the mass :

and hills of Sienite, of a fine structure, containing Mica in quan-

tity nearly equal to the other ingredients, prevail for a great ex-

tent, particularly atDanvers; Epidote and Quartz traverse it in

small veins, though not in such quantifies as in Greenstone. Si-

enite is liable to decomposition, but is less susceptible of the

t
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change than Greenstone. It occasionally becomes so much disin-

tegrated as to form gravel and sand ; this occqrs at Danvers and

Lynn.

IX. Greenstone and Sienite are composed essentially of the

ulty frequently

Hornblende and Feldspar, and diffi-

The gereral col-

of the rocks, and the particular colour of some of their com-

parts have been employed to assist us in distinguishing

Sienitthem ; the Feldsp

shade of red, while Greenstone, has

green, not only in the Feldspar but in

g'

g

h

some shade of

lass : this rare-
ly sccurs in Sienite ; Greenstone seldom contains any considera-
ble proportion of Quartz; but in the Sienite of this vicinity.

Quartz forms a constituent part ; this circumstance, connected with
the general reddish white colour of the rock, will sufficiently dis-

£,....« the

X. Sier of the most valuable rock IR part of

with ease into large blocks and tables. Vast
quantities are annually brought from B
to Boston, for \\\f- nnrnncoc ^f U.,;i,i;

and Weymouth
The Stone Chapel h

Boston, the State Prison, and the Prison at Lechmere Point
built of Sie At Danvers, it is wrought into mill-stones, and
many parts of the Union are supplied with them fi Pl

VI. AMYGDALOID.

I. Amygdaloid is ranked with transition trap It rock

posed, that the

homogeneous basis, which does not appear to be cotemp
with its imbedded simple minerals ; hence it has been sup

d that the cells have
ubsequently filled, the form of the imbedded miner

%
nj|.

.^1
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almoiul-shappd hence tlie name of this rociv from the Latin,

which in some specimens verjAmygdala. The basis is Wacke,

much resembles some varieties of Greenstone,

II. The imbedded minerals are Petrosilex, Quartz, Feldspai

Epidote and Carbonate of Lime. The predominant colour

basis is brownish purple red^ but wbeu it approaches to Green-

stone^ it verges to greenish grey The Quartz is the most

abundant of its imbedded minerals^ next is the Carbonate of

Lime, next Epidote^ while Feldspar and Petrosilex exist only

in small quantity. These minerals present their usual characters^

but the aspect of the rock is very much modified by their size^

which varies from that of a pin^s head to tliat of a pea 5 those of

similar magnitude are generally grouped together^ and frequently

the transition from the minute to the larger grains is very abrupt.

III. Not only are simple minerals imbedded in Wacke^ but

these minerals themselves frequently inclose each other. The no-

dules of Quartz are sometimes hollow, and the cavity is studded

with minute crystals of Epidote, and sometimes

cles Quartz, vi?ith a beautiful green belt,

are sometimes perfectly foliated, and nea

latter

centre,
/

their circumference is fi

The nodules of Lime

'ly transparent at their

and opaque.ranuiar1

The Epidote in the variety which

crystal of Sulphuret of Iron ; Hornblend some-

times, but very rarely, found io this Amygdaloid, and there are

of Talc and of Muriate of Copper. Quartz

and it is in them Iron Mica is principally

found.

IV. Like the other rocks which have been described, it appears

to be destitute of stratification, but it sometimes presents an im-

f
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perfect vslaly structure. It reposes on Grcywacke at Brighton,

and is associated with it at Brookline, Newton and Needhain.

y. A hed of very beautiful Amygdaloid is found in Grey-

wacke, at Hingham ; its basis is Wacke of a chocolate red colour,

inclosing nodules of Petrosilex; the colour of the nodules is

brownish red, and leek and olive green ; they are from the size

of a pcato that of an aim ond ; their fracture is fine splintery and

conchoidal ; sometimes the Petrosilex appears in small veins.

Some of the green nodules inclose Carbonate of Lime of a lami-

nated structure ; and they are sometimes incircled with red col-

oured Petrosilex ; and some are variegated with colours disposed

veins.

Variolite

is a variety of Amygdaloid produced by the decomposition of the

basis, and the nodules project from the ma«s ; from the fancied

resemblance to the small-pox pustule, the name Yariolite* has

been given to i

posed, and the

nodules fall out^ or are decom-

ilar, and appears like lava. It

found at Hingham, and in small quantities at Brighton.

VII. GREYWACKE.

I. This Rock, which geolists consider as the most important
in the transition class, is certainly the most interesting in this

vicinity. It is composed of nodules of Petrosilex, Quartz, Argil-
lite, Feldspar, Porphyry and Sienite ; some of these nodules
approach, in magnitude, to rolled masses, and from these we find

a gradual gradation to trains of sand.

* Variola, small-pox.

f
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II. Quartz and Petrosilcx are the most abundant ingredients
;

the former presents various colours ; it is sometimes translucent,

and the smaller grains are transparent ; bul generally it is opaque,

with a splintery and imperfectly granular, or compact fracture.

All the colours mentioned in the mineralogical part of this work,

as belonging to Petrosilex, occur in the nodules, which are found

in Greywacke, and often, some of the most beautiful varieties are

contained in this rock. From its great liability to decomposition,

Petrosilex is generally one of the first portions of Greywacke,

which begins to decay ; and it is sometimes so much altered, as

to resemble indurated clay. The Porphyry has a base of reddish

Petrosilex, including small crystalline grains of Feldspar, and

sometimes of Quartz, but it forms a small portion only of the in-

gredients of Greywacke. The Argillite will be immediately

recognised by its bluish slate colour, and structure. The Sienite

contains transparent grains of Quartz, a small proportion of Horn-

blende, with crystalline grains of Feldspar, whose colour is

either red or grey, with a foliated fracture and a waxy lustre. It

rarely contains Epidote.

III. The nodules are not cemented by a basis of Argillite, as

is frequently the case in Greywacke, but they are united by a

finer grained Greywacke. The interstices between the large

. nodules are filled with very fine Greywacke, which sometimes
^

appears almost homogeneous^ from the very minute grains of

wbicli it is composed.

IV. Greywacke is traversed by small grains of Quartz; and

Greenstone and Argillite form extensive beds in it, at Brookline^

Brighton; and Newton. Amygdaloid is intimately connected
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with^ and forms beds in it^ at Brookliue, Brighton, Newton and

Needhara ; and it sometimes passes into Wacke so abruptly, that

the line of demarkation is perfectly distinct.

V* The external surface of Greywacke is always Tery much

altered ; those ingredients of it, which are most easily decompos-

ed by atmospherick exposure are gradually removed ; the Quartz

frequently remains projecting from the mass, and by the farther

removal of the cementing substance^ this falls out; and hence

the Greywacke sometimes presents smooth rounded depressions

or cells once occupied by these nodules.

VL Greywacke is generally one of the most metalliferous

rocks, but except some slight traces of Iron, and dendritick im-

pressions of Oxide of Manganese^ no metals have been observed

ia the Greywacke above described.

VII. No stratification has been observed in this Greywacke ; it

is intersected by many perpendicular and parallel seams which run

S. W, and N. E. and are distant from each other from 3 to 10 feet.
w

Where the rock is intersected by these seams, its faces are perfectly

smooth and the corresponding portions of the nodules are found on

each Bide, or sometimes the nod entirely side pro

from the mass, whilst a corresponding cavity is found in

the opposite portion

:

a little separated from

found by tb am
d the interstice is filled with

i

table of Greywacke, whose component parts are mo
than those in the a portion tables may be

easily removed from their situation, without fracture of the rock.

In some instances, we find the interstice filled by two or more of

tables perpendicular seams are freq

ted by others, which are horizontal : hence the rock fall
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vast masses!^ with perfectly smootli faces. Greyv/acke forms

hills which are rouuded and of very gentle ascent.

VIIL ALLUVIAL DEPOSIT.

I. This consists of sand, pebhles^ clay, and peat, and form&i

three varieties of soil, the sandy, marshy, and cLayey. The sand

is generally fine siliceous, frequently unmixed, hut often united

with pebbles of Granite^ Quartz, Feldspar, Argillite, Sienite and

Greenstone. The sand varies from very fine grained, yellowish

white^ to coarse, which is frequently tinged, for the extent of

several feet in length, and three or four inclies in thickness, with

Oxide of Iron; partial deposits are frequently insulated between

primitive hills.

II. The Peat occurs in immense beds at Cambridge, Lexins-

fon, Newton anil Danvers. Trunks of trees, generally of some

of the species of pine, are frequ -ntly found in a horizontal position

in Peat, several feet below the surface, and in the marshes of

Charles river.

HI. Clay is abundant in this vicinity, particularly at Charles-

town, Cambridge and Danvers, and like sand, it sometime*? forms

sentle eminences : it is subordiaate to the Peat and Sand and

forms the floor on which thes? repose. This floor of Clay is very

much indurated, and in many places is almost as hard as Argil-

lite, to which it sometimes approaches. The edges of the tools of
J,

the well-digger are with difficulty kept sharp, when breaking

through this stratum ; and sometimes, the drill and the spade

are abandoned, and the augers used to bore through it. When

this is accomplished, the well is soon filled, the water enters with

great rapidity, and sometimes the tools are lost, and the lives of

S8
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tbe workmen are eudangered. It is necessary to descend from

70 to UO feet to penetrate through this Clay ; under this, appears

to he, in some places, fine sand. These facts we learn from the

wells, whicli Lave been dug in several places. The pebhles and

sand, or sand and clay, are not unfrequently disposed aternately

in strata, which are from five inches to several feet in thickness.

Often in these strata are found smooth rounded stones like those

wliich occur on sea beaches ; tliese stones are found at a great

depth, and with the fine sand which they accompany, are often an

indication to tlie well-digger that water is not far distant.

IV. The only organick remains, which have been observed in

the alluvial deposit, are the trees above mentioned, and marine

shells, which occur in Cambridge. A stratum of clam-shells

frnya arenariaj was exposed a few years since by a violent rain

;

it was on the side of a hill, distant about ^ mile from the river.

Its extent was several feet and its thickness three or four inches.
V

Some of the shells were quite perfect, but generally much com.

minuted. At Lechmere Point also deposits of shells have been

found from five to ten feet below the surface ; these strata are several

iaclies in thickness and several feet in extent. A stratum of clam-

shells and muscle-shells {'mya etmytiliisj is sometimes separated

by a stratum of black loam, six or eight inches thick, from a stra-

tum consisting chiefly of oyster- shells fostrea edulisj ; shells of the

same species are now found in the river ; but others occur, which

are not found nearer than Chelsea and the waters in the harbour

of Boston. Fragments of the mya arenaria have been found forty

feet below the surface at Jamaica Plains, and Loam mi Baldwin

Esq. shewed us the fragment of a clam-shell found at the depth of

107 feet, in digging the well at Fort Strong.
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V. Large rolled fragmeuts of Oraaite, Quartz, Greenstone,

Grreyvvacke, and Argillite occur in and upon this alluvion ; and

it is variegated with large ponds of fresh water. Charles river

holds the principal part of its course, in the compass of the pres-

ent observations, through alluvial soil; the banks of all the riv-

ers are alluvial, and though rocky masses sometimes break through

it, they never form the channel, through which the waters run, for

any considerable extent.

VI. There does not appear to be much variation in the constit-

uents of the well-water in this vicinity. The water from the well

on Long Wharf gives indications of Muriate of Soda, and Sul-

phate of Lime ; that from the well on Beacon Hill, near the State

House, affords the same indications, as do the waters from sever-

al other wells which we have examined. Several springs con-

taining small portions of Carbonate of Iron, are found in this ne

bourhood, particularly at Brighton, Watertown, and Danve

and one in Hingham near Nantasket Beach, within 100 feet

the waters of the Atlantic.

Sh

fl»

\
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DESCRIPTION OF THE MAP. V

Jfroin the preceding description, we perceive how few and sim-
J-

pie are tlie rocks in this vicinity. Greenstoue, Sieuite and Grey-

wacke form the boldest featuies in the strucliue of the country.

The comparatively even surface of the district, to which these ob-

servations are confined^ forms an important trait in its character

;

it may well be called a plain, with the exception of the Blue

hills ; and even these can scarcely he ranked as hills by the Ge-

olo2;ist. The eminences, which are grouped or* isolated in this vi-

cinity, can be considered as the undulations only oY a plain ; they

from the north, while

on the south sides they are abrupt and precipitous. At present,

we see the external vveathereTI surface only of the masses ; noth-

ing has yet tempted enterprize to open the bosoms of our hills,

and lay bare to view their structure ; few have been explored, and

into th^se we have penetrated a few yards only.

If it is unphilosophical to form plans and sections of the struc-

where the miner has descended hundreds of

*

have generally a gradual and easy ascent

of

J

feet, it is certainly absurd, to draw a diagram of that, where a

single rock has not yet been penetrated to its basis. A
of the district, comprehended in this map, might indeed be

by the aid of hypothesis^ and imajrination, and

ade

it miirht b8

Gi

f the rocks from the Blue hill rang

5 north of Boston ; by ion th

be shown, how the Petrosilex passes from Milton
g

bourhood, under the Greywacke

Lynn, &c. ; it midit be shown. 1

h

d again appears in Maid

the transition str

primitive rock and by it midit be

p reposes

grea t y
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lothci- things e<|uaily as probable; but this is nnpbilosophical,

and (ends rather to support preconceived opinions, than to lead us

to a correct knowledge of the structure of the globe.

Without bending to any particular theory, we cannot forbear

remarking, how many proofs of the accuracy of the observations

of Werner are offered by the structure of the rocks in this vicin-

ity. These coincidences', at least, encourage the student to pur-
-^

sue his investigations, and invite him cnward with assurances,

that Geology is not the science of conjecture. The description

given by the pupils of the Wernerian School, of rocks in other

pplies nearly to similar rock fi

so far as we have ^qX penetrated, that tlie rocks, as Sienite and

Greenstone, which Werner calls newer than Argillite, repose on

it, and beds of it occur in them, as noticed in other countries,
'j

In our map, every bed or iusolated alluvion is not represent-

ed ; thus, alluvial hills appear from Needham to the Lower falls

in Newtou, pursuing the course of Charles river; yet, the Grey-
w

%

wacke is found among them, and as they do not interrupt that

formation, we have thought it not necessary to represent them.

Our object has been to present to the student a view of the gen-

eral disposition of the rocks, as they appear at the surface ; we

have gone as far as facts would guide us, and we have terminated

where conjecture began. »

Of ike Alluvion

(Coloured on the map, gamboge yellow.)

' The principal alluvion, though irregular, may be considered

as bavins: a trianirular form. Its southwest boundary is Grey.
S3 *" 3

wacke; its southeast are the waters in the harbour of Boston, and

its northwest is Greenstone principally, and Porphyry. It forms
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Ihe peninsula which connects Nahant with the main, and pro-

ceeding to the Porphyry formation in Lynn, it runs at Its foot.
r

southwesterly to Maiden, und thence westerly, bounded by Pe-

trosilex, to Medford near the banks of Mystic river ; here it turns

northerly, and running in between Greenstone, it meets in Wil-

mington and Reading, tlje great alluvion, which comes in through

Chelmsford &c. from New Hampshire 5 thence, having a souths

west course generally, through part of AVest-Cambridge and

Walthara ; it meets the Greywacke in Newton, and bounded by

this formatioii, it runs southeast, through part of Brighton, Brook* %

lin^v **^nd iioxbury to Dorchester^ where it meets the ocean, and

the southeast boundary is the coast, from this place to Nahant,

This deposition is interrupted in three places. At Maiden

and Charlestown hy Argillite ; and at Watertown by Argillite

and fine-grained Greywacke, which occurs here in small quantity;

these formations appear to be insulated in the alluvion. In the

peninsulas of Boston and Charlestown, and in some parts of Dor-

chester and Chelsea, are found the highest elevations of this dep-

osition, as for example, Bunker's and Breed's hill, Dorchester

heights, &c. and again, immense plains are formed hy it, as at

Cambridge and Waltham. Its greatest breadth is from four to

five miles, and its narrowest portion a few rods only. At Sweet

Auburn, in Cambridge, this deposition appears to have suffered

some changes ; it is here formed into extensive ridges, of singular

regularity, and which are separated from each otherby deep ravines;

they bear great resemblance to ancitnt fortifications. In other

parts, deep basons are shown, which contain small pools of water,
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and if conjecture may be allowed, it is jn'obable, that the ravi

were once outlets from these basons.*

lues

A small all the banks of Charles river.

by

Dedham and Needhara, bounded by Petrosilex oa the west,

Sienite on the east, and north by Greywacke ; this probably

reposes on Sienite and Petrosilex, vvliich are on each side of it.

Another alluvial deposit, of considerable extent, is found

stretching southeast from the Greywacke in Dorchester, through pari

of quincy and Weymouth to Hin-ham. Its northeast boundary

is the waters of Boston harbour, and its southwest is Sienite.

Argillite appears in it at Quincy.

An alluvion begins in Lynn, and runs northerly through

Danvers, between Sienite and Greenstone; beyond the compass of

these observations.

* Mr. Eaton, in his Index to the Geology of the Northern States, pubUbhcd

in 1818, says, that near Boston, he found fragments of Argillite, « which, with

other observations, induce a belief, that it may exist under the deep alluvial de-

posits," p. 29. We are happy to find an opinion, which we have long entertain-

ed, confirmed by others, with w^hom we have no acquaintance. « The whole of

this deposit, undoubtedly reposes an Argillite, which makes its appearance in

the bed of Charles river, in some places. It is found on the northern and south*

ern sides of this deposit, and as we know, that Argillite sometimes passes info

Greywacke slate, may we not conclude, that it passes under this alluvion,

through the bed of the river, to the Greywacke formation, and thus forms the

connecting link between the rocks on the north and south sides of the Charles ?"

Extract from ad essertation on the Mineralogy and Geology of Cambridge, by

S. L. Dana, read before the Linnaean Society of New England, March 29,1817.

The above conjecture is confined to that portion of the deposit, in the immediate

vicinity of Cambridge.

y
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Greenstone.

(Coloured on the map, green.)

This is bounded by an alluvion and Sienite, nortli ; east, by

Porphyry; by the Cambridge alluvion, south, and extends north-

erly and westerly beyond the compass of these observations.

From the Petrosilex^ in Maiden and Lynn, it runs westerly, and

spreads through Medford, Stoneham and Reading, to the alluvi-

al strip, <vhich connects the alluvion at Cambridge, and with

that at Wilrainirton ; on the west side of this strip, it includes

the town of Woburu, Lexington, Lincoln, Weston and part of

West-Cambridge and Waltham. In this extent, are several

ponds of fresh water, of considerable magnitude.

A Greenstone formation prevails from Lynn to Marblchead,

and Salem. It is separated from Sienite, on the west, by an al-

luvial deposit; it is intimately associated with Sienite, and no

Letter line of deraarkation between them, than this alluvial strip,

is presented.

GreywacJce.y

(Coloured on the map, grey.)

This is an oblong strip, about two miles wide and eight or frn

long. Its direction is southeast and northwest. The southeastern

extremity is bounded by the waters in Boston harbour and by an

alluvion in Dorchester. In Milton, it forms the falls of Nepon-

set river, in the centre of the town, thence passing through Dor-

chester, Roxbury, Brookline, Brighton and Newton to Needliam,

where it is bounded on the southwest, by an alluvion and Pe-

trosilex. It forms Squantum, part of Hingham, and app

3

byP
Nantasket beach. In Hingham it is bounded by Sienite

tsikx and the oceau. Its borders in manv places pass int<

I

t
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Amygdaloid.

(Coloured Vefmillion rcA)

This forms the rocks at the Lower Falls^ Newton, and agaiu

appears in Brighton and at Needhara ; whenever it is found, it

occurs at the borders of the Greywaclie formation. It is found

also in Hingham^ associated with Greywacke.

Petrosilex.

(Coloured blue.)

A narrow strip, running south-east and north-west, from

Quincy to the western part of Roxbury ; its extremities disappear

under alluvial soil ; its northern edge is hounded by Greywacke,

and its southern is associated with Sienite, into which it some-

times passes. It again appears in Needham, where it forms a

high pyramidal rock, called High Rock ; at this place the Petro-

silex is almost porphyritick ; is of a greyish colour, having small

hyaline grains of Quartz disseminated in it.

Another formation of Petrosilex begins at Medford, and runs

nearly east and west ; its south border meets the alluvion, and

north passes Porphyry m Maid dLy fre

quently appears among the Porphyry Nahant rocks are formed

Petrosilex ; and it appears also contiguous to Grey^vack

Nantasket beach in Hing

Argillite,

(('oloured black.)

This for ulated hills in Watertown and Charlestow

A part of Prospect Hill and the whole of Winter Hill are formed

by ArgilUte; it extends from Charlestown neck, north-westerly,

and it disappears under alluvial soil. Argillite again appears

between the Alluvion and Sienite, in Quincy, and Petrosilex and

S94

4»
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fcrreywacke at Neponset Falls; it is found at Angler's Corner in

Newton, and a strip enters from Maiden, easterly into Chelsea

and is lost under the alluvial soiU

Sienite.

(Coloured light red.)

The greatest portions of S are on the south d south-

east of Boston. It appears in the harbour of Cohasset, thence

passing westerly, through Hingham, Weymouth, Braintree and

Quincy, it at length forms the Blue H radually s
as it proceeds west, till it forms the highest and most western

part of this range, near Canton. The direction of this eroun of

I dcd is nearly east and west. From the Blue Hill

the Sienite extends north-west, till Greenston Ded
ham, and

/

near the ban of Charl river. Its

Petrosilex, at Milton. D
Chester, and Roxbury. It again appears in Needham, and thenci

stretches northerly to Weston and the upper part of Waltham
where it passes into Greenstone j the eastern part of this last men
tioned portion is bounded by Greywacke. An extensive forma

of Sienite is found on the of Boston, bounded on the

south-west by Greenstone and Porphyry, and on the east by
Alluvion

; this extends through Danvers to Beverly, and thei

forms the coast to Cape Ann.

Porphyry.

(Coloured oratige.)

This formation extends from Maldei

tion soulh-west and novtfi.paef • Ha i.,

L has a di-

bound
Greenstone, and its north eastern is Sienite, into which it passes

south-westerii bord meets Petrosilex and its th
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is bounded by the alluvion. Sienite and Greenstone sometimes

appear in this ocks YQTY iutimately asso-

ciated. Porphyry and Petrosilex arc so intimately combined in

many places, that it is difiS.cult to say, which ought to be repre-

sen ted. We have taken for the line of separation the brook

which runs through Maiden, and have Lcprcseated the Porphyry

th-east, and the Petrosilex U must

. be recollected, that accurate boundaries cannot easily he given to

mineral formations.

^
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On the Pronmiciation of the Greek Language

By JOHN PICKERING, A. A. S.

rival of a Greek ship, called The Jerusalem, at Bos

the year 1814, afforded me an pportuiiity I had
long desired, of making some inquiries respecting the language of

the Modern Greeks, and of comparing it in some particulars with

rivalled idiom of their people, whose

are still our models in writing, as their architects and sculpt

are in the arts. In the course of my inquiries, many th

sented themselves to notice, which highly excited my
pre-

curi-

ty, as well as that of some of my friends, and

terest to the recollections arising from the study of the ancient

Greek authors in our youth 5 and, as opportunities of conversing

with Modern Greeks are extremely rare in our country, (this heing

the only instance of the arrival of a Greek ship in this part of

America,) I have thought it would not be uninteresting to the

members of the Academy to be possessed of such of the observa-

tions I made, as seemed to he most worthy of attention,

I ought here to state, that my information respecting the Mod-

ern Greek language and my instruction in the pronunciation of it,

are chitfly derived from the supercargo of the ship, Mr. J^icholas

CicUtira (or, as he writes it in bis native dialect, t^uoXaog r^ixXi-

30|
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rri^ctg^) wbo has lately visited this country agaio; and now re,

sides in Boston. He is a native of J^avarims (anciently Pyliis)

on the western coast of the Peloponnesus, and is an intelligent,

wcll-inforraed man ; but he has told me with much frankness and
modesty, and at the same time with regret, that he had not enjoy-

ed the advantages of a learned education ; and that the education

3 Lad received (which was the common one of his country) had
sen of the less service to him, as he had been engaged in mer-

cantile business all his life, and had thus been compelled to with-

draw his attention from literary pursuits. He had, however, in

his youth studied Homer and some other ancient authors, as is

common in Greece at this day ; but, from the circumstances above
mentioned, he had in a great measure lost the knowledge which
he had acquired of ancient Greek at school, and retained but lit-

tie more of it than had been preserved by the daily use of his na-
tive language, the Modern Greek. In addition to the informa-
tion thus derived, I had also frequent conversations with the

master of the

Italian

3f the ship. Captain Lazarus Mcholas Katdra, (Xajx^oj

Karu^ay as he used to write it himself, who likewise spoke

) and I frequently heard him read, particularly in the

Greek Testament, which he appeared, in general, to compre-
hend without difficulty. He was a native of Hydra, (the ancient

AristeraJ an island on the southeasterly side of the Peloponne-
sus, and celebrated for its seamen and nautical enterprize. He

In writing his name in Tlommi letters, Ciclitira, he gives the letters the
powers which thej have in Italian f CheekleteerahJ which he speaks fluentlv, as
IS common throughout the Levant 5 hut \n English we might write it, in strict
conformity with the Greek orthography, Tzikliteera, only pronouncing thea V... t as
in our word magazine. Every reader will recollect a similar combination of Tz
in the name of John Tzetzes.
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had been a seaman from the age of nine years ; aud; as he in-

formed me, had never been at school since that early age ; the ef-

fects of which deficiency in education were apparent in his reading

and writing. This circumstance however (as has been justly ob-

ed in a simil

ously gave h

this subject*)

try

the controversies among the learned in Europe on the subject of

d modern Greek, it Avas not in his power to fi

> my questions in such a manner as to suit any par-

ticular hypothesis of European scholars.

I may here remark, that I have felt tlie greater desire to com-

municate to the Academy the information thus obtained respectin

the pronunciation of the Modern Greeks^ because it led to a

strong conviction in my own mind very different from the opin-

ion I once entertained of it. Adopting the opinion^ which was

first propagated with success hy JKrasmus^ (who^ however^ did not

adhere to it himself in practice,) I had long supposed their present

pronunciation to be grossly corrupt^ and wholly different from that

of their ancestors But the attention I liave given to the subject,

in consequence of my frequent conversations with the two Greeks

I have mentioned, and an examination of the controversy, which

took place in the age of Erasmus, (which will be more particular-

ly noticed hereafter,) have occasioned a change in my opinion.

It now appears to me highly probable, nay almost certain, that

the Greeks of the present day pronounce very nearly as their an-

cestors did, as early as the commencement of the Christian era,

* Observations upon tlie Greek Accents, by Arthur Brown, Esq# published

in tfee Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy^ vol. vii. p. 359.

«

it
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or at least just after that period.. As this opinion, however, is
4

contrary to that which has prevailed among our countrymen, and

probably among most members of the society I am now address-

ing. I have thought it proper to exhibit, as concisely as possible,

some of the pilucipal arguments upon which it is founded. lu

doing this, I shall make no pretensions to new or original re-

marks; but shall only attempt to select such facts and observa-

tions of the writers on this subject, as appear to be the most im-

portant in a general view of the question 5 and such as may, I

hope, Incite some persons of more leisure and ability than myself,

to prosecute this interesting inquiry.

Here, perhaps, the old and often recurring question may be
asked, (not however by scholars,) of what use tvoiild it &e, even if

practicable, to ascertain the true pronunciation of the Greek
Language P With every lover of learning it would be a suffi-

cient answer to Bay, that the fact itself, like any other thus as.

certained^ would gratify a liberal curiosity, by settling a long con-

tested point in the literature of one of the most interesting nations

of antiquity. It may be added, however, that it would afford us
the substantial advantage of putting within our power the means
of tracing the etymologies of modern languages through the oral

as well as written part of this admirable tongue, the influence of

which has been felt among so many nations. It would also give

a new interest to the study of Greek ; for every man, who has at-

tempted to acquire a language, feels with how much greater satis-

faction he pursues the study of it, when he knows how to pro-
bounce it, than when he is obliged, like the unfortunate deaf and
dumb, to study merely its written characters. In truth, with all

nations, except the singular people of China, the whole power of

»
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a language is believed to be in the oral part of it, or the prouuu-
ciationj* and a scholar hardly feels satisfied, that he knows a

language, till he has learned its pronunciation. But to all specu-

lations on this point it is an answer, the force of which every
scholar will feel, that could we but bring hefore our eyes the era.

tor of Greece, and hear with our own ears the accents of that

tongue, which swayed the destinies of his country, we should not
stop to inquire, of what use it would be to know the pronunciatioa

of the language which fell from it.

It may, perhaps, be thought that we cannot at this day satis-

factorily ascertain the ancient pronunciation of Greek. It must
undoubtedly be admitted, that we cannot arrive at all the deli-

cate distinctions of accent, (as it is commonly called,) which few
hut natives ever acquire, even with the aid of alivinginstructer-^

distinctions, which change from one age to another in all nations.

Such alterations have probahly taken place in the successive peri-

ods of the Greek language. But, that the general pronunciation

* *<The Chinese (says Mr- Duponceau) consider the mode of convejino-

ideas to the mind through the eye, hy means of written signs, as far superior to

spoken words which communicate perceptions through the ear. * The people of

Fan, saj thej, (meaning the Europeans,) prefer sounds, and what they obtain en-

ters bj the ear j the Chinese prefer beautiful characters, and what thej obtain

enters by the eye.* * It is, indeed, says Remusaty impossible to express in any

language, the energy of those picturesque characters, which exhiliit to the eye,

instead of barren and arbitrary sounds, the objects themselves, figured and rep-

resented by their most characteristic traits, so that it would require several phras-

es to express the signification of a single word.' *' See the learned and philosophy

ica^ Memoir on English Phonolo^j, published in the Transactiom of the Philo^

sophical Society at Philadelphia^ by Mr. Duponceau : icho cites^ for the first of

/<

usat, p. 56.

#
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of this language has undergone any essential change i

course of eighteen centuries, I cannot helieve to be the fact

the

On
I think it can be very satisfactorily shown, that lit

tie alteration has taken place

adopt

that length of time. By
pronunciation of the present day

f

express it, approximate very nearly to that of

ancient times. How far preferable be to barba

roua of pronouncing Greek just as we do our own Ian
"-u

1 need not stop to remark. This
i En»

brethren, as well as ourselves, justify by the example of the

European nations in general, who
tice. But

dopted a similar prac

J rests upon a palpable fallacy; for

defensible as the rule may be the

not applicable to those

pronunciation of the E
ho speak

a

of other nations, it is

En^^lish lansuase. The

vowels,

0""3

letters, pariicularly of

tially different from that of the other European Ian

principal sounds of which are undoubtedly much th

f the Latin and Greek The same rule, therefore

be a very good one for the nations of the continent of
Europe, will be a very fallacious one for En

In the case of another ancient language, I mean the Hebre
very well satisfied with making such an approximation

(for that we do no more than approxi
;

h

o

d,) and,

learned

of tlie Masoret points

brew, which may be traced back to

pronunciation of H

pronunciation

a very ancient date Th

and follow

be an improved

as for a time discountenanced by Mas-
ho attempted to introduce what was

thodj and the innovation fa
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urably received in our mother country, as well as by

scholars

period was even taught at our University

e now again following the general practice c

But

ed in Europe ; and they would feel as mucii ashamed to he ig

pronunciati they ould of the letters them-

selves

Now tb f GreeTc

less ample than in the case of the Hebrew

they are probably more so ; for Hebrew is admitted by all to be

a dead language ; but GreeTc, though commonly called such,

can hardly with strict propriety be ranked in that class ; because,

though the form of it is somewhat changed, or, as we are accus-

tomed to say^ corrupted^ yet the body and substance of it^ (I mean

the people of education^} and therefo

^ion too, have been transmitted from

e probably the jpro-

one age to another d-^ri^

^^^^ r

down to our own times, by the same unmixed race of people, who

have always spoken it. and as the same language. Certain it is,

at the pronunciation has undergone no perceptible change since

the taking of Constantinople by the Turks, (nearly four hundred

yeas ago*,) from which period it may be traced back to the elev-

enth century very high degree of certainty; and

facts conspire to show, that no material change had taken place

for the seven or eight preceding centuries.
f

At the period of the taking of Constantinople, the learned and

accomplished Greeks, who are well known by the honourable ap-

pellation of the Restorers of Learnings and who were compelled

to seek refuge in Europe from the oppression of their Turkish

masters, taught their native language with their native pronuncU

ation ; and their European disciples at that time would no soon-

_^
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er have called in question the correctness of it, than they would

have done that of a Frenchman, or a Grerman, who should have in-

tructed them in either of their lang We find accordingly

that Erasmus himself, but a short time before he ventured to con-

demn the pronunciation of the day, when desirous of obtaining a

pr®fessor of GPreek for the University of Lourain

Lascaris at Constantinople for a native Greek

wrote to John

fill that ofGce.

In his letter to Lascaris, after mentioning the establishment of

the College, which was founded at Louvain by the munificence of

Busleydeny and informing him, that the Hebrew and Latin profes-

sorships were already filled, he adds—" Many persons here are

seeking for Greek professorship. But my opinion has al

ays been, that we should send for Greek, from whom
the students might at once acquire the genuine pronunciation of
the Greek Language ; and this opinion is acceded to by all, who
have the management of this business. They have accordingly

directed me, on their behalf, to send for such

think qualified for the oflBce

I should

Relying, therefore, on your obligf

disposition towards me, and on your regard for the of
learning, I beg of you, if you know of any person, who in your
opinion will do honour to us both, that you would direct him to
hasten to this place immediately.'^*

It will not be uninteresting to the friends of literature, to see the whole of
this letter; which records, at the same time, the fact I have mentioned, and an
Illustrious example of liberality in the cause of learning; and, as the collection
of Erasmus^ Letters is not common in this country, I shall here insert it at large :

''Joanni Lascari ConstantimpoUtano Erasmus Roierodamus S. D. Vir ora

huj.s r.g„, d.cus i„co,„parabile, in itinere Hispanico moriens, logavit muUa .nil.
l.a Uucatorun, ad institutionem novi Collegil apud Lovauiu,n, Acade,niam hac
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The truth is, that Greek was not then considered as a dead

language j nor had it, among the people of education, departed

much from the standard of the first periods of th^Christian era.*

Indeed, if we may take literally the glowing description given by

PhilelphuSf a learned Italian, who was naturalized at Constanti-

nople about thirty years before the Turkish conquest, the Greek

language at that period was not only spoken but written in all its

setate cum primis florentem, in quo publicitus et gratis tradantur tres linguae,
F

Sebraica^ Grceca^ Latina^ salario satis magnifico circiter septuaginta ducatorunu

quod tamen augeri possit pro ratione personse. Hebrmtis jam adest, et item

Z>atinu$, Grcecam professionem complures ambiunt. Veriim nieum consilium

semper fuit^ nt ascisceretur Grtecus natus, unde statim germanatn Gr(eci sermo*

nis pronunciationem imbibant auditores, Ac niese sententise subscribunt auto-

res hujus negotii omnes, mihique mandarunt, utsuis verbis accerserera, quern ju-

^icassem ad hoc negotii idoncum. Quare te rogo, vel pro soUta tua erga nos

humanitate, vel pro tuo erga bonas liferas favore, siquem nosti, quern esistimes

et mihi et tibi futurum honori, cura ut quamprim^m hue advolet. Dabitur via-

ticum^ dabitur salarium, dabitur locus. Erit illi res cum viris integerrimis et

humanissimis. Neque minus fidat his meis Uteris, quam si centum diplomatis

res esset fransacta. Inter bonos et absque syngraphis bene agitur. Tu cura ut

deligas idoneum, ego curabo ne hominem hue venisse poeniteat. Bene vale,

doctissime clarissimeque vir. Lovanii^ postridie divi Marci, Anno M.D.XVIIL'*

(Erasmi Epist. ISl.foL Lond. 1642

J

* ^« As early as the sixth century, (says Harris^ the author of HermeSf) or the

seventh at farthest, Latin ceased to be the common language of Rome, whereas

Greek was spoken with competent purity in Constantinople, even to tlie fifteenth

century, when that city was taken by the Turks," Harris' Fhilological Inqui-

ries^ part iu ch. 2. Dr. G?iWiVs also remarks—" The Greek was spoken in the
4 ^^

middle of the fifteenth century, when Constantinople was taken by the Turks;

%o that from the time of Homer, it subsisted with little variation as a living

tongue for two thousand four hundred years."— Cri^/tVs' Hist, of Greece^ vol. iv*

p. 398. Note 59,
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ancient purity and elegance. *f The vulgar speech (says Philel-

plius) has been depraved and infected by the multitude of stran-

gers and merchants, who every day flock to the city and mingle

with the inhabitants. It is from the disciples of such a school,

that the Latin language received the versions of Aristotle and
Plato; so obscure in sense, and in spirit so poor. But the

3cks, who have escaped the contagion, are those whom we
Mlow ', and they alone are worthy of our imitation. In familiar

course, they still speak the tongue of Aristophanes and Eu-
ripides, of the historians and philosophers of Athens ; and the
style of their writings is still more elaborate and correct. The
persons, who, by their birth and offices, are attached to the By-
zantine Court, are those who maintain, with the least alloy, the
ancient standard of elegance and purity; and the native graces
of language most conspicuously shine among the noble matrons,
who are excluded from all intercourse with foreigners. With
foreigners, do I say ? They live retired and sequestered from the
eyes of their fellow citizens. Seldom are they seen in the streets :

and when they leave their houses, it is inleave their houses, it is in the dusk of the even-
the churches and their nearest kindred. On these

occasions they are on horseback, covered with a veil, and encom-
passed by their parents, their husbands, or their servants."*

Tlie pronunciation, which the Greek exiles thus introduced
among the learned of Europe xvas, as I have remarked, the na^

3« of that age. It should also be remembered, that
pro

Tlody

rumque Ilunumiorum Instauratorihi,, p. 188, for the original of tins interest^
ing letter. I have adopted the spirited translation which is to be found in Gib^
oon^i History,
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it was taught, not by mere illiteiate advent

of men, whom Sir Thomas Smith contempt

not hy a class

styles ^^ nesciv

qui semi-Turcici et ohscuri Gr«cd"*-—nor (as Sir Jo/i»i Chekc

insinuates, witli a degree of credulity and ilUberality thy

by a confederacy of impostors

obsc

and thus mak

ederacv, which would been ly

cable, as a similar one would be among the teachers of a living

language at the present day.f No ; it was thus taught by the po-

lite and well-educated nobles and the learned professors of Con-

stantinople; who, being unable to rescue any thing from the wreck of

their fortunes, were, like the unhappy exiles of a polite and learn-

ed nation in our own times, compelled to resort to the occupation of

teaching their language, in order to gain a subsistence; and this

pronunciation was then received by the learned throughout Eu-

rope, as genuine, and so it continued until the period I am now

about to mention.

In the sixteenth century a new or reformed pronunciation, as

it was called, was promulgated ErasmiiSj and countenanced

by some other learned men, and at length received in variou

parts of Europe. This new pronunciation, It was contended, ap

* De Recta et Emendata Linguce Grcecm pronnnciaHone ; written in 1542,

anu republished by Ilavercamp in his Sylloge Scrtplorum qui cle Ling. Grcec.

vera et recta pro nunciatione Commentarios relijueruntj torn. 2. p. 539, Luj^d.

Eat. ir40.
i

t C/z^.Ve, De Pronuntlatione Grpecpe pntissitnum Lingua Disputatione's cum

8tephano Vintoniensi Episcopo; written hetv-"on 1542 and 1555, and republish-

ed bj Havercamp in his SijUoge Scriptarum above cited, torn, ii. p. 235.

r-
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proached nearer than the prevailing one to that of the ancient

Greeks ; ami, as it was more conformable to the general pronun-

ciation of Ihe modern languages of Europe, and consequently was

less difficult to acquire, it soon obtained currency among the learn-

ed. This change of pronunciation, if it were not supperted by

the authority of great names, to a person at all conversant with

the powers of the organs of speech, and acquainted with the writ-

Ings of the Greek grammarians and scholiasts which have come

down to U9, would appear to have been made upon very insuffi-

cient data, and without that comprehensive view of language,

which has been taken by the scholars of our own times ; who,^

though not possessing more ability than their illustrious prede-

cessors, yet have the benefit of their labours and many advanta-

ges besides, which were not then within the reach of scholars.

The manner, in which this change is said to have been introduc-

ed, I shall presently relate at large. But it will first be necessa-

ry to give a general view of the pronunciation of the Moderti

Greeks, which has been the occasion of so much controversy

among European scholars.

The pronunciation of the modern Greeks has been supposed
to differ from that of fcbeir ancestors, both in the sounds of the let~

ters, and in being regulated wholly by the accents, without re-

gard to what is called quantity. The accents will be the subject

of consideration hereafter ; at present I shall confine my remarks
to the sounds of the letters. In doing this, I shall first present
a general view of the pronunciation, (which will be found in the
following table,) and then give a more particular account of the
several letters, when taken single or in combination ; and I shall
subjoin to each a concise statement of the arguments in favour
of the old, and of the neic, or Erasmic, pronunciation.
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The Mphabet is pronounced by the Modern Greeks as fol

lows :

Names of
the ietters*

^ veetah

V gammah

/ dheltah

epsiloa

^ zeetah

? eetah

$• th eetah

I y6 tall

K kappah

A lamvthah
(the th being
fioundeil

the word

^ mee

'nyee

Powers nf
the letterf.

/'

V.

S Before «, o, ty, the y sounds as our 5: does before the cor-

which is usually called the

dh,

e

z^

responding Knglish vowels

j

hard sound of g. Eut before £ and /, and the diphthongs
having their sound, it is pronounced like our t/j tor exam-
ple, ysgoct; would be pronounced ya-ras ; and y/uf^ty yie^
nomay. Before another y, or ». |, Xi it takes the sound of/?.

or (as Walker calls it in English) the Jlat sound of f^, as in
our word this, Tlie power of the S maj be convcnientij
represented by dh^ in order to distinguish it from that of $-^

which has the sharj} sound otth^ as in thin.

in mety nearly, or in there*

eej or like ^ in the word me; but, for distinction's sake^ it

may be represented by ee.

th^ in thin.* See the remark above on the letter J.

i in machinej mariney &c.

k f but before tlie vowels s and /, and the diphthongs having

the same sound with those vowels, it partakes of what
Walker calls in English, the «' softened" sound of the gut-

turals, as if it were followed by the ictter y. TIius

pronounced 'kja; J^/x«;a{, dhee-kyaos.

KXi is

as m V

this.J J

L Before *, f , «, 6>^ it has the common English sound of I ; but

before /, and y, and the diphthongs which are pronounced

nounced ^lyeemos.*

>iOtf4AU pro

m.

n before *, f, 0, « ; but before /, v, f<, &c. it has the sound of

n in the foreign words sd^nior^ bagnioy &c. j which may
e denoted by 'ni/.|

I do not find this distinction in the sound of A (depending on the vowel which fol-

lows it) noticed by any of the old writers or tiic m.-dern traveilera : Hut Mr. CicUtira as-

sures me, it is universally observed in Greece, The Captain of The Jerusalem also uniform-

ly observed it in reading- to me.

f This distinction in \ht sound of the y appears to be equally unnoticed, hy writers

and travellers, with that of the A ; but Mt. C assures me it also is universal j and the Cap-

tain likewise uniformly observed it.

a;3
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Namei of
tlie letters.

Powers of
the Icttelfe'

{ ksee
4

X, (or JcsJ as in e.rercise ; but never like gz^ as in the word
examjile^ &c.

6i7ncron o in not^for^ &c*

JT

e

r

pee

i'ho

seegmah

tahf

ypsilon T

p. When preceded by (^ it partakes of the sound of 6/ thus

^^TgAof is pronounced nearly as if written dm&e/os.

r.

s. This should always have the pure sound of 5, and never

that of ;r.

t

(pronounced I y, as in the final syllables in English j fur example, in likely^

6epsilon)

p phee
lovely^ &c.

X khee

^ psee

fc/t, guttural ; like the German cA final, or nearly like the Span-
ish guttural sound of or, &c.

j?5. It should be remarked, that the sound of the p in this letter

is always preserved, both at the beginning and the end of
syllables.

o J like the oniicron.

The diphthongs are pronounced in the following manner

:

« omfewah

««

St

61

Vt

GV

CCV

like

like

like

like

like

like

ai in pain ; or like epsilon.

ei in receive^ or long e.

oe m oeconomy, or long Pm

ui in guilty or more exactly like long e

oil in you ; or oo.

3/ or ar, according to the nature of the consonant which fol-

lows it. For example ; if a sharp consonant, (as Walker

£V

zv

mu

like

like

like

f/

denominates them m English) that is, x, jc, t, &c. follows
then this diphthong is pronounced qf ; but if a jlai cunso
nant, us C, y, <J\ iftc. follows, then it is pronounced av.

eev.

ove or qfe*

It is only necessary to add in this place a few combinations of consonants.
The principal ones are the following :

yyn pronounced like ng. Thus, 'dyysx^i is pronounced ang-gyelos.

y^j like ng. Thus, syA^ccXc^

fc^,atthehepnmngof words, like 6; thus, the name of Bos/on would be writ
ten M:T6c-ro». But this is chiefly used in foreio-n narres.

vr, at the bednning i-f words, Hke d: Thus Dover would Ve wri ten Nr^f^^,
In nnddU syllables; vr generally sound like «J; but there are some escer.-
tions.

'
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Tills is the general jironunciation of the Modern Orecks, as

it is described by travellers, and as I learned it from (he Greeks

I have mentioned. The niceties, which distinguish the people

of different provinces from each other, need not be regarded by

foreigners. The purest Greek, it is admitted by all writers, is

that which is spoken by people of the first class in Constantino-

ple ; and this is confirmed to me by Mr. Ciclitira, who has spent

much of his life in that capital. 1 need not stop to remark, that

ancient Greek (which has been used in their Church-Service from

the first ages of Christianity to the present day) is pronounced by

them in the same manner as the modern.

From this general view of the pronunciation it will be per-

ceived, that many of the vowels and diphthongs are pronounced

exactly alike ; and hence superficial observers will be ready to

E ble to

distinguish these different letters, and thus determine what words

are made use of by any one^ that should address us with this kind

of pronunciation. Instead of giving an answer of my own^ I shall

give that of a native Greek to the same question, proposed to him

by a well known English scholar two centuries ago, as it is re-

lated in the following anecdote ; which, as it is to be found only

in a work not very common in this country, I will give at large.

The anecdote is to be met with in the Observations subjoined to

the edition of the Foette Minores Grcuci, published by Ralph

Winterton, the well known professor in the University of Cam-

bridge. After making some observations upon the corruptions of

Greek Manuscripts, (occasioned by the confounding of letters

which had the same sounds,) "Winterton says
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" This brings to my mind a certain Greek, with wliora I con-

versed soon after I came to the University. Upon my first meet-

ing him, he put my ears to the torture by a pronunciation altogeth-

er unheard of by me till that time ; for, when T asked him some-

thing, which T do not now recollect, he replied, like a person that

did not understand what I had said, by asking

—

rt
f/^^i \iyic kipis.

I was equally at a loss to know what he said, and I requested

him to write it down, which he did with perfect correctness as to

orthography, thus— r//Ao< XgVs/?> «yf/£.
I praised his ortJi

phij, but censured his ^pronunciation. He, on the other hand, con-

demned mif pronunciation as coarse and rustic ; for 1 pronounced

according to our custom, Ttj moi legeis, kurie ; which, as soon

as he had heard, he could not refrain from laughing, and said to

jO(p£^/g ay^iKu; tcUc^ that is, you pronounce in a rustic man-

\KvcrQv, xi^n' ^7 yVo; T^o(pg^;v, korTiui irugt (I write as he pro-

'S

me

d) Hear me, Sir, you ought to pronounce as the peopl

cities (or polite people) do ; thus, ri fAt Xey/j, x/gisy aXXa>$ h
y§u<piv, but you must write differently, thus, Tt fiot Xzyug, xC^te,

I then proceeded to request him to write down the pronunciation

of the vowels and diphthongs, which he did after this mannei

70 r^] rr93

too \jroi

rtiv\ui\ ug Sj olov Iraijrs.

By this method I began to comprehend him with ease,
he pronounced according to his manner. I continued th

U^g oh hu(pi^u raura aXX^'X^p, fjf^sTg ku) vu.ug
; J ^Jc huy

wh
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rig u», h Oil oy^oiu; -ffgo^i^nv, tfug/tfug ; How then do these words

ijfj(>us and vijLiig differ from each otiier, or how could any person

distinguish them, if we must pronounce them hoth J^?;, i^7; ? He

replied—^/a t?? crvvTu^Bag, Tllia lis sintaxeoSj <^Tg >Ayoy.iv, t^7g

Xgysrs,—by the syntax, or construction of the sentence." This

satisfactory answer, which was just such as Winterton himself

•would have given to the Greek, if he had asked a similar question

about the English language, put an end to tlie dialogue. A more

satisfactory one, indeed, could not have been given; and, if we

were not in the habit of overlooking what is immediately before

our eyes, it would appear surprising, that such an objection should

ever have been made to this pronunciation ; and by Englishmen

share of what fo

as absurdities arising from this y cause. A\ h much

force could this Greek, if he had been acquainted with our Ian-

the question, by saying—In English you
S^'^o etorted

have as many different letters to denote similar sounds^ as we
F

have in Greek ; and how do you distinguish words which have

the mme sound but different meanings in English

!

c ; this ver^ sound of e loug, you express in a g

ways than we do in Greek;

For exam-

ter number

ae, as in Ccesar, &c.

e, as in scenes metef &c.

ee, as in see, sees, seen, meet,

ea, as in sea, seas, meat, mean

ei, as in seize, deceit, conceive

ie, as in helief, chief, mien.

1, as m marine,fatigue, invalid, &c.

To say nothing of the few words in which eo, oe, eg and xia have

#

'-'-'.
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this eaoic sound. And if we take into view the unaccented syl-

lables of English words, we find, that the whole list of vowels

a, e, i, 0, tf, y, and some of the diphthongs are, in a great part of

your language pronounced exactly alike I*

Such would have been the reasoning of this Greek in respect

Enjrlish lansruase : And ifs""^"'" '""a""-,

for French

where innumerable words and phrases of different significations

have precisely the same sound, and, though different to the eye
the same to the be much more forcibly struck

with the futility of this objection. How absurd does it appear
us, for instance, that ^, ai, oi, ait, oit, aient and oient in that Ian-

guage should all have the same sound, that of the letter a in Eng-
lish. How, again we may ask (as Wintertou did the Greek)
could any one distinguish in French between the third person sin.
gular and the third person plural of nearly all the verbs in the
language, (except those which be-in with a vowel or h mnfp n..

followed by words that beg
1

freq peaking the language? To de
scend to particulars; how could any one determine when
Frenchman means to say, he should be, p7 seroit,) or they i

be, (-ih seroient,) he speaks, (il parle,} or they speak, (lis pa
he was speaking, (il parloit,) or they were speaking, (ils parh
&c. with innumerable other expressions, which occur in'

French sentence he utters ? The answer is obvious ; by th
struction, as the Greek observed to M^interton

; or in other words.
m

* I have been the better enabled to collect these various combinations of let-

a

very

con-

langiiag

lish Phojiology, before cited.

\

^
^
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by use and familiarity with th Need be
that Frenchmen understand each other, and that

GreeJcs do the same, no(vvitlistandin2: these ambici

mark-

Mod-

k^

doubt, that the Greeks of

language ? And can there be

have lood

just the same ease, that their descendants do

their prffnunciatiou have bee

& been? But^ to return to the controversy allud

ed

Sucl as I have above obser was pr

Greek universally adopted in Europe, until the age of Eras

pi 3ated a new or ^Pre-

formed

The occasion of his introducing this reform^ as it was called

certaiuly one of the most singular occurrences in the histoij of

literature; hut, singular as it may appear, it rests upon testimony

hitherto unirapeached ; and the biographers of Erasmus, as well

as other writers, who mention the fact, do not attempt directly to

controvert it. The anecdote seems to have been first published

by Gerard Vossias ; butt shall here give it (in a translation)

with the accompanying remarks of John Hodolph JVetstein^ and
V

John Michael Langhis ; the latter of whom published it in his

Eocercitatiimes Fhilologicce de dijfevcntm hingiiw Grmcorum Ve-^

teris et JVovce stve Bavharo-Griecce. This same account was

afterwards republished by Havercanip, by way of preface to \\h

edition of the concise but satisfactory treatise of Erasmus Schnidt

on the pronunciation of the Greek Language.*

* Havercaiap, PjUf^ge Scnptorum ^.c. torn. \u p- 626«
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"We distinguish (says Langius) the pronunciation of Greek

as the Re iichlinian or ancient, and the Erasmic or new; which

V

latter IS tly used in our schools at present day The

former takes its name from John Reiichlin of Phorca, (who died

ill 1521,)* because that very learned man was the first among the

Germans, who was so much distinguished for his knowledge

hearing himof Greek^ that ^rgyropijliis^ a native Greek, upon

speak the language, exclaimed^ f^af Greece had taken her fliglit

across the Aljys ; and it was from MeuchUn that the Greek schol-

received their first pronunciation

of the lansuasre ; which was similar to that of the Modern Greeks,

ars of this country [Germany]

E
r

•asmuSj however, in consequence of an amusing incident, in-

troduced that new-fansrled pronunciation funknown to the natives

of Greece) which adopted

from its author, the Erasmic

contrary to the custom of tl

pi

schools, and is called,

m. People now began,

pronounce the letter /S

B in the Latin language is commonly sounded : the letter n

they made equiv E long ; the diphthong they

execrable manner, and with a harsh sound almost

Bat I

els ; with many other conceits of

the ords of
1

John Rudolph Wetstein,

•ipologeticce pro Grceca

the kind,

celebrated

it is to be found in his Or

Genuina lingum GrcecoR pro,

p. If 9. *Let us see, says he, what opinion we ought to

lin of this new Pandora ; and whether she received all her
ndowments and attractions from the God or whether truth

rman
ion of the dav, It was Latinized into Capiio; by which he is more commonly
mentioned in the works of that period.
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she has not in some measure imposed up

terfeit The grarb, indeed, in which

us
i dby has the exterior of antiq

by coun-

»duced to

/ ; but if

tnodern

nal

tely examine this personage, we shall discover that

origin, and was introduced into the world by a

Her parent

Erasmus ; who, in his Dialogue 01

person that dared to decide- how l

loenix of literature, the great

Prommciation, was tlie first

• the several letters had de-

parted from their ancient sounds, and to point out by what means

we might get back to the ancient purity. But that sage would

never have gone such lengths as he did, had he not been led in-

to a snare (and who, that is not more than human, is proof against

such things ?) by a trick of his friends ; as will be seen in the fol-

lowing narrative, which you shall have in the words of the illus-

trious VossiuSf who gives it upon the authority of Henry CoracO'

jpetrmm,* ^I heard M, Rutgerus Reschius, (says he,) who was

professor of Greek in the Busleiden college and my revered pre-

ceptor, relate, that he was in the Liliensian seminary at the same

time with Erasmus, who occupied an upper room and himself a

lower one ; that Henry Glareanus happened to arrive at Louvain

from Paris and was invited to dine in the college ; and when Gla-

reanus was asked, what news he brought with him, he answered,

(which was a story he had made up on the way, because he knew

Erasmus to be over-fond of novelties and wonderfully credulous,)

that certain native Greeks had arrived in Paris, who were men of

great learning, and who used a pronunciation of the Greek Lan-

guage entirely diiFerent from tlmt, which prevailed in these parts
;

* Henry Ravensherg, whovA Vossius calls—^"viri egiegie doctlj doctisque

perfamiharis," See Havercanqrs Sylloge, torn. ii. p. 628.

33
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as fur instance, instead of calling /3, veetahf they called it hatali :

forjy, eetuhf they said atali ; for a< [sounded a] they saida^e; for

a [sounded ee] they said oy^ &c.* As soon as Erasmus heard this

account^ he wrote his DfaZo^zic on the true proimnciatiou of the Greek

and Latin languages^ that he might appear to be the discoverer of

this new method^ and offered the work to Fete}\ a printer^ at Alost.

in order to have it published ; but the printer declined doing it^

either because he was en^a^ed in other works^ or because he

could not undertake to publish it so soon as was desired^ and Eras*

rnus thcu sent the work to Froheuj at Basle, by whona it was

printed and immediately published. Erasmus^ however, having

discovered that a trick had been practised upon him^ never after-

wards used that pronunciation himself^ nor did he direct his

frieiids to adopt it. In proof of these facts, M. Rutgerus used

to show^ in Erasmus' own liand-writln;;, a manuscript system of

pronunciation drawn up for the use of Damian de Goez^ a Span-

iard, which was not at all different from that adopted in all plac-
r

es where the language is used, both by the learned and tlie un-

learned.^f ^ Erasmus himself (coulinues WetsteinJ h^id no faith
>i

ia his own Dialogue. Who then shall require me to believe in it ?

* The original is—Eos nempe sanare pro B vita^ beta; pro Hita^ eta ;

pro ect 00f AI; pro o^ t, oi et sic in csetetis.

t " Ipsius Erasmi nianuscriptam, in gratiam Damlani a Goes Hlspaui pro-

nunciationls formulain" &.c. After the words prominciationis formulam there

is, as Havercamp remarks, in the original of Vossius, this parentliesis—" (cujus

exemplar adhuc apud me est.J Schedpe autein qua superiora narrantur, nequis

ei fidem detraheret hoc modo, teste Vossio, subscnhltur: Henricus Coracope-

trieus Cuccensk^ Neomagt. cb b Ixix. pridie Simonis et Judce. Hanc sche-

dam, scnptam olim manu H. Coracopetreei, viri egregie docti, habere se profite-

tur, isto loco, Vossius.''

-\w.
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That he continued to follow the prevailing mode of pi h9

pparent from his familiar Colloquies, particularly that which

called Echo ; where, to the word eriiditioms, Echo makes a res-

ponse by ovoig ; to episcopi, by Koroi ; to anolari, by Xa^oi ; to as-

trologi, by Xoyoi ; to grammatm^ by lix^ j to fameVici, by xCkqi ;

every one of which corresponds with the common pronunciation of

Greek ; which, if he had known it to be erroneous, he would

doubtedly in his subsequent editions have taken pains to correct :

But so far from this, he not only adhered to it himself, but took

particular care, that it should be taught to those, who were entrust-

ed to his charge,"

un

«/

Such then, it should seem from this narrative, was the oriirin

of the formed'' pronunciation Greek lan-

guage. The anecdote rests upon the authority of Coracopetrceus

and doubts have been entertained, by some persons, of its authen

ticity But those doubts appear to be founded, rather upon th
I

fact

4

singularity of the occurrence, than upon any wantof credibili

the witness : for his character stands unimpeached, and the
i

does not appear to have been questioned by the writers who lived

nearest to that period. Gerard John Vossius, (who lived with-

in a century after CoracopetrceiiSfJ a staunch Erasmian and

suflBciently inclined to detect the falsehood of the story, if it

were false, does not call it in question ; but, on the contrary,

speaks of it as a circumstance not known to many persons, and

thinks it important to lay it before his readers, in order to make

them acquainted with the motives; which impelled Erasmus to

writfr on this subject 5* and he endeavours to account for Eras-
jh^

" Erasmus, qua occasione atl scribendum de Recta Pronunciatione fuerit

Impulsas, paucis cogaitutn arbitror. Ifaque visum liac de re adjicere quod in
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mus" not adhering to his new pronunciation Limseif, ]>y siippoa-

ing, tliat he ahandoned it iu consecjuence of the difficulty of over-

coming his old hahits, and of making the puhlic follow him in

his innovations, however well founded they might he.* Nor does

Havcrcamp (who was also an advocate for the Erasmian pronun-

ciation, and from whom;, as the editor of the controversial tracts

oil this queston, we should naturally have expected an investiga-

tion of the trutli of the narrative,) venture to deny it ; but contents

himself with remarking, that he does not wish to discuss the credit

bility of the testimony of Coracopetrmus— '<^ de cujus testimonii ve-

says he) disputare ?^ The narrative is also repub

lished from Vossius by Jortin^ in his life of Erasmus, without any

intimation, that I have observed, of its being questionable.

That such a change, however, in the pronunciation of the

Greek language should have been thus effected, seems at first view

hardly possible. But wh th by this change

Greek was more assimilated to the lansuases of E g
eral, and consequently became more easy to the learner; and

r

when we reflect upon the great influence of names at that period

Henrici

doctij doctisque perfamiliaris. Ea ita habet &c. and then Vossius relates the

story at large.

* <« Verum cum Aclullea sint pleraque omnia qiiibus ab Erasmo atque altis

refellitur vulgaris isthsec loquendi ratio, neutiquam in auimum inducere possum,

quod Erasmus cam retinuerlt, nee amicos ab ca deterruerit, id eo factum, quod
editi libelli psenlteret; verum magis mihi verisimile fit, cum meliora videret pro-

barctque, deteriora tamen sequutum ; sive quid a puero sic loqui adsuevissetj

sive quod desperaret sue se exemplo alios ad imitationem provocare posse ; sive

quod loquendum putarit cum vulgo, sapiendum cum paucis, ut prjecepit t^5 «a^-

#f.'*s Philosopbus." Yosaix Aristarchy lib. i. c. 28.
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1

of names too, which would scarcely have less authority in our own

times, it will cease to appear extraordinary. And, as the ancient

Greek was not studied for the purposes of conversation, the learn-

ed were willing to spare themselves the labour of studying its

pronunciation. AYhen, therefore, the idea was once published

among Europeans of speaking Greek, as they did their own lan-

guages, and that method was defended too, as being uearer to the
4

ancient, the contagion spread, and the pronunciation of the mod-

ern Greeks was by degrees neglected. The '^new'- pronuncia-

tion, however, was not received at first with much favour ; so

far from it, that a warm controveTsy arose among the principal

scholars of that day, of which I shall incidentally give some ac-

count as I proceed ; for a controversy, conducted by such dis-

tinguished advocates, cannot fail of being interesting to us, even

after the lapse of several centuries. Whether, indeed, the anecdote

above related of Erasmus is true or not, is of little consequence as

to tbe merits of the present question. We can employ our-

selves more usefully in examining the arguments, which were

d by him and his friends in support d

the answers which were made by their adversaries ; and this I

shall now proceed to do, with as much conciseness as possible,
p

from the principal writers in the controvery ; adding such further

observations, as are furnished by the researches and discoveries

of our own times. In doing this, it will be most convenient to

follow the order of the Alphabet.
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A.

The pronuaciation of the letter a is undisputed. All scholars

agree, that it was sounded by the ancient Greeks as it is by their

descendants, and by all the nations of Europe at this day, except
^

the English ; that is, like what v/e call the Italian a, in our

word father, &c. which soiind, hy itself, we should express in

English by ah. It will not be uninteresting to see how minutely

it is described by Bionysius of Halicarnassus : 'Avtuv h\ rajp

l/,ccK^M¥ iv<pmorarov to a, otccv Ixritvijrar xiyirm yap kvoiyouuivov
I

TOV ovu^uvov : Of the long £vovvels1 a is the most sonorous, when

it is prolonged (or a stress is laid upon it ;) for it is uttered with

the mouth wide open, the breath being at the same time impel-

led upwards towards the roof of the mouth.*

B.

The ancient pronunciation of the letter Beta has been the

subject of much controversy. The Modern Greeks pronounce it

like our V, and call its name (Br^ru, veetah ; the followers of Eras-
mus on the other hand assert, that it should be pronounced like

the Roman B, which, they at the same time contend, was anciently

sounded in Latin, just as it is in Italian and other modern lan-

guages
; but the correctness of this latter opinion, we shall find,

there are many strong reasons for doubting.

The first, and principal argument of Erasmus (who indeed did
not support his opiuions on this subject with such an array of au-
thorities as some of his followers) is founded upon a well known

+

• Dionjs. Hal. de Structura Orattoais, sect. 14. edit. Upton, p. 94.
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passage m one of Cicero^s letters^ where there arc some remarks

upon eqi^Avoques ; among which Cicero mentions the word lini^

(sounded, as Erasmus takes for granted, beencej which in Latin

has a different signification from/3ivgf in Greek. Now, says Eras*

mus, if the Grreek word was pronounced by the ancienfy as it is by

the Modern Greeks, veenee^ the Latin word and the Greek one

could not have been enough alike in sound, to have given room

for a double meaning, any more than the two words bini and

could bave done in the Latin language. The same arguraeut was

afterwards much relied on by other writers in the contrpversy;

the cliief of whom were

—

James Ceratiniis, a learned Dutchman,

who in i5'2Q dedicated to Erasmus a short treatise on the Pro-

Vint

nunciation of Greek*

—

Theodore Beza—anil Henry Stephens ; to

which number should be added Adolphiis Mekerchiis fJIet-

TcerkeJ plagiarism fr

Beza^s, that the editor, Ilamrcamp, feels it to be a staiu upou the

Bekiaa character; and he feebly excusek it by remarking, that

Henry Stephens, no very for had pardoned Met

IcerhCf and (as is the fact) had made use of his strong arguments

himself. Let us now see what answer may be given to tbe ar-

ument from Cicero,

Of the several writers, whose tracts in this controversy

beforebeen published by Havercamp, in his Sylluge Script

cited, there are three in defence of the pronunciation of the Mod

em GreeTcs ; they are— Grartfincr, the well know B of

Winchester and Chancellor of the University of Cambridge, who

» Ceraiinus> family name, according to the biographers, was Tryng ; he

was born at Hoom or Horn in Holland ; whence, according to the fashion of the

a-e, he formed l}is name of Ceratinus, through the Greek ../j*?. a horn.

/
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wrote with no contemptible ability in reply to Sir John CheJce,

and by an Edict as head of the University, positively forbade the
F

teaching of the new or Erasmian method ; Gregory Martin^ who

made a learned reply to Mekerchus ; and Erasmus Schmidt^ a

German^ whose concise, but learned and able treatise will be

more particularly noticed in the course of this inquiry. Of these

three writers^ Martin alone seems to have attempted (and that

not with complete success) to answer specifically the argument
I

from Cicero. He agrees with MeJcerchiiSj that the Latin and

Greek words are made alike in sound by Cicero ; but he asks him

to point out^ in what part of them the similarity exists. *' Si tu pog-

nes (says he) de /3, quod sonandum sit lit B, ego de g/ contendo,

quod in eodem loco pronuncietur ut i/' &c, ^' If you contend,

that the resemblance in sound lies in the (3, which is therefore to

be pronounced like &, I maintain that it lies in the si, which is to

be pronounced like the letter i. If you reply, that the letter i

anjong the Romans sounded like g;, take care lest^ while you are

over-solicitous to make them alike, you inadvertently establish

a difference between them. For ^ivsi in Greek you yourself, I

presume, read hinei ; but bini in Latin, according to your own
opinion also, must be read leinei ; so that there is a marked dis-

tiaction between the two.''* The argument thus far does not

seem by any means satisfactory ; for if, as he contended (and as

was the case) the u and i were alike in sound but differed only

in qmntity still unless the Greek j2 and the Latin B very close-

ly resembled each other, there could hardly have been room for

Gregor. Martin, De Gipecaruui Literarum Pronunciatione op. Tfavercamp.
Syllog. torn. ii. p, 587.
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<?-

an equivoque that would be endured even by the gross ear of a

foreigner, as Cicero was in respect to the Greek language. That

there was such a resemblance can now be more satisfactori-

ly shown; than it could have been at the time when Martin wrote
;

)bably must have consisted in this, thatpr

let
«

the Roman B and the Greek j8 were sounded rather like the

ter V^ than the Bp of modern languages. That the Roman B had

that sound for a long period^ is manifest from its heing perpetual-

ly confounded with it in writing. Martin, indeed;, intimates that

he thought something of this kind probable—" Superest alia con-

jectura (says he) quando jam ista necessario confuudeiwla sint,

ut dicamus h olim priscis Romanis aspirate raagis sonuisse quam

nunc : non tamen ut in Fconsonante fit, labiis valde apertis, sed

mag mpressis, ut sit quasi hvini

quod hodie quoque apud Burgenses fit H qui vestia

pro bestia, vene pro bene exiguo admodum vocum discrimiue pro

nunciant." .¥iA

If Martin had been in possession of all the information

the researches of later scholars have broug he uld

have expressed himself with so much hesitation on this point

He might have stated it not merely as a "conjecture an

opinion supported by very strong evidence, that the

for a long period pronounce their B so nearly like F,

Romans did

gen-

be distirjguishabl the of

the case with the Spaniards at the prese

day.* In proof of this, it will suffice to refer the authorities

were a

» I have often thouglit it probable, tbat tlie Spaniards and Forti^uese, who

Roman colony, may have retained more of the ancient masculine pronuncia-

tion of the Romans, though tinctured perhaps WxWx^ provincial rusticity, than is

3^
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collected in Heineccius^ elaborate edition of the well known work

of Brissonius^ De Verhoriim qu(e ad Jus Civile pertinent signifi-
+

catione : A multitude of other instances may be found in GruteVf

and othRF writers on Roman antiquities.

'^ B^ secunda alphabeti apud Latinos litera. Q^uum vero ilia

Grmcorum (Btjtcc resjpondeatf hsBc^autem litera a Grsecis ita pro-

nunciefur ut ea et FLatinorum exprimere soleant^ e. g. B>j/b; pro

Veils apud Plutarch, in Camill. p. 129. ?i/C<o? pro Livio, apud

eumd. in Romulo, p. 38. ^XuCiot pro Flavia, apud Reines. Inscr,

adpend. p. 35. factum iude est, ut in vetustis monimentis, max-
ime qua a seculo quarto prodierunt fere perpetua sit litera-

rum B et Vpermutatio, Hinc in marmoribus apud Gruter, p.

DCLXXXr, 7. VIVIANUB legitur pro Vibiano apud Reines.

Jnscr. I, 45, BICTOUINVS pro Victorino ; apud Gruter, p.

DCCXVIII, 6, ABITA pro Mita, in 1. 11. C. Tlieod. de Cohor-
tat. VASTAGA pro Bastaga : Ut innumera alia prseteream,

inter quae etiam est ridiculura illud a V. C. Ev. Ottone observa-

tum apud Fabrett. p. 016. CONIVGI BENE BIBENTI, pro

Bene Viventi,^'

From these instances and others, (which go back to a period

but little subsequent to the age of Cicero himself,) it will appear,

that for many ages there was little or no difference, in the ordina-

ry pronunciation, between the B and the Fof the Romans; and

' &"•*&' v.wr,u-.,uuv -«'UlJ, WHICH
was the great theatre of the operations of their enemies, the Goths, must have
been much corrupted hy the constant and immediate influence of the language of
those invaders

;
.vhile tlie provinces of Spain and Forlu^al, being remote from

that influence, mi^ht preserve the Iangua;;e, which they origif:ally"received from
their Roman masiers, in greater purity than tne people of Italy.
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coiisequently, between the Roman B Greek Beta Pe
haps their true sound between our V and W, like the

TF in German; which would be formed by barely touching the

trongly

That

upper teeth to the lower lip, instead of pressing them so sti

upon it as we are accustomed to do in pronouncing our F.

the Roman Bj however;, suffered some slight changes in sound at

different periods, is not improbable ; and it might be hazardous

that in the aee of Cic

which

find the incriptions above referred

the pronunciation, which was used

If, however

at latter p

would be sufficiently near to that of the Augustan age, to satisfy

the most fastidious ears of foreigners.*

Another argument of Erasmus is, the common, thougb very

inconclusive one, founded on the etymologies of Latin words from

the Greek ; as that (2sg in Greek becomes hos in Latin
; jSoai/,

ioare; tv^Coip, turbare; ^uXamo^ t Thi

bothupon the assumption, that the Latin B and Greek were

sounded like the modern B; which, as we have just seen, for

* Since these remarks were written, I have obtained a copy of the Hercu-

lanensia, ^
IValpole; Ijj means of which interesting work, the evidence of the similarity

of the Roman B and Fis now carried back to the Augustan age. In the tenth

Dissertation the author (Walpole) obser^-es

—

^^ Capacio has published some LaU

in inscriptions which were found at Herculaneuin, without anj comments on

them. I shall point out what appears to be worthy of notice in them. In the

first inscription we have devitum for dehitum.^^ The author then also adds

—

^^^I

find the changes of B and Fvery common in the early Christian inscriptions,

as BIXIT for Vixit s BIRGO for Virgo.'' p. 172-

t Erasm. Dialog. p< 129.

V.
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a very long period, was not the case. But we can also, on the oth-

er hand, fiud a great number of Latin words, beginning with V,

which are derived from Greek ones hegining with fi ; as vado

from (Ba^oit volo from (BiXo{jt,o(.t, via from /3<a, etc. which (to apply

this reasoning) would prove that the Greek /S and Koman Fsound-

ed alike,

Equallj inconclusive are several other arguments adduced by

the writers in this controversy ; as, 1. That /Bi^Tcc is a middle let.

ter between the smooth letter v and the aspfrate (p ; an appella-

tion, which might properly be applied to it, whether it is to be

sounded like B or like F.* '
S. That the very name, MpJiahetum

(which, says Metkerke, nobody pronounces alphavitumj shows

Beta ought to be sounded like B. But this is plainly as-

suming the thing in question. 3. That Beta is derived from th

Hebrew Beth, by adding a ; and hence the Greeks, when they

write Hebrew or Latin words having a B in them, always write

them with |S, as may be seen in Plutarch, Dion and others. This

argument is liable to the same objections as the others ; and it

will, moreover, presently be seen, that the argument from the He-
brew is directly against the Erasmic pronunciation.

But the argument, which is considered as the most decisive in

favour of the Erasmic pronunciation of Beta (which was not, how-
ever, adduced in Erasmus' Dialogue) is the well known line cited

by Eustatkius from Cratinus, to mimic the hleafing of a sheep.

Now, says Beza, after citing this line, if the, syllables B^, B?f,

express the bleating of a sheep, they must have been pronounced

Beza 446 Metkerke, p. 54

%
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I

he, he, and iiof; ve, ve ; that is, (to express in English the sounds

thus expressed by Beza in Latin) hay, haij, and not vay, vay. '

While I was at college, studying Greek with the aid of no

other book than my Port-Royal Grammar, (which, with all its

excellencies, contains but little on the subject of proniinciation,he,-

probably the learned author did not consider

I was much struck with this argument;

which ppeared to me unanswerable. F
.J

however, has led me to think, that too much importance has been

given to arguments drawn from this and other animal sounds;

which, as they form no part of any human language, no nation

has any settled conventional sign, or word, to express. We ac-

cordingly find, therefore, that not only people of different nations,

but individuals of the same nation, represent such sounds by let-

ters of very different powers. This did, in fact, happen within

my own observation in the case of this very for when I

But great weight has

once asked Mr. Ciclitira and Captain Katara (at different times)

how they would express it in Modern Greek, the former wrote it

ftrls, /Aa-gg, that is bay, hay, and the latter ^gg, ^gg, or may, may ;

and perhaps a third would have written it ^iraa, /^Taa, just as

we commmonly do in English, hah, hah,

been attached to this argument, from the days of Erasmus to more

modern times ; when we find Gibbon remarking (though, perhaps

as much for the sake of indulging his spleen against the clergy, a!

of defendii „ „ ^

ble Bv .^presented to an Attic ear the bleating of sheep
;

>

3 'farmed pronunciation) that this •• monosy

and a

belwether is better evidenci

shall, therefore, state at lar

a chancellor.''* I

ch was dven to it

* Decline and Fall of tlie Roman Empue, ch. 66.
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ihree centuries ago by Erasmus Schmidtf in the Treatise I have

already mentioned.

^^ As to the bleating of sheep (says he) whose cry is not hiy hi^

£111 English hee^ hee'] but 6^, &e, [i. e, hay^ hay^'] it must be recoi-

lected, that in these and similar words; whose sound is an echo

to the sense, we do not express with precision the inarticulate

voice of brutes, which indeed itself is not always uniform. Thus

the Greeks express the cry of a sheep by /3?, /3?, which others ex-

press by blii, bla \_blay, llay,'] and the Latins by ha, ha [bah, hah,']

from halandi ; while others again express it by ma, ma, [\. e.

mah, mah] or md, ma, [i. e. may, may.] It cannot therefore be

proved by this, that the t} was exactly equivalent to the g or to the

si or to the a ; or that the ^ is exactly equivalent to the ^. In

like manner the Greeks expressed the harking of a dog by the verb

fixv^itv, whether it is to be pronounced ban or hav; but the Ger-

mans express the same thing by miffen, meffen, maffen, muffen,

and sometimes by hau, hau, hau ; thus usins; different vowels and

different consonants. Shall we therefore say, that those letters
» •

all have the same power ? ^Aristophanes expresses a dog's bark-

ing by av, «y, that is, either au, au, or av, av ; for different dogs

sound it both ways.

" The voice of the lark we express by lir, lir, whereas that

bird modulates its notes rather to the sound of other vowels than

the I; and the Germans themselves call it from its voice,

Shall we then arsue. that i and p arp. Mir cnmp ?

lerche

" The Latins have named the cuckow ciiculus, with the letter

li, while the Greeks, from the same sound, have called it xoxKvya :

Is the therefore to be pronounced like the m; for the note of the
cuckow has the sound of u more than of o ? The sound is. cue-
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ucj not cococj or as the innovators (the J^io^vToi) pv

cbcoc.

" The sound of a trumpet is expressed by taratantara

though we can imagine in it the sound of other vowels more
F

ly than that of a only.

"T-he sound of a lash or thong, is expressed in Plaiiti

the word taar. Others express it by kUszsch, klatsch, sch

soun((1schmatZf patzsch, peitzch, &c. H
F f

tl

with t%^ or tzcJi P Or are these different vowels e(|uivalent to

each other? The same remark may be made of various oilier

words of this kind^^

^' Schmidt then a,A^Sy with some humour—^^Nimis ergo in-

firraum fundamentum suae pronuiiciationis posuere miseri illi ver*

qui Q
eos, imo et ovium more, treraulum to jj pronunciare facile patic-

mur."*

By this time, perbaps, tbis celebrated argument will appear to

be less conclusive in respect to the sound of the Beta, than might

at first view be supposed. The truth probably is, that tbe sylla-

ble /3i? was used in tbis instance, not because it perfectly repre-

sented the s-nnd in question, but because (to Cratinus' ear at least)

it only expressed it with more exactness, than any other syllable

to be found in the Greek language. And why is it not just as

probable, that so long ago as when Cratimis flourished, this writ-

er should have contented himself with a word, which was only an

approximation to the true sound, as that the grammarians ai

lexicographers down to tbe time of Phavorinus (only three bun-

dred years ago, when we know that the ^ bad the sound of F)

d

^

* Havercamp? B^Uoge, torn. ii. p. 6G1
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should have transmitted this word from age to age, without ever

intimating, that it was a poor imitation, because it began with a

letter, which sounded like Fand not like U? Yet it has been so

transmitted to us ; and Pliavorinus, following Eustathius and the

JEtymologicon Magnum, makes no other remark than this—(after

the used to ex-speaking of several other words which

press various noises) 'O/ $s kvroi (the ancients) (putriv oyi^oicaq ^i^

Here, we find, that although Phavorinus notic word so

particularly, as to tell his that the ancients wrote it /3

and not /3a;, (which, in his time, we know were pronounced

and vayj yet he says not a word implying, that it was an imper-

fect representation of

with a Beta.

d in consequence of its beg

Another argument for the Erasmic pronunciation of the Beta

founded upon the practice of Greeks g Homan

^.

L

names ; in which case it is urged (and with truth) that they ren-

dered the B by their /S ; as in Fabius, Tiberius, Gahiniiis, which

they wrote ^ul^iog, TiQe^iog, Fa^mo?, etc. ; and on the other hand,

the Romans used their B for the Greek /3, when they had occa-

sion to write Greek names, as Bacchus for 'QocKy^cg, etc. Beza,

however, candidly admits, that this is by no means satisfactory ;

because the Greeks not only represented the Roman B, but the

Falsoby/3i of which he adduces some instances himself, as

Valerius a wellBsp^^jj, BaXe^/o?, for Verres,

known fact, that in Roman names, which had a F in them, the

•

* Phavorin. 1186. v. Airi?.
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agree

Greek writers made use of the letter /3 and the diphthong ©y, in-

differently, to represent that letter. Hence Virgil was called

sometimes Bs^yiX^oj and sometimes 'OusoytKiog ; Valerius was

either BaXs^<05 or 'OvctXi^iog. Now, as the learned all

that this diphthong was sounded like the French ou, or the English

00 fwhich is also the pronunciation of the Modern GreeJcsJ it

follows, that, whether the two Moman letters B and V sounded

alike or not, the Greek ^ and the diphthong ov must have been

alike ; and consequently, that the Beta must have represented the

K V as much as the diphtho

And it is certainly a striking fact, that this d

ig 6v did.

of orthog-

raphy, in writing foreign names, has descended to the Mod^

em Greeks ; for when they write names having a V (or a WJ iu

them, they sometimes use /3 and sometimes oy, as may be seen in the

following instances, taken from JIfelJetais' Geography;* some of

which, however familiar to us in our own language, will hardly

be recognized in a Greek dress :

V rendered by /3 and ov :

Bsvsricc Venice

BsgiraiX},sg or *Ou£|<faX<a, Versailles

Bs^fAovr Vermont

Bipyma, or 'Ovt^yivict,

JlevvciTiCuvla. or UsyiiiriXovaviu, Pennsylvania, etc

Virginia

*

* MsAet/^u ysofy^xiptA TntXxU kx] n<tj etc. the second cditionj ia 4 xoU. 8vo.

printed at Venice in 180 t

/

35

X
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W rendered bj /S qy ou:

BaeriyyTOVf

B<x
X

^tyyrcv.

OyaXX/a,

va.

Washington

Wiscasset

Wilmington

Wales

Wilna

'OvscTS^pl^d or Bare^^og^, Waterford, etc

But the most valuable and interesting monuments of antiquity,

relating to the subject now under consideration, are the Greek

Versions of the Roman Law, and the Greelc Commentaries upon
it. In those Versions and Commentaries, we do not merely find

a few scattered proper names of Romans, written in Greelc, as is

the case in the small number of Greek historians, that have come
down to our times ; but in every page we meet with technical and
other words of the Roman Law, which, as they could not be well

translated, were adopted, almost in their native TmHu form, and

only written in Greek characters. Now, although these Ver-

sions will not be esteemed of so high authority, as the writings of

the Augustan age, yet, when we find in them a great weight of ev-

idence, proving, that the pronunciation of Greek has remained uu-

changed from the age of Justinian to the present time, (a period of

thirteen not readily believ that any
material change could have taken place in the comparatively s

period of the/ue preceding centuries ; which would carry us back

A D
^^ I shall cite only a fe the

letter Beta In some parts of the Code, the Emperor T

called in Greek BaXi^nw^fvo^, while in others, hi

%-
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ten *0vDcXsv7iv(ccyls.^ The Emperor Justman^s title of Vavda-

licus is commonly written Buv^ocXixog, as in tit. x\ii. 8. ; and in

Latin phrase post Vandalica tropli

Tcc BatJ/Xiyv rpuTrutov ; and the em] J

is usually written (p?.oc Bio; lova-uvtavog. Of technical words, where

the Latin Fis rendered by the Greek /S, we find innumerahle in-

stances, like the following

—

fBuKui^TKx, fvacantia, sc. bona) (oiz^

TiyocXioii pivSiKTcCi l3oXovv7Dtg, ivTi^-^lQoit oTe^CccXAoy^, ir^ai-

^a^lKCCTCO^^ TT^lQuTCt, ^T^Q./Si^iXly {TCCXPOC-I^IOty iriZfOvXK^t-^toXuTl,

etc. I will add but one instance more of this kind ; which con-

tains, at the same time, an example of the use of the letter JS for
^

Vy and a rule of the testamentary law of the Romans, to which a

professional reader may trace a rule of our own law : It is to he

found in the curious work of Eustathius U&^i ^^ovizoj\^ liturrriijArm

aTo porr^; l&)g p Iraiv: J)e Temporalihits Intervallis a momento

usque ad centum annos ; or, as we should say in technical Ian-

guage, On LimitationSf from one moment to an hundred years

:

TO avoiynvai Tijv ha&nKnvi etc. Intra dies triginta debet hieres

InVentarium incipere postquara apertum fuerit testamentura, etc.f

The argument also, which is founded on the Greek method

of writing Hebrew words, and which has been adduced in sup-

port of the Erasmian pronunciation of Betuj is, in truth, against

it ; for it will be found, as both Martin and Schmidt observe,

that the Greeks used their /3 to represent not only the Hebrew

D (both without the Dagesh and with it) but also tlie Hebrew i

;

as in "l*n AotQi^, Dn"i5N 'AC^ctay,, etc. instances of which may i

be found in every page of the Septuagint.

'» Cod. I. i. 3. and I. xii. • f Eustnth. ap, Cujac, torn. I. 5C6.

-^
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r.

The letter y, when single, lias two sounds in Modern Greek.

Before a, «, w, ovt it has, what we call in English, the Jiard sound

of G, as in game, gone, &c. ; hut hefore g and / it has the sound

of the Italian Jj or our Y : Thus (to take an example from Ve-

lastus^ Treatise^ yi^ccg is pronounced ydras ; y/to^a/, yeenomay.

The former of these sounds is universally admitted by the

learned to be the ancient one ; but the latter has been much con-

tested
j and among the reasons for controverting it, Meilcerke (copy-

ing from Bexa, as usual) assigns this very extraordinary one—that

we cannot give two different sounds to the same letter without ac-

knowledging a degree of poverty in the Greek language, which is
w

not credible ! To which Martin very justly replies, that this
-a

reasoning is ^^ plane ridiculum,^^ and only betrays MetkerJce^s

own ^'poverty of argument." Martin then proceeds to defend it

upon the ground of usage ; which, so far as my inq^uiries have

gone, is the only ground upon which it can rest ; and this, sure-

ly, (if I may use a professional phrase,) is sufficient to throw the

burden of proof upon those who condemn the pronunciation as

spurious. It may, however, be further observed, tliat this soft

sound of the y might once have been similar to that, which is

s G in English, in the words guide, d

guise, &c. as if written g?jide, disgyise ; from which it may have
naturally changed to the simple sound of y, as we now find it.

Indeed, in some combinations, it does take a sound which cannot

be distinguished from

But the pronunciation, which was most controverted by some
of the Erasmians, is that, which is given to this letter, when it

precedes another y, or x, I, or
;^ ; ia which cases the Modern

L

Greeks give it the sound of n, as we have always been accus-
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tometl to (lo^ and as is now the practice iu Europe. This pro-

nunciation, so dilFerent from the usual sound of the letter G in

European languages, was received from the Greek exiles them-

selves ; and as they could not have produced any other authority

for it, than they did for the pronunciation of many other letters of

the alphabet^ that is^ their own invariable usage^ it seems sur-

prisingj that the learned were willing to tolerate this^ any more

than the other peculiarities of the Modern Greek pronunciation.

It was, indeed, opposed with so much learning and ingenuity, by
r

Jieza and Henry Stephens^ that great doubt has been entertain-

ed, whether it was genuine. But, as we now bave evidence,

which, it is not saying too much, to call conclusive, (as will pre-

sently appear,) it will be a useful lesson to us, who are but for-

signers as to this question, to recur to the theoretical arguments,

which those eminent men and their followers have urged against

it. It will teach us to be cautious, in questions of this nature,

how we condemn the universal and very ancient usage of a whole

people, whenever it happens to be repugnant to our own ha?ijts or

prejud

Be A> Theodore Gaza and 5

marians," asks, " why cannot the double y be pronounced by the

Greeks, as well as by the Latins in their words aggrego, agger,"

&c. and he then goes on, in a decided tone, to assert, that '* neith-

er the double y is to be found among the Greeks, nor the 7 writ-

ten before » or v ; and that what Gaza adds in his rule about the

idle^ be found before a

Greeks ; but the grammarians have been de
4

for they have not consideret
,
(as he remarks

that the copyists of books, before the invention of printing, did
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not write in large or capital letters, but in small oneSy fashioned

after the ancient capitals^ hut still with some slight differences :

and thus, io transcribing, they would by lengthening and widen-

ing the V before a y, make it resemble the latter so much as to be
L

mistaken for it."* He then informs the reader, that in a very old

MS. of St. Paul's Epistles, which was written in capitalsf he

had seen the following words written with a v instead of a y:

ANFEAOS, ANKTPA, ANKAAH.
However ingenious this conjecture of JBeza may appear, and

however well supported it may seem to be, yet it is all over-

thrown by the evidence now in possession of the learned, to

which I have just alluded ; that is, the Herculanean Manuscripts f

which, as Dr. Burney justly observes of one of them, are "un-

doubtedly the most curious publication^ on the whole, which has

appeared since the revival of letters."! I shall make no apolo-

gy for introducing in this place a translation of the entire note of

the learned editor on the pronunciation of the letter now under

consideration. It is taken from the second volume of the Man-

* Beza, De gcrmana pronuuciatione Grsec. Ling, ap. Ilavercamp. Syllog.

torn. i. p. 314, 315.

t See Sees'' Cyclopmdiay art. Philodemi de Musica. Dr. Burney states,

that no copies of this work had reached England till I80I, (though it had been then

published several years,) when «Dr. C>ftc/ieroJe procu red possession of two co-

pies." It is hor.ourable to our country, that we now have in this vicinity three

copies, at least, of this interesting publication ; one of which is in the Library

of the University at Cambridge, and another in that valuable repository of lite-

rature, the Boston Mlienceum. This institution, indeed, is the only one, I be-

lieve, that possesses the second volume of these MSS. containing part of the

printed till 1 809.

fragments of a Latin poem. This volume was not
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tlscripts, which contains a part of Epicurus, The note is to be

found at p. 23, where tlie word trvvx^iireig occurs, written incor-

ctly with a i> instead

reader It will be ob the on•1 n*

> to his

pt has

here cwzgitrug, with N instead of V ; which is to be ascribed on-

ly to the inattention of the copyist. For you must take care, that

you do not adopt the opinion of Stephens, Beza, and others
;

(cited by Jo. Simon, ia his Introductio Grrammatico-Critica,

sect. S.) who, because they found in a manuscript written in cap.

itals the words (x,vyi7<,oi;i avKv^n, written as ffvvx^itrug is in this

place, supposed, that the grammarians, when they directed ya^-

f^oc to be written for vv before the palatal letters^ were deceived

by the lengthened figure of the Vf which looked like a 7 Now
in these Papyri^ which are written in capitaU, yufi^fictis constant*

ly written before the palatal letters, (although sometimes the trans-

criher erroneously departs from this orthography^} as may be seen

in this very volume^ (or rollj where^ at col. ix, r. 13^ you find
r

sy^eipovtriv correctly written. In Phiiodetnus de Musica, which

we hare published, you will see, that this orthography is constant-

observed. Thus, Col. xvii, v. 31, Tvy^uv$tv ; ib. v. 44 <ruy-

yivf}* Col. xxiv, V. 7> o-vyysvug. Col. xxvii, v. 18, ay^ivoiag.

Col. xxxiii, V, 22f muyxutag. Col. xxxviii, v. 32, iyxe)^ei§rjKao'i j

but in the same place, the transcriber, nodding, {'ut in Iqngo ope-

re, &c.) wrote at v. 38, ffwiKUTUKoiTfiTia'iy, as I have there observed.

This rnle of orthography is constantly observed in the other

rolls f which we have by us ; and so closely is it followe 1, that

sometimes, in the case of two succeeding words, when the last

begins with y, and the first should end with v [as in i^iv ycc^)
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first word is written witb MEr TAP
Now this, unless I am taken, is a manifest proof

'yuf/.y.ci had retained the sound of the yy, altljough it might be

pronounced somewhat d pronounce

the words an^elus, anchora ; in doing which the tongue does not

roof If

N would not be so easilj^ substituted for the T by the

transcribers.'^

A.
r

The letter ^ has the sound, which Walker calls in English
ihejlat sound thenj which may be express

of the Modern

This approachf

as to sound, by the negative parti

a corruption of the ancient word

^sv

Oh I

modern lansiuaaies, that

d of the letter D

troversy. It must, doubtless, be defended,
ground of itsa^e ; which, one would think, should b

decisive in the case of this, as of its kindred

has been acquiesced in by the learned

up.

5 as
w

theta, which

E.

The

S

sound of this letter, which is that of e in the Europ
5 generally, is the same. snh^t»ntuu.r „,:n, _...

the ord th This

bstantially, with our e in

pronunciation of g is universally consid
ered to be the same with that of the ancient Greeks
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Z.

The pronunciation of the letter (^ is also, in practice, undispu-

ted : The learned of all nations agree in giving it the sound, which

% has in English ; which is also the pronunciation of the Modern

Grreeks,

H.

It has been the fate of this letter, as writers have remarkedj

to be the subject of as much controversy as any in the whole al-
4

phabet, Erasmus aud his followers contended^ that the ancients
F

pronounced it like what they called long E in Latin ; by which

they meant a sound like a in our word fate. The Jlodern

Greeks pronounce it like our ee ; which is the sound given to it by

the English, and which we have always been accustomed to give

it. As far as respects ourselves, therefore, we have no dispute

with the Modern Greeks about this letter. But the writers on

the continent of Europe have generally considered that pronunci-

ation as erroneous ; it will, therefore, be necessary, to notice brief-

ly the grounds, upon which the two modes are defended.

That this letter at one period had a sound differing in some

respects from that, which it now has in Greece, must be inferred

from the description given of it by Dionysius of Halicarnassus,

which is different from his description of the sound of Iota ; and

this latter indisputably had the sound of long e (or eej in our

language. In the Herculanean manuscripts too, the ij is some-

times used by the copyist, through mistake, instead of Epsilon,

But there is also a great mass of evidence tending to show, that

about the commencement of the Christian era or not long after-

wards, the n and i were both pronounced alike ; and, if we can

36
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/

asccrtaiu the pronunciation of the language as far back as that

period, it will be sufficiently near the classic ages of Greece, to

satisfy the most fastidious ear of foreigners^ as we are in respect

to the language. The arguments ou both sides of the question

respecting the p}, are very minutely stated (from various authors

but not without remarks of his ow a) by Velastus^ a Greek monk

of the island of CliioSy in the Dissertation to w hich I have before
F

referred, and in which upw ards of thirty quarto pages are devot-
4

ed to this letter alone.* I shall here only give a very general

\iew of the reasoning on the suhjcct; and, in doing this, it will

be necessary for the present to assume as true, that the diphthong

«; liad the same sound with the i ; which, by the aid of the Her-

culanean Manuscripts, in addition to the ancient monuments here-

tofore discovered, may now be proved beyond a doubt to hava

been the case.

In prosecuting this inquiry, we are enabled to go back at once

to the twelfth century by means of the writings of the learned and
J

y

venerable Eustathius ; and he, it should be recollected, express-

ly informs bis readers, that his Commentary on- Homer consists

chiefly of selections from the toorJcs of others, whom even in that

age he styles "the ancients,^' Among those writers, (upwards of

three hundred' and fifty in number, according to the catalogue in

Fabricius,t) we do, indeed, find the names of philosophers and

critics and grammarians from the very earliest periods of Grecian

literature. Now Eustathius, in the course of his Commentary,

ives several instances of what he calls '^ctp^^fjagi or words, which

Thorns Stanislai Velastij societatia JesUj Dissertatio de Literarum Grop-

^arum Pronunciaiione^ Rom^, 1751.

t Fabric. Bib. Gr?ec. torn* 1. p. 506.

t
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ke sound but differc ijication j and as ex

pies he gives these lines of Homer, among others, relating; to

the letter

V «

Tov xai vreddEKTocv ^axci^sg ^so) oyJs r 'i^n(ra,v.

Iliad. A. 40G

;^oXoj ^g i^iv a,y§ios "HPEI

HPH ^ 6VX, i^ads a-r^^oc xj^y^ov*

Iliad, /i. 23, 24.

*IPI ^ia-t rig ytx,^ erg ^iu» Ifioi oiyyikm ?xe

;

Iliad. 2. 1 82, 1 84

^

Upon which last example he particularly remarks, that the

Poet has here placed two words near each other, which form the

most perfect kind of parecJiesis ; which is, when the words arc ex-

!tly

ipJiy

sound, but dissimilar in signijicatian and orth

E.yy 'dn evz^irtvs

u,sv ij^ovtrav ravro^, avou^otOTijTa I BY^ovca
\ tf

m-

In another instance {Iliad. 0. 143^ cited by VelastusJ he

uses even more emphatic language ; for after citing these lines.

he remarks, that the poet describes Iris paraphrastically, as the

Tmessenger of the gods^ lest the perfect similarity of sound in ^^ni

and l^ig should mislead one, and Jimo should be supposed to have

been called for by Juno herself.

* Eustath. p. 240, edit, Florent. 1730.
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But it is needless to multiply examples of th kind

of words at the end

la^s and some other Lexicons

and I

Scapu-

Henrj
) US b

John Philop

L to the se^

>

enth

tupy, aad the other, by Ammonius. to the fourth century ; from

last work, we may proceed still farther back^ by of

it
'

-»p a writer there cited
; Didy think

cessary the differelice igniiicatlon bet the

^ysTv and Xirov^ysTv j which, if they had been

of would

words^

so unlike in sounds as the Erasmian pronunci^

make them, would not have been classed with th

Collection.

The argument founded on translations of Roman names into

Greek is also applied in the case of the ;?, as well as of the other

letters
; and it is observed, that Bionysius of Halicamassus, and

other Greek writers, rendered the Roman i by the ti of their own
language. But on the other hand, the Boman writers frequently

rendered the Greek t] by their Again, it may be replied
>

Gellius observes) the ancient Romans used e and i indif-

Quintilian informs us of the same fact ; and, by way
of example, he remarks, that the

the Latin word Here has th

ear cannot plainly distinguish

that

d of / or of £ ,• and
the works of many authors he found sibe and quase for

sihi and quasi

But the strongest argument from derived from
Oriental Languages, because of their antiquity and permanency

Velaatus alludes to this, but himself with ferring the

Q
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peailer to Wetstein^s Dissertation. It is, Lowever, iirsjed witli

much force against the Erasmians, by Martin and by Schmidt,

The former, in his reply to Metkerke, (who had incautiously ad-

duced it as being favourable to his own cause,) thus presses his

adversary : " What shall I say on this point, Metlcerke ; or rath-
F

F

er what shall I not say? In truth, when you appeal to the He*

hrewSf you betray your utter ignorance

—

Hebrwos prorsus non

intelligis—nor, as it appears, have you ever read a passage in

their language. For what in the (rreek is rendered by ;j, is in tha

Hebrew i long [that is ee] and therefore in Greek it must be pro-

nounced in the same manner." Martin then examines the He-

brew words referred to by Metkerke, Schmidt remarks, that in a

multitude of Greek words which are retained in the Syriac Ver-

siou of the New Testament, the Greek ^ is always rendered by

Hirik and never by .. or by •— thus,

Nt)^3 from Kr,(poi^ Matt. xvi. 18.

Nt3vpid from <3'a^axX;jr6j, John xiv. 16.

^*P»nn from hotO^KTjy Matt. xxvi. S8, Luke i. 7^-

DVTJ^Ip from Ko^vnXiog^ Acts x. 1.

t3p1p*DJ|D from TSVTijxo(rTf}j Acts ii. I.

5»jDpi<| from ^r}Tt}^oi,t Acts xviii. 15.

with some other examples, which it is

in this pkce.

It is only necessary to notice one other argument in this case
j

which is the syllable B3i used by Cratinus (as before observed)

to express the cry of a sheep. In addition to the remarks made

ntider the letter Beta, I need only observe, (as Velastus does,

after Fahricius,J that there were two writers of the name of Cra-

}

needless to parfcicul
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tinuSf both of whom lived long before the time of Plato, Thu-

cydides and Pericles ; a period, to which no one will attempt

to trace the pronunciation of the Greek language, and at which
f

time the letter tj might possibly have had the full sound of our long

ghout all Greece. But IS thy of remark, that the

word B? is spoken of by Suidas and the author of the Etymolo-

Sicon Magnum as an ,3ttic word—BH, to f/^ifArj7txoi> 7^$ rm v^

^krm (pu^i^Jjgs ov)^s BAI, Xsygra/ Arruaig i^ an expression, from
y

which we must infer, that the word in question was peculiar to

the people of Attica; and that the people of other parts of

Greece would have used another word, to express the same sound.

0.

The Modern Greeks pronounce the letter ^ just as we do th

lur words thanlc, think, &c. and this has always been admitted

by the learned, from the day Erasmus our own times, to

beth pronunciation. Yet it is difficult to perceive, why
the modern sound of this letter should not have been contested

J

well as that of several others in the alphabet.

I.

The sound of the

been

letter / is also universally agreed to have

same anciently, as at the present day ; that is, like

long e (or ee) in English ; and so it is always pronounced on the

continent of Europe.

* Etjmo], Magn. p, 196. edit. Sylburg.

^
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K.
X

The pronunciation of the letter » is also admitted to have

been that of h in the laaguagas of the present day ; as the Mud-
Greeks always pronounce

A.

The letter X is supposed to have had anciently the common

sound of L in the European languages. The Modern Greeks

also give it the same sound before the vowels a, e, o, a? ; bu{
/

before t and v, it seems, they give it the liquid sound of ^/ in

Italian ; as I have remarked in the Table of the Alphabet, at p.

S37. Whether this distinction was observed anciently does not

appear

M.

The pronunciation of the letter /x is supposed to have remain-

ed unchanged to the present day. It has the common sound ofM
in all the modern languages.

N.

The v in Modern Greek, before a, e, 0, »i has the common
I

sound of n in the European languages ; but before n* h v, (as I

am informed by the Greeks I have mentioned^) it has the sound of

gn in the word hagnio ; as I have before observed, in the Table

of the Jl^habet, European scholars use only the first of these

sounds. "

Another modification of the sound of this letter, among the
I

n -

Modern Greeks, takes place when it is followed by the consonants

^, M,, t; in which case it slides into the sound of m.

t
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m

This modification of v^ though so natural a consequence of the

combination of these letters, was utterly proscribed by the learn-

ed of Europe. JVfefcerci^its asserts— ^^ Now, that v ought always to

be pronounced like n^ and that before /3, ^, r, its sound should

not be changed into m^ is sufficiently proved by this : that it has

neither the authority of the ancients^ nor euphony^ to recommend

it^ and that all the letters should sound as they are written; and

the learned pronunciation is elegant and not difficult/^ He then

adds; that he supposes ^^ certain sciolists^ who had more knowl*

edge of Latin than of Gveeh^ must have made this change^ in con-
^

sequence of their observing that the Latin prepositions an^ in^ and

couy before b^ m^ p^ in compound words^ were changed into am^ im^

and comj^*
I,

Henry Stephens also (following Jfefrerc/ius^ peremptorily de-

cides, that this modification of the » is the work of sciolists—" il-

lud decretum (says he) quorundam sciolorum." He then argues,

that this pronunciation occasions ambiguities and deformity in the

language; and that "these sounds are like great monsters, which

every man ought to attack ivith the club of Hercules -/' and there-

fore we ought to reject this pronunciation. But the only reason

he gives for his opinion is a remark of Q^nintilianf who says^ that

in Greek no word ends in m. The remark of ^uintilian, howev-

er, does by no means warrant the inference thus drawn from it.

Now, that the v anciently took the sound of ^, when it was fol-

lowed by auy one of the letters jB, ^, or y, it may be hazardous to

affirm ; but it is certainly a little remarkable, that, contrary to

the opinion of those learned men, we find, in the Herculanean

Manuscripts, evidence of its having that sound when it was fol-

Mekerchi Comment p» 162.
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lowed by the /3. The learned editor of the manuscript of PliilO'

demus states, that v is frequently substituted for fi in that work
;

and he gives the following, as one instance of such false orthog-

raphy; which must have been occasioned by the similarity of

sound in that combination : '^ Scepe enim librarius noster v pro

F'
h columna videre ubi

QuvQuffiV pro w^oXuM^ocvovcrtv, legitur ; ctsi col. 1. rccte scripserat

avTi'ku^Qoe.vov'rcci et xagaXa^.^cAwuffQcti : quod ejus sive imperitiaa

sive oscitantise tribuendura."* Here, then, we have another in-

stance, where the usage of the Modern Greeks, contrary to the

tlieories of ingenious and learned Europeans, is confirmed.

The I always has the sound of ks, as well at the heginningy

as in the other parts of a word ; never, that of gs or gz, and

much less, that of simple :z, which we are accustomed g

at the beginning of words. The sound of ks perfectly agrees

with the description given of this letter by DIonysius of Halicarnas-

sus, who says, it is compounded of k and g, but does not intimate

that it has any thing of the sound of y in it.

I

i

O.

The general pronunciation of o is as nearly like

any sound have in English ; butD

may be more exactly described, as a sound between that the

sound of in the word The learned make no questio

the antiquity of this pronunciation

* Philodem. col. ii. 1. 2r

37
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n.

The letter t, it is universally agreed, had anciently the sound

which it now generally has in Greece ; that is, of the letter _p in

lansiuaaies. When, however, it is preceded by a flat

consonant, (as Walker denominates that class of letters,) it is very

naturally modified by it. Thus, if preceded by ^, it takes the

sound of /3j as, o/^tsXc^ is pronounced dmhelos. Such modifica-

tions of the general sounds of letters are common in every lan-

guage. In tlie present instance, we see, in the Greelc language

the letter «r being preceded by Siflat consonant, takes the sound of

/3 ; in Latin, on the other hand, we have a well known instance

from ^idntllian, where the letter &, when followed by a sharp

consonant, f, slides into the sound of ^ :
" ut cum dico ohtin-

uit (says he) secundara enim 6 literam ratio poscit, aures magis

audiunt jp."* Whether the ancient Greeks thus varied the sciund

of the T, it is impossible to determine with certainty. But it will,

most assuredly, be safer to follow the present usage of the natives

of Greece, than to rely upon the theoretical opinions of Meker-

chus and other foreigners, who assert without proof, that such a

modification of the (B is " ridiculous."!

P.

The pronunciation of the ^ is undisputed. It is agreed, that

it has always had the sound which r has in modern languages.

* Quiutil. luslih }ib. i. c, 7. f Mekerchy p. ]G2.
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5.

The sound of the letter c is universally agreed to be, that of

» in the languages of our own times. W^e sometimes give it the

sound of % in certain combinations ;'and it is, in fact, occasionally

modified by other letters ; tlms^ the expression liog y^ov would

sound^ to our ears^ like vioi^f^ov, in consecjuence of the flat conso-

nant after the <r, But^ generally speaking, we should take care

to give this letter the pure sibilant sound of 5.

T.

The general pronunciation of the letter r is agreed to have

he^n anciently the same that it now is in Greece ; that of the mod-

ern T. But the Greeks of the present day, when this letter is

preceded by v, give it the sound of d ; thus, xdvnXoig is pronounc-

ed pandelos. This pronunciation was violently opposed in the

Erasraian controversy ; but principally on the ground, that it was

inconsistent, that the same letter should have more than one pro-

nunciation ; and yet all the writers in that controversy (who were

Frenchmen, Dutchmen and Englishmen) must have observed the

like inconsistencies in their own languages. In this and other

cases, where we have no evidence in the works of ancient writers,

Wl^. general usage of Modern Greece ought to have great weight.*

* It should have heen remarked under the letter K, that the same modifica-

tion takes place in that letter, when preceded by a j?«i consonant (y) as wc find

in the other two mutes, tt and r; thus, £yxe^«A«5 is pronounced as if written
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T.

The Modern Greeks pronounce v like their t, or like our ee.

Strange as this may at first seem to us, there can be little doubt,

as will presently appear, that this is extremely near its original

Sound ; and probably, is exactly the sound it had as long ago as

tlie Jirst century. Henry Stephens and other French writers (and

indeed most writers of other nations) have no doubt, that it was

originally pronounced like the French

Dionysius of JIalicarnassus of

•esponds in a very strikine: mar

u; d descr

his

with that d in

French language. After observing^ that in pronouncing a>.

the mouth is rounded and the lips drawn towards each oth he

adds

I

f ' 7»e TO, ^uXfj G-vs-oXrig

* "?

nfei' this

The V

for a remarkable

lender stifled uttered X
the lips is

V the n in

French borders so nearly upon our ee, that in learning the Ian

students, during their first awkward efforts to attain this

difficult ally pronounce it like That the u, how
ever, shortly after the time of Dionysius of JIalicarnassus, had
the simple sound of Iota, is now rendered in the highest degree
probable, by what we find in the Ilercuhnean Manuscripts

:

where it is sometimes erroneously used by the copyist for the let-

ter /. The learned editor of Philodemus makes the foUowin"- re-

mark upon

OW/'XCi

Sic. V. 17, [col. vii.] ^I^uyua bes JT
/i et V. 19, pro yo>, a omnia b

* Dions. Hal. Be Structura Orat. sect. 14. p. 9G. edit. VpUm,
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Conrector fidenti Nonnc aufcem h

rum elementorum valtle adfinem sonuni apud vcteres argucrc li-

cct ?^''* Thus it appears, that the modern pronunciation of this

letter may be traced back, with great probability, to the commence-

meiit of the Christian era; a period, whjch may properly enough

be considered as classic. It should also be noticed, that in tlic

present instance, the v is thus substituted for i in an accented syl-

lable ; which^ if the ancient Greeks regulated their pronuncia-

tion by the accents as their descendants do, adds greatly to the

force of the argument in this case ; for an acccnfeff syllable would

not be likely to be written with letters, whicii had not a very

close affinity to each other in sound ; whereas un-accented sylla-

bles, on the contrary, might be spelled with letters, which would

not, of necessity, very closely resemble each other. This civcum-

by the way, will, as I am strongly uk, ex-

plain many of

the aphy ancient

manuscripts.

O.

The letter (p, it is agreed, had anciently the same sound

which is given to it by the Modern Greeks ; that is, the sound of

R But, from the made by Cicer Gi that
/

could not pronounce Fundani but said Fkundan was

doubtless uttered more forcibly, or with

the lips, than tlie Latin lettcr.f

fp compression of

* PhUodein. p. 56. t See Quinti!. lib. i. c.
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X.

The learned all agree, that the letter y^ was pronounced by
i

the ancient Greeks with a strong aspiration ; like the ch in Ger-

man, or, much as the letters gli final are pronounced by the Irish

and Scotch. The Modern Greeks give it the same sound.

That it had some resemblance to the «., appears from its being

sometimes substituted for it in writing ,• as in the instance above

cited from the Herculanean Manuscripts, under the letter T,

where ccXoKua-tccv is written for aKo?,ot(riocv.

m
"¥.

The pronunciation of the letter -<// is undisputed. It is admit-

ted by all, that it had the sound of ps; though occasionally mod-
ified by the other letters, so as to sound sometimes like bs.

o;

L

The Modern Greeks pronounce the u just as they do the

and it seems to be undeniable, that anciently they differed only ir

quantltij but not in sound. Before the discovery of the Hercula
nean papiiri, it had been observed that they were frequently inter

changed by transcribers; and we now find the same thing in thosi

manuscripts. The editor of Philodemus has this remark upon it

col. xvii, V. 14; where he says we should read (to use his Ian-

guage) " pro ufA,sii>ov fortasse u^eiwv, v. 16, pro rm u.srpm refin-

A few remarks upon the sounds of the diphtJiongs will conclude
what I have to offer at present upon this subject ; but before ex-

* Fhilodem. ia not, p. 78.
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aminiug each one by itself, it may be proper to notice an objec-

tion^ which is applicable to the modern pronunciation of them all.

Erasmus contended, that in all of them, the sound of botli t!ie

component letters should be heard. Otherwise (says he) " why
arc they called proper diphthongs, unless the syllable gives the

sound of the two vowels ?"* Beza, and after him, Metkerke, and

various other writers, hold the same language ; and think, that,

as the very name of diphthong means a combination of two sounds,

therefore they must have been pronounced in that manner, and

not according to the practice of the Modeiu Greeks, with one sim-

ple sound only; for if this were the case, they argue^ these com-

binations of letters would not have been called diphthoiig^^ but dU

graphs. At this day it seems truly surprizing, thai the writers in

the controversy (who were Dutchmen, Frenclimen and English-

men) should have overloolved the circuuislance, that the same

abuse of the term diphtlwng was to be found in their own. as well

as in other languages. To apply their rule, therefore, those for-

eigners might argue, in respect to the English language, that

there are certain combinations of vowels in it, which Englishmen

call diphthongs ; and as they are called diphthongs^ and not di-

graphs^ they must be uttered in such a manner, that the two

sounds shall be heard ! The mere application of the reasoning to

our own language, shows its fallacy.

AI.

This diphthong is pronounced by the Modern Greeks like s,

or our a in fate. This pronunciation may be traced back, by

means of the Greek writers, with perfect certainty to the twelfth

* Erassn. Dialog, p. 89.
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century. Eiistathius (as quoted by the writers in the controver-

sy) after citing the following line from Homer

j

remavl<s, that "ir/^go-^s and TeukaGai though they differ in their

htters are exactly alike in sound ;" and the same is the case, as

this OMffyi KEN02
I

?

Xg¥ r^oTov KAIN02 i "for here nsvog and xaivlg have the same

sound.^' Several other passages might be adduced from Greek

s>
h

find any, however, wliich carry us back first

I do

;ury
;

contrary find any remarks of these writers,

hich give the least intimation, that any change had taken pi

of

In the case of this diphthong, however, as in that of the letter

we have evidence of this pronunciation of sufficiently high an-

ity, in the Oriental
S'^'^B Schmidt

Syriac Version of the New Testament, not only the Greek s, but

the diphthong a/j in those Greek words which are retained in the

version, are expressed both by tsere and segol; as, Ki(pa,'Kc&toy,

.<L
p.<'^P J scctiffcc^ucc i^npp; ug r^aiTc^^ioVi f^llDl^^ &c.*

AT.

The Modern Greeks pronounce this diphthong sometimes

id sometimes at*, as observed in the Table of the alphabet,

gument of greatest antiquity is founded on a remark of C

The

'?

De Divinatione ; where he says, that wh^nMarcus
Crassus was embarking his army at Brundusium} some person

Schmidt. De pronun. Grsec. p. C38,
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1

who was there selling figs brought from Caumis, cried, Cauneas

[i, e. either Kavysiug, the Greek name or Cace ne easl which was

S proceediu H (says

diphthong uv

av pronou the

considered as an omen (

i

Erasmus SchmidtJ it is

very nearly correspondei

word CaveJ^ In addition to this, Schmidt agaia resorts to

the Syriac Version ; where^ as he says^ the v in ctv and fy is

rendered by \ so as to sound like V: Dw^i) from Ylocvhogi

DVniSp from KXau3/of, etc.

The most important argument against this pronunciation of

av, is founded upon the well known passage of *lristo2jhanesf,

where the barking of a dog is expressed by av, au ; from which

it is inferred, that this syllable must bave been pronounced like

ow in our word how ; it being taken for granted, that Aristopha-

nes used a word, which expressed the barking of a dog with ex-

actness. But he

approximation to

s I was mcr.;ly an

;ar to have been

th In add the Beta

(p. 150) upon the uncertainty of arguments dirivcd from animal

sounds, I will only make one or two remarks applicable to this

particular word. It is evident, from what has been already ob-

served, that the letter v must have been pronounced either

like the French m, or like ee : This syllable then, if not pro

nounced av, must have sounded like our word aife which i:o

think quite so near the barking of

pr A nstoph

d as au api

a dog, as the present

then, must have adopted

sound la question.

38

4
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EI.

The arguments in support of the Modern Greek pronunciation

of this diphthong appear to be unaasw euoble. Inileed some of

the writers on the Erasmiaii side concede the point. Without

repeating the remarks of Eusfathius and other writers^ who may

be thought not sufficiently ancient^ I will only add to the obser-

vations made under some of the preceding letters^ the follow-

ing, from the second volume of the HercvJanean MSS. which,

at the same time, contains an important remark respecting the

accentuation of words. After g the word eu.<7rod

dof says a Quod autem pro

buas, qui ssepe

ptum habeas g/, id somnolento callig

i secus ac alii horum volumlnum ex pt

ut jamdudum observavimus, hujusmodi litterarum Bvu>,Xu'y)jv fa-

cit. Et ne longius abscedas, mox hac ipsa columna v. 14., aopia--

TSiug pro ao^ia-Tiag descriptum invenies. Id autem argumento

nobis esse debet, non modo diphthongum u affinem sono fuisse ra

/, sed etiam hujusmodi voces penultiraa longa solitas fuisse ef.

ferri."*

In the ancient Greelc Inscriptions published by Dr. Clarke

his Jlccoiint of the Greek Marbles fi evidence of the

same kind respecting the u : Thus, p. 5, TEIMO0EO2 AA
2EI05 XAIPE TEIMO0EO2 Acain& ; p. 44. H BOTAH
KAI O AHM02 ETEIMH2AN TITON

<^

* EpicuT. lib. si, col. vi. p, 50.
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ET.

There does not appear to be any direct evidence in the Greek

writers of very ancient date, proving the sound of this diphthong

to have been ev or ef, as the Modern Greeks pronounce it. If,

however, there is reason to believe that au was pronounced av or

afy the argument from analogy will apply with much force* But

though we find nothing decisive in the Greek writers^ yet we

have evidence in this case also from the tal

for^ according to Krasmns Schmidt^ in the Syriac Version

is rendered by % of which he gives the followiug instances

Dp^D*)^ from "EyTu;:^^oj» Acts xx. 9.

i^ntl)^ from 'Evoh'a, Philip, iv. S.

OI.

The diphthong oi is pronounced by the Modern Greeks exactly

like oe in some English words derived from the Greek, or like

The antiquity of

Most of the E ersy to have

been of opinion, that the Greeks pronounced it just as oi is pro-

nounced in the French lansjuage. The principal reason for this

opinion was, the general one mentioned above; that a diphthon

must have two sounds; an hypothesis, rt^hich is falsified by what

own hanguage.every one of those writers must have found in his

That this diphthong has for many centuries had the sound of our

ce, is proved by the same kind of evidence as above adduced in

the case of some of the other diphthongs ; that is, the mistakes of

the transcribers of manuscripts ; for they constantly substitute th«
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r

01 for ti aiul /. Velastus cites a striking remark on this subject
'

of as old a date as the beginning of the fourth century. " Who
(says he) has not heard of the complaints of St. Jerom, Angus-

tine, and Eucherius, in respect to the word Cenomia ; which,

as it was written by the Greeks, sometimes Ttrivo^via., sometimes

xvvoy.v7a^ and at other times ^oit/6y./u^ in consequence of the idea,

tity of sound in all these words^ occasioned infinite trouble to the

interpreters of holy writ.''* But the most ancient, and I think

the most decisive, testimony in support of the motlern pronuncia-

tion of this diplitlioug is, the passage^ cited in the controversy, from

Thuci/dides. This author, in his unrivalled description of the

that during that calamity, the

following verse, (which aged people said had been sung of old^)

was, among other things, brought up to recollection :

Plague of MhenSy informs us
9

Up
'H|£< A(k>^ifZKog ^oXs^og xoc) A0IM02 a/^' avrS.

" that a dispute arose among peopl

whether the oracle meant Xo/^oVj a pestilence^ or Xifj^oc, a famine.

Their present sufferings (he adds) made them suppose the former

they adapted the oracle to the calamity of

times. But I

if a famine s

apply the vers

of another D W

take

7f

they will be

Now, if the t

lly ready to

jrds in ques-

k could have been no room
for this ambiguity ; and to all the objections of those, who reason

upon this verse, as if it had been in writing, it is a sufficient

answer, that the oracles were delivered oralhj.\

* Velusti Dissertat. p. 80.

t This pronunciation of «;, it need hardly be observed, will destroy all i\\Q

supposed force and beauty of our lofty w^Xv^XohQct 5aA««-^«4 ; which we apply
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or.

It is generally admitted by the learned, tliat the ancient

Greeks pronounced the diphthong ov as their descendants do

;

that is, like ou in our word yoii, or like oo.

HT.
^

This is "bounded by the Modern Greeks like eev, I have not

found any particular remarks upon this diphthong ; but the general

g in respect to the av and €v will, in a degree, be appl

ble to it.

XL

The sound of this diphthong is scarcely to be distinguished,

except in length, from either of its two component letters taken

alone. This pronunciation must undoubtedly be defended upon

the ground of usage ; I am not aware of any direct evidence

relative to it in the Greek writers.

to the roaring of the ocean. But the following remark (from an intelligent

writer before cited) will, at least, make us doubt of the justness of that applica-

tion : " I must here add, that these men [some modern Greeks] confirmed an

observation of our late revered and lamented President, that we are much mista-

ken in our idea of the supposed loftj sound of T<iXvipxJc-^et9 ^aXucr^^^; that the

Borderers on the coast of the Archipelago take their ideas from tlie gentle laving

of the shore by a summer wave, and not from the roaring of a winter ocean 5

and thej accordingly pronounced it Polyphlisveo thalasses.^^* The Greeks, I

have conversed with, pronounce it in the same manner, and accenting the

antepenultimate of the first word, and the penultimate of tl^e second.

* Observations on the Greek Accents, by Arthur Browne, Esq. in the Tra?isnctiQJU of

t}ie Royal Irish Academy^ vol. vii. p. 370.
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nx.

This diphthong rarely occurs ; it is proaouaced oav or oaf ac-
r

cording to the consonant that follows it.

The improper diphthongs a, »?, a require no particular remark ;

as the Modern Greeks, like ourselves, pronounce them just as

the simple letters are pronounced without the subscribed Iota.

In addition to these particular observations on the letters, I

eaanot but call the attention of the members of the Academy to a

few facts, which well deserve the consideration of scholars,

these, a very important one is the universality of the pronun-

ciatiou of the Modern Greeks ; which is found to be substantially

the same in the islands and other parts of Greece, quite remote

from each other and having Uttle or no connexion by means of

commeice or otherwise. Another remarkable circumstance is,

the use of ancient Greek in their Church-service; which has

Of

been continued ty to the

from

present day. Now the just pronunciation of the languao-e of

their Church-service has ever been scrupulously attended to ; and
the present mode has been handed dowa with extreme care

the earliest periods. The nation itself, also, remains to this time

a distinct race of people ; and it should be recollected, that the

oppression of their Turkish conquerors has only served to keep
them the more embodied, and the less liable to the effects of a
necessary intercourse with each other.

How cautious then ought we, as foreigners, to be in condemn-

the

usage of a people thus circumstanced, in such

pronunciation of their language. We perceive

inent scholars have entertained opinions respect-

'^^
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ing it, which later discoveries have proved to he unfounded.
At one period, for example, it was con fended hy the learned of

Europe, that the y before y, », &c, was not to be pronounced

like 9 ; that g/ was not to he sounded like simple i, &c. as the

Modern Greeks pronounce them. These opinions now appear
to have been erroneous, and the usage of the Mudprn, is found to

be conformable to that of the ancient Greeks. The learned niso

once thought, that the ancient Greeks used only camtal h'ttcrs,

and small letters, now used, were the invention of

lower ages ; hut an inscription found in H
very characters has obliged them to abandon that opinion. Th,cy

believed too, and with much ingenuify had almost proved, that

the Greek Accents were of comparatively modern origin ; but here

again, unfortunately, the same Herculanean Inscription confuted

their theories. In almost every instance, in short, where the

opinions of the learned have been at variance with the usage of

the Modern Greeks, whenever any evidence has been discovered

relating to the point in controversy, the theories of the former

liave proved to be unfounded, and the usa^e of the latter confirmed.

I have thought it might be interesting, to some persons, to sub.

join to tliis communication the following letter in Modern Greek.

written by Mr. Ciclitira, of which a. facsimile is annexed. Those

persons, who have not paid much attention to the language of

Modern Greece, will, I am sure, be surprized at the resemblance

of the words, and not less surprized to see the accents, hreathingSj

&c. used so much in conformity with the rules in our grammars

of ancient Greek. And on the subject of the accents (which I
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shall consider in a future paper) I cannot avoid submitting

fact to the consideration of scholars Modern Greeks al

pi

pronounce according to the accents ; and, in sjjeahing, they

the accent (or stress of the voice) exactly where the rules

quire us to pi

word av9p

:eut. For ej

they pronou

(

flM-

thropos, following the accent, and disregarding the quantity

g vowel m the pe b geniti wh
rule of prosody requires us to accent the penultimate beca

Inal syllable is long, they place the accent (or stress of th

the

the

va

penultimate, also ; and cx.vd^oj'^ov is then pronounced anthro

This is noticed in the Dissertation of Arthur Browne Esq
befor.e cited 5 and I have myself constantly found it to be the

both with Mr. Ciclitira and the Greek Captain.

Translation of the annexed Greel- letter.^

Sir,

I perceive that your colleges here do diffe least

from those of England as to their studies either in philosophy
1 B I ? Though they are adorned

» the languages, and p much
1 have heard tlie Greek Langnasie read with

learning, yet

regular pronunciation of the syllables, with f^ilse accentuation.

proper cadences, and without the least Greek
utterance. With some reason then I may observe, that instruc-

g; and I therefore ted my
selfbefore this illustrious nation, and have engaged to teach, to
any who may desire it, the Greek pronunciation being myself

• See PI. IV.
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native of the Peloponnesus^ and from the city anciently called Fy-

lus, but now JWvarinos, in which same cotintry 1 learnt the lan-

guage and pronunciation.
r

Further I will observe, that besides the pronunciation, if any

shall desire to learn to write^ I will instruct tliem in my mode of

writing, which is conformable to the writing letters which arc

now used in our colleges. These ; and I with all respect I re-

mam,

your humble servant,

NICHOLAS TZIKLITEERA.
Boston, the M FeVy, 1818.

m

J

NOTE.

/

Ta^z 256, lim 3 from the bottom. The passage from Cratlnus is couimon-

Ij cited as I have here given it ; and so it stands in the Elijmologicon Magnum^

p. 196, edit. Sylburg. and in Phavorinus^ p. 1 186. But in Suidas (as quoted by

ConstantineJ
*0 h MicSic^y etc. This difference

may probably be accounted for, by the i and a being both pronounced alike.

Which of the two is the true reading it may not be easy to determine; nor is it

of any consequence in the present case. It may, however, be observed, that

the latter reading is supported by the Lexicon of John Zomras^ p. 357, which

has—*0 h XcicSui, etc. This valuable work, as well as the long desired Lexi-

con of Photius, after slumbering for centuries among the manuscripts of the li-

braries of Europe, has lately been given to the public by the indefatigable zeal

and perseverance of the scholars of Germany. I call it Zonaras' Lexicon, after

the editor, Joh. Mg. Henr. Tittman, who gives several reasons of some weight

for ascribino- it to that author. Nor does the circumstance mentioned in his

39
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Prolegomena, p. S3, aifect the probabilitj of his supposition ; though the learned

editor seems to be at a loss hoAv to account for it. He observes of one of his

Manuscripts—" In folio singular!, quod post thecam ad compacturam Cod. per-

tinet, legitur
: Arsenii cujusdam Lexicon GrcBcum. Hinc etlam in Catalo^o

Msselii impresso et deinde in bibliotheca Fabricii sub titulo iUo commemoratur.
[Vol. vi. p. 631, ed. nov. Nessel. part iv. p. 74.] Sed quae causa fuerit, cur
Jirsenioy nescio cui, hoc opus tributum sit,friistra rescire cujjio, neque de Jrse-
nio qnodam, Gvammatico aut Lexici auctore, rnihi quidquara constat" The
source of this blunder in the MS. (for a blunder it certainlj must be) is, I think,

discoverable upon examining the Lexicon. The words are all arranged in five

classes—masculine, feminine and neuter nouns, verbs and adverbs, which last

class comprehends the other parts of speech. Now it happens, that the first

class of words under the letter ^, consists of inasculine nouns, and it is accord-
ingly entitled A§c-syiK»v

; which word, being seen at the head of the MS. would
be mistaken, bj some owner of it, for the name of the author. If the work had

Tlielycus

feminine nouns (©^auxok)

ERRATA.

Page 36 line 17 for (F) read (Q).

f^ 6 Equations read cqualion.

«f «! "'' ^"^~ ^) ''^'"^ «»
.
(T- S).

00 24 second rearl first.

p 9 L'— L read L'— L".
237 28 >.,'fiag read Xifioi.

''
Ae/^es read Xoi/Mi.

242 12 S, ai, or, ait, oit, read e, af, ois, aits^ ets
-5o 17 balneum read balneum.

«
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On the Meteor which passed over Wilmington in the state of

Delaware
J
JVov. SI, 1819.

By NATHANIEL BOWDITCH, LL. D.

N the 3l8t of November 1819, a reraarkahly large and bril-

liant meteor passed over Wilmington, Delaware, moving in a di-

rection between South and West, and at so great a height that it

was seen at the same time in Danvers, Massachusetts, and in J?al-

tiinore, Maryland^ by persons above 380 miles distant from each

other. It was also noticed at several intermediate places, and

some accounts of it were published in the newspapers soon after

its appearance. All these observations concur in making it at a '

much greater height above the earth's surface, than the famous

Connecticut meteor, Avhich deposited so many heavy stones, and

the phenomena attending on both meteors were in many respects

very much alike, indicating a common origin and similar proper-

ties, though no stones were known to have fallen from the present

meteor. Ignorant as we now are of the origin of these bodies, it

becomes important, for the purpose of obtaining a (rue theory,

to collect and preserve all the facts relative to them, and to ascer-
r

tain, as nearly as possible, their heights, directions, velocities, and

magnitudes. With this view I have collected such observations

of this meteor as have come to my knowledge by means of the

public papers and by private communication^ and have made such

40
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deductions as seem to be warranted by the combination of all of

them. Observing however that a very great degree of accuracy

is not in general to be expected in these results, but merely a con-

siderable approximation towards the true elements, on account of

the degree of uncertainty which almost always attends such obser-

which are suddenly made, in a moment of surprise, uponrations

a body

ed to confirm each i

^ i. The most p

In the present instance then

ations, which generally tend

of this meteor I

pe

published in the American Watchman (a Delaware newsp

5 Standing in the open
the borough [of Wilmington, Del. lat. 39" 45', long. 75° 31' W
Greenwich, nearly,] we were surprised by a sudden flood of lidit,

suiRcient to enable us to read print. Casting the
eyes around, we discovered a fire ball in motion in a d
north east 50'^ or 60° above the

-J

passed a little to the south of

point of compass, and at ab

zon : continuing its course, it

zenith, towards the opposite

30 abo
horizon it became invisible.

the western

This body was perhaps ab

before we saw it ; from which we infer that
it first appeared about

25° to 30 for time]

I [a

lied

about ff

than five

the heavens, and in a perio

Th
of the body, when first observed, might be about half that of t)

full moon
; the tail which projected from it was of a conical shap

5^. No sparks

d extending, from the ball to the apex

observ Th
pact of fir

> which was combined

appeared be a

dness of
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Mars and the softer light of the moon. The whole appearance

was sublime beyond description. At about 80^ from the zenith

westward, it began rapidly to decline, and in two seconds became

to appearance extinct ; its tail in the mean time lengthening to 10°

or 15% forming a narrow red streak of evanescent fire. About

three minutes after it had disappeared^ a noise was heard resem-

» terly

In the same pap made at

V

a place li mile S. E. from Wilmington. " k very bright meteor

was seen to pass over this place Nov. SI, 1819, at 20' before 7

P. M. It arose from the N. E. and travelled in a direction S. W.
leaving a tail of fire behind it, which marked its path through the

heavens for a very considerable distance. Its size was equal to

that of the moon, its shape that of a blazing torch, and its rapidi-

ty such as to pass through our zenith in about 80 seconds. Its

first appearance was marked by a quantity of falling sparks ; tlie

same phenomenon preceded its exit, and two minutes after losing

sight of it, a rumbling noise, like distant and protracted peals of

thunder, was heard for upwards of 00 seconds, in the direction of

its flight. Its brilliancy was such, and such the light produced by

it, that it was equal to that of the sun when just emerging from the

liorizon. The greatest light was obtaiucd tweatj degrees after

its passage across our meridian. Ohservatiaus made ia WiU
mington do not make its parallax very sensible, which shows its

height to be at least twenty miles. Its disappearance was at

about 25° above our horizon.''

3. The observations at Baltimore (lat. 3^ i7' long. 76° 37')

obtained by an obliging friend (about two months after the ap-

pearance of the meteor) from a gentleman of observation and intel-
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ligence who was in Baltimore at that time, and had a perfect view

of it through its whole course, are as follow.

The first appearance was at 3''- 55' P. M. position N. E. alti-

tude 45°; Its course was south, inclining west ; or perhaps S. W,
arch passed over ahout 75^ At the time of its disappearance

its position was S. E. altitude 25°. When first seen, it ap-

peared for a moment stationary : but ^y

in rapid motion, wliicli seemed to increase, though very little

till it burst. Its size was half the diameter of the moon.

Colour of a brilliant lustre, like the star Sirius, without any red-

dish a2)pearance. A moment before it disappeared, a lucid ring

separated itself from the body of the meteor, and became as large

as the moon. The body of the meteor within the ring was not

diminished, but changed to a reddish colour. But this appear-

ance of the ring was almost instantaneous at the moment the whole
disappeared. No tail was seen, and it looked, through its whole

course, precisely like an uncommonly large star. It was so brill-

iant as to throw a strong light into the windows of houses in the

The time of its whole visible course w^as mor

half a minute. No explosion was heard in Baltimore : but a sen-

tleman who was at that time in Kent County informed me the

explosion was like the rumbling of a wagon over a smooth hard
road.

The following accounts were also published in the newspapers
at Baltimore. " A very luminous meteor passed over the ci

Nov. SI, 1819, in the evening about half past six o'clock. Its

course was from N. E. towards S. W. Its apparent size increas-

ed as It approached, till it appeared nearly as large as the moon,
when it exploded. The light it diffused was equal to that of

strong lightoing."—" A gentleman who resides a few miles N. E.
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of the city, represents the luminous body to have rcsembleil iron

in a state of fusion—that it appeared of considerable length, and.

travelled from the north-east towards the south-east, [that is, it ap-

peared in the north-east and disappeared in tlie south-east.] A few

seconds after its disappearance, a noise m as heard like the firing of

cannon, four times in quick succession, which was followed by a

rumbling noise, like that of several carriages passing over a long

bridge. The light which it emitted completely obscured that of

the moon and stars, which before its appearance were uncommonly

brilliant. It was first observed about ten minutes after six

o'clock."

The altitude of the meteor observed at Baltimore 45°,

seems to require a correction similar to that made in the Wilming-

ton observation p5°,] on account of not seeing it at the first in-

stant ; this would make the altitude SO*, wliicli we sliall assume

for the true elevation.

4. In the public papers it is stated that, on the evening of Nov.

31, 1819, the meteor was seen near Salem in West Jersey, at

about half past six o'clock, and described an arch of 120'' or 130°.

« Its colour like iron in a state of perfect fusion. It was visible

6^ or 7^, and its course nearly from E. N. E. to W. S. W. Two

or three minutes after its disappearance a tremendous sound, fol'

lowed by a long rumbling, proves this meteor to be one of tiiat

singular kind which deposites heavy stones. It was seen and

distinctly heard for a space of at least 30 miles in diameter

;

how much further we have not learned."

It is mentioned Nov

1819 at about 7 o'clock, a brilliant meteor passed over Trenton

(lat. 40** l:i' N. long. 74° 47' W.) in a direction frora N. E. U

S. W.

T-"
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6. This meteor was seen and carefully examined by John W,
Proctor Esquire, in Danvers, Massacliusetls, (lat. 4^° 34' N. Ion.

J*

70° 56' W.) who gave me the following account. ^^ On the eve-

ning of Nov. 21, 1819, between the hours of 6 and 7, I saw a me-

teor much larger and more brilliant than any I have ever before
/

seen. Immediately after, I looked at my watch, and the time was

6^ 2(y ; but there might possibly be an error of 15' in the regula-

tion of the watch. I was walking in a central part of the town of

Danvers, in the direction in which the meteor appeared, and think

it prohahle that I saw it when it first appeared. The moon at that

time was about five days old, and shone bright. The meteor was

much more brilliant and luminous than the moon. The form of

the meteor was oval or oblong, the longest diameter being in the

direction of its motion. Admitting the apparent diameter of the

moon to be 30' [32], I should think the apparent length of the

meteor was 9' [9' 36'^], and breadth 6' [6' 24>'q. When I Erst

saw it, it was about 5° above the horizon. Its motion was rapid,

inclining to the west, so that the arch of a great circle of the

sphere, which it appeared to describe, intersected the horizon in

e of about 75°. The land over which it appeared was el-

evated about li° above the place on which I stood, at the distance

of one third of a mile. The point of the horizon in which it dis-

appeared was from me in the direction S. 59" W. The appear-

ance of the meteor was vivid and brilliant in the highest degree
;

resembling the burning of charcoal, phosphorus or iron in oxygen
gas. Sparks, some of which were apparently of the size of the

larger stars, appeared, thrown off from the meteor in every direc-

tion. It resembled a piece of red hot iron when first taken from

the furnace. The time that I saw it, I cannot accurately estimate.

D
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It could not have been more than five seconds, and possibly not

more than two or three."

It may be observed, that Mr. Proctor published in the Salem

Grazette of Dec.
'^f 1819, an account nearly similar to the above,

the altitude when first discovered \Yas however estimated " at about

10^ above the horizon in a W, S. W. direction." As he recollect-

ed precisely the place in the road where he observed the meteor,

and noticed its disappearance near a small bush on the elevated

land he speaks of in his account, I requested him to observe its

bearing and altitude accurately with a theodolite, which he did,

and found it as above to be B. 59° W. or S. 54° W. corrected for

the variation instead of W. S. W. and the altitude of the meteor,

estimated by directing the telescope to the part of the heavens

where it was supposed the meteor first appeared, was found to be

5°, If the object was not discovered at the very first moment, it

would be necessary to increase this angle, and on that account li

would perhaps be better to take an intermediate quantify between

both his estimates, we shall therefore assume 7~° for the apparent

altitude of the meteor at its first appearance in Danvers, which

would make the whole visible arc described about 6^ IS'.

7. The effect of the attraction of the earth upon the meteor

during its appearance may be neglected, and we may suppose it to

have moved in the straight line joining the two extreme points of

its actual path. The error of this supposition will be far within

the limits of the errors of the observations, as will appear evident

by making a rough estimate of the deflection of the body from the

nt of its path supposing it to be a parabola, which will be
a

T
sufficiently accurate for the purpose of illustration,

of the appearance of the meteor, by the mean of all the observa-

tions was 16 seconds, during which time the body would hare
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fallen by the force of gravity, (estimated in the usual manner, neg

Icctius: the resistance &c3 s 16x16' feet

This quantity represents tlie deflection from the tangent; and the

greatest distance of the curve from the chord line connectino* the

two extreme points would be only a fourth

feet, which is nearly 4 of a mile, and this

par

pparent place observed
in the heavens half a degree at its maximum, and generally

ould To determine, therefore, the place of

meteor, with as much accuracy as can be attained by these obser

tious, it will only be necessary to find the places of its appeara
disappear

paper the Connecticut

The method of doing this is explained in my
meteor given in the Memoirs of the

Academy, and after various calculations T have assumed the fol-

lowing places of the meteor as those which, on the whole, would
best satisfy the aggre the observat

;

Latitude of the meteor

Longitude of the meteor

Heie-ht abnvft thp pnrfli'c

At its appearance

K
4 34 W.Greenvv. 76

38 miles.

The azimuths and altitudes of

At its disappearance.

03 W.Greenw,

22 miles.

md its distances

from the different observers, expressed in statute miles of L

preceding values, by
feet puted means

usual rules of trigonometry, and inserted in the followin tabl

h the observed places, in order to give at one view the differen

between the observed azimuths and altitudes.
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iVzituiiths.

Obs.
I

Cnlcul. Diff.

'Pirst appearance
at

Danvers
Trenton

Wilmington

Baltimore

Sa1em,WJ*

Disappearance at

tJaiivers

IVenton

VVilmington

Baltimore
Salem, W.J.

233
45
45

45

232 29
44 41 19

SI

Altitudes.

Observ. ! Caicul

I

48 38

53 48 8 4£

40

7 SO 7 £5

Dili

5

30

:o

29 14

14 59

45

5 01

rimiicm
j
V\ Uule srch itt^cribtd by

of Uie Mc- 1 Ilic iiittco^ «hUe vmblc
teorfrom OUeoatiou. | CalcuuT
observer. |

Milei.

245
43

77

1S9

82

pa ill wliuiiton

UU. .Calcuial.

234 "230

225
225

2471
135

S2[ 3 2^

323 44 1 i(>

216 10

102 S9;32 21
>0'.32

I 30f 1 18

24 01

12

35 035

5 59
I

358
101

5"

38
49

I

75 72 £5

79

or 11 ilegreei

'Crom the zen
iUi of W ii-

lUJllgtOO*

1 ha Aijd the
JDanren In-

Ijcliiuitiun

a^rcr well
with ilio ob-
•ervMiiuus*

These calculated places agree remarkably well with the ob-

servations at the first appearance of the meteor^ but ia the obser*

yations at the time of the disappearance, there is a considerable

discrepance^ and it is not possible wholly to reconcile the obser-

vatious at Baltimore with those made at other places. This diffi-

culty may have arisen partly from the circumstance that the J^alti-

more observations were not given immediately upon the appear-

ance of the meteor^ wlien the recollection of it was fresh in the

memory, but after the lapse of several weeks, when some of the

circumstances might have been forgotten : and of course greater

differences were to be expected in them than in the other observa-

tions. In calculating the apparent altitudes of the meteor, the

ten estrial refraction was supposed to be equal to ^V part of the

angle formed at the centre of the earth hy the lines drawn to the

of the and bs The elevation f iC

meteor above the horizon of Danvers was by this table 1° 18' at

of its disauY) and as the elevation of the laud

The numbsi-s for Sulem ^W. J.) were estimated roughl/ by a graplilcal projection
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that direction was 1° 30', it must have been hid by the land a frac-

tiou of a s^ecoud of time before its actual disappearances at other

places.

From these assumed places of the meteor, it would follow that

its apjmrent direction over the earth''s surface (neglecting the aijnu-

al and diurnal motion of the earth} teas nearly S. 44° W. The dis-

tance of the extreme points of its path was ii7T mil^s^ the length

of its curvilinear path while visible being greater than this quan^

tity. Its height above the eart¥s surface decreasedfrom 38 io '1%

miles while it continued visible. The duration of its appearancCf

hi/ tjie mean of all the observations^ teas about 16 seconds, conse^

quently Us velocity teas about 7y miles per second^ which is con-
-ft

siderahly greater than would be required to make a body move
T

like a satellite about the earth in a circular orbit. It is also a

greater velocity than a body would acquire, by the force of gravi-

ty, in falling to the earth from an infinite distance, and if a body

were projected vertically with that velocity, and the resistance of

the air to cease, it would never fall back again to the earth.

With the mean distance of the meteor from Danvers and its

apparent diameter by observation 6' 24/^, the real diameter would

be S966 feet. The distance at its first appearance at Wilmington

under the angle 16', would make its real diameter 1887 feet.

The mean distance from Baltimore and the apparent angle under

vvhichit appeared (by the mean of both observations made there)

13', would make its real diameter 3iJ71 feet. The mean of these

three estimates makes the actual diameter of the meteor equal to

2710 feetj or about half a mile. The oblong form observed at

Danvers was, without doubt, produced by the tail of the meteor,

which m\ist have appeared very short at that place on account of

the oblique position in which it was viewed. When the tail was
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visible ^vitli great splendour near the zenith of a spectator at

Wilmington^ it would have been much less noticed at Baltimore^

because its direction would have fallen nearly in a liiic with the

body of the meteor, which would have partly prevented its being

seen. As the meteor began to diminish in lustre, the position at

Baltimore became more favourable, and then a lucid ring was visi-
r

ble there, but was not seen at Wilmington. Both these observa-

tions are however perfectly compatible with each other ; for if

the plane of the ring was a vertical one passing through the path

of the meteor, its edge only could have been seen at Wilming-

ton, while the whole could have been seen at Balti

in the same manner as Saturn's ring might disappear from our

view, although in its greatest opening as observed from another
;

planet

It may b the heiaht we have assisined to the

of the meteor and hearing the report of

meteor is in some measure confirmed, by the time elapsed

the disappearance

which by the observation at Wilmington and Salem (W. J.) was

from two to three minutes, and by supposing sound to move at the

rate of 1143 feet per second, it would correspond to a distance of

from S6 to 39 miles from these places.

• *
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Occultation of Sjpica ly the Moon, observed at Salem,

By NATHANIEL BOWDITCH, LL. D.

T occultation was nearly central on the g of the

"fifth of February The weather was remarkably clear, and
the observations of the immersion and emersion (made with a four-

feet achromatic telescope) were remarkably good ; but the.weather

had previously been so inclement that the regulation of the chro-

uometer was not so accurate as I could have wished, and there

may be an uncertainty of four or five seconds in the times.

The observations

Immersion 0'' ±2 13'^ apparent time.

Emersion 1 0)«>. 38 a i(

The latitude of the place of observation (near the north meet
g-house in Salem) is 43° 33' 30'^ The loi g

East from Cambridge, or ^^^ 43' 37''' W. from Greenwich.
these and the latitudes of the moon given in Burckhardt's tables

53^ in time

Using

to

5 place of the star as in the Nautical Almanac for

'ound by the Astronomer Royal, Mr. Pond, the (

pplied to the moon's

would be + 9

longitude by Burckhardt's tables

:A #
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On a mistake which exists in the calculation of Mr. Poisson rela-

tive to the distribution of the electrical matter upon the surfaces

two globes : in vol*i2 of the " Memoires de la classe des

sciences mathematiques et physiques deVlnstitut Imperial de

France.''^

By NATHANIEL BOWDITCH, LL. D.

N the second memoir of Mr. Poisson, published in the ahove

volume (which the reader of this article ought to have lying he-

fore him) is given a series to fiad the thickness of the electric,

al stratum upon the surfaces of two globes brought nearly in

contact with each other. In the course of this calculation when

finding the value of S' (page 245, line l6j the integral /-j^^— is

multiplied by the factor 18— -+^-^, instead of which the

simple factor - ought to be used. This affects the calculation in

several of the expressions in the subsequent pages of that work.

Thus (in page 246, line 5) the two first terms of H become

5 3^/7 5a -—rrj\ being exactly the same,
126 — 6" V-^^O

"
It) (a + 6) 8 (a + hf

except in the signs, as the two first terms of H', (page 247, line

18,) so that when these terms are added together, to obtain the

value of ij, (page 248, line 3,) the coefficient of A ^ vanishes,

as well as those of h! and fe ^', leaving only the term H h' T^ (af-

%
^
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fee ted with the sixth power of 3 depending on h'.) In like manner

vanishes from the value of :s, (page 248; line 10 ;)the term
h'S*

60 (a 4- b)

and the yalue of i/ = a (page 267, line SO) instead of being propor-

tional to the fourth power of J, is nearly as the sixth power, and

I

becomes i/ %
HA^s
A— . The expression of ^ (page §68, line 9)

instead of beins
2*2

= 15 a* log 2
. A, becomes ^

64. H «

'

aMog2 . A; or, in oth-

er words, the thickness of the electrical stratum (upon the nearest

points of the surfaces of two equal spheres, equally electrised,

and placed at very small but variable distances from each other)

is proportional to the cuhe of the distance"of the surfaces, instead

of the square of the distance, as is stated,in the memoir. Thefse
h

are the most important corrections to be made in the memoir in

consequence of this mistake.

m
^
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On the Orbit of the Comet of 1819.

By ALEXANDER M. FISHER, A. M
PROFESSOK OF MATHEMATICS AXD NATUPvAL PHILOSOPHY IN YALE

COLLEGE.

Comrminicated in a letter to the Hon. J\*athaniel Bowditdu

THIS body was first observed, in the United States, on the

evening of the second of July : in riglit ascension 10:^% declina-

tion 43° N. Its lustre was nearly equal to that of a star of the first

magnitude^ when viewed at no greater distance from the horizon.

The length of the tail, on the morning of July 6lh, the moon he-

ing helowthe horizon and the air perfectly clear, was judged to

be somewhat greater than that between the two Stars a and ^
Aurigse. The direction was marked on the evening of July 18th,

as being towards a point between e and ^ Ursse Minoris : hence

it must have pointed, as usual, nearly opposite to the sun. Near

the body of the comet it was unusually narrow and well defined;

bat its boundaries soon diverged, and became indistinct. The

head, as viewed with telescopes of different powers, presented a

disk of very sensible magnitude, but too ill defined to admit of

exact measurement. With a Gregorian reflector of five inches

aperture and a magnifying power of about 70? the light was vexy

perceptible on the evening of the 13th, through a diameter of two

minutes ; and the utmost extent of the visible coma was perhaps

•i
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rly twice as g On when its brightness

naked ejre had greatly diminished, the greatest perceptible diame-

istment of the focus was made by

/

ter was 2^ minutes. The adjustment

looking at Jupiter ; and the micrometer employed in these meas-

urements gave the diameter of Jupiter within about S'''' ot the

truth.
r

After the 12th of July, the brightness of the head began sen-

sibly to decline, and the length of the tail gradually diminished.

The following table contains the estimated brightness compared
with that of surrounding stars, and the lengtb of the tail; at

al
> before its disapp

Time. l-Vlag-nitude.JLeng'th of the tail.

July 5

13

19

25

31

1

2.3

4
5

6

8°

8

or 9

5

1°

3°

After the morning of July 31st, it was not seen in New Haven
With a forty inch refractor, it was supposed to have been seen ii

New York, as late as the 10th of August.

.

O the mornm

distances of the

July 6th, a series of

convenient fixed stars was
commenced in the Lyceum of Yale College, and continued
the state of the atmosph would permit disappeared
These observations were made when the comet was between 5° and
iO^ above the horizon, and therefore, independently of the neces-

y

mperfection of ployed, are liabl

uncertainty, on account of the irregularity of refraction.

A first approximation to the elements of the orbit was deduced
from fiv made betwe

J

July 6th and The
/

^
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published iu a New Haven periodical paper, under

the date of July 30th, and

Perihelion distance ,3416

Time of passing the perihelion, June 37tb, 8'" even, mean

time, N. Haven,

Inclination of the orbit

Longitude of the ascending node

Place of the perihelion

Motion direct.

^ k

80° 53'

75 3S

285 30^

>/

f
r

These elements were obtained by a simple graphical process,

which is believed to possess some advauta^^es over those usually

described in astronomical treatises.

The late comet appeared under circumstances peculiarly un

fa of its orbit by the g
methods. In addition to the short

t

the all arc of its

horizon, the po of

and

orbit with respect to the earth was

such, that a small error in its geocentric position would produce a

comparatively large one in some of the elements, Obscrvationa

taken soon after it appeared would have been peculiarly valuable,

on account of the rapid motion in latitude; but none could be

made in New Haven with insttruraents of sufficient accuracy to

correcting the orbit^ till July 6th : and

pproach of

deserve any reliance in

these could not be employed^ on

the angle made by the radius vector of the comet and the visual

ray of the earthy to 90^ Observations made near the 13lh could

not be advantageously employed, on account of the near approach

of W\^ ^projection of this angle on the plane of the ecliptic, to 90?.

4^

m.
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The observations which were selected, as possessing, on the

whole, the most advantages for correcting the first approximation^

were those made on the evenings of July 9th and 19th, and on

the morning of July 31st.

In calculating the geocentric latitudes and longitudes of the

comet, the following method was pursued. The mean right as-

censions and declinations of the stars employed were taken from
r

the most approved tables, and corrected for precession, aberration,

and nutation, in such a manner as to give their apparent right

ascensions and declinations at the times of observation. The alti-

tudes of the comet and stars were found with sufficient accuracy

for determining their refraction, which was corrected for the state

of the barometer and thermometer. The parallax of the comet

was nearly estimated from the approximate elements, and applied

to its refraction. The true distance was then calculated from the

apparent in a mode analogous to that employed for clearing lunar

distances. With the aid of the true distances thus found, and

rendered simultaneous by the application, to one of them, of a

proportional part of the daily motion, the right ascension and de-

clination, and from these, the latitude and longitude were deter-

mined. To obtain the true from the apparent latitude and
r

^^^ r

longitude, a correction for aberration was necessary. This was
deduced from the daily geocentric motion, and the distance of th

^*

comet from the earth, (known nearly from the first approxima
tion,) by the method given, Vince's Ast. vol. i. page 3S6. Th(
latitudes and longitudes of the comet, and the longitudes of th(

sun, obtained by adding 20'' to those given in the Nautical Alma-
nac, are subjoined.

•
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Time
I

Lut. N Long-imdc.

July, 9.3972

19.3924

30.6236

o f //

•27 7 37
30 4 5

30 37 7

1^ ^K O I

ff //

56 55lOG 39 41.5 10^

108 23 5 116 28 42
112 20 58 127 12 55.5

ppUcations of tlie method of Laplace gave

the perihelioa distance, 0.3366878, and the time of passing

perihelion, June 27

between the times

'.594973. With these numbers, the anomalies

of observation were calculated, and compared

deduced from the observations Th alios be

tween the second and third observations agreed precisely ; those

between the first and second differed but 40^ j so that it was

thought superfluous to repeat the operation.

The remaining elements were calculated, and the whole were

as follows :

•

Perihelion distance 0.3866878

Time of passing the perihelion, June 37th, 7** -i' 2S^ mean time

at New Haven, or 11'' 56' S,S^ mean time at Greenwich.

Inclination of the orbit

Longitude of the ascendins; node

80" 56' 17#

a

Place of the perihelion

Motion direct.

373 39 18.4!

286 21 33

To hether any considerable change in these ele-

ments would be required by the otlier observations, the geocentric

latitudes and longitudes of the comet were calculated for the

of all the observations made place

The following table, which contains the results, together with

the latitudes and longitudes for the same times, deduced immedi-
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V

ately from the elements, presents an agreement as close, perhaps.

could be expected; even supposing the elements e

Time.

d

LaX La-ic. Lat. Obs. Error.

' IIt n 1 It

5.622C
1 23 58 15.7 ^3 55 24 -f 2 5U7

9.397S\ n 7 3"-2.4 27 7 37 — 05.6

13.386E! 28 53 i8 53 24.6 — 24.6
I6.388C) 29 S7 13 29 38 24.

f

1 11.3

18.3861 29 56 31.7 -29 58 18.? 1 46.2

19.3924I 30 4 3.6 30 4 5 — 01.4

25.392^\ 30 29 31.e 30 29 31.

S

—.0 00.3

4

30.623f) 50 37 7 30 37 7 00.0

'*.

L Time. | Lonp. Calc. Long-. Obs. j
Error.

rd \
o f f, 1 II / //

5.6229 101 26 55. b'lOl 25 41 + 1 14.6

9.3'^r2 JLOS 39 38 103 39 41.5 03.5

13.3868 1 05 42 12.2 105 45 1.5 2 49.3

16.3889 1 or 4 58 107 5 57.3 59.3

18.3861 ]107 56 15.5 107 56 17.8 — 02.3

19.3924 1108 21 5 108 23 5 2 00
1

1

25.3924 110 56 56.6 110 36 56.6 + 04.1
1

30.6236 112 20 58 112 20 58 00 |

The distances of the comet from the earth were calcnlated for

each, of the ahove times, and were found to be.

0.906831

1.037576

1.149605

1.235418

1.289453

1.315768

1.460460

1.570855

the mean radius of the earth's orbit being taken as unity.

If the correctness of the foregoing elements be admitted, the

comet, when it crossed the ecliptic, must also have passed over the

sun's disc. The particulars of this transit as determined from

the elements, are given below :
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True time of passing the ecliptic. June 25ih. 11'' 59'" 18'

Sun's apparent longitude, - . - 93** 31' 40''i.

Log. earth's distance from sun, - . .0070501

Log. dist. comet from sun, . - - 4.5355761

Log. Hor. motion in min. round the sun, - 1.3-1079 1"!

Obliquity of the motion to the line of common section of the

orbit and ecliptic, 83° 38' 5B'

1.S381170

Log. Hor. motion reduced to a perpendicular to the line of

common section, ....
F

Hor, motion as seen from the earth, - • 8'.7309

Hor. motion of earth about the sun, - - 2'.3847

l)o. about tlie comet, 3'.58808

Obliquity of the apparent orbit to the ecliptic, 7if° 36' 17^ E.

Angle of apparent path with a secondary of the ecliptic pass

ing through the sun's centre, - 88° 51' 3rW
DifiT. of heliocentric long, of comet and earth, 1' 17^

True elongation of comet from O, - 0.64689 E.

Effect of aberration, .... .§1463

Apparent elongation at time of 6 , - - 0.43537

V

Effect of aberration on time of ^^ , - - +5™ ^4'

Sun's semidiameter—Irradiation 3^.3, - - 45' 42M

Half duration of transit, - - - 109^809

Mean time of apparent beginning, June 2jth, 10'" 15'^ 20*

Do. of end, 13 53 41)

The transit of a comet over the sun's disc is a phenomenon of

rare occurrence. Lalande remarks that it had never been observ-

ed at the time he wrote. From a statement, however, in the

Journal de Physique, (Feb. 1798,) it appears probable that a body,
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seen passing over the sua by M, Dangos, on the 18th of January,

179s, was of this class. It was a round, well defined spot, aud

continued on the disc of the sun twenty minutes.

Franklin
J
Mass. Oct, 1819m

/
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Bhments of the Comet of 1819.

By NATHANIEL BOWDITCH, LL. D

N the evening of the third of July 1819, 1 saw this comet

for the first time at Salem ; in the direction N. N. W. and very

near the horizon, hut no ohservations were made till the following

evening, when distances were measured from Lyra, Dubhe, and

the Polar Star. Similar observations were made on the follow-

ing evenings when the weather was favourable, till the 22d of the

same month, during which time the comet passed obliquoly

through the body of the constellation Lynx, from the upper part

of the left thidi to the middle of the back^ describing nearly an

apparent arch of a great circle of 12°. The long duration of the

twilight, the constant haziness of the weather, and the obstructions

from the frees and houses, in the only place where I could conve-

niently view the comet, rendered the ohservations of it difficult,
p

and somewhat uncertain, particularly towards the latter part of its

appearance. After the 2^d of July it was so very hazy (hat the

comet could not he seen with sufficient distinctness to admit of a

tolerably accurate ohservation. Several occupations prevented

me from attending to the reduction and calculation of these obser-

vations till near the time of the disappearance of the comet, and

then by combining three of the observations I obtained the ap-

proximate elements published in the Salem Gazette of Aug. 24,
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Afterwards I received the observations of Professor Farrar at

Cambridge, and those of the Hon. Walter Folger at Nantucket

and Falmouth, which were made under the same unfavourable

circumstances with respect to the weather, and liable to the same

uncertainty from the irregularity of the refraction in a body ob-

very Combining these observa

tions with my own L obtained the following elements, published

in the Salem Gazette of September 28 ; which give in general

the lonsritudes and latitudes within one or two minutes.

Elements of the Orbit.

Perihelion distance 0.3363866 (the sun's distance from the

earth being 1.)

Time of passing the perihelion, June 27'' 13^ 30' 20". Mean
time Greenwich.

Inclination of the orbit to the ecliptic - 80^ 56' 7''

Longitude of the ascending node - - S73 5^ gg

Place of the perihelion on the orbit - 286 27 11

Motion direct.

By these elements it appears that the comet passed nearly over

the centre of the sun's disc (which is a very unusual occurrence} at

about 7 o'clock in the morning of June 26th at Greenwich.

After these calculations had been made I received t\m obsprva-
\

tions of Professor Fisher at New Hav^n, which I found in general

to agree very well with mine. He was so fortunate as to observe

the comet as late as the 30th of July, and I bad once intended to

revise the elements by means of all the observations, but upon

reflection concluded not to do it, supposing the above elements to

be as accurate as could be obtained with observations, made in

this manner under such unfavourable circumstances.
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On the adoption of a MnifoTm Orthography for the Indian

Languages of JSTorth America,

By JOHX PICKERING, A. A. S.

sym

T is remarked by Sir William Joues,in his elegant JD?>gei'.

tation on the Orthography of Asiatick Words] that " every rnatf,

who has occasion to compose tracts on Asiatick literature, or to

translate from the Asiatick langua^ies, must always find it conve-

nient and sometimes necessary, to express Arabian, Indian, and
Persian words or sentences, in the characters generally used

among Europeans ; and almost every writer in those circumstan-

ces has a method of notation peculiar to himself : Hut none has

yet appeared in the form of a complete system, so that each ori-

ginal sound may be rendered invariably by one appropriate

bol, conformably to the natural order of articulation, and with a

due regard to the primitive power of the Roman alphabet, which

modern Europe has in general adopted." This accomplished

scholar then adds—that ^' a want of attention to this object lias

occasioned great confusion in History and Geography f and ^* that

the ancient Greeks, who made a voluntary sacrifice of truth to

the delicacy of their ears, appear to have altered by design al-

most all the oriental names, wliich they introduced into their ele-

gant, but romantick histories ; and even their more modern Geo-

phers, who were too vain, perhaps, of their own language to

43

>
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learn any other, have so strangely disguised the proper appella-

tions of countries, cities, and rivers in Asia, that, without the

uidance of the sagacious and indefatigable M. D'Jlnville, it

would have been as troublesome to follow Alexander through the

Panjdb on the Ptolcmaick map of ^Agathodcemorif as actually to

travel over the same country in its present state of rudeness and

disorder."*

The inconveniences and confusion, which "are here so strik-

;ly described in the case of the JlsiaticTc arc now
beginning to be experienced by writers upon the Languages
and History of the Indian nations of America. In this latter

case, however, we are relieved from one embarrassment, which
is felt in the case of the Asiatick tongues ; for in those, as

is already a written character, and an established alpha.

arrangement of the elementary sounds, which does not in

every instance correspond with the order of our Rom;,n alpha-

betic

bet struggle in the mind, wi»en we

gfrattempt to write Asiatick words in our letters, arisii

natural desire which we feel to represent each Asiatick characte

by one of our own, which occupies the same place in the alphabet
list. But in the lan5u&s:es of the American I

the first

by which we may choose to represent

d

U
the order of our own alpl

»til within a few years past, indeed, "these neglected dia.
lects, like the devoted race of men, who have spoken them for so
many ages, and who have been stripped of almost every fragment of

wLktvoU "n
"" *^^ O'-thy^Pliy of Asiatick words in Roman letters ; in Sk W. Jones'^worKs, vol. 1. p. 175, 4to eclit. ; and m the Asiatic Jteseurches, vol. i. p. 1.

-rJ
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their paternal inheritance except their language, have

only the contempt of tbe people of Europe

3Si

(1

ami their descend

ants on this continent; all of whom, with less justice than Is

commonly supposed, have proudly hoasted of the superiovily

cultivated languages as well

manners.
w

But, at length, in consequence of the impulse origin-

ally given hy the Empress Catherine of Russia, and subsequent-

ly by the illustrious Adelung, Vater, and other German literati,

whose indefatigable dilisience and zeal will not suffer the remot-

est corner of the globe nor the most uninviting department of hu-

man knowledge to remain unexplored, we are beginning (o in-

quire into the history and character of onr degraded fellow-men

of this continent, and to investigate the wonderful structure of

their various dialects ; which, indeed, to the philosophical inquir-

er, will now perhaps be found to be the most curious and interest,

ing of all the languages of man.*

* Mj learned friend, Mr. Du Ponceau, first directed my attention to the

fact here stated respecting the Empress Catherine ; and I am indebted to him for

the perusal of tliat interesting account of the eminent services rendered to lite-

rature by this extroardlnarj princess, entitled *^ Catherinens der Grossen Ver-

diensteum die Vergleichende Sprachenkunde :" which maj be rendered, Tlie

Merits of Catherine the Great in promoting the Comparative Science of Lan-

guages^ This work was published at St. Petersburg in the year 1815, by the

Hon. Frederick Adelung, whom Mr. Du Ponceau, in his Report on the Indian

Languages (p. xix ) states to be " the nephew and worthy successor of the great

Adelung," and " not inferior to his predecessor." The volume contains a par-

ticular account of the extensive plan of the Empress, and the measures taken by

her to obtain vocabularies of all the lan^ruases in the world. She directed her

Secretary of State to write to the powers of Europe, Asia, and America; and

aonlication was accordinslv made to President Wablmmton for our /wrfiflw Ian-

/
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The first fruits of these inquiries ia the Uaited States havi

been the able and philosophical investigations of Mr. Du Ponceau9

^ r

guages ; several specimens of which were accordingly furnished. But what %vill

most surprise the reader will be, to learn that the Empress herself actually began
the labour of this comparison of languages. In a letter to the celebrated Zim-
merman, dated Maj 9, irSJ, she sajs—« Your letter drew me from the retire-

ment in which I had kept myself for almost nine months, and which it was diffi-

cult for me to relinquish. You will hardly suspect what I was employed about
in my solitude. I made a list of between two and three hundred radical word^
of the Russian language, and had them tj-auslated into every tongue and jargon
that f could hear of j the number of which already exceeds two hundred. Every
day I took one of these words and wrote it down in all the languages i had been
able to collect I grew tired of this hobby, as soon as the book upon Soli-

read through. But as I felt some regret at committing to the flames
tude was

my great mass of papers, and the long hall, which I occupied in ray hermitage,
was quite warm enough, I requested Professor Pallas to attend me, and after a
full confession of this sin of mine, it was agreed between us that these transla-

tions should be printed, and thus made of some use to those person^ who migiit be
willing to occupy themselves with the idle labours of others. We are now (.nly

waiting, with that view,/or some specimens of the dialects of Eastern Siberia.

Whether the reader shall or shall not fxnd in the work, striking facts of various
kinds, will depend upon the feelings with which he enters upon the subject, and
is a matter of little concern to me,"—p. 40. Professor Pallas accordingly in-
formed the public of Her Majesty's intentions j stating (among other things)
that '^ she had herself made a selection of such woids a? were the most essential,
and generally in use even among the best civilized nations In that selec-
tion the preference was given to substantives and adjectives of the first necessity,

the most barbarous of languages, or which serve to
trace the progress of agriculture or of any a. fs or elementary knowledge from one
people to another. The pronouns, adverbs, and some verbs and numerals, whose
great utility in the comparison of languages is acknowledged, wtre also admitted
into the collection, m order to render this Glossary more complete and more in-
structive."

and common to

^
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and the interestiag work of his experienced and worthy fellow-la-

bourer, the Uev. Mr. Heckewelder. Tliese publications alone,

which are too well known to need a more particular notice in this

place, abundantly show, what a vast field is now ishow, what a vast field is now opening to those

w ho wish to search into the philosophy of language, and to study

man through the medium of his noblest and peculiar faculty of

speech ; and, at the same time that they do honour to our country,

they will be read by the scholars of Kurope, especinlly the learned

Germans, with all that avidity which the characters of their authors

will naturally excite. For ray own part, I acknowledge, that they

have occasioned my taking a deeper interest in this apparently

dry and barren subject, than I could have believed to be possible

in any one, however devoted he might be to philological pursuits

;

and I have, in consequence, been for a time allured from old and

favourite studies, to which I had intended to allot the whole of

that little leisure which I could spare from the duties of my pro-

fession.

At the very commencement of my inquiries, however, T found

my progress impeded by a capricious and ever varying orthogra-

jphj of the Indian languages, not only among the writers of

ft rent nations, but even am.ing those of the same country. I have,

therefore, while examining words in one Indian dialect with a

view to comparing them with those of another, been obliged to

employ much time in first settling the spelling of a wriiten word,

in order to ascertain the sound of the spoken word ; when 1 ought

to have found njilhing more to be necessary than to make the com-

parison, which 1 happened to have in view, between words whose

sounds should have presented themselves upon the first inspection

of their icritten characters. But with the present irre

ol writing Indian words, unless a reader is conversant with the

f

/
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several languages'of the authors^ whose remarks upon the Indiau

dialects may fall withiQ his observation (which remarks too are

often rendered still further uuinleUigible by being read in a trans-

lation) he will be very likely to imagine, that the words of a sin-

gle dialect^ as he sees them written by a German, a Frenchman^

or an Englishman; belong to languages as widely different as

those of his several anthors. When, for example, a mere Eng-

lish reader finds the familiar names of the Creaks and the Choc-

taws, the Wahash and the Washita, with many others, disguised

by the French writers under tlie strange garb of ICriques, and

Tchactas, Ouahache and Ouachita, &c. ; and, among the German

authors, the letters G, J, T, and Z used to express sounds which

we should denote by C, Y, D, and TS, as in the words Ganata

fov Canada, Jajpewi for Yapewi, JST'mizi for JV^meetsee, with in-

numerable others
;

(to say nothing of the totally different sounds

from ours usually given by foreign writers to all the vowels of the

Roman alphabet;—when a mere English reader, I say, finds the

very same words thus variously written, he will at first view sup-

pose that they are the names and languages of so many different

tribes of Indians.*
r

* In acIJition io these national differences of orthography, the Rev. Mr.

Heckewelder (in replj to Mr. Du Ponceau's inquiries respecting the orthography

of the German writers) mentions a very singular reason for the irregularities ob-

servable in their use of the letters c, g, and k : «• Sonaetimes (says he) the letters

c and g are used in writing the Delaware language instead of /r, to shew that this

consonant is not pronounced too hard ; but, in general^ c and g have been used as

substitutes for Jc^ hecause our printers had not a s

that c/iaracfer." Correspondence of Heckewelder ana

state of our country at the present day is such, that this will no longer bean apol-

ogy for the irregularity ia question. It may be added, as Mr. Du Ponceau justly

remarks in a letter to me, that « a German ear, unless very delicate, does not

ordinarily discriminate between k or c hard, and -, between 37 and h, nor betweea
d and f. To a German only would it have occurred, to substitute g- for Jt."

tfficient supply of typesf
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The perplexity I felt from this uncertainty in our Indian or-

thography, which so much increases the labour of studies that

are in themselves sufficiently dry and forbidding to most persons,

led me to consider more narticularlv than! bad ever before done.

the expediency of adopting a unif ctvapluj for the 1

as well as other languages, which have no establisheil written

characters ; and I now beg leave to submit to the Acaclemy the

few reflections which have occurred to me on this subject. Im-

perfect and little interesting as the remarks may be, they will

he received, I have no doubt, with all that candou hich

they may be entitled.* They will have produced some good, if they
H I—

should stimulate any of my countrymen, who have more leisure
r^

and more favourable opportunities than fall to my lot, to pursue the

inquiry ; an inquiry, which, while it promotes the common cause

of learning, is peculiarly within the province of American sclioU

ars, and will richly reward us in the honour we shall acquire with

the learned of Europe ; who, it should be remembered, have a

every

of information respecting this continent.

Nor will discussions relative to the languages of the American

Indians be among the least interesting which we can offer to Euro-

peans, or the least important in themselves. For, if the origin of

of this Continent is. as all admit, a most interest-the population r

ing and importa

of

nations of men over

- 1'' ? -

stion ; and if we can more successfully ar-

it, by tracing the progress of the various

different regions of the globe, through the

r

* Those, who are acquainted with Mr. Du Ponceau's Essay on English Pho-

(and our puhlicatioij)

will perceive, that the present paper is only an application of the general printi

pies which are there stated^ to the class of the Indian Languages.

->
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336 Mr, Pickering on the Orthography of the

medium of their languages, than ia any other manner (which

every day's experience renders more and more proljable) ; then

it is undeniable, that a careful inquiry into the languages of a

people, who were formerly the possessors of one entire hemi-

sphere, is a subject of great moment to the inhabitants of the old

as well as the new world. And, as naturalists are now investi-

gating the structure and history of the globe itself, by collecting

fragments of the component parts, from the summits of its moun-

tains to the depths of its seas, so we must study the constitution

and history of its possessor, man, by collecting specimens of him,

especially of his distinguishing characteristick, language, from the

most remote and barbarous, as well as the most refined portions

of the race ; specimens, which, indeed, with our present limited

knowledge, seem to be dispersed over the earth in as extraordina-

ry a manner, and in situations where we should as little expect to

find them, as the fragments of animal and vegetable nature which we
I

meet with in the recesses of the earth. For, as we find the pro-
4

ductions of the ocean upon the heights of our mountains, so we
L
L

discover, for example, fragments of the remote Asiatick languages

imbedded, if I may use the expression, in those of the

tant extremities of Europe ; as of the Sanscrit in the Russian*
A

and other western tongues ; and sometimes we find an entire

language spoken by a small body of people in the midst of vari-

ous others, yet totally distinct in all respects (so far as we are yet

informed) from the languages by which it is thus surrounded; as in

the case of the Basque language in Spain, which, as philolo»
perceptible affinity with any of the neighbourir'&̂

European tongues.

f

Rapports entre la langue Sanscrit et la langue Russe. Petersburg, 1811.
t bee Mr. Bu Ponceau's Report on the ladian Languages, p. xxxix.

u
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T

But, in order that we may successfully penetrate into this

unexplored region of lan-nages as barbarous and foreign to our
modes of thinking, as the manners of the uncivilized people who
use them, it is indispensable that we should adopt every practi-

cable expedient to render our progress easy and pleasant. Now
nothing is more clearly necessary at the very beginniog, than

some common and systematic metfiod of icrit'ing them; whether
our object is, to enable the learned of other countries and our

own to study and compare the numerous varieties of human
speech with all that exactness, which is essential to accurate and

ouli
-Cft

prac

purpose of possessing the means of

bord ^flth a view to the common

riuciplcs of our relicion
t^

among them
; and any investigation, which is so intimately con.

nected as this with results of sucli ii^portance, will not be

thought unworthy of the attention of our countrymen. Nor will

they, I trust, need further incitement to prosecute any inauirics

may at first view appear
r

of so much distinction in the literary world, as Count Volnoy

j^
among the French and the incomparable Sir William Jones

r

among the English, have given importance and dignity bj their

laborious and learned researches.*
**-*

>

* Count Volney's elaborate work, entitled VAlfabet Europcen applique aux

Langiies Jsiatiques. 8vo. pp. 223 (for the use of which I have been indebted to

Mr. Du Ponceau since this paper was first communicated to the Academy) was

published at Paris in 1819. The Dissertation of Sir William Jones, which 1 have

already quoted, is well known to exerj scholar.
-4

4-4*
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328 Mr. PlcJi^ring on the Ortliograj^hj of the

As various nations of Europe have already published and will

continue to publish books respecting the American Indians and

tBeir languages, either with a view to the information of the

d or to the propagation ot the Christian ex-

sionaries of our own and other countries (the benevolent Ger-
mans, for example, who^have been so long engaged in this

duty) to cooperate with the more effect in the great object of their

common labours. So far too as the study of philolc

concerned, we "should derive the important advantage of being
enabled to discover at once by the eye, etymologies and affinities

the Indian dialects, which with our present orthography are-tf^" **

4 _1^ Ji»^
by

>^

HF

*^
^<

Now what are called vowel sounds constitute an important
part of the Indian, as well as other languages. In English
each of the vowels, according to its place in a word, may repre-
sent sounds, which are totally different from each other; and, on
the otlier hand, we often represent one single sound by very dif-

ferent vowels, eitherjaken by themselves or in combination with
other letters. Our^rst vowel a, for example, is commonly said to

have no less than four distiuct powers, which are exemplified in

#
ords, fall, far: fat, fate ; and therefore, if we should meet

like number ofIndian words, in which this vowel was
the same combinations as in these English examples, we

should naturally pronounce this single letter a (which ought to
be the representative of only one sound) in four different ways.
This change of power in the vowels, it is well known, does not

%

,»

»**

%
.i:--'-

'T

K ..A-»^» A
i IF f

l#> ^

[y desirable, that such a common orthography as I have

should be adopted. This would enable foreigners to

ir buoks without difficulty, and, on the other hand, make
*^

easy of access to us ; and it would also enable the mis-

t
..«dff'-->

K

-«s

m
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place iu the languages of the continental nations of Eurnj)e

11 those nations (I speak in general terms, without nolicin

f accciils
--af

J

and other slight modifications of the fundamental sounds) preserve

what may he called, in a general view of the suhject, a uniform

pronimciatiou of the vowels ; a pronunciation, which is generally

supposed to have been handed down io our own times, in con-

junction with the letters themselves, from the Romans. I have
-jfl-

ahvays thought, therefore, that it would he best to adopt as the
i

lasis of our Indian orthography, what we call the foreign sounds

of all the vowels ; that is, the sounds which are usually given to

them by those European nations, with whom we have much inter-

course by books or otherwise, and who, like ourselves, use the m

r=.

Moman alphabet in their own languages. I speak with these

limitations, because my object is merely ^^rach'caZ ; and, for all

practical purposes, it will for some timelo comel)e best l^coufine*.

our views to the family of nations I have here mentioned, and

to adopt an ortkographt/, which, though it may not be philosoph-

ically exact, shall be attended with the least embarrassment to

them and ourselves in the common use of it. We can hereafter

either modify that orthography, or adopt a new one, as our ex-

tended intercourse with other families of nationt* may be found

to require.
1

la conformity with this view of the subject, tlie general pro

'n

of the vowels will be as follows :•

a as in father

e as in there

..I*" C

# •**
i as in machine Cor like eej

*

as in note

u as in rule

y as in you (or like ee.J

jT

St^-

m

#.

£- J

^
^S_

>%
%
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330 Mi\ Fickering on the Orthography of the

be advautageoiisly d, instead of

the single u, at the beginning of certain syllables which we
should otherwise av rite with oo : for, if the combination oo should

happen to precede or follow

or owj it makes a very awk f

O'OO (for wo

orthography
;

d if the 00 should precede or follow another comhination of the

thus OO'OO (for wuj the inconvenience is still morekind

palpable. Our venerable Elioty whose memory will ever b

revered by scholars as well as by the friends of religion, both i

his Indian Gramma d Translat B used a

icter composed of two o 's closely united thus ( od) resembling

gure 8 laid horizontally. This character answers extremely

well ; but as the simpl ways supply

and as both of these are familiar to the diffe nations of
Eurooe, I thought we disp with the character

devised by Eliot. The

m denote this sound by the Greek character a : and this

IS accordingly used throughout Father Male's MS. Diction

of the :N'orridgwock, or rather Abnaki, language

in the Library of our University in Cambridg

now preserved

B for the

before mentioned. I think that neither th nor El
Vi

be found necessary
-rSuch, I have observed, should be the lasls of

lography, wVny modifications of these

Ind

;

4

these fundamental sounds
which may be discovered in the different Indian languages, may
be indicated by some diacritical marks placed above or below tlie

ployed to d

d

fundamental or principal

• S

For this purpose I should choose, if practicable, to adopt
other marks than the common signs of accent and quantity

ee an account of this valuable MS. in the Appendix to the present paper,

4

H.

>

16^

h
^ *m

* •

'tt

» ft
»

-^r.
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because these signs have been ployed to denote the

usual, though vague distinctions of grave, acute d

long and they

reu JTiJlei

perpelu

il

ord

ally mislead readers of every nation ; besides, it may I

useful to reserve them, to be placed over those syllables

English we call accented, in order to denote that part of

upon which the greatest force, or stress of the voice falls in pro-

nunciation.*

The elegant scholar^ witU whose remarks I have iniroduced

this subject^ and from whose well considered op no man

great hesitation^ after observing

English alphabet and orthography are disgracefully and almost

ridiculously imperfect^^^ recommends^ for the purpose of denoting

modifications of this kind, the adoption of ^^some of the marks

used in our treatises on fluxions f^ and accordingly, in his notation

of Asiatick words, he makes use of either one, two, or three points

placed over the letters, thus, z, z, ^.f This notation has the

* Eliot employed two of the accents in the following manner : " We use,"

says he, " onely two Accents, and but sometime. The acute Q to sliew which

syllable is first produced in pronouncing of the word ; which, if it he not attended

to, no nation can understand their own language ; as appcareth by the witty con-

ceit of the Tityre tics: 6 produced with the accent is a regular distinction be-

twixt the first and second persons plural of the Suppositive Mode ; as

J^aumog^ if we see (as in LogJ ^
•Al/umo^, if ye see (as in Vogue,

J

The other accent is (' ) which I cail nasal ; and it is used only upon (0) when

it is sounded in the nose, as oft it is j or upon (a) for tlie like cause/' Indian

Grammar^ p, 3. These nasal sounds may be more convenieotly designated iu

tlie manner adopted in the Polish language, which will be mentioned in a subse-

quent part of this paper,
"^

*
.

t Dissertation, in Jones' Works, vol. i. p. 186

^
x„

1^ If

*m

« c r
t-

.0,

#•

m
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333 Mr. Pickering on the Orthograjfhj of the

manifest advantage of great simplicity ; but on the other hand
should be considered, that these points tremely subj

being wholly overlooked or confounded with each other both m
and printing ; and, in the science of mathematics, from

which the leavued author borrows the fact

those treatises on fluxi where this method is followed

beyond all comparison more than those, in which
the r notation by letters stead of points is adopted
For this reason, therefore, marks of that kind should be used
sparingly as possible. We might, perhaps, conveniently enough

dified vowel by placing a small letter

Grerman lansruasre, where, for Pl owel

has

•w

(which commonly has a sound like ah in English) if it

al^e over it (a) takes a sound like a in fate; and the vowel

(6) loses its usual sound and takes one

eu. It is true, that the Grermans also

a

sembling the French
re-

points (th

use

denote these modifications

have been long and so generally employed

; but these

ancient and
modern languages as a diceres

J

now to apply them to a new u:

; lat it does not appear advisable

If points are employed at all,

over the vowel
it would be better to place them perpendicularly over

(thus a) and not horizontally. But perhaps the most intellio-ibl
J -

and least ambiguous notation would be found upon experiment
be, such as is adopted in the pronouncins dictionaries of our o^

tead
; however, of

language, that is, the common numerals ; in;

placing them over the letter, as is there done, it will be better to

will be wanted for the
place them under it j as the room above will

• The learned De Sacy observes, too, that in .irabic (he
and the O (with three) are often confounded in the Manusc
Gram. vol. i, p. 18—19.

(with two points)

ts. See his Arab, h

L*

%.

I

>L
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accents and marks of quantity. But, \vhatevci' mode is adopted,

an explanation sliould be given of it, by reference to one or more

of the European languages, in a Table or Key, which ought, for

the present at least, to accompany all publications in the Indian

languages.*

# There is, however, one class of sounds in some, if not in all

the Indian dialects, I mean the nasal sounds, for which it seems

absolutely necessary to introduce a new character ; though it is

always extremely desirable to avoid having recourse to this dan-

gerous expedient in any alphabetic notation, which, like the

present, is intended for a jjractical system. In those European

languages with which we are most familiar, such nasal modifica-

tions are commonly denoted by subjoining certain consonants to

the vowels thus modified 5 as n or m in the French language and

some others ; ng in the German and our own language. Tiut

nothing would be gained by adopting this method for the Indian

* In Pryce^s Cornish Grammar and Vocabularj, published in the jrear 1790,

a different expedient from any above proposed is resorted to j that is, turning the

letters upside down. Thusj the vowel A in its natural position is sounded as in

mariy but when inverted (y) it is to be sounded as in falL This wethod, which

4hi

does not seem to be a very eligible one, has been followed to a considerable ex-

tent in the Tsvlvki Sqclc Clv, or Cherokee Spelling Book, published by the

(the r

young assistant, Mr. i). Brown, who is one of that nation, and with whom I have

had opportunities of conversing upon the subject of his language. I will here

remark, by the way, as the nan\e of this nation has been variously written, Che-

rokee, Cheerakee^ Chelokee^ &c. that Mr. Brown stated the true name to he^

(as we should write it in English) Tsuh-luh-kee'^ sounding the u as in hut and

throwing the accent upon the last syllable ; and so it is to be pronounced accord-

ing to the orthography used in tlie title of the Spelling Book above quoted. The

corruption of U into tsh (or our cJij is very common in the attempts to write

Indian words. * ^

^ m ±h

•
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languages, in which we have it in our power to establish a new

that shall be systematic, so far as ay be consistent

with convenience in practice ; because, if we apply those conso-
4

nants, w, tw, or any others, which already have certain established

powers in the alphabet, to this new use of indicating nasal

sounds, we shall then be obliged to affix to them a sign of some ^
-fi

point out when they do n

ords, to show when they wha t

sounds ; or, in

now call their

usual powers. In the Polish language these nasal vowels are

designated by the little mark, called in some of the foreign lan-

e I W,
S S S 5

guages a cedilla, which is placed under them thus, a

and Mr. Du Ponceau, to whom I am indebted for this and many

other valuable suggestions, observes in a letter to me, that no

would in practice be

> -

method has occurred to him, which

found this for the proposed Indian alpl

bed the various

I will add on

an opinion, in which every man, who has

difficulties in this case, will fully concur,*

this part of the subject, that it will be found best in practice to

* In printing-offices where types cannot at present be had for this purpose,

the nasal vowel may be printed as it is in Volney's work, p. 59, with an inverted

t o M. But as this may occasion a division

u

comma subjoined to it, thus, a e

d)

for the nasal vowels. In respect to the division of sjllables I will here add a re-

mark from one of Mr. Du Ponceau's letters to me : 'f The makers of Indian Vo-

cabuhiries are in the habit of dividing their syllables^ as in the Spelling Book. This

is awkward and inconvenient, and will be useless on the principle of the new

alphabet." This remark, occurring thus early, may require a short explanation.

The method of dividing the syllables will become unnecessary, because in the

proposed alphabet every letter is to have a fixed and invariable sound, however

it may be combined with other

,ones, will end with a vovveU

3 and in sj^elling^ every syllable, except fina!
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place these, and any other distinctive marks of this sort, under

the letters ; because the room above, as I have before observed

will be wanted for the marks of accent and quantity.*

;

DIPHTHONGS.

The mode of writing the diphthongs, which would naturally

follow that of the vowels, will need but a few remarks 5 for, as

the diphthongs will be compounded of the several vowels whose

powers have already been under consideration, and those writers

* Mr. Du Ponceau has suggested to me a method of indicating accent and

quantity, in a manner which is at once simple and ingenious. He proposes, that

long accented syllables should be marked with the grave accent^ and short ac-

cented ones with the acute. « Unaccented syllables," he adds, « need no mark,

being generally short." This method would be attended with no difficulty in

the application, were it not for the different ideas, which different persons may

affix to the terms long and short in this case. We say in English, for example,

that i in the word jpine is long, but that in jptn it is short. This, to an Italian,

French, or other foreign scholar, would be an absurdity j because it would be equi-

valent to saying, that the sound of our word aye and of our letter e (for so they

would pronounce i in pine and i in pin) are the long and short of tlie same vocal

sound ; when too, as our own grammarians begin to admit, the letter i in the for-

mer case is a diphthongy and in the latter, a voice?. Yet, absurd as this appears, we

see it carried into our methods of instruction in Latin and Greek, as well as in

English. No person, however, who has given the least attention to those foreign

(tl

)

of Europe, will suppose for a moment, that the distinction of long and short in

the ancient languages was like the distinction which we make in English, in

in the case of the i and some other vowels. But this is nut the place for discuss-

a subject, which will more properly belong to a communication on the Accents

of°he Greek language, which I hope to make to the Academy on a future oc-
mg

casion.
4j5

m
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of the ludian languages, who may adopt the proposed orthogra

of the vowels, will find no difficulty

inner as to constitute the required 3s. It y not,

of the

1

denote in English by

o* hid accustomed to

I have found, for examp

d the g

g Chero-

e of that

y have the diphthon":al sound of the Ions: i in our word
jiinGf and of the long u in our word p

;(h admitted to he diphthongs by g

of

len of gramma-
ey have always been treated by the Continental

of Europe, who generally d(

other by iu or iou ; the sou

English by ah-ee and ee-oo,

words as closely together as

To express these diphth

the vowels, will probably ir

ai and the

of which ay be d

the two parts of

•

al sounds?, therefore, which, like

ue dialects be found to be more
d in others more open, we cannot do better than to adopt

)pean ai and iu ; to which we may add yu, to be used at

beginning of words, for the reasons which will be mentioned
)nsidering the combinations Li and Lij, under the letter L

Eur

r

We shall also want a character for th

ote in English by on in our, and oiv

ph thong which we
in now, E

modes of writing thi phthong would be §
people of Europe

; for they would in general pronounce

to the

oth of
them like oo in Eng Now nations in tb

guages would express this diphthong by au

5ir own lan-

ept that the
French would write it aouj ; and as this orthography would
naturally follow from tlie sounds to be denoted by tlie tw»

^

^
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ponent vowels a a

+^

liich practical convenience could

vn oil and ow, and adopti

It need hardly be ol)sei
i

Quisite in any Indian woi

u, there seems to be erery reason.

our

those nations.

3uld bo found

powers of the two component letters in the ai, in and au, andf )

of the common diaeresis

»r ay be done by means

CONSONANTS.

B.

The letter jB may have the power which it generally

the European lang

1? 0.

The letter C may be entirely dispensed with

very changeable power in the European languai

*

and because

its two most common sounds may be perfectly expressed by K
says of it—" We lay by theS. venerable Eliot

C, saving in CH, of tb is frequent use in the

language.'^* But, for the CH, it will be found ad

should substitute another notation^ which will be mentioned in

place under the letter T.

D ; DH ; DS or DZ ; and DJ, DSH or DZII.

The letter Dj when single, may have its usual power.

Dh may be conveniently used to denote what Walker calls in

English the/af sound of thj that is, the sound which th has in

* Indian Gram, p, 2.

(
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our words thiSf that, &c. and for which our Saxon ancestors had

an appropriate character, but for want of which we should be

obliged to write the same words, dhis, dhat &c.*

Ds or Dz will probably be wanted in some cases, to denote

the J?at sounds corresponding to fs/ which last is very common

in the Indian languages (though often corrupted into our chj

and is expressed by the German writers by a simple Z; a letter

which in their own language, as is well known, has the power of

ts or tz in English,

J)jf JDsh or Bzh may be employed to express the sound of
*

our J; which, for the reasons that will be given under that let-

ter, it seems necessary to reject from the proposed system of

orthography.

The^af sound of fft. Nothing can be more unsettled and imperfect than

our technical language in Grammar and Rhetoric ; and this circumstance has

much retarded the progress of accurate investigation in those two branches of our

studies. So far as respects sotiKt/s, we cannot do better than to borrow terms

from Music, which is the Science of sounds ; and I have accordingly used the

terras ^flf and sAar;? (or ^rfli'e and acM/eJ which I believe were first employed

systeraalicallj in Wallcer's Pronouncing Dictionary, to designate the two classes

of consonants often called mutes and semi-mutes, as 6, d, v, and p, t, f, &c.

Mr. Da Ponceau observes, that this distinction may be as good as any other j

but he suggests, whether that oHnspirates and ejcspirates would not be preferable

;

applying the former of these terms to the flat consonants, and the latter to the

sharp ones 5 so that B will be called an inspirate, and P, gn exspirate, &c. He
IS of opinion that « in pronouncing these two classes of letters, the or^^an in the

one case expels the breath, and in the other draws it in The exspiration, in

/, jp, &:c. (he remarks) the inspi-

ration in their correlatives, perhaps not quite so much. To me it seems, that

when you say thunder, you push the air out, when you say that, you draw or

keep the air in as much as is pos&ible in uttering a consonant."
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F.

The letter F, whenever it shall be wanted, will have ifs usual
r

_

power. But probably there will not be much use for it in many
of the Indian dialects ; for Mr. Heckewelder observes of the

Delaware language, which is the basis of many others, that it

has ^( no such consonants as the German ic, or English v, F,

or rJ'^

G, GH, GS.

The letter 6r, whatever vowel may happen to follow it, should

invariably have the sound, which we call in English its hard

sound ; and which it generally has before a^ o and «, in the

European languages as well as our own. This power of G is
F

commonly traced back no farther than the times of our Saxon

ancestors ; but scholars have supposed, and upon no slight

§ J
that this was also its common d, or a very near

approximation to its common sound among the Romans, when it

was followed by either of the vowels.

Gh may be used to denote the fat guttural of the Irish,

which is the corresponding sound to the sharj) guttural, or Ger-

man ch $ which last I should prefer designating by M, as Sir

William Jones reconimends in the Oriental languages, and as will

presently be more particularly considered under the letter JT.

Gs will be wanted to denote the flat sound of x, in our word

pU and other words of that form
?

th

cedes the accented sijllahle ; as Ics will be wanted

skavv sound which. a?

xpr ;ss the

has in our d nd

which have the Xin the accented syllable

* Correspondence with Mr. Du Ponceau, p. 396. See also the J\hte on the

letter Wm the present communication.
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with others, may

H, HW.
i

Ilf either when single or in combination

perform its usual office of an aspirate.

Hw will be wanted for the purpose of denoting the sound
F

which in English we now express by wh, as in what, when, &c.,

though our Saxon ancestors used to put the h before the w, and

wrote the same words hwrnt, hwmnne. The Swedes also (as

Mr. Du Ponceau remarks in one of his letters to mej formerly

used hw and hu ; but at the present day, they as well as the

Danes use hv, -

J.

The use of the letter J is attended with more difficulty than

any of the preceding consonants. A German or an Italian

would inevitably give it the sound of our y :* a Frenchman or a

Poriusueze. that of zh our ; whil a

Spaniard would give it the strong guttural sound well known

in his language. Under these circumstances, therefore, although

it is extremely desirable to have single letters to represent single

sounds (as we generally denominate them) yet it appears to me
better on the whole to reject the letter J, and instead of it to

adopt a combination of letters, which shall be in analogy with the

common sound of our ch ftshj, which is the corresponding sharp

sound to that of J, As, therefore, I shall presently propose to de-

note our ch by tsh, so in the present cas& I would supply the place

of our J, by dsh or dzh / or, if it should be ght best, in a

practical alphabet, to sacrifice analogy to simplicity, we might

* Mr. Heckewelder very judiciouslj employs the y instead of j, which Mr.

Zeisberger and the other German Missionaries always make use of. See his

Correspondence with Mr, Du Fonceau, p. 383.
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in
express this sound by dj or dg, as the French cbmmouly dc

writing foreign words. In the Mdaj/ Bible and Testament,
printed by the Dutch in 1733 (the latter of which was reprinted
by the English in 1818) the Dutch have adopted a character

compounded of D and J closely united thus, DJ, dj, which would
l>e preferable to dg; but in that case, again, if we strictly re

d as the D
done in that work. This would be a little awkward to us and
not free from ambiguity ; as, for example, in the name of the

place where the English edition of this Malay Testament was
reprinted, and which is expressed conformably to the aliovc

notation thus, Tjalsi, (to be sounded as if written TJehiJ we
should not immediately discover the plain English name, Chelsea,

In the case of this, as well as other letters of the alnhahp.t. it

id,

alo

advantage of having charactersi

will im-

mediately point out to the eye many affinities, which under an

irregular orthography are discoverable only by the ear; and,

perhaps, ia the present instance the character dj, which is less

curahrous than dsh or dzhj will sufficiently resemhle tsh to an-

swer that purpose.

K^ when single, may preserve its usual power, which is fa-

miliarly known to the European nations, though the letter itself

is not used in all their alphabets.

ICIi may be used to denote the sharp guttural, which the

Germans express by ch and the Greeks by x 5 while the corres-

ponding^at guttural, as before observed, may be denoted by gh.
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The combination Ich is to be preferred to ch, because the latter

would be ambiguous to Europeans in general, as well as to our-

selves
; for though the Germans would give ch the intended

guttural sound, a Frenchman would pronounce it like our sh, and

we should ourselves be in doubt whether to pronounce it like tsh

like k ; wliile a Spaniard would dve it the sound of tsh, and

Italian, the common unaspirated sound of k.

Ks will be necessary, to denote the sharjp sound which x h

the word exercise and many others.

L ; and LY or LT.

The letter L, whether single or double^ may retain its usual

power

Ly or Li may be found useful, to express the liquid sound of

L, as it is called, which is heard in the foreign words seraglio,

intaglio, &c. and is observable in our English word steelyard

and some others ; which, if we divide thus, stee-lyard, the last

syllable will give us this common foreign sound with the greatest

exactness. The French express the same sound by II after i;
the Italians, by ^Z before i ; the Spaniards, by //, and the Por-

by Ih, But either ly or li will, I think, be attended
with fewer difficulties in practice, than any of the combinations
above mentioned, in a system of orthography which is to be used
in common by several European nations and ourselves : and
of these two, li and ly, we should ourselves in most cases,

pecially at ;the beginning of a word, give the preference to

of indiffe

deed

ly ; though to foreigners, it would

which of them should be adopted. It may be thought
that there is no necessity for both of them

; and, strictly speaking^
perhaps, there is not any more than there is for retaining both of

r
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the single letters, i and t^, among fbe vowels and diphtbongs.

Yet we'have ourselves been so much accustomed to tbe use of

1^, instead of i, before the other vowels, and particularly in the

beginning of words and before the letter i itself, (whore we could

not without doing great violence to our habits employ the i^J that

it seems advisable to retain i and y, and for the like reasons, the

li and li/. This will also be in conformity wifh the aclnal prac

tice of the German missionaries, who u^c both their i and their J

(which last is equivalent to our yj in writing Indian words.*

M.

The letterM will have its usual power, which is, practically

ipeaking, the same in the European languages in general.f
t

Perhaps it will not be found necessary to adopt any character to express

the liquid I (or I mouillee;) for Mr. Du Ponceau inforras me, that he has not

yet met with this sound in any of the Indian languages examined bj him, I

once thought of using the Spanish // for this sound; but upon Mr. Du Ponceau's

suggestion, that there might in some Indian words be occasion to express a full

and distinct sound of two I 's following each other, as in the Italian words, bel-la^

stel-ta, I abandoned it. In our own language we are not in general sensible of

any difference between two I 's and one j but if we take a word in which the

second I is under the accent, as in illegal^ illuslrate, &c. or if we pronounce two

words together, the first of which ends, and the second begins, with /, as in full

length, well lookins, &c, the difference becomes more perceptible.

t The Portugueze final m and the French m and n, which are na^al (or the

'o
them)

view, be considered as exceptions.

46
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N ; awi NY or NI.

JVraay also retain its usual power, which was observed

f jtf; the European languages gen

*erally.

J^y or ni may be wanted to express the sdund of gn in the
u

foreign words bagnio, seignior, and which we hear in our words

2. &c.convenient, minion, whiny

a

the proper name Himya

forThe Spaniards, as is well known, have an appropriate letter

it in their alphabet, being an n with a mark over it, thus, n ; the

Portugueze denote it by nh, and the Italians by gn. But for

similar reasons to those mentioned in the case of the ly, I think

we shall find ny more convenient in practice than either of these.f

P.

The letter P may have its usual power.

This letter may be entirely dispensed place may
be perfectly supplied by K. Some writers have used Q alone in

writing Tridian words to express the sound of qu or qw ; but Tew

1 think, be far preferable in every point of If

d in any I alphabet may be applied to

designate some uncommon modification of usual sound and

modification should be indicated by some mark afiixed to

the letter

See note f oa the preceding page.

bee language.

^y)
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R.

U may preserve its common sound, which is fundamentally

same in the European lansuaces, thouiih

diflferent decrees of force

gn uuf^rea wiiu very

b^ ctM.

S should always have its common sibilant power, and never

be pronounced like Z,

Sh will be wanted, and appears to me preferable to the com-

Mnations of letters now used by some European nations, to

denote that sound which we always express by sh, and which is

common to our own and many other languages in various parts

of the globe. The French express it by ch, which we have re-

tained in the word chaise^ and others horrowed from thnra.

But the use of ch^ in the Indian languages^ Avould mislead

readers of different nations ; for a German would pronounce it

as a guttural (like khj, an Italian like /r, a Spaniard like tsh^

&c. The Germans denote this sound of our sh by scli ; which

coaibination, besides being incumbered with one more letter than

our sJij would indubitably mislead an Italian^ and an English-

man, and perhaps readers of some other nations; for an Italian

and an Englishman would pronounce sch like sic instead of sJu

It is, doubtless, in consequence of this ambiguity in the scli^ that

we so often hear the name of that northern region, which is com-

jnonly written KamfschatTca^ corruptly pronounced Kam skatka^

instead o^ Kam4chatkay (or ICams4chatkay as we ought to call it,

if we wish to come as near to the Russian pronunciation as our

organs will permit, without an unnatural effort;) for, as we bor-

row the orthography of this name from the Germans, through

whose works we principally derive our information of that

f
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country and wlio write it Kamtschatha^ (with schj we naturally

prononnce the letters sch like sic, according to the general analogy

of our own language.* Our sh, then, being more simple in itself

than the German sc/i, yet sufficiently near to that as well as to the

FrcDch chj to indicate its power in most cases, and being also an
unusual combination in the European languages, would be free

from the ambiguity attending the German sch, and not so likely

to mislead readers of different nations.

The corresponding fiat sound to sh, that is, our s in the word
'pleasure (or j in French,) may be denoted hyf zh, as will be
noticed under the letter Z.f

T ; TH ^ TS and TZ ; TSH.

The letter T, when single, will have its common power. It
will also be used in the three followins; combinations •

The first of them, th, is always called in foreign grammars
the English TIT, and is now well understood and used by the
nations of Europe, when they wish to express that sharp lisping
sound which it has in our word thin, thicJc, &c. and which is

name in the Russian language (as Mr. Du Ponceau observes) is writ-
* This

ICamshf

tenKaMiij^amKa

We ought, therefore,

which, if ^ve follow the Russian letters, would ia spelh^ng be divided thus',

JCam.shfshatka i but to make it more intelligible in English, we might write and
divide thus, Kamsh.chatka. In our pronunciation, however, this is generally
softened either into Kams-tshatka, or Kam-tslmtka.

t There would be a convenience in having these compounded characters,
^h, zk and others, printed in one character, as our sh ^hv^ys used to be ; and
.f new types are n^ade, it may be well to attend to this point; In our own and
other languages, however, no great inconvenience is felt from the use of separate
letters.

<
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apposed to have beeu the aucicnt, as it is the modern, sound of
Greek theta. The correspondin- jfat sound (which is heard

in our words, this, that, &c.) should be expressed by dh, as I
ha've observed under the letter D.

The second is ts ; which, being formed of two letters whose
powers may be called invariable, will never be arnbicuous

This will be much preferable to the German Z, which has the

power of ts or tx, but which most nations would proaounci

in their own languages as we do in ours, and would there

fore be misled in the pronunciation of Indian words, when
this letter occurs. Thus, for example, if a Frenchman and ar

Englishman should happen to meet with the expression in lh(

Delaware language, which a German would write n^mizi (I eat;

the former of them would pronounce it n^meezee, and the other.

n^mizi, (sounding the i as in pineJ both of which woulil be uniu-

telligible to an Indian of that tribe ; while the German alone

would pronounce it correctly, as we should write it in our

English manner, n^meetsee,

I have here spoken only of ts as a substitute for the German

» / but tz may perhaps be required to express a slight modifica-

tion of this fundamental sound, which may probably be observed

in some particular dialects, or in different words of the same

dialect. The acquisition of this and numberless other delicate

distinctions of fundamental sounds, which may be perceived in

the various Indian dialects, and the establishing of distinct char-

acters for tliem, must, if practicable at all, be the result of

long and careful observation on the part of those, who may be

called to reside among the diflfereut tribes.

The remaining combination, tsh, may be employed to denote

the sound of our ch (in chair, chain, &c.) which the French

m

1-^^
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would expresss by tch and the Germans by tsch. It would be

desirable, it is true, to have a character of greater simplicity than

these three letters make, and on that account our ch would be

preferable to tsh ; but for the reasons before given (under khj

it would not be expedient to adopt it. The Russians in their

copious alphabet are fortunate in having a single character to

denote this sound, as we have in our J, for the espondiug

fiat one ; they would express our cA by NT, which resembles our

h inverted 5 and if there was as much literary intprcourse with the

Russians, as with the Germans and other people of Europe, and

the rest of the proposed alphabet was common to them and other

nations, it might be found advisable to add to it this very useful

Russian character.

Y.

The letter F, whenever it shall be wanted, will have the

usual power. But probably there will not be much use for it in

many of the Indian* dialects, for the reasons given under the

letter F,

W.

This letter has been already considered in the remarks upon
the vowels, at pag

(is the Rev. Mr. Heckewekler observes,}

the letter fF" is placed before a vowel, it sountU the same as in English; before

a consonant it represents a ivhistled sound, of which I cannot well "-ive vou an
idea on paper, 5cc. See his Correspondence with Mr. Du Ponceau^ p. S96.

Mr. Du Ponceau, in a letter to me, says upon this point—" I have analysed

the whistling TFof the Delaware?. It i- nothing more than our 00 consonant,

IV or u-h, m well, what. The Belawares pronounce it immediately before a

consonant without an intervening vowel ; which habit enables them to do, while

^

^
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X.

Xis altogether unnecessary as us two common powers may
be expressed by ks aod ^5 ; and if the ,v itself should be adopted,

it would be quite uncertain, both to ourselves and to readers of

some other nations, which of the two sounds here mentioned was
intended by it ; besides which, a Spaniard would be in doubt

S3 of the two sounds here menfioned

guttural one which wbile a

Portugueze would pronounce it like our s7i, which

power in his alphabet.

Y.

For the use of this letter, see the remarks upon the vowels
f

at page 329.

ZH.

The letter Z, when single, will have the power it has m
Frenchf English and some other languages. In this case, htjw-

ever, it will be necessary for the Germans and Italians to relin-

quish their peculiar pronunciation of it, and to adopt the sub-

stitutes proposed in tbe preceding remarks ; that is, fs, tZf ds or

dZf as the case may be found to require in the diHerent dialects.

Zh will serve to designate the corresponding ^at sound to

sh ; that is, the sound of the French Jj which is equivalent to

our s in the word pleasure,

we cannot, unless practice has made it familiar to us; as it has to me. Take

the word ?ref, you pronounce it easily; transpose the vowel am! write it wte,

a Delaware wiH pronounce it with the same case ; when we cannot. Try a

Frenchman at pronouncing this hemistich out of Paradise Lost—ffeai^'n's last

best ^ift; he will be as much embarrassed with the tvisf, the sffc, and the sf»,

(which habit makes us pronounce with great rapidity and ease) as we are with the

wt of the Delawares."

V

# •
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The whole Alphabet, then, of the proposed systematic Or-

thography, that U, the basis or fundamental characters of it, will

be as represented in the following Table ; in which the several

characters are arranged according to our common alphabetical

Older, without any attempt being made to class the sounds ac-

cording to their organic formation ; because, useful and necessary

as this would be in a philosophical investigation of the affinities

of those sounds, it would not be attended with any important

advantage in an alphabet, like the present, designed merely for

pt-actical use. AVhen we are searching for a word in a diction-

ary, whether of the Indian or any other language, we naturally

look for the icritten sign in the place where it ought to stand

according to the arrangement of our own alph a bet.

I may here add, what I wish to be distinctly understood,

that, as it never was my plan to give a universal alphabet on strict

philosophical principles for the use of the learned, but merely a

^practical one, to be applied to the Indian languages of North

America, so I have intentionally omitted many sounds, which

occur in the languages of Europe and other parts of the world,

and numerous modifications of greater or less delicacy in some of

the fundamental sounds which have come under my notice.

Among such omitted sounds might be mentioned the various

slight differences (to an unpractised ear often imperceptible) in

the French e and other vowels, depending upon the accent af-

fixed to thera, and about which, indeed, their own writers have

differed, as our own do iu respect to the nicer distinctions of

English pronunciation—the French u (German m, Danish and

Swedish yj—the French eii or oeu (German and Swedish o or

6, Danish C^) &c. ; to which might be added the Polish I harrea

4 or crossed IJ which, as Mr. Du Ponceau remarks, is found in
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J

the Carihhee langiicage, and to pronounce which we must place

the tongue as far back as possible on the roof of the mouth and

articulate I. But to have overchargid the proposed alphabet

with a great many niceties of this kind, (if it had been in ray

power to represent them all with exactness) would have had a

tendency to frustrate the very object I had in view : that is, a

practical system of aj?r)

gnate all

mation is all that we can expect, and perhaps all that is at present

necessary in our inquiries. If the alphabet here given shall prove

to be sufficiently well adapted to the purpose of denotiug what

may be called fundamental sounds of the principal Indian lan-

guages, it will not be difficult hereafter, gradually to make pro-

vision for such signs as experience may suggest, in order to de-

)ns of speech, which the nicest

ear shall be able to discover in the different dialects. But new

signs should be introduced with the greatest caution, lest we

should have an alphabet, which will be too cumbrous for use in

writing, and will require a multitude of new types for printing,

these languages. The great danger will be (as Mr. Du Ponceau

has observed to me) that every man, however little qualified,

<< will think himself adequate to the task of inventing new char-

acters, and will delight to display himself in that way. These

displays arc used in order to conceal the want of ideas and re-

sources." As in the use of our own language, it is much easier

for every tasteless writer to invent new words according to his

own caprice, in order to serve his immediate purposes, than

patiently and carefully to select from our present abundant stock

those appropriate terms, which have the sanction of the best

b'
Iphabet for the Indian 1

will be found a much shorter method, to devise new and g
47
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sldll d discrimination
tcsque characters, than to apply with

those letters wliich are already in use either in our own or the

kindred alphahets.

I once thought of adding to the proposed alphabet appropriate

as this was not strictly within my
only he necessary in the instruction of

The names in common use amons: the

the

original

pupils, I

Euroiieai

d would

ti nations and ourselv

exception, perhaps, of

will answer suflBciently well.

as 6?, H, W. and F
Which might be called by names, that would more immediately
suggest to the learner the respective powers of tliose letters, than
is done by their^iresent denominations 5 thus the letter 6? instead

of being called >e, might have the name of shee, which Eliot used

» n s take the Germ
i

ppellation ha or haW might be called wee,\ as Eliot also named it ; and Y might be
called ye or ya. Perhaps, too, some suitable appellations m^ay be
wanted for the compound characters s^, tsh, he, to give the

for
learner some idea of their powers. B
mentioned, it is not necessary here to enter upon th

of this subject.

I now subjoin in one view the proposed India

Table
| in which, the first List contains the

Alphabet

letters of our alphabet, as far as

them contains the

low the dirjhth

eems practicable to adopt

nasals ; after these fol-

d lastly, a number

of

compound char

dialects

less frequent use in different

* Indian Gram. p. 3.

t « We call W(weeJ because our name giveth no hint of the power of its
sound." Indian Gram. p. 2.
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A
B
D
E
F

P
R

U
V

Y
Z

TABLE OF ALPHABET.
as in the English wovd.jarjafher, &c. (But see the .Vote on the Vou '«

n. S53
'

asm P.nglish, French, &,c.
' '

rth J
as in the English word there j and also short e, as in met, &r.
as in English, &c.

O English g hard, as in game^ gone, &.c.
H an aspiration, as in English. &.c.

K
L

N

as in marine, machine, (or English ee) ; and also short i in him.
as in English.

Cthe same.

J

fthe same J
(the same.)

O English long o, as in rohe ; and also the o in some, among, ahove, &c. uliich is
equivalent to the English short u in rub, tun, &c. (Cut sec the remarks on
this letter, p. 357.)

as in English, &.c.

J
S as in English at the heginninir of a word.
T as in English, &c.

'!h

English r. German u', Russian b, Alodern Greek /3.

asm Enelish : Frpnrh rrn.h : French ou.

as in the English words, yet, you, &c.
as in English, &c.

A

E
5

J

O
»

u

\

as in ang (s

NASALS.

IS in fab
\e JSTote c

But foi a better description of

longy as in ei/ng (pronouncing tiie ey as in they ;) and shorty as in the word
Portuguese em fii)al. (See J)rote on the JMasals^ p. 357 )

and short as in ing ; Portuguese im final.

ginseng

;

longy as in eeng-

JK'^asa^s. p. P.57)
long, as in onmg (si>unding the ow as in own ^^ French on;

ndl l*his character will also he used for o short nasalised. w\i\chh very

nea:ly the same with ong in among^ as this Jaiter is eijulvilent to unz in

See Walker^s Diet. Principles. JSTo. 165. See also iho, wV9te$

(See wWe on the

Portuguese om

lung* &.C.

JVtfSfl/s

as in oong ; Portuguese urn final.

ong
ponds toouroin/or, nor, &c. And,aslhave proposed (in p.

vocal sound, when not nosalised^hy aw^ so it would be most strictly conforma-

ble to my plan, to denote the same vocal sound, when it is nasalised^ by ow or

aw. But perhaps the letter a itself, with the cedilla (/?) may he used without

inconvenience for this broad nasal sound, and we may still, in the common
vowels, reserve the simple a to denote the sound it has in tlie word father^

and not the sound of aw. For it may be found, that the first nasal

sound in this Table is not common in the Indian langua<;e8; in which case it

would be best to use the simple a for the broad nasal here mentioned.
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4.

TABLE OF TPIE ALPHABET CONTINUED.

DIPHTHONGS.

Ai English i in pine.

Au English ow in how, nowy &c. and ou in oin\

lu English u in pure ; French iou.

Yu to be used at the beginning, as iu maj be in the middlej of words.

ADDITIONAL CONSONANTS.

DJ, nsH, or nzii, English j and dg^ in judge ; French dg*

»H, as in the English words, this^ that ; the ^ of the Modern Greeks.

Ds^ Dz ; TSj Tz, English ts in the proper name Betsy ; German and Italian z /
German c before the vowels e and i^ Polish c before all the
vowels J Russian Tsi. These four compounds being nearly
alike (as Mr.Du Ponceau justly observes to me) the ear of the
writer must direct him which to use, as the respective conso-
nants predominate. •

GH, See kh below.

Gz, or Gs, English a? in example^ exact.

nw, English ivh in wliaty when.

KH, guttural, like the Greek x ? Spanish x, g, and j ; German ch ; Dutch
gh. I have in the preceding paper given the preference
to M for the purpose of expressing this guttural sound j but
g'A pronounced as the Irish do in their name Brogheda, &c.
may be better in certain cases where this guttural partakes
more of the flat sound, gy than of the sharp one, k. It may be
observed, thatg/i has been already used in some of the books
printed for the use of the Indians.

KS, English a? in maxiniy exercise.

KSH, xi in complexion; xuin luxury/. The formation of this combi-
nation would be obvious,- but as the sound ig actually often
used in the Delaware language, I have thought it best to
liotice it.

Kw English qu
Lv or Lr,

//, Portuguese Ih^ Italian gl before i.

Spanisli

XV or Ni, as in the English proper name Buwjan^ and the words onion^
opinion, &c.

TH, in the English word thin; Greek 5-,

TS
rz See ds above.

"^sHj English c/i, in cAair; Spanish eft in viuch ; Italian c before
eand ij German tsch; Rusbian ^.

^ WT5

ZH
«.T lu un^z ucia.ware language.

, as sin pleasure; French and Portuguese j/ Polish z, with
a comma over it (i).
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NOTE ON THE VOWELS.
In considering the several Utters by ivhich the vov.-el sounds are represented bof Iiin our own and other anpages it vv-ill be perceived, that each of them may be£as represeatmg, not a single sound, but a series of sounds, which series will be more orless extensive according to the genius of different languages ; and it will be fur er ob-served that each series gradual? runs into the adjoi^iin| series (if we may so speakby such slight and_ delicate modifications, that it is a matter of no small difficulFy inmany cases, to decide m what part of any one series we should drop the vowel char-

acter with which we begin, and take another to continue the sounds of the next merles-m other words, it is not easy to determine, at what point one series ends and another
begins. For example j if we take the letter a, we may assume the sound which it hasm the wora father, as the middle point of a series, the whole of which, (beginning- witii
the broad a in fall and ending with the narrow or slender a mfate) we denote in'^En-^-
lish by this one character, thus : fall—fAr fat—fate

**

and these are all the sounds in this series, which philologists designate in our own lan-
guage b^ this one letter. But if we extend our view to other languages, we shall find
various intermediate sounds between the two extremes of tills same series j f(tr exam-
ple, between the sounds of our a in fail and infar, we find in the Frencli lan^ua"*, the
d in pale, male, &c. which can only be described, on paper, as a sound between ou°r two,
and which is seldom attended to by foreigners in speaking French. Now, if we should
minutely examine a number of languages, and should endeavour to arrange accurately
in one progression all the vowel sounds belonging to this series, we should doubtless
di^over in those languages many other slight modifications intervening between the
different members of our English series. As, however, we cannot accustom our ears
familiarly to distinguish, nor our organs of speech to utter with precision, all these
slightly dittenng sounds, so we need no distinctive characters to represent them to the
eye, but it will be sufficient in practice to have characters for the principal sounds (as
we may call them) in each series j just as in the prismatic series of colours, we content
ourselves with a few names to denote one principal shade of each colour, without '

fruitlessly attempting to devise terms of theoretical nicety, to describe the innumera-
ble shades on either side of the principal one from which we set out.

If we now rpcur for a raomentTo the series above denoted by ^y we find on one side
of it a series which we denote bj the ietterl9,and on the other side, a series which we
denote by the letter £j in the former we begin with the sound of o in niorn, which might
be written with au or aw (or with a alone, if we had been accustomed to write this word
with that letter, as we do the word war) and then we proceed to the sound which it has
in more, till we arrive at that which it has in move / which point may be considered,
practically speaking, as forming the end of one series and the beginning of another,

jwhich is represented by the letter U; and these two contiguous extremes are sometimes
represented by o and sometimes by «, that is, our oo. If we now take the other side of the

series, represented as above by J, and set out from the sound which that letter has in the

fate

s'

fate

in tlie simple unequivocal sound of ee^ which toreign nations denote by the third vow-
el, u The following table ^vill perhaps make these remarks more iut*;lligible :

'/

Series of the letter A :

fAll fAte

mOkn thEue
'/

hOrn
mOre

thEre
thEse

mOvb
rUlej &c«

marInEj &c.
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Now in wilting the Indian languages, it will often be fauntl extremely difBcult to de»
cide in each series of the vowel sounds, to what extent on each ^ide of the principal or mid-
dle point (as I have called it) we shall use the same vowel character, or when we shall
have recourse to the letter which is the representative of the next adjacent series.

_
From t!»ese considerations in the case of the vowel w3, though we have no difficultj

in using it to denote the sound of a in far, yet when we proceed in the series to the full
broad sound which it has \n fall, we feel a' repu-^nance (arising from old habits in our
own language) to denoting that sound by the single vowel, and are rather inclined to
express it by au or aiv. If it should be thought that it might be denoted by o (as in for)
it will be obvious, that this would only be throwing the same difficulty into another se-
ries, and we should then have to decide again, how far the letter o shall be employed in
that series, on each side of its principal sound of o in more. Now this broad sound {aw)
though found in the European languages, is not commonly represented in them by the
letter J; and therefore foreigners, who should attempt to read any Indian larisruace. in
which the simple a was employed to denote the sound aw, would inevitably be misled,
anu pronounce the o in father. It has therefore seemed to me better, in an alphabet de-
signed for general use, to employ aiv to denote this broad sound, and to reserve the

/' I should use nit? and
not au, because the latter has already the established power of a (Uphthong in the foreign
Janguages, equivalent to our diphthong o?t' in now, how, &c. but fli£;,being a combinatiua
Tiot in common use, would attract the attention of the foreign reader as a new charac-
ter, ?nd would not]ea<l him into error. Mr. Du Ponceau, after much reflection, pre-
fers using a alone for the sound of ait;, and then denoting the sound of a in father by
the diphtliong a-. His opinion much diminishes the confidence I have had in my own :
but as my plan was founded upon the idea of taking the common European sounds of the
vowels as the 6asis of the alphabet, I have thought it would be too great a departure
trom It, It I should give to the vowel a any other than such common sound.

it wdl be observed, that I have employed tlie letter O as the representative of two
sounds

; that is, the long soam] of o in rbbe, tone, &c. and the short sound of u (as weterm it in English) in rub, tun, &c. ; which latter sound, as appears in the Table,We often denote in English by o also | as in the words amo;i^, afcoi-t. &c. In confor-
inity with this use of the simple r.hararter o, I have, in the Table of J\''asals, emploved

nasal owtig (Fj ench o7i)C

and the short nasal which we hear in among, hunger, &c. Those persons, who have
not had occasion to analyze the sounds of our language and to remark how often we
represent the same sounds l.y diiferent characters,and rice versd, are not aware how ant
the ear is to be n:is!ed by the eye j or, in other words,how apt we are to iado-c of vocalsoumis ny the written characters which we are accustomed to employ in representinffthem

;
and such persons may, perhaps, from the force of habit, feel a little repu&nance todenoting by the single letter O, two sounds which, in our own lan'^uage, we have beenused to c_onsu!er as essentially different from e.ch other and to express, in general, by

the tw6 different characters o and u. A careful comparison, hoiever, of these twovowel sounds, under various combinations of the consonant., will show that 1

diHer so m.te.ially as our various modes of representing them might lead us to sup-po.e
;
but on the contrary, that t^ie.r principal dilference is in their length or quantitf;

7cienc?/''^'K '7«''^:^^'5i'^
difference between tlieu-, (to apply the Ian|uage ofanothe?

wer onl?''^,
almost 5aid to be less than any assignable one, and therefore they may

hisrlort= n""'''^^'
^^^'"""'^ ^^^^''' '" ^^'^'St'«" t« the proof we have oY

strL! Pvi.W f
".''•^'

'^u""
^" examination of our own language, we see also very

for th!v r,M? f? ?1
" *^' ""'" <>r foreigners when attempting to'speak our language;

thev w^,d l-r J fP""?' ^".•' '^""'^ " by o
; as for exan.ple,1n oJr word 6«^ whichthey would write 6Qe, and would proDouncc6oe«. If, however, any person, who may

theJ do not
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wish to adopt the proposed Indian alphabet, should still feel a reluctance in employing*
the letter )(esr3a vvit!i a distinctive m.irk as njentioned in pp.330—333) for the purposl
ot denoting this sliort sound of «, 1 know of no method of obviating the diliicultj (con-
sistently with the plan of the alphabet) except by having reci)urse to a new character;
and in that case I have thought that it might be formed from the same letter o, by
making a smJl opening in the upper part of it in this manner, O. This character
would sulhciently resemble both o and u to be easily retained in the memory, and
would, moreover, occasion no embarrassment in printing the Indian languages ; for
those printers, who may not be provided with types expressly made for tlie purpose,
might easily form this character out of a common type, by merely cutting out a small

) which vvould answer the purpose. The only objection to this
the inconvenience of multiplying new characters ; upon

31 of this Essay. Fur further remaks
iunary^ Principles^ No. 67 and 1 65.

The description of the JVasalSf in the preceding Table^ by the syU
lables angyeeng^ &c. is to be considered merely as a rude approximation to their true
sounds. Those persons who are acquainted with the Fiench language will need no
description of them ; those who are not, may pussibly have a more Just conception of
them by carefully attending to a class of English words, in which the na^ial is followed

would be the general one,
which point I have made some remarks in page 35
on tlie suiyject of the letter O see iValker^s Diclium

The J^Tasals,

hj the consonants g, or ky or c hard ; as iti lingerj thinking, uncle, &c. If we divide
one of these words a little differently from our usual method ofspelling them, the true
nasal sound will become <Iistinctly perceptible. The word linger^ for example, is usu-
ally divided into two syllables, the sounds of which we should express separately, thus
ling-ger ; now in pronouncing the word in that manner, as soon as we arrive at the
end of the first syllable, the tongue is perceived to touch the roof of the mouth, and
we then distinctly hear the sound of our English ng : But if, instead of thus fully pro-
nouncing ihe whole of the syllable, we prolong the indistinct sound which is formed
the moment before the g is uttered, and do not allow the tongue to touch the roof of
the mouth, we shall have the short nasal sound i in the Table : and if we go throudi

the same process again, only giving the vowel i its long foreign (I

we shall have the lon^ nasal sound of tne same character i. And in a similar manner

we may form the nther nasal sounds in the Table. For further observations on the
nasal sounds, see fValker^s Dictionary, under the word £ncore, and also his Princi*
2)les, No. 381 and 408.

In connexion with the subject of the nasals it will not be uninteresting to refer

to a curious remark of an ancient writer upon the subject of the letter wV be-
fore G or C, in the Latin language. The remark is to be found in Julus Gellius
(lib. xix. c- 14.) who cites it from JS/Hgidiusj and itshows very clearly the Roman.pro-
nunciation of the letters ng together, while at the same time it indicates, that the letter

c (being pt'onounced like A) when preceded by 7i coalesces with the n just as g does j as

is the case with c hard in manv En^ilish words :^'* Inter literam JVet G? est alia vis ;

ut in nomine anguis et angaria et ancoro& et increpat, et ii^urj^U et ingenuus.

omnibus enim his, non verum JV*, sed adulterinum poniturj nam JV non esse li

indicio est ^ nam, si ea literu csset, lingua palatum tangeretJ^

CORRECTION.
After the 345th and 346th pages were printed, Mr

doubts respecting tlie Russian orthography of the word JCamtshutkay which he gave
me from recollection only ; and I now find, upon inquiry of a Ruasian gentleman in

Boston, that the name is written in that langu<

In

some

glish Kamchatka or Kamt^iatka
uaiiika
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APPENDIX. ^

*

Account of Father Rale's MS. Indian Dictionary.
i

I have thought it would not be uninteresting, and might be of some use, to give

in this place a short bibliographical account of the valuable Manuscript Dictionary

of the Mnaki language mentioned in p. 330 of the preceding paper. The author

of it, Father ( written both ways) was

one of the Jesuit Missionaries, and came to New England in the year 1689. He

Jfon
calls J^anvantsomkJ on the river Kennebecky upwards of thirty years, and was
killed in a battle between the Indians and English in 1724. A short but interest-

ing memoir of this able missionary was lately published by the Hev. Thaddeus M.
Harris, D.D. in the Massachusetts Historical Collections, voL viii. Second Series, p,

250. In the same volume will be found copies of some of his letters, with other papers

respecting him, which I transcribed from Ihe originals deposited in the archives of

Massachusetts ; among them is a very spirited manifesto, in French, from various

tribes of Eastern Indians agaiust tlie Provincial Government of Massachusetts,

probablj written bj Bale himself. Other letters of his, and an account of his death,

will be found in that valuable work, well known artong the learned, under the

Edijiantes et Curieuses (published in
)

contains Letters or Reports of the Jesuit Missionaries in various parts of the world

;

See

The MS. is a quarto volume and in the hand-writing of Edle himself. On the

first leaf is the following note :

" 1691. II y a un an que je suis parrai les sauvages, je commence a mettre en

ordre en forme de dictionaire les mots que j'apprens.*' Immediately below this

an
%J a

>-
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« Taken after the figlit at Norridgwock among Father Ralle's Papers, and given

bj the late CoL Heath to Elisfia Cooke, Esq.

Dictionarj of the Norridgewalk Language."

The volume consists of two parts, the first of which is a general Dictionary

of the language in French and Indian. This part consists of 205 leaves (as they
-I

are numbered) about one quarter part of which have writing upon both sides, and

the remainder, upon one side only. The pages are divided, though not with

regularitj throughout, into two columns ; the first of French, and the second of

Indian, containing each about twenty five lines. Tlie second part of the volume

consists of twenty five leaves, almost all written upon both sides, and has this

Latin title

—

^' Farliculoe*^^ In this part the Jnt/ian words are placed first, and

the author gives an account of i\\^ particles^ making his explanations sometimes

in French and sometimes m Latin.

From a comparison which I have made of several words of the language now

spoken by the Pienofiscoi Indians (as we call them) who, at the present time,

occupy a small territory on the river Penobscot, it appears to be, as we should

naturally expect, exactly the same with that of RdWs Dictionary. A few years

ago one page of this Dictionary, containing the Indian numerals, was published in

our Massachusetts Historical Collections, vol. x. p, 137; but a very natural mis-

take, either of the printer or of the transcriber, runs through this extract, in con-

stantly printing aii instead of a/?. This error probably arose from the uncommon

use of the diseresis, which is here put over a consonant (N) instead of a vowel, as

is the practice in other languages. Rale seems to have used the diaeresis thus, in

order to point out when the letters an were not to have the nasal sound which

they had in the Frencn language.

So copious a dictionary, compiled a century ago by a man of acknowledged

abilities and learning, and who had resided more than thirty years among the

Indians, is one of the most important documents now existing, relative to the

history of the North American languages; and measures ought to be taken with-

out loss of time, either under the direction of the University or of the American

Academy, to effect the poblication of it, before anj accident happens to the manu-

script. The Legislature of our own State would, without doubt, be fully sensible

of the importance of publishing it, and would lend its aid in making provision for

the expense of printing in a manner becoming the Governmeut, a work which

48

\
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the public has a peculiar right to expect from the State of Massachusetts. Our

brethren in Pennsjlvania have recently distinguished themselves by their valua-

ble publications relative to the Indians, which I have mentioned in the preceding

paper, and which may be said to form an era in our American Researches* It is

to be hoped that our own State, which may justly claim the merit of having

already preserved many invaluable materials for American history, will not be

willing to let pass an opportunity, like the present, of adding to its reputation

abroad by publishing the work in question j for we may be assured, that nothing

would reflect more honour upon the country, and nothing relative to this conti-

nent would be more acceptable to Europeans, particularly the German literati,

than the publication of such an original document.

POSTSCRIPT,
F

Page 322. <« Tfiefirst fruits of these inquirieSy^' &c.
I have unintentionally overlooked the useful work of the late Dr. Barton,

entitled '^JVew Views of the Indian Tribes,'^ &c. of which two editions have been
already jpublished, and which it was the author's intention to have rendered still

more valuable by an entire revision of it.
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Observations made with Fahrenheits thermometer, at Salem, Mass. from the year* the year 1818, both inclusive, being the last 2i6 years of a period of
1793
y^ars observations, the first series of seven years of which was published
the Memoirs of the American Academy, in the year 1793.

By EDWARD AUGUSTUS HOLYOKE, M. D.

PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ARTS AKD SCIENCES.

Computed by Elisha Clapy F. A. A and cmnmunicated by Lev
Logick and Mdaphtjsicks in Uarcard L
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1793. Second Series,
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1794. Second Series. 1795.

24.26

37.258

47.56

Noon.

32.774

32.75
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56.56

66.31
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80.83

9.45

71.66

55.25

45.03

45.77
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43.26

54.73

48.48
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27.74
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41.76
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I
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i
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day.
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March 4, 4^,
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March 20
April 3
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day.
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a A. M.
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33.13

47.13
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33.26
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2.867

C.7

45.715

54.057

68.0451

75.575

69.617

59.33 69.7 61.82

45.74

32.5

20.17

45.717

56.9

41.41

50.7

37.66

26.58

55.055 48.26

30.06

55.62 61.62

44.2

32.7

23
43.509

49.385

36.075

24.952

48.135

50

9 41 54

GR3S
a c

5,9,24

I&18 39.5

Hottest
day*
d. o

28 44

Coldest
day-

da o

8-103

Gr\'Jil cl)anf;e. Uaug^
witUixt 24 UV&. of each

Mai\
12 51 26

June ^0 93 19

^144

OQ

Thermometer at 80°

and upwards
1 day

12

Thermometer at 90
and upwards

Aug. |18,87

Sept.

Oct. I 3 7"

4.

26

21

37
33

6 35

6 39

2 29

6&13 26

25

24 24

IS 25

21

inonih

54°-5

40
49

54

48

42
32

32

46

and year.

5 2 ° 2

B
a
1-

1- C a. = -

June
20

August 18

Septem. 5

56

June
July
August

3 days
1

5

9

Nov, 027
Dec. 114 60121

S 23 45 I

10 31 o4

27 39 61.5

I
o

Thermometer at 80°

and upwards

1 day

Hottest day Au-
gust 29, 93^.5.

April

May
June
July
August
Septcin

1

12
23
8

3

Thermometer at 90°

and upwards

June
July

3 days

6

9

Thermometer at 32°

and under

January 26 days

Feb. 25
March 19

April 2

October 1

Novem. 15

I Decern. 31

Thermometer at 0*^

and under

48

Hottest day Ju-

ly 22, 97^

Decern. 2 days.

Coldest day Dec.

24, 5^5.

119

Thermometer at 32°

and under

January 28 days

Feb. 22

March 18

April G

October 1

Novem. 19

Decern. 28

Thermometer at 0°

and under

January 4 days

Decern. 2
i'

6

Summer. A^ntumn. SeasonsWinter. SSpnng.

iMeanof 130.118 146.726 171.256 150.013 149.52S

49

Coldest day Jan-

uary 8, — 10°.5.

122
Summer. Autumn. Seasons

Winter- Sprmg. ^ , ^ ^.^
26.56 145.49 1 71.079 |

49,026 1 48.0.^1

rf'

«*

Kv

?

A
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IlohjoTce's Meteorological Observations.

^

1798. d Series 1799

E^

^
F^

Jt

tVltlK

IJat).
I

8 A.M,
23.87

Feb. i22.67

Mar. 33.64

3 a;

> a-
^ an

o >

\pril

May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

x\ov.

Dec.
Mean|47.2l6

46.23

59.53

68.56

7Q.7

74.7

62.6

49.77
32.63

19.7

Noon.

32.23

31.03

43.22

55.06

68.48

Sunset, lUP.M.
28.38 24.09

27.1 . 22.5

37.38

47.79

58.4

32.46

42.93
=

76.63 66.6

82.58

83.83

72.06

59.32

42.1

28.93

J 1.73

75.13

65.17

53.96

7.46

25.64

.3 -

&

?> C 1*

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.
April

May
June
July

Hottest
day.
(L o

16 50

Coldest
day.
d.

19
o

5

2
"1

45

75

2S 80

22 89

19 90

9r

99

o

^ £ :=
j

Aug. 9
5i^ Sept. 15 89

56.289 49.561j
Gr'st chang^t
within 24 h3.

d. o

23 27
5 27

30 29
19 26
2 37

iMean.

<J7.14£

25.825

36.675

48.002

60.117

68.472

73.47

75.777
64.922

53.085

36.4

23.767

Mth. 8 A. M.

8— 2

6 15

17 29
2 44

Range of
seasons

and year.

4 S''

c = =

a^ e ?

Oct. 2 / 3

Xov. 15 58

Dec. 1 46

^6

i9 57

1 60
29

30 28
25 19

12 2

'^l23
1

17 26
31 29
30 2"

17 28
5 33

54.06

62.1

66.87

69.45

59.86

49.29

33.41

20,8

44.81 8 49.471
Rangpe
of each
month.

45°

47
60

51

45
37

42
39

53
45
39
44

I

Jan.

Feb.

Mar
Aptil

May
June
July
Aug.
Sept,

Oct.

22.48

22.14

27.22

41.73
5'5.7

67.86

72.45

71.67
61.2

46.29

Noon.

31.96

33.21

36.

5^
29

bun

27.4

27.18

30.2

43.93

55.83

75.96 J65.7

sc.

.

65.9

'

iVov. 36.16

Dec. 24.64

80.32

82.18

67.93

56.9

47.73

71

71.72
62
51.48
43
29.96

Mean 45.878|55.354 48.283
33.51

liUP.M.

23.06

20.74

6.41

38.03

51.36

61.96

67.03

67
57.43

46.61

37.96

26.22

43.65

Mean.

26.225!
I

25.817

30,03

44.012

57.447

67.87

72.7

73.142

62.14

50.32

41.212
28.582

48.291

KQ t^ ^ X^

O
O Oi O^ Oi
"C 00 Oi 00

1-4 d "C CO OvO
I

-H lO r-l

9 ^ ^ ^

0* ^ t* C ri

Q
cd

Jan,

Feb.

Mar.

Hottest
day.

d.

12
o

55

9 50

26 52
April 18 74

May
June
July

Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

Nov.
Dec.

Thermometer at 80®
3nd

April

III May
12M June
Z ='^ July

upv/ards

1

-Ji

5

14

18

iugu.st 22
Septem. 5

day

Thermometer at 90°

and upwards

65

June
July

August

1 day
7

r

15
Hottest days Ju-

ly 2, and August
9. each 99''.

15 88
23 9^

5 94

Coldest
day.

A.

5 8

1 9"

2 82

5 70
18 65

29 44

25 5

5-4
10 28

12 37

1 44

3 58

Gr't changej Range
within 24 h.'ofeach

d.

5
o.

30

23 32

5 Ox..

8 28

''S16

17 31

5 27

27 54 22 28
I

"^0 44

24 31

21&28 21

18 6

3&12 19

16 24

19 29
9 26

month.

45

56

46
51

49
36

39

38

39

44

Kang;e of
seasons

and year.

rg CT o ^
<0 Oi «C tC

^ C30 '^ «
*0 00 Os 00

. O D Q C

s

1/

38

o

a

Thermometer at 80*^

and upwards
May
June
July

5 days
14

17

= ':3

Thermometer at 32^
and under

January £8 days
Feb. 25
March 17
April 3

October 2

Thermometer at 0*^

and under

Novein. 19

Decern. 30

February 1 day

Coldest day Feb-
ruary 8 oo

August 19

Septem. 3

58

Thermometer at 90*^

nnd upwards

June
July
August

4 days
3

4

11

Hottest day Ju-

ly 5, 94

Thermometer at o2^
and under

January 28 days
2-^Febru'y -^t

March £2

124

* Winter. Spnng-. Summer. Autumn. Seasons.
Meanof

1 25.973l48.264i 72.573 1 51.469 | 49.56&

April

Octobei

8

3

Novem. 14

Decern. 27

129

Tiiennometer at Q°

and under

January I day

March 1

2

Co!dp*?tday Janu-

ary 5, 8°.

Winter. Sprint^. Summer. Autunm- Seitsona

25.269|43.829l7n237l 51.234 |
47.889

p^
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A- «*^

a > 365
«t--i

V
-.>>

Results of the 7 years' Therm. Observations, from 1793 to 1799 inclusive,

or of the second series of observations. .

MUi.

Jan.

Feb.

Mai'.

179J

^7.93

29.405

33,66

i7y4

;27.74 I

s

x\pril J49.685
May
June
July

Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

Nov.
Dec.
Year

27.26

1795

26.057
1796 1797

28.25723.02
1796

1
1799

27.142 26.225

26.69728.105 32.867 25.825 25.817

Mean.

26.624

27.997

39.757 36.687 34.625 36.7 36.675 30.03 36.162

62.595

n.78
73,757

72.81

63.875

1.06

40.097

30.37

48.965

59.465

67.372

73.597

71.932

64.742

48.43

39.585

40.367

46.775 48.9

57.737

3

67.41

7 J.74

74.802

65.402

54.047

40.737

33.992

50.96 50.768150.173

56.6^5

68.037

73.517

72,415

62.905

50.032

37.102

23.795

45.715

54.057

68.045

75.576

69.617

61.62

49.S83

36.076

24.952

48.002 44.012 47.44

6U.117

68.472

73.47

75.777

64.922

5

36,4

23.767

57.447

67.87

58.291

68.426

72.7 173.4 5

3.085

48.678 48.135149.471

73.142

62.14

50.52

41.212

28.582

48.291

72.856

63.65«

50.908

38.744

29.403

49.496

oj «
-

.S n

a c a

"-= s

o c3 ?:

8.\.Mj49.5il

Noon |j7.3S2

Sunset

10P.M.

Mean

A.48.95

57.289
50.66^50.812

46.186 46.164

48.451 46.72

56.62 55.605

50.108

45.515

45.717

:>5.055

48.2648.623

43.765 43.509

55.554

47.216

56.289

49.561 148,283

44.818 43.65

45.87847.492

56.22

49.473

44.801

49.496

:s

on s

Winter

Spring

Summer

Autumn

Mean

::7.9^--

50.313

72.615

51.6//

50.63]

26.439131.04

49.39547.066

70.967171.317

53.395

50.704

50.9i9

49.93

30.11B|26.56 125.975|25.269l27.903
17.297

71.577

51.105

46.72645.49 48.264 43.829

71.256

50.013

49.528

71.079

49.026

48.038

72.573

51.469

71.237

n.224

K SJ
V t9

Si Si

c« .^

-J « .

^ 2 S
«> *JQ W «

•xi a> fi

a Si
**

*- § «J
::: ^ e«
> o c

p£J .^ ^
<^ tS'^

25;§
>* «»

"5 0*-, ^

° t! B
rf o

55 S
« _ **

6fg
.S*^

*« ^ -a

49.569l47.889|49.47
;z;

Mean ot Spring and Autumn 49^,2 Mean of Winter and Summer 49°.74.

Gr'test changt
%vithin 24 hours.

^ £
Si

&« S

^ 3 oj

C3 00 3

Dars at
80<'"& up.

1793
o

35

61

1794
o

37
d.

50

1795
o

33
F

d.

55

1796
o

41
d.

56

1797
o

59
d.

48

179a
o
^7

d.

65

1799
o

33

a.

58

Days at
90<'& up

13 6 13 9 9 15 11

Mean

36.42

days

56.14

of the whole penotl.

Range of each season.

Winter
from—10.5 to 62 72°-5

Dars at
32'''& un.

Days at

0<*itund.

106 ^4 118 119 122 124 129

o
tic ^'^ Hotti-st

day.

Coldest
day.

36.4 93

0.5 4

95

2

93.5

6

O

97

1

O

99

days

10.85

days

116

Spring
from —4 to 95 99

Summer
s

daj's

2|l-57

O

1.5 5.5-10.5—2

94

8

13

en

S M

2J

Annual
.rauji^e.

Greati st

inoj-ati^;.

LeiiSt

mo rang.
Kang^'

95.9 89 93.5 99 107.5 101 102

58 65 50

r

35 34 "2

54
'^0

61.5 60
"2 "7

Win.

"'1

Spr.

Sum.

L
Aut.

fr.ltoSl O.ito53 1.5 to 62 2.5to51

50 52 5 60.5 4ft.5

litoOS 4to90 21 to 87

80 80 66
4eto96.4 J9to93 53io9S

47.4 44 42
23toS7 16toS8 221090

64 72 68

10to76

66
51to93.S

4'3 5

-10 StoSl - 2to60

61 5 62
14 to 34 15 to 89

70 74
SI to 97 53 to 99

63

36
8to5S

63
to38

92
44to94

50

jj°.41

-2.85

ys°-2r

'Omt 8

33.71

^^6.85

76.28

45.41

from 44 to 99
Autumn

from 1 1 to 90

53

79

Greatest monthly range.

March 1794 165°

Least monthly range.

July 1795 and July!.,-,

and August 1797 p
Greatest change within

24 hours.

46 45
11 to 84 16 to 89 19 to 89 21 to 82

73 73 70 61 68.

From noon of

to noon of 9th

April 8j

, 1 796 I

41

71

Hottest day.

August 9, 1798

Coldest day.

January 8, 1797

Range ofthe whole

From-10°.5to99°

|99

J
-1 0°.5

eriod.

1 09°.5j

-.'

T"

^

m
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T
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A

^

«

*
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1 800."* Third Series. 1801.

r •

'i

^K

1^*'

-i

^

^

J *

Mth.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.
April

8 A.M.
22.12

,r

Noon.

32.22

34.46
31.25 42.03

24.42

48.56

69

74.74
69.55

May 154,89

June
July
Aug.
jSept. [60.9

|Oct.

Nov. |34.S3

Dec. 199.9

Meai

I

58.66

63.63

80.03

83.95

78.77

Sunset. rlO P.M.

27.96

29.71

35.6

50.03

55.68

68.06

72.74

70.39

i2.93

24.89

30.19

45.26

52.17

62.43

68.67
34 . 96

48.32
70.24 63.62 57.78

59.09
4"

"9
.16

52,93

39

36.65

148.54

34.85

1.44

Mean.

26.307

28.37

34.767
50.62'

56,: 92

69.88

75.025

70.867

63.135

52.22

37.835

247

M til

.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.
April

May
June
July
Aug.

8 A. M.
22.06

25.35

37.38

45.8

59.25

67.03

73.41

70.44

=

Noon
31.29

35.64

43.48

55.56

Sunset. 110 P.M.I Mean.

27.83 24.83 26.502

Sept. 54.5

Hottest
day.

157.103 50.l97l45.345( t9.989

t

(Jan,

Feb,

Mar.
April

May
June
July

ef Aug.
5J -5 Sept.

16 50
24 51

27 62
19 82

6 9
1 35

28 77i 7 42
12 92 5 53

Coldest
I
Gi'st change Range I Ranee of

Oct.

Nov.
Dec,

48.9

35.96

68.61
.-6.2

82.03

79,96
^\9i O

61.9

46.66

27.03 36.19
Mean 4:5.092 57.45

29.64

38.64

45.96

59.17

65.24

70.39

71.24

66.22

55.11

41.63

32.93

50.33

24.85

35.96

41,79

55.64

60.8

67.06

65.33

60,28

47.74

37.06

28.9
45.85'

o

d.

'29

I''

day. within 24h rs

2

8

d.

26

of each

26

31 100
22 92
13 91

3 24
27' 28
18 34

7 27
5 29

2 55 18

5 56 1

29
32

24 48 22 28

imontU.
52*^

43
53
47
35
39
45
36

43

2 c o

H

10 75 27 35 11 29 40
Nov, 8 59 25 19
Dec. 27 58 10 17

19 24 40
S 19 41

seasons
and year,

f^ ''O N OT
*r. t: «} t^

^ i?9 a i-i

kc) 00 c a>

BBB B

fr-
*^ = 5 5

5
O
0)
fco

3

c<

1/3

n
E2o>
<Lt

Si != w

TheriDometer at 80°
and upwards

1 dayApril

June
July

August 13
Septem. 4

15
22

Thermometer at 90°
and upu^ards

June 3 days
July
August
Septem. 1

10
2

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.
April

Viay

June
July

Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

No V.

Dec.

Hottest
day.

d« o

15 48
27 60

1 55

30 72
30 90
28 9e

2 96

19 96
8 94

7 73

8.87

38.865

46777
60.667

67.317

3.222

71.742

Q6,^25

53A\ii

40.3:7
31.262:

50.432
Coidest
day,

d* o

3

Gr'st chane^ Range
within S4hYs of each

d. o montt.
48"'

l^ 5

5 23

U 33
4 45
6 46

18 57
1" 41

27 43
31 29

28 64 21 19

10 57 7 m

31

3 27

28 25

4 27
28 25

28 28
ilO

1 29
14 38
11 28
24 31

5 29
7 Q7

55

S2

39

45
46
39
55

51

44
45
45

Hange ol"

seasons
and year.

£> t^ ^ Wj^ «D *o b-

O (p 3
C- (Ji o>

O rt MPi Ol

Cm
9

g>

s

Thermometer at 80^

and upwards
May
June
July

s

12

17

days

Thermometer at 90°

and upwards

55
16

Hottest day Ju-
ly 3!^ 100°.

August 15

Septem. 12

May
June
July
August

1 day
3
6
2

Septem. 2

59

Thermometer at 32*
aud under

January 28 days
FebVy 23

"

March i

Thermometer at 0*^

and under

Cr

Novem. 16
Decern. 21

January 2 days.

14
Hottest day Au-

£rust 1 9. 96^

uary 29
Jar

rhermometer at 32^^

and under
January 28 days

Thermoijifter at 0°

and under

106

Mean of

^

J\
inter. Spring. Smnmer. Autumn. Seasons.

I27.753l47.328l 71.924 I 51.063 1 4Q.?>17

Feb.

March
22
9

October 3
Novem. 19
Decern. 23

January 2 dajs.

Coldest day Jan-

uary 3, 0°.

104

Winter. :Spring. bummer. Autumn. Seasons

20.873148.769
I
70.76 I 53.321 150.68

^

^
V

^Zfy

_ 4

V
^-.v^tt

% ^
'k

_^

*^'

.^
>i/

.*
, --;_ ^
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Dr. Holijoke^s Meteorological Observation's, 36}

1802.
r

Third Series, 1803.

I

Alth.

Jan.*
Feb.

Mar.
April

May
June
July
Aug.

8 A. M.
30.77

23.35

34 35

45.06

52.77

67.24

Noon.

40.2

33.74

43.83

55.06

61.58

76.43

^3 unset.

35.32

28.21

37.74

46.5

^2.32

i4.82

10 P.M.! Mean.
30.22 34.12:

72 29 81.06 70.44

Sept. 165.63

72.00 l79.'25

73.37
1 Oct.

3 Nov.
Dec.

Meaii

52.58

37.93

29.01

48.422

61.96

49.75

38.16

57.849

71.52

66

55.48

44.67

50.651

24.62

32.8

41.

48.96

61.23

36

07.12

6 7. 73

59.93

51.8

38.43

30.87
46.255'50.794

27.48

37.18

46.995

53.857

67.43

72.727

72.597

63.7 o-i

55.45:

42.695

33.26

t~ Jan.
Feb.

Hottest 1 Coldest
day,

n8
o

63

day,

24 7

Gr'est change
within 24 h>s.

o

7 3^^

ofeacli

month
54°

15 60 23 -37 & 9 3163
Mar. 18 68 14 14
April 7 71 16 29
May

^"^June

li^Ny§o
;i Aug.

liSept.

Dec.

^ s-S Nov.
a,.2 a

2 ..3

1=2

3

23

23

8

87
9"

1 37
29 52

7 58

19 61

30 44

1 94

1 87

10 8J

1 61I29 28

14

7

3 35

22 26

3454
52 42

45
35

Hanpe of
seasons

aud year.

Son r^ Oi
to T lO

(N '!? (^
00 ;t. CO

ssss
*o

17 2935
24 3""

23 43
30 33

31

5

12 23l48

2 28I33

J^ '^ *-• SJ

5
•s

28 62[17-1.51 16 31 (63.5 (| |

X d

riiermometer al 80^

and upwards
May
June
July

o

10

19

dajs

Thermometer at 9u^
and upwards

5

August 16

Septcm. 9

October S

July

August 3

days

8

Hottest day Au-
gust 1,94°.

59

Thermumeter at 32°

and under

January 20 days

Thermometer at 0°

and under

Feb. 23
March 16

April 3

Novom. 9

Decern. 21

92

Fcbru'y 2 days
Deccni. 1

3
ColiTest day

Feb. 23, 3"

'Mean

Winter, Spring-. Summert
10.956 146.01 I 70.9181 54.6^27

f
50.6

Autumn

lUF.M. Mean.

25,29

o0.4

32.58

42.8

48.87

63.1

6-.29

07.16

28.14

32.672

36 97

47.102

55.045

G8.33 '2

72.94 5

'73.082

Jan.

iilFeb.

Mar.

Coldest
day.

56.66 62.5

49.19 [53.4 T

35.53

32.S2

38.34

35.0G

45.9241)0.24

Umhklirjt cija

!*'fiin24 „..,
d. o moiiih,'»nd itur.

4

A.u.e:.

Sept.

Oct. 2

Dec.

94 23

52

48
67

45

50

44
42
^-6

1
fci??

3

60 19

59i22

6

43
44
46

Thermometer at bu°
and upwards

IV 2M .

June
July

10

13

days

Au^jjust 17

Septcm. 1

Thermometer at 90°

and upwards

2 daysJune
July

August 3

3

4^

8

Hottest day Ju-

ly 9, 97"

Thermometer at 32**

and under

January 25 days

Thermometer at U°
and under

Feb. 19

March 15

April 3

Novem. 17

Decern. 22

day.
t

Coldest day Jan-

uary 4,4^

101

Wjjjter. Spring*, yammer. Autumn, Seasons.

3l.357l46.392l7'-219l 51.417 130.096

• The warmest January perhaps ever known*

60
Dr* Iloljjoke. I Between sunset and 10 P. M

%

"?

t*

--^9b^
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1804.. Third Series. 1805.

fi
V

a >

3 s
36

Jan.

Feb.

M a r.

April

May
Juite

July
Aug.

Sent.

Oct.

Nov.
Dcr.
Mean

S A. M.
20.62

24.79

31.61

42.62

60.19

68.03

71.45
6S.4

61,53

44.7

35.96

23.93

Noon.

29.3

33.75

4 1 ,%5

4y.73

6y.l2
74 53

79.72
7.56

1.08

riiiubet.llO P.M.: Mean.

:

i

55.96

46.62

30.89

46. H2i 54.88

-26,67

19S7
35.03

44.1

58.31

65.33

ro.35

68.8

63.89

30.13

41.86

7.32

48.421

21.54

24.17

29.64

39.93

4.77

62.3

36

6

,.:>

ri O

2*3

V to

-»

Hottest
day.
d. o

17 43
22 49

E0
on

Jan.

Feb.

Mar. 27 57

April 30 60
May 8 87

.lune il7 92
July

Aug.

Coldest
day,
d. o

21 ]

24 9

4 8

1 23
16 43

SO 95

Greatest change
within 24 h'rs.

d. o

1 8 (0 2t

I6(tn)24

5(fu)26

14(f7j)22

18(f»)35
21 571 19(n)28

63.77

58.26

44,8

36.73

>4.S4 26.62

43 859 48.328
Range of
seasons

and year

.

24.532

27.995

34.382

44.095

60.347

67.575
-1.88

G9.*^32

63.69

48.8J7

40.292

Month

Jan.

Feb. 126.42

8 A. M.
20.03

Mar.
Ap ril

May
Tune
Jnly

Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

Nov.
Dec.

[[Mean

36.8

47.62

58.38

o6.1

76.41

71.7

64.2

45.09

35.62

4.76

48.594
3

Noon.

26.64

36.32

46.52

56.86

66.2

75.53

84.13

79.8

72.55

56.58

47.1

42.9

57.577i50.568

Sunset.

22.23

30.92

39.93

49.62

57.79

65.6;

73.25

71.12

65.1

50.57

41.46

39 16

10 P.M.

0.41

w.

2

26.85

36.16

44.16

53.29

62.2

Mean.

22.327

30.12;

39.802

49.56J

58.9i5

67.375

68.54 75.532
c67.

61.43

45.41

36.79
S4.67

72.467

65.82

49.412

40.242

37.872

46.43 150.792
Range
ofeach
month.

42°

40

49

37

44
35

i'^tSept.
« = =
_*i Oct.

s-;~'Nov.
o ^ a \ w^

18 55 mn)3040

or Oi ^ c^
tf: t%. "q* r^

D "^,

O^ ^ ^ ^
1*5 CO -' ^
BBBB

B

19 90 28 54 19(tny2G

2 95-5 3 37 10,22(f»)2-J

5 74

3 65

1 47

31 3] 14(7ie)2

+

36

^0

17 21

14-1
28(?ie)2f

15(025 48

56.5 ^^^<
4-3

44 ho

S

3 3"

11 s ®

C3 > u

IP CO >

« 53 e
« * «
Q

rhermometer at 80^

and upwards
M ay
June
Julv

3 days
6 *

16

Atigust 10

Scptem* 9

Thermomeier at 9U^
and upwards

June
July
Au.^ust

Scptcfiu 2

2 days
5

1

44
10

Hottest day Ju-
ly 30, 95^

JW ^ w

O n 5
? «S C
n ? =

Theamonicter at 32*^

and under

January 30 days
Feb. 28
March 20
April 3

October 1

Xovem. 12

Decern. 27

Tuern»oii;eter at 0°

and und

4

December 1 day

Coldest day De-
cember 14, I

121

M«jn of

Winter, bprinif. Summer. Autumn. Seasons.
9.196! 46.2741 69.695 I 50.959 f 49.031

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.
April

May
June
July

Aug.
Sept.

Oct,

Nov.
Dec.

Hottest
day.

d. o

26 44
24 51

21 61

18 79
27 80

25 95
i 3 99.5

13 93
1

1

87-0

12 74

2 69
14 58

Coldest
day.

d. o

4

Gr'test change'j Range! Range of
within 24 h'rs. ofeach seasons
d.

5

4 7

1 3 (e) 29
12(?t/)i9

13 18 25(/m)30

6 35

6 41

9 49
10 58

28 5i-

29 49
28

7 24

11 18

fl J/'/
14(111)29

2(M)28
4(f/025I

"1

I4(ne) ^4

2j(fn)26

"2(«e)26

9(fj026

7(7te)26

29 (e) 29

month

.

47
44

44

39
46

41.5

34

38..'?

43

45

40

seasons
and year

•o

ft "^"n
;^ « Cot
y> o "J to

j-J O Ci t*
^ 00 a- CO

3 o o o
^j ^ w

Too cr* -f
P4 -T c^

o|

!- a = 55

=3

Si.

a

o

&

Therniomett:rat yo*^

and upwai'ds

1 dayMay
June
July

August 16

Septem. 9

11

21

Taennometei- at ^0^

and upwards

June
July

August

4 days

2

13

58 Hottest day Ju-

ly 13, 99^5.

Thermometer at J2^
and under

January 29 days
Feb., 23
March 1

October 2
Novem. 13

Decern. 17

Thermometer at 0**

and under

January 1 day

Coldest day Jan-

uary 4 3

94

VVmtei'. Spring. Summer.
^26.^5^ 49.427 71.808 1 51.824

Autumn, Seasons.

49.854

-t^
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a ._S

^=1

qj '^ a8

^ 88 2 •

1806. Third Series.

8 A. iM.

22.77

28.08

28.58

59.6

56.35

65.63

69.74

69.09

59.16

46.22

36.46

26.41

45.674

31.83

37.5

37.5

47.33

62.77

75.6

77.41

75.68

68.9

59.96

45.8

35-74

54.668

Sunset,

27.93

32

31.41

41

54.22

64.82

68.55
I

67.68

61.83

52.58

41.76

32.03

47.984

10 p. M.
24.25

28.1

27.96

36.7

50.1

60.8

63.93

65.12

57.65

45.93

57.06

27.64

43.604

Ale ill.

26.695

31.42

31.562

41.157

55.867

66.712

69.907
68.892

61.88

51.172

40.27

30.455

47.982

d.

30

Hottest
day.

o

50
27 55

March I 31 68

Coldest
day.

d.

15

6

o

8

Greatest change
within 24 hours,
d.

20

3

April

M-Ay
June
July

Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

Nov.
Dec.

1 1

11 23

(

(0

4 68

29 86 I 22 40

O

25

32

93
9^

23

26

22 90
17 83
4 77

9 62
26 50

2 49
31 52

28 57

10 47
16 34

21 27
31

I

31 (tn)

4 (tn) 35

28 Itn)

5 Qit)

21 Int) 25

22 Itn) 30

17 hn) 25

SO

36

(
o9

10 (n) 21

5
I
11 (se) 25

Han^ of
eAch

momh.
50°

47
55

45
46
44
41

33

26
43
55
45

Range of
«msoni

and year.

• C rr rn
4ft QC O OCl

BBSS

'-a

fe.5-|||

"S %

'1 hei'inometer at 80° and upwards

May
June
July
Au

2 days

''USt8
September

8

15

8

3

Thermometer at 9u° and upwards

June
July

August

2 days
o

1

5

Hottest day July 23, 93
'^6

I ur3

O C8 3j

Thermometer at 32° and under

January 29 days

herraoraeter

I

February
March
April

November 14

December 28

21

25
January 1 day

Coldest day January, 15,

124

Mean of I

Winter.

r> 1.9^5 I
k t ,795

Sun-mer.

fi^.50^3
j

Autumn*
51.107 f

I

Seasons*

48.6

*i.
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Results of the 7 years' Therm. Observations, from 1800 to 1806 inclusive,

or of the third series of observations.

I

^-!

S V

i!C3 ^*^

s o
S

Mth. 1800

Jan. 26..30r

2

Feb.

Mar.
April

May
June
July

Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

N<,v.

Dec.

Year

28.37

34.767

50.627

56.592

69.88

75.025

70.867

63.135

52.22

37.835

34.247

49.989

laoi

26.502

28.87

38.865

46.777

60.66

67.317

73.222

71.742

66.225

53.412

40.327
31.262

50.432

lbu2-

34.127

27.48

37.18

46.995

53.8a7

1803.

28.14

32.672

36.97

47.162
55.045

67.43 68.332

72.727 72.245

72.597

65.732

55.455

42.695

33.26

50.794

73.082
i2.5

41

342
35.062

50.246

53

38

1«04.

24.532

27.9 0.5

34.382

44.095

60 34:

67.575

71.88 175.582

22.327
30.127

?9.802

49.565

58.916

7.S75

ia06 I Mean

'39.63i

63.69

48.897

40.29V

26.62

48.528

72.46:

65.82

49.412

40.242

37.872

26.695

31.42

31.362

41.15:

55.867

66.71il

69.907
68.892

1.88

51.1 7£

0.27

30.455

26.947

29.562

36.189
46.62r

57.327

67.803

72.94]

71.325
64.14

51.9^6

40

32.682

en

- ^

.)0.792l4r.9^^2t49.794

s

8 A . Af

Noon

Sunset

17.315 48.09'

.>7.103 57.451

50. 97

0P.M. 45.342

Mean

33350

45.853

48.422
57.84<-

50.651

46.255

47.86:

56.904

50.295

46.15

54,88

48.421

45.924143.859

48 594 n.674
^4.668

50.568 47.984

46.43 43.604

47.444

56.63.^

49.77^

45.323

9.794

2 ^
CA

U

o

d8 o
tft S

o a c
c - P

o I s

Winter

Spring

27.;5ii29.8

47.328
Summer 71.924

Autumn

Mean

73 30.956

46.01

^0.918

5l.063|53.32l[54.627

49.517 50.68 50.627

48.769

70.76

31.357 29.196j2b.358
46.392 46.274 49.42:

71.219 69.69.'=

51.417

50.096

50.95^^

49.031

71.808

n.824
49.854

31.99^-9.641
42.795 46.715
68.50.'^

51.107

48.6

70.689

59.045

49. 7?
Mean of Spring and Autumn 49°.3r9. Mean of Winter and Summer 50°. 165.

0)

-a

u

s
en

>=1

o

o

c

c:

Ft

Gr'test change
within 24 hours.

1800 1801
o o

34 38

1802
o

35

^ 3 «

Days at
80°& up,

d* d« d.

55 59 59

130
o

"6

d.

43

1804
o

S3
d.

44

1805 1800
o o

34.5 36

Vlean
o

J5.21

d.

58

Days at
90°& up 16 14 8 8 10 13

d. I days

36150.57

days

5110.57

Uf the whole penou.

Range of each season.

a

a-, vm!

Days at
106 104 92 101 121 94 124

Dfl\-s at
Ciiiind.

Hottest
day.

Coldest
day.

2 2
o o

100 96

3

O

94

o 3

91

en

Annuai

Great* -St

iDo.rant;.

Legist

mo rang,
Uaiige

Win.

102 96 97

o

97

4

93

1 1 1

days

lOti

days

1.42

95

I

99.5

3

Winter
from

Spring
from

Summer

^° to 63*' 66°

6 to 90

from A5 to 100

84

Autumn
from 1 6 to 94

oa

78

96 102.5 93

Spr.

8,

9

Sam.

Ant.

53 55 63.5 67 5Q.5 47
35 32 33

fr.-2toSl Oto60 -3to63

53 60 66
9toS2 23to90 14toS2

73 67 68
53toI00 45toQ6 52to94

47 51 42
19to91 191004 2ato87

72 75 59

36
-1.sum
63 5

6 to 83

77
5Uo97

46
16 to 81

65

"5o
ltoS9

58
8 to 87

79

'^4

55

S3
Oto53

58

o
toil

54
18 to 80 13 to 86

62 73
Si to 95 4gto90.5 49to93

41 50.5 44
21to93J 24to87.S 27to83

72.5 63.5 56

-0.71

9?°<)7

.i6«:i

34

58.92

71.28

45.92

66.14

Greatest monthly range.

March 1803 |67°

Least monthly range.

March 1801 132"

Greatest change within

24 hours.

From 1 P. M .
)

Aug.l3,tonoon U801l38°
Aug. 14 J

Hottest day.

July 31, 1800 1 100

3°
Coldest day.

February 23, 1 802 |

Range of the whole period.

M'From 3° to 100
ij
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1807. Fourth Series. 1808.

Mth. |8 A. M.
18.48

20.82

3G.45

44

54.26

64.63

72.29

69.93

57.53

47.7

34.85

32.5

Jan.

'Feb.

Mar.
April

May
June
July

Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

Nov.
Dec.
Mean

Noon.

29.2

31.75

39

52.06

62.87

73.7

80.32

77.9

68.73

60

43.93

41.8

Sunset.

24.36

26.78

33.38

344.6i

53.26

64.79

70.96

69.39

60.64

52.61

39.48

36.71

10 P.M., Mean,
jj
Mth.

20.91

21.75

28.32

23.237

25.275

32.537

41.73 45.605

55.055

65.737
49.83

59.83

66.61

65.25

33.T3 \60.657

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.
April

8 A. M.
20.87

27.75

35.8

45.93

72.545

70.617

May 55.19

Noon.

31.45

36.72

45.61

53.63

June
July

Aug".

66.73

71.43

66.96

62.41 152.62

75.16

80.09

77.22

lOf.M.
23.58

27.75

34.61

42.56

50.56

65.55 161.43

Sunset.

27.7

31.82

39.83

46.4

66.58

62

46.7

35.62

33.41

43.807

51.752

38.47
,

36.105

48.132

Sept. 61.43 72.5

Mean.

25.9

31.01

38.962

47.13

55.195

67.217

72.112

68.69

64.262

"7

A-3

WJS

Hottest
day,

d. o

5 48
15 45

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.
April

May
June
July

Aug. 1 10 89

Sept. 7 78

0(t.

Nov.
Dec.

Coldest
day.

d. o

26 —6-5

8-3

iGr'tesl change
within 24 hVs.

d. o

22 49 2 18

''O

"8
1

10

1 47
2 57

23 57
14 40

14 79 28 30

20 73

£9 79
10 92

13 92

24 (0 3 i

16(7ie)4^

17(in)2i

7(^n)2e

41

of each
month

54°.5

43

seasons
and year.

o"

*n ^ ^ iC

Wl i^ Oi b.

Oct.

Nov.
Dec.
Mean 47

46.67

28.8

55.7

46.86

36.36

Jan.
Feb.

Mar
3

27 58

14 54

17 20
20 15

I2(<n)27

15(«n)29

3(fn)24

27(<n)22

14 (s) 29

I9(ne)30

8 (i) 23

24(He)26

45
35

32
38

^ H ^ 3

"^*!> rn zn ^

'rt

Cm

I

June
July

Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Hottest
.day.

d. o

27 46

29 54

5 68

29 74

[e,31 80

27 94

17 98

4 96

day.
d« o

16 2

19 6

7 16

10 29

8 43

19 48

9 59

70.35

68.58

64.42 |58.7

49.75 46.43 149.637

43.06 139.06 41.495

30.6 32.22

49.433l45.32

1

149.4 8 5

lUn>r'^ of
teaton

and years.

33.12

t;uldeit'Gr"5t rhanee [H«ngt:
-"-•- within 24hVs. ofach

d. o luontli.

28 (/) 301 44°

16 53 25(/n)31

19 90!21 40 l(in)26

1
I

CO /

48
52

45

37

46

39

43
50
48

o e o o

I'^s^ ;»

• -

4;

II

10 65 27 23 8(/7i)24 42

)

o 9

46 3

Thermometer at 80°

and upwards

9 daysJune
July

August 1

3

15

Thermometer at yo"

and upwards

June 2 days

July 2

4

37 Hottest day June

10, 92°.

Thermometer at 80°

and upwards

May
June
July
August

2 days

12

16

9

Thermometer at yu"

and upwards

4 days

3

1

Thermometer at 32°

and under

January SO days

Feb. 27
March 28

Ap ril 4

October 3

Novem. 15

I Decern. 20

Thermometer at 0°

and under

January 4 days

Feb. 1

5

Septeni. 8

47

June
Jidy

August
Septcm. 1

9

Hottest day Ju-

ly 17 98

127

Coldest day Jan-

uary 26, —6°.5.

Thermometer at \i'S'

and under

January 27 days

Feb. 21

March 14

April 2

October 4

Novem. 11

Decern. 22

.

Winter. Sprm^j. SuimTier. .\ntumn. Seasons.

Meanof 126.322 |44.399 169.633 150.293 147.661

101

Thermometer at 0°

and under

day

Coldest day Jan-

uary 16, 2°.

Winter. Spring. Summer.

31.005 I
47.095 I 09.339

Autumn.

51.798

Sea<;ons.

49.809



*

373 Dp, Uohjdkeh Meteorological OhservaHojis,

1809. Fourth Series. 1810.

Noon.

28.77

30.42

38.G1

55.7

Sunset.

24.19

25.17

32.44

45.85

10 P.M
20.64

20.96

29.29

42.03
64.74 54.03 51.06
74.46

75.96

77.7

63.3

66.43
6.-. 34

70.03 61.46

66.21

39.66

39.16

55.118

59.68

36.08

35.96

47.66

o a

•a J

6,8

'a
^2

u » ^

C O «

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.
April

May
June

5^1July

Sept.

_. a

Coldest
day.
d.

13 4

Hottest
clay,

d. o

20 48
26 43
20 51

18 79
22 82 111 42

9 1

14 14

9 "2

Gr'test change
withiii 24 hr3«

d. o

2 1 (lie) 30

15(fn)37

13(7ie)25

(f7034

hn)24
12 90

j
3 5S\l2(tn)

(tn)

o c

3

10 94

5 94
11 85

Oct llO 87^
Nov.
Dec.

S 68

18 54

60.6

62.77

63.12

55.13

53.48

33.01

33.35

43.786
Rang^
oi* each
oionth.

44°

42
37

47
40
37

40

Mean.

23.02

23.93

32.397

46.987

56.327

66.192

68.16

68.915

60.92

57.995

35.02

35.18

47.92
Range of
seasons

and year.

»« 00 "4 M
*n ^ -^ t~

Mth.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

8 A. M
21.38

24.28

30.96

Noon.

31.93

April 145.53

May
June
July

Aug.

57.62

67

69.57

68.58

Sunset

27.13

31.71

34.1

46.86

69.41 156.68

37.6

41
36.6

25 55] 5(fn)28 39
16 45

26 55

7 6^^

2^^ 15

,)32

1 (tti)

4(f60

40

c Uj
^o o» ^ -

I..,

Sept. 61.83
Oct.

Nov.
Dec.
Mean

46.23

35.43

25

46.117

75.73

79.46

77.09
71.06

58.96

44.63

35.22

56.557

64.44

68.51

68.6

63.63

52.1

40.63

31.31

26.28

29.64

42.5

51.37

61.76

63.83

64.76

59.82

46.7

36.9

27.79

29.967

33.925

47.872
58.77

67.232

70.342

69.757
64.085

50.997

39.397

29.83

48.808 44.525149.001

.-3

24 81 8(?ie)31 155

5 ^
CO

I

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.
April

May
June
July

Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

Nov.
Dec.

d.

20
10

16 17

3

5
.3

25

Thermometer at 80°

and upwards

Hottest

d. o

6 54

26 66

28 51

21 80

29 97

25 91

8 9l!l7 54

12 89120 58

16 45
1 83'31 25

15 62 25 20
29 55 18 8

Coldest Gr'st change Rang-e
day. iwithin 24 li'i-s.iofeach

6 40
8 45

1 9(716^41

10(ne)50

6 84

d* o month.

59°

69
3(ne)25\ 34

19(f7i)31 55

57
46
37
31

39

58

42
47

^ *2 cn

5 CO

° "-a

a oo a
a

May
June
July

1 day
8

7

Thermometer at 90°
and upwards

June

August 1

1

Septem. 4
October 6

July
August

1 day
2
1

4

"7

Hottest (lay Ju-
ly 10, 94°.

30(Me)S7

1 (^71)27

8(«i)31

4 [tn)24
28(f?i)23

23(7je)

2 1 (ne)

26(«e)

^3

'^O

"5

Raiig^e ol
seasons
and year^

^ & ^ ^
r- CO -^ o

1- '*

o o o o

B̂ ^ ^« ^

<s

—

3

S
PS

Thermometer at 80°

and upwards
April

May
June
July

1 day
6

Thermometer at 90°

and upwards

12
12

May
June
July

2 days
1

1

a s-i

u o

Tliennometer at 32^

and under
January SO days
Feb'ry 26
March 20

I

August 12

Scptcni. 9
October 3

4

55

April

Novcm.
Becem, 20

22

119

Therniometer at 0^

and under

(lay

Coldest day Feb-
ruary 9, r.

Hottest day May
£9, 97°.

Winter. Spring-. Summer. Aiilumn. Seasons.

^J^^^ I 26.39
1 45.2371 67.755 I 51.31 1 1 47.673

Iherm. at 32^ and underi

January 26 days
B'eb. 24
March 23
April 4
October 5

Novem. 16

Decern. 29

Thermometer at 0°

and under

January 6 days

Feb'ry 2

127

8

Coldest day Jan-

uary 20, 5^
Winter. Spring. Summer. Autumn. Seasons

30.331146.855
| 69.11

I
51.493 149.447



Br, HohjoTce^s Meteorolosrical Observations 373

1811. Fourth S 1812.

a

« 5

£j en

Cm rt
O >

SI ^
4» ^

2

Mth.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.
April

May
June
July

Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

Nov.
Dec.

Mean

8 A.M.
21.35

24.78

35.93

44.41

56.62

Noon. Sunset. 110 f.M.
30.8

33.5

46.93

54.5

27.96 25

28.1

39.09

44.92

|26.17

35.16

41.28
67.93 56.79 51.96

68.1 l76,S 65.36 62.1

80.48

78.53

75. 3

71.68

70
61.13

50.96 [62.16

47.3

34.74

37.13

26.22

47.359 57.247

70.71

70.16

64.44
-'5.8

42.72

31.16

49.767

68.33

65.1

Mean.

26.277

28.137

39.277

46.277
58.325

68.09

72.8

70.947

. MUi.

Jan.

FeT).

Mar.

I

a A. M
19.16

21.24

Noon.

26.93

30.41

35.35

Sunset.

22.79

26.06

•29.9

58.56 64.357
51.76

38.63

27.16

55.17

41.445

29.82

26.16

42.51 150.46 143.03

48.8

10 r.M.

19.98

23.13

26.29

39.76
55.87 48.1 45.7

Alcan.

22.215

25.21

29.425

43.94

49.617
61.26 69.93 00.96 58.06 62.552
67.1 75.8

65.06 74.09

45.934 50.076

en

« o

&o
•"*

fl
>.«

i^ a ^

Q O O

•CI S w
« G g

Jan.

Hottest
day.

d*

7

Coldest
day.

o

55
ol d.

24
Feb. 28 50

Mar, 21 68
April [17 74

26 78

22 96

5100

20 97

4 90
12 84

17 60

4 54

1

May
June
July

Aug.
ept.

Oct.

Nov.
Dec.

ft

22 3

8 16

2 27

2 41

30 52

II 51

8 56

21 43
27 31

26 14

24

14(^

s

§3

Gr'test change {Range
within 24hi:'s. of each

d • jmonth.

23(7ie)36 54°

47
52

47
3;

44
49
41

47

53

46
51

(t»)25

,20(f«)29

2(fn)30

3Itn) 24

20(ne)25

21(ne)3S

18(ne)3I

20 (e) CG

Range of
seasons

and year.

2 w Ol cc
*n TQ -y t^

.0-252
!-• O *-r -^w *fa d

is 3 5

d "^ E c ^^

Nov.
Dec.
Mean

55.1

46.64

33.96

24.83

42.65l|51.6l6

65.66

57.67

43.85

65.28 62.37 67.637

66.35 62.22 66.93

33.38

58.75
'51.41

38.85

30.51

45.165

54.03 58.385

46,64 50.59

Hottest
day,
d* o

26 43
8 45

27 55

Jan.

^eb.
Mar.
AprilllS 77

May 31 80

June 20 87

ijuly 4 89
Aug. jlO 87|27 52
Sept.

Coldest
day.
d. o

18-6
27 2

2 6

12 30

4 S3

35

27.06

41.686

57.915

28.945

45.28

16 53

3

a

o

c
a

!Oct.

Nov.
Dec. I 5 54

'^S13 84 28

2 76 13 32

Gr'te»t changt;
within 34 h'n.

23(/n)32

27(Jic)35

5(fn530

18(inl32

l(nf)22

),19(r»)27

17(tn)27

7(ne)26

4(7ie)25

5hn)

Hang^
ofeach veasons
month, aud }car.

49° ,

Sesss
S2£ 2

47

47
47

39

36

35

46

S

(5 • * •*

i C O 3 =

4J

44 C
5 70:35 22 25(716)28 52

26 8

ThernioTneter at 80*^ ! Thermometer at 90^^

and upwards

.Si
"5

'3

C c3 5

rt > 3
ft

June
July
August
Septcm,

October

12 dajs
IS
11

7
3

and upwards

46

June
July

August
Septem,

2 days
7

2
I

c 46

Em
O

a

Thermometer at 80^

and upwards

May
June
July

1 day
6

8

12

August 12

Septem. 2

Thermometer at §{p
and upwards

day

Hottest day Ju-
ly 4, 89

Hottest day Ju-

ly 5, 100^

Thermometer at 32°

and under

January 25 days
Feb. 24

52

U fe ,-'3

> n ; as

c :: o
O 08 U
^% ^

March 15

April 3

October 1

Novem. 11

Decern. 24

Thermometer at 0°

and under

day

Coldest day Jan
uary 24, 1^

29

10^

Thermometer at 3"2^

and under

January 29 days
Febru'y 28

March 24
April 4
October 2

Novem. 20

Decern. 26

Thermometer at 0^

and under

January 4 days

Coldest day Janu-
ary 18 6^

133

Mean of

Winter. Spring. Summer. Autumn. Seasons.

28.08] 147.959* 70.612 1 ^^M7 I 50.077
Winter. Sprm^. Summer. Autumn. Seasons.

23.748 1 40.994 1 65.706 j 48.^63 |
45.352



374 i>r. Holyoke's Meteorological Observations,

1813. Fourth Series.

I

o

f JS

" ai O

h*

*i

.1H
3«-

Month.

Jan.

Feb'ry

March
April

May
June
July

Aug.
Sept.

[Oct.

Nov.
Dec.
Mean

1

8 A.M.
18.83

23.14

£7
44.83

52.06

65

68.45

69.32

62.9

4r.64

37.75

24.74

45.138

<

Noon.

28.03

32.78

S4.61

53.3

61.45

72.96

78.22

80.9

72.73

55.51

47.63

34.83

54.412

Sunset.

24.61

27.53

30.54

46.37

51.96

62.7

68
70.53

64.89

50.44

44.03

30.83

47.702

10 p. M. Mean.

21.16 23.157

24.82 27.067

26.77 29.73

41.36 46.465

48.87 53.585

59.3 64.99

64.58 69.812

65.7 71.612

45.83

37.82

25.64
43.556

49.855
41.807
S9.01

47.702

I

e^

as

« u M
3*2^

III
fi c o
§ « c>

Hotteit

2
o

45Jan.

Feb'ry I 8,25 44
March £3 55

Coldest day.

SO
o

7

2 3

6 1

Greatest change .Kange of each
ithin 24 hours

o

39
"4

April

May
June
July

Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

Nov.
Dec.

d.

30
26
6 34

11 3521 73 1&2 30
24 88 2&3 38 I 24,30 29
28 93

9 93
r&9 92
13 93
27 67
10 62

10 51

12 58

25 58

25 49
21 26
29 28

1 50 25,26 5

28 28
10 29
7 28

20 26

20,31 24

9 25

mouth,
o

52

41
54

43
50

42

Htuigfe of
seasons
and year*

25 "6

35

34
44
41
34

45

.•J N OJ I"*C CO ^ 'O

c
7? oo PD CO
*Q 00 0> O^

BSSB
o

B

p
Of

Thermometer at 80° and upwards

May
June
July

August
September

2 days
8

11

18

7

Thermometer at 90° and upwards

June
July
August
September

1 day
3

3

£

9
46 Hottest days June 28, July 9

and Sept. 1 3, each 93°.

Thermometer at 32° and under

January
February
March
April

October
November
Becember

30
26
23
3
4
9

25

days

Thermometer at 0° and under

January S days.

Coldest day January 30,

7

120
Winter,

Mean of } 26.389 I

Spring.

43.26
Summer. A-utumn,

I
68.804

I
52.333

Seasons*

47.696



Br, HolyoWs Meteorological Observations, 373

Results of the 7 years* Therm. Ohservations, from 1807 to 18 JS inchisivc,
or of thefmirth series of ohservations.

c

o
g

o

(A

«

CO
O

Mar.
April

May
June
July

Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

Nov.
Dec.

1807

23.237

25.275

32.537

45.605

55.055

65.737

7^-.545

70.617168.69

60.60764.262

1808

25.9

31.01

38.962

47.13

55.195

67.217

72.: 12

51.752

38.47

36.106

Year 48.132

49.637

41.495

32.22

49.485

1809

23.02

23.93

32.397

46.987
56.327

66.192

68.16 7

68.915

60.92

57.995

35.02

35.18

47.92

1811

26.277

28.137

1812 I 1813

22.215 23.157

25.21

-Mean.

24.236

27.067 27.228

39.277l29.425 29.73 33.75

46.277143.94 146.465 46.325
58.325

68.09

72.8

70.947

64.357

55.17

41.445

49.617 53.585

62.55264.99
67.637

66.93

58.385

69.812

71.612

65.337

50.59 49.855

37.915

39.82 128.945

50.07645.28

41.807

29.01

47.702

55.267

66.001

70.486

69.638

62.571

52.285

39.364

31.587

48.228

aj8 A.xM

Noonc V S

5J O

® * s
S =

"

Sis

Sunset

10P.M.

Mean

45.53G

55.105

48.082

47,046

56.142

49.433

45.115

55.118

47.66

46.117

5^.557

48.808

47.359 42.651145.138(45.566

57.247

49.767

43.807l45.32ll43.786j44.525145.934

51.616 54.412

45.165 47.702

41.686 43.556

55.171

48.088

44.037 E

48.2281 «

i.

.s

a •

-5

o

J

Winter

Spring

26.322

44.39P

Summerl69.633

50-293

47.661
Autumn

Mean

31.005

47.095

33969.

51.798

49.809

30.33126.39

45.237

67.755

51.311151.493

47.67349.447

28.081125.748126.389

46.855 47.959 40.994

69.11 70.612 65.706

53.657

50.077

48.963

43.26

68.804

52.533

27.752

45.114

68.707

51.406

c
o
bo

%
H °

45.352|47.696|48.245

Mean of Spring and Autumn 48°. 26. Mean of Winter and Summer 48°. 229.

Gr'test change
within 24 hour*.

CO S

arte
•a • o
^ 3 «

a

Day^ at

1807 1808
o o

42 38

18U9
o

37
d.

8o°"&.up. 57 47 37

Days at
90»& up

Days at

32°)k. un

Days at
o^'&uad.

1310
o

50

d.

55

1811

39
d.

46

1812
o

55
A.

29

of the whole period.

Range of each season.

Winter

4 9 4 4 12

127 101 119 127 103 133

5

3 e
aj

o

X"' I 92 98

Coldest
day.

94

1

8

97

•
5rt

S OS
o 5i

S3

§^
as 3

W
3>

Annual
range.
Greatest
mo.mng.
Least

mo. rang.
Range

Win.

-6.5 2

98.5 96 93 102

Spr.

Sum.

Aut.

54.5 52 55

31 37
-6,5to50 2to54

56.5 52
18to79 16to80

61 64
47to92 4dto98

45 50
20to79 23to90

59 67

37
lto55

55
14toS2

68
S3to94

41
15toS7.5

72.5

69

SI
—Sto65

71
17 to 97

80
45 to 91

46
20 to 84

64

100

1

99

54

4

89

6

95 100

^
from —7° to C6°

Spring
from 1 to 97

'Summer

73

96

from 45 to 100 155

Autumn
from 14 to 95 179

52
"5

54

3437
Xto55 —6 to 54 -7t0 54

97°.64

55.78

4.57

Greatest monthly range.

February 1810 169"

Lejftt monthly range.

March 1807 & Au- L,,
gust 1810 I

Greatest change within

24 hours.

54
16 to 73

62
51 to 100

49
14to90

76

60
6 to 80

74
4Sto89

41
22toS4

62

61
1 toSS

87
Slto'iS

4'-Z

S6to93

67

58.5

70.85

44.85

66.78

Fromi
9 to

Feb. }
1810/50'

Hottest day.

July 5, 1811

Coldest day.

January 30, 1813

|100

I

llanj^e of the whole perio 1.

From to 100^

53



376 Dr, HolyoTce^s Meteorological Observations,

18l4i Fiftli Series, 1815.

s
1

-3

si

o

Mth.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.
April

May
June
July

Aug.

8 A. M.
18.8

24.5

30.64

45.86

57.67

63.93

70.77

67.64

Nooii.
I
Sunset. 1 10 P.M.

30.09

35.14

41.32

66.29

71.23

25.83

31.28

34.54

48.17

56.41

61

21.12

27.64

30.83

44.2

53.96

58.16

65.3280.64 70.33
75.93 67.56 162.9

Sept. 58.8 68.86 61.8 \57.6S
"1- Oct. 46.09 59.93
"sfIt Nov.

Dec.
03 ^

55.7Q

Moan45.205

46.3

32.22 |27.8

55.387 48.286

52.17 146.25

42.55

Mean.

23.96

29.64

34.332

48.732

58.582

63.58

71.765
68.507

61.772

51.11

40.81

4.29 26.577

44.244 48.279

I

Month.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.
April

May
June
July

8 A. M.
19.32

18.07
^^3

41.73

52.1

65.73

73.45

Noon.

29.32

30.82

41.9

49.72

61.06

76.66

84.32
-4.19

r>

Sunset.

25

24.92

6,55

42.06

52.55

64.6

72,96

64.96

10 P.M.

20.41

19.71

32.93

38.46

48.37

60.06

69.06

6U67

38.63
«/

« _
a

„ o

Is

-a

Hottest
I

Coldest IGr'testchan^iRaiige
day* day. Kvithin 24 h'rs. ofeach
ct

25
o

44 31
O

3
4 -4

« — OJ

OB - f^

o o o

Jan.

Feb, 18 50
MarJsr 62
A|irilj26 90
May 26 92j 2 40

d,

^1

4

o

.43

39

lonth.

47°

54

24
5 8 28,30 26 54

32

3^0

July

Aug.

29 87 7 47
15 93 12 52

17 91 22 52
i';!.||Sept.

I

3 90 26 45

58

52

40
41

39

45
IfijOct. (15 77|25 29! 16 55\ 48

26 47

27 23
29 31

15 26
30 26
5 34

I

Rang:e of
seasons

and year.

o^ -^ <0 U5
»c CO Tj> r-.

«i c> 01 Oi

5 o o o
o -*-" +-' *-

"? 00 t^ »ri

Aug. 65.31

Sept. 59.27 I69.96 |61.6 [56.9
Oct. 45.58 57.68
Nov.
Dec.
Mea)

37.6

24.45

44.634

48.4

35.41

50.03 45.51

14.24 39.13

31.29

54.953(47.563
27.16

43.28

Mean.

23.512

23.38

36.095

42.992

53.52

66.762

74.94

66.532

61.932

49.7

42.342

29.577

47.607

>

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Hottest
day.

1

o

51

28 43
15 60

Coldest
day.

d.

31
O

9

9 4 \B %•
^ \» ^ **

&1 c

t- c = " 5

0-- ^
Nov. 14 62 29 15

Dec. '31 43 26 1

15 28 47
20 28 42

i" t' =
*- ac 1^

Thermometer al 80°
and upwards

Cm

i

o

C
99

|Ai>ril|27 8

>lay

Tune
July

Sept.

Oct.

iNov.

3

1 3

21 10

1 28
3

Gr'est chang-e Range
within 24 h'rs. ofeach

d> o month.

271 60°

Range oi

seasons
and year.

'^O

3722 81

20 94| 1 51

25 99 26 61

1 98
U 90

1 n.
2 64

29
1

16 30

28 34

19 28
11,20 2

26 36

y

11 56
28 45
<^ 1Oi 25
8 22

1 S

40
50

44
43
38
42

12 26 45

Dec. 24 52 11 8

23
11

29
30

5 28
Tl)t:r.at90'> and upwards Tliermameterat t;u° 1

54

42
44

o
g CO C O
'a 00 CT- S

o
^- o ^ w

p ^ ^ V

^ It ^p G

a;

5

00o

Cm
O

a

Cm
O

Oi

•*^*

O "* i»

g « §

i«-3

April

-May
June
July

August

2 days
2

19
8

April
May
July

August

1 dav
1

4
2

and upwards

,

Scptcm. 2

Septem. 6

39

10

Hottest day Ju-
ly 1 5, 93^

Tliermometer at 32^

.

ard under
January

, . *r

30 days
23

April

May
June
July

August 6

Scptcm. 4

1 day
1

14

^Thermometer at 90*^

and upwards
June
July

August
Scptcm.

3 days
10

I

1

48

15

Hottest day Ju-

ly 25, 99°.

Ci ff
*-

o ca 53

a > 3

March 19
April I
October 3
Novem. 12
Decern. SO

Thermometer at 0^

and under
January 3 dajs
February 1

Thermometer at 32*^

and under
January 27 days

4

Feb. 27

118

Coldest day Feb-
ruary 4 4

Wmter.
TVf . i^-

Spring. Summer. Autumn.
!!!!lll5^536i 47.215

1
67.949 I 51.23

Seasons.

48.482

March 20
April 5

October 4
Novem. 12
Decern. 26

Thermometer at 0*^

and under

January 4 days

Coldest day Jan-

uary 31 9

121

Wmter. bpnng.
24.4891 44.202

Summer-
69.412

Autumn. Seasons.

51.324 I
47.35G
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Dr. HolyoTce'^s Meteorological Observations. ^rr

1816. Fifth Scries. I8I7.

Noon.

31.61

33.43

37.22

52.83

63. ir

6.54

C.48

67.03

59.77

49.28

54.555

Sunset.

27.06

29.31

31.2

45.13

n
O60.1

65.51

66.56

lOlMVl.

£2.93

25.31

26.93

40.93

47.86

56.33

Mean. nMth.

25.262

27.98

li

i

30.66

45.315

53.817

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.
Apr.

8 A. M.
19.83

14.75

28.67

41.69

Noon.

29.54

27.08

Sunset. lOl'.M.I Mean.

39.09

6].815iJune

60.29 166.835 July

May 55.86

61.77 67.692

62

Aug.

^Z5.24

21.37

32.66

53.3 |43.89

64.51 ]53.81

72.83 61.13

81.58 68.45

59.62 54.73 {59.07 jSept.

52.38 147.77 51.647 Oct.

45.33

33.06

47.32

41.21

28.77

42.902'47.1)3

43.972:\ov.

Dec.

M ean

31.285

Gr'test cliange' Range
within 24 h'rs.'ofcach

o mouth.
4TOS6

28
'^9

"8

d.

17

13

18

10

2 40
25 41

10 27
21

29 28

4 32

Range of
seasons

and year.

i

^^5

7 22 26

9 3^

5

59

57

44

60

38
44
47

39
52

56

to 00

CO 2 S «
IC CC O CO

SBSS

70.45

^67.76 176.54 (S8

60.86

43.32

21.48

16.78

28.58

39.72

49.36

57.7

64.61

63.35

24.02

19.99

32.25

44.65

55.885

63.415

71.27"

68.91

36.86

28.03

44.173,

71.86 63.05 58.03 65.445

58.51 51.23

47.79

36.9

54.96

•15.67 49.685

38.7 41.695

30 32.117

47.148l42.83 1146.277

43.4"

33.54

I
HuttL'st

c!ay.

Jai;.

Feb.

d.

4

22

o d.

4y-28

47 .4

Coldest
day.

Gr'test change Ratipo P^ntij;;!.* ol"

i^ithin 24 h'rs. ofoacli' seasons

2
A.

27

Mar. 25

April

M ay

sl;^ .Tunc

5 3 July

rhermometer it bO°

and upwards

1

Thermometer at 90°

4
7
10

day
and upwards

June
August 2

ipril

May
June
July

Aug:.

Sept.

Oct.

Xov.
Dec.

11 11

52

17 79

26 80

21 89

18 97

18 92

5 91i30 57

6 75130 25

52

31

26

o .montJi and }cm*.

51^
« r* "«i

8

18 41

27 31

8 "0

-20 8

18 29

13 41

1 46
10 56 16 27

24 25

6 26

29
I

04 5^

21

58

44

50

39 2i3

00
1^

% c£ a. o

i

43

41

39

54

K (O ^
I

50 fe

12 67

14 5^
24 13

5.T£>2

26 51

16 26

54

48
Si

4 dajs y

Thermometer at 80^

and upwards

1

|o^|| August 1

Scptem.

o

c * =

CS ^ cj

2

36

6

Hottest day June
QS, 101%

or 3° above blood

heat*

May
June
July

7

20

day

I

Thermometer at 90®

and upM'ards

4 days
I

August 10

Septem. 5

43

July

August
Scptcuj. I

6

Hottest day Ju-

ly 1 8, 97^

« «

m
a a o
O SB «.>

Thermometer at SS"^

and under

January 29 days

Feb. 25

March 26

April 3

Novom. 11

Decern. 24

Therniomt^ter at 0^

and under

118

Febru'y 1 day

Coldest day

Thermometer at 32^

and under

January 28 days

Tliermomcter at U°

and under

Feb. 26

Winter. Spring. Sun^nier^ Autumn. Sej^sons.

Meanof |27.6i>a |4 .2t)4l 65.447
I
5i.5i>3j 46.97

March 18

April 2

0(^tobcr 4
Novem. 14

Decern. Q""

115

January
Fcb'iy

3

4

days

i

Coldest day Feb-

uaVy U,--'H''.

.Vutumn. iscasons.Winter. J?pringp. Summer.

25.098|44.261 1 67.866 |
51,607 I

47.C08

TJ-



S73- Br, Holj/olce's Meteorological Observations.

1818.

V-

1^

3

C *

II

•3|
c3 ^

J *- ^

i> 3 2

;3

tf « C
El) -• C9

o

^ >J H
H
2 ai "
c •- -

a r: iJ

dj
"" fli

5 "5 :«"

Fifth Series,

W l4 i t«

C5 w J-. ,-1

:§
^ OJ i/l

f3 ^ ^

Feb.

March
April

May
June
July
Au.^.

Sept,

Oct.

Nov.
Dec.
Mean

I

8 A. M.
19.46

13.67

32.35

40.1

55.32

68.75

73.6

68.38

58.44

47.54

40.83

21.67

45.009
Hottest
day.

Jan.

Feb.

Marcl
April

May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

Nov.
Dec.

2
o

49

Noon.

SO.3

2T.85

4!s2.93

45.9

63.9

78.73
83.48

80.67
68.8

60.9

50.03

31.9

55.44 9
Coldesc
day.

o

-11

-6

.-'

Sunyet.

25.8

21,09

36.46

40.5

53.5

67.57

71.83

69.22

60.86

53.7

44.73

28.06

47.781

10 P. M.
22.25

16.64

31.38

37.9

50.96
64.03

68.54

64.16

56.55

48.38

41.5
2" 29
43.r98

Mean.
24.46

19.812

35.78

41.107
55.92

69.77
74.362

70.607
61.162

52.63

44.272
26.23

48.009

d.

30

1128 50
14 65
25 62
28 89
30 100
12 99
1 99
3 85

12 74
15 66 I 25 24

6 11

1 31

4 42
8 49
15 58
17 55
29 44
23 30

Greatest change
within 24 hours.

d.

30
o

6 50 17 3

46
27 34

14, 15 24
-, 25 21

24 36
21,30 28

8,18,31 25

12 28
26 28
24 29
26 24

17 31

Kangv of
each

month.
60«'

56

54

31

47
51

41
44
41
44
42
47

Range of
seasons

and year.

SOS W Id
<•- *c to

o
CO CJ-. O >«
W3 oa o 00

o o o o
o
f^ -^ ^ ''V

0- -y -f ^ M

I
Thermometer at 80° and upwards j 'I'hermometer at 90*=* and upwards

May
June
Julv

August
September

6 days
15
22
17

4

June
July
August

4 days
7
4

15

64
Hottest day June 30, 100

Thermometer at ^y^ and under
January 29 days

Thermometer at 0° and under

February
March
April

October
November
December 29

27
17

1

2
5

110

January
February

2

7

days

9

Coldest day Jan. SO, 11

Mean
Winter.

[ 25.463
Spring.

I 44.269
Summer. Autumn.

1.579
I

52.688 I

I

Seasons.

48.499

-fit



Di\ Holi/oJce-s Meteorological Observations, 3:0

Kesults

PM

CI

^-3

- rt

°-3

Mar.
April

May
June
July

Aug.
Se[)f.

1814

23.96

29.64

S4.332

48.732

58.582
63.58

71.765

68.507

1815

23.512

23.38

36.095

42.992
53.52

66.7G2

74.947
66.532

61.772 61.932

18I(i

25.262

27.987

30.66

45.515

53.817

61.815

66.835

67.692

1817

24.03

19.99

32.25

44.85

55.885 1 55.92

1818

24.4G

19.812

35.78

24.aiA
2i.ir>i

o.>.823

63.415

71.272

68.912

41.107 1 44.559

55.544

C5.068

71.53G

68.45

it
u

.a

69.77

74.362

70.607

Oct. 51.11

C3»-.

N"ov.

Dec.
Mean

49.7

42.342
51.647

43.972

31.285

43.279 i 47.607 1 47.113

40.81

26.577 1 29.577

<»2

« MB

n ^
to

59.07 63.445 61.1C2 ' 61.476
49.682

41.695

32.117

47.277 f 48.009

52.63

44.272
26.23

50.953

42.618

29.157

47.657

C.J r:

e

n o

IT ^

°aSi8A.M.

3_u e.Noon

I tz Sunset

Vis lOP.M
S-3S
^ i'i. Mean

45.205

55.387

48.286

44.244

44.634
.'54.953

47.563

43.28

43.675
54.555

47.32

44.173

54.96

47.148

4 5.009

55.449
44.539

55.06

• "%

^ m

42.902
I
42.831

47.781 Ur.ClD
43.798 (45.411

M7.G57

oa

O M 2
(? ^ "
s ^ ^

Winter

Spring

S ammer

Auturrui

Mean

"^7.536

47.212

67.949

51.23

43.482

24.489

44.202

69.412

51.324

27.e08

43.264

65.447

25.098

44.261

67.866

51.563 51.607
47.356 46.97 47.208

25.463 I 26.038

44.260 1 44.641

71.579

52,688

48,499

68.45

51.682

47.705

Eh

c P
rt

E

•

•

Mean ofSpring and Autumn 43^.161. Mean of ^Vinter and Sumnier4r^.C44

Annual ranf^e.

C3

1 ,-: S
B =: «

30*'& up

Days at
90O& up,

g 3 = jDays at

c i.^ 32«& un.

* ^ i Davs at

Hottest
days.

Coldest
days.

18U

97

39

10

1S15

108

48

15

1816
o

101

6

1817

los"

d.

43

G

lalSMeaiu

105°Hi
1).

64

15

llange of each Sc-^^oa

(lays

4()

10.4

118 121 118 115 110 116.4

Winter from
cc

Summer
Vutumn **

Sprino-
c<

-11^ to 58

I to 92
41 to 101

G9
91

60

13 to 91
I
78

o

:S .J >>

4
O

93

4

4 1

99 101

9

7

97

11

9 5
o «

100 98

ll|~7

1

I

Greatest Monlhlj rang*

Jan. 1815, June 1816,

and January 1818

Least Monthly- range.

[60

April 1818 151

Jduitcst day June 23, 1816

Coldest day, Feb. 14, 1817, 1

and Jan. 13, 1818 j

101°

Greatest range witLin 24 hours.

April 26, 1814 147

Greatest range

ear |112

xMean of Summers' noon in the 3 years is 77°.314, exceeding Summer

heat, as marked on Fahrenheit'^s thermometer, by 1°.3M.

53



380 Dr, Hohjoke^s Meteorological Observations,

GENERAL RESULTS

Observations for XXI and XXVI years ; also (includ-

frst Series, published in the Memoirs of the Amer. Acad. Vol. ii. Part 1.)

for XXXIII yeara^combining the five Scrie3.

^3

-a

'u

a*

-O

or

75

>.
u

!>.

Si

Month
Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

JApril

May
June
July

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.
Dec.

Year

2a Ser.

26.624

£7.99'

36.162

47.44

58.291

68.426

73.45

3d Ser. ( ith Ser.

26.947
2lYear.sl5tli Ser.

24.236 25.935 24.242
29.562

36.189

46.625

57.327

67.803

72.941

27.228

72.856|71.525

63.658!64.14

50.908 51.996
38.744 40
29.403

28.262 24.161
33.75 35.367
46.325 46.796

53.267 56.961

66.001 67.41

70.486

69.638

49.496

72.292

71.273
62.571 63.456

52.283 51.729

39.364 39.369
32.68-2 31.587

49.794 48.228

3 1 .224

49.172

26Years

25.609

27.473

35.07
44.559 46.366

55.544 56.688

65.068 66.959 67.212

33.823

1st Ser. 1 53 Years

24.808

25.07

36.257

45.151
55.871

71.836

68.45

61.476

50.953

72.204 71.296

70.73 69.751

63.075

8A.M.
N"oon

Sunset

10 P.M.

Mean

61.317

51.58 149.544

994

29.157|30.826J27.77o

47.657|48.881|47.92gt

25.439

26.963

35.521

46.108

67.013

72.011

70.522

62.702

51.148

40.014

30.179
48.678*

47.492

56.22

49.473

44.801

49.496

47.444145.566146.834
56.633

49.778

45.323

49.794

55.171 56.008

48.088

44.087

48.228

44.539

55.06

47.619

43.411
49.I73I47.657

49,113

44.737

46.392]46.55

54.15

47.6

43.7

55.825

48.825

44.482

48.881
I

Of
en

I

a

Winter

Spring-

Summcr

Autumn

X

46.426

3oA7
48.565

44.316
48.694*

:;7.903|29.64 1127.752

47.29746,715
71.577

51.103

49.47

70689
52.045

49.772

45.114

68.707
5 '.406

48.245

28.4 Q 26.038 27.97 J

46.374 44,641

70.324|68.45

51.518 51.682

49.162 47.703

46.041

69.963

51.549

25.76 ,27.502

46.0546.083

69.38 69.84

50.411 51.308

48.SSll47.903 48.675
Mean of Spring and Autumn, in 33 yeara, 4o''.679, ami of Winter ami Summer, in the same year«, 48».671 .

0)

s
to

o C

(A

s

jA

CO

02

6

in
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o
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Br. Holyoke's Meteorological Observations, 331

[Means of the great-
est chang;es within
24 liours*

2d Series|3d beriCb lltti Seriesl21 Years

nO6.42

iJ

Days at SO**

and upwards

Days at 00^

and upwards

Days at 32''

and under

Days at

d underan

=^
m

Mean of hut
days

Mean ofcold
days

c»l Hottest day

o^'aiColdestday

Greatest
Periodical
ran§^.
Greatest

month,rang,
Least

montil.rang,

Ranf^
r^Vinter

56,14

10.85

116

1.57

95.41

2.85

99
10.5

35.21

d.

50.57

10.57

106

1.42

96.35

0.71

40

d.

42.42

6

118.57

2.85

37.21

d.

49.71

9.14

ears

d.

46

10.4

48.99

9.S8

d.

38

5.57
I

113.52 116.4 114.07 109.28

100

3

94.ri

2.92

100

7

1.94

95.49

2.1 G

100

10.5

5

98

7
101

11

2.55

95.97

3.09

101

11

• 4 1

9S,D

5-8

96.5 101

46.66

8.57

113.05

S.78

o

95.53

3.6G

U 11

CS

109.5

65

32

103

67
32

fr. -10.5to 62 fh—3 to 63

of<

S
j
Spi-ing:

I Summer

L
Autumn

jMean Annu-

I
a1 range

Meangrea'st
>lth. rang:e
Mean least

Mtlu range
Mean Range

r"Winter

I
,3J

4
I

of<!

Spring

I Suiumew

LAutumn]

7^2.5
-4 to 95

99
44 to 99

55
11 to 90

79 j

'98.27

58.78

33.71

56.85

76.28

45.41

68.71

66
6 to 90

84
45 to 100

55
16 to 94

78

107
69
31

fr. —7 to 66

73
ltoS7

96
45 to 100

55
14 to 03

7y

110.5

69

31
fr.-10.5to66

76.5
—4 to 97

101
44 to 100

56
11 to 94

83

112
60
t 1

fr. —n to £3

69
lto92

91
41 to 101

60
13 to 91

78

fr.

112

69
31

—11 to 661 rr.

107,5 I 112
59 69

26t I 26t
lltoie fr.-ll to 66

77
to 97

101
41 to 101

60
11 to 94

83

67
3toM
91

48 to 96.5

48.5
4 to 87

83

77
tow

101
41 to 101

60
11 to 94

83

97.071 97.641 97.661 105 I 99.071 99.7 f 99.'2

56.71
'^4

58.92

71.28

45.S2

66.14
Greatest changfes

within 24 hours 41
I

38
I

55.78
34.5*

58.5

70.85

44.85

66.78

50

57.0!'

34.09

o58.05

72.8

45.39

67.21

The Results of the 5th and 1st Series

did not embrace these particulars,

the 2d, od, and 4th Series having-

been last computed.

I
50

I
47

f
50

(
41 I 50

t Doubtful—tuken from Vol. ii. Part 1. Mem. Amer. Acad, before mentioned.

'h^



38S Br. Holyoke^s Meteorological Ohservationi.

A Summary and Comparative View of tlie most important particulars^f

contained in the foresroing Tables,
£3

Witliin the period of 26 years, from 1795 to 1818 inclusive*

Mean yearly range of the ther-

mometer
In this period the mean of the

civil year coincided exactly

with tliat of the year, as

reckoned by the seasons.

48^881

I

T!ie greatest change within 24
hours - « - .

during the 18 hours preced-
ing 8 A. M, of Feb. 10, 1810,
being nearly 3° per hour, in

round numbers.

The leasf monthly range
a verj' uniform range, not fall-

ing short of 31°, nor exceeding
37^, in 21 years.

50^

oiC

AVithin the period of 33 years, from 1786 to 1818 inclusive.

Mean
Hatte;

Coldest year, 1812

^

^

Hottest in 1 806, mean -

Coldest in 1791, mean
Mean range -

Greatest range fr. -1 ItoGG
Hottest in 1793, mean -

Coldest in 1812, mean 40.994
Mean range - - 46.05

Mth.

Jan.

Feb.

48°.678

50.96

45.28

SI.995jU|j^^

- 23.383 A 'i'l

27.502 yj

Hottest.
o

1802, 34.127

1797, 32.867

50.31.'3

S
g
5
33

Greatest range fr.—4to97 101
Hottest in 1793, mean - 72.615
Coldest in 1816, mean - 65.447
Mean range - - - 69.84

June
July

Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

IVov.

Dec.

1805, 39 802
I8(i0, 50,627
1793, 62.595

1793, 71.78

1805, 75.582
1798, 75.777
1801, 66.225

1809, 57.995
1788, 44.3

1 794, 40.367

Coldest.-

1792, 19'.ir

1818, 19.812

1812, 29.425
17S6, 40.03

49.017
61,815

1816, QQ,Z^5
1815, 66.532

1812,

1816,

1812, 58.385.

1739, 45.52

1786, 34.7-

1790, 19.45

a

Greatest range fr. 41 to 101 60
Hottest in 1802, mean - 54.607I Hottest day was June 23, 1816 101**

a

Coldest in 1B12, mean - 48.903; Coldest dars were Feb. 14, 1 817
Mean ranfp. - - f;i ^na' 1 t„.-* , ^ tn-in vMean range
Greatest range fr. 1 1 to 94

51.S08J and Jan. 13, 1818, each

Greatest range of the period
83

th-

11

112

cr IS tae satne as that of \\ inter ana aum
uier together, witiiin 8 thoiisandtii parts {The moan days fn a veJir, at
of a degree. ' * *

The Spring is the most inconstant sea
son, considered with reference to its wid-

rfr

est rango j but the greatest monthly ranoe
was in February 1810,
The moans of the months indicate

January to be the coldest and JuJv to be

or below tlic freezing point, is 11 3.05

Of course the season suitable

for vt gelation is not more than
252 days, or about two thirds

of the year j and this season

the hottest montU of the year, generally'
They, huwever, shew

1

thai

is much diniinislicd

and late frosts.

hi

m jfn a year the mercury is below
zero, on a mean

mometer

speakin^

February is colder than Januar^
years in 33, or about 1 vear in S, and Au- *^'"> "" <* uicau

fhouf?vlV'''°i"'^ « f
^^^'' '•" ^^' "^ The mean days, when the tber-about 1 yearin 4. But m no instance ----- '^

- --^

was February so cold, as the coldest Jan-
Hary. Respecting the January of 1802 Dr.
Holyoke remarks : ' Perhaps the warmcsJ
January ever known." The hottest monthm this period was August 1798, 75°.777
Ine coidest month was Jan, 1792 19°. 17

•U.J o

rangcs at 80° and
above, during a year are

The mean days of the most in-

tense Jieat, or at 90°and above,
during a year, are - -

46.65

8.57
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«

A LETTER
Accompanying the foregoing Tables, addressed to Professor Uedge, by

whom tbcy were cominunicated.

DEAR SIR,
Boston, March, 1820.

The fatiguing task, you desired me, in tlie name of Dr.

Holyoke, to perform, is at length nccomplishcd. Some inadver-

tencies in his registers occasioDed me the additional labour of cast-

ing anew about two hundred thousand figures, in order to ren-

der the results as accurate, as possible, P me to rccjncsi

you to have tlie goodness to communicate to the American Acadc-
L

jny this humble eifort of mine to subserve the interest of the so-
II

ciety, if you think it merits that attention, and the business has

been executed agreeably to Dr. Holyoke's wish and design.

At the close of my labour it may be proper to state some-

S thod. Dursued these papers

subjoin a short notice of Dr. Holyoke's»?WaKM5cr?/;f5, containin

Ms meteorological observations.o

The metJiod is almost precisely that,
t

yok^, in his communication to the A
adopted by Dr.

lerican Academy

Hoi

and

published in their Memoirs, Vol. ii. Part Tl

pape contain his observations for a series of seven years

Agreeably to his request, the present papers have been di-

vided into three series of years each, and f five

It was thought best by the calculator to find, in (hat

he work, headed GenerulJ{e8uJts,ihcmesiiisot the three

I series, and that of the incomplete one (as it may

years,

part oT 1

coraplet

be called) embraced within the term of five years, previously

'b

a with the Results, included in the first series, pub

M
Th quality of the rendered

54

d.

J

'jflV>

i

»-
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taining tlie different means of S6 and 33 years, to take them for

the numbers of those years respectively, and not {qv four or jive
r

equal series.

In the column of Greatest Chansre within S4? hours it should

1)6 observed, that the day of the mouth, set down, raarlcs the ter-

mination of the change ; and the letters e^ n^ s^ tp used in this

column^ in parentheses, from the year 1804 to IS 1 3 inclusive,

denote respectively the times of the observations of ihe day^ viz,

8 A. M. Noon, Bunset, and 10 P. M. which limit that change.

It is not, however, to be understood, that a change of temj>erat»ire

from heat to cold, or the contrary, is hereby always indicated j

for the thermometer may continue to rise or fall after such obser-
I

ration ; for instance, the thermometer lowered from noon of the

18th to 8 A.. M. of the ^Oth of Jaly 1^01 ; but the numher of

degrees, wnicli it rises or falls, in a period not exceeding 54* hours,

only is indicated. When the period, elapsed between the obser-

vations, is just 24 hours, only one letter is used, viz. that, which

shews the time of the terminating observation. When two letters

are used, the former of them points out the time, when the period

of change commences, and the latter, when it terminates : thus,

in the year I'^Ol', in the column of Greatest Change within 24?
J-

J

hours, we find March 3th SB"" (tn), hv which is to be undersitood.

^

*

that the greatest variation of temperature within any 21- hours, in

the month of March of that year, is to be reckoned from lO P.

M. of the 4th day to the Noon of the 6th day of the same, and is

S6°. When the greatest change is reckoned from one day to

iBLnother, it not unfrequeutly happens, that the lowest temperature

of the atmosphere is not expressed, and cannot be expressed, at

the times of the observations in the registers ; and of course, that

the greatest change iw reaZjf?^ cannot hereby be ascertained : thus

the greatest change within Z^ hours, Feb. 10; 1810, reckoning the
I-

^

*
&

^ »

#

^T
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temperature at sunrise, would have been found to be 52 ^ instead of

50'. the number found by using the temperature at 8 A. M, When
two or more days give the same number of degrees for the greatest

change, that was put down in the column, in which the change

took place in the least time, whenever this distinction existed.

When the degrees of heat and cold in two or more days in

any month happened to be the same, as was not seldom the

that day, whose mean was greatest or least, was put down as the

Hottest, or Coldest day, accordingly, in its proper column.

Tliese latter remarks are applicable to the calculations from

1804 to 1812 inclusive, and the results arising from them, this part

till that advanced stage of

%

of

the

plan not

Thes

g heen adopted till I

9 years may serve particularly

show the rate of the variation of the temperatur

Dr Holyoke's Manuscrijtts,irom which these calculations have

been made, are entitled Meteorolo

with almost incredible assiduity, i

In these he has registered

e third of a century, in i

9

perspicuous and accurate manner, in about twenty columns,

the state of the hygrometer

latter both in the house and

of

open air, generally four

Tha day.

direction and

and almost ei

number of times he has recorded in them the

§ atmospheric ge, by an appro

priate and convenient character, invented by himself, by which he

has condensed a He has civen here truly

parvo The various states of

pearances of the heavens are indicated by about sixty such char-

acters. Besides, these Registers contain a very good Calendar of

Flora, and a record of Accidents, embracing many natural phe-

noraena and other events, as parhelia &c

may be fairly classed under the head of Meteorology It

T^^
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386 Dr, Holyoke^s Meteorological Ohservaiionf,

is, also, but justice to tbe indefatigable perseverance of Dr. Hoi-

yoke to state, that during the long period, in which his Registers

have been kept, there is scarcely an omission of a single day'^s ob-

servations in several years. It is hoped, that his manuscripts will

be deposited in the library of our University, or of some one of

our public literary institutions^ for the benefit of tliose^ who may

wish to consult them.

It should, howeviBr, be stated, that in the opinion of some

srientific gentlemen, well acquainted with Dr. Holyoke's place of

observ open air, []see his communication in M
Tnoir before referred to] the reflection of the sun from the

neighbouring buildings must occasion a sensible augmentation

of heat, and that his thermometer, of course, indicates too high

a temperature.* Dr. Holyoke would confer a further obligation

ke th to ascertain whether

this opinion is well founded ; and if so, what correction ought td

be applied to the Results of his past Observations.

I am^ dear Sir, your friend

and humble servant,

ELISHA CLAP
Professor Bedge,

of the University in Cambridge
&^

With regard to this Dr. Holjoke oI)Serves, "The noon observations in this

Register are noted one, or perhaps two degrees too high, when the sun shone

bright, as the thermometer is then exposed to the heat reflected from the buildings

on the north side of the street, which runs nearly east and west : and this circu.a-

stance makes same allowance necessary, in determining the precise atmospherica!

temperature, but does not at all affect the contparison of one year or season with

another,'' Editors^ - ,

-±

-i



XXIV.

Results of Meteorological Observations ^ made at Williamstownf
Massachusetts,

BY CHESTER DEWEY,
PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS AAD AATCRAJL PHIXOSOPUr IJT WIILIAMS

COLLEGE.

Communicated in a letter to Professor Farrar.

1816.

Jan.

1 25.3

2 23.8

jJi i"

5

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

1

13

14

15

16

17

18

13

16.5

26.7

14.1

13.3

6.7

II.

I

10.3

9.7

19.8

8.4

2.7

8.6

21.7

44.7

32

191^.4
20 21.4

21,30.3

22 31.4

23
24
25
26

27

28

40.9

24.4

31.1

11.6

19.6

29125.6

SO 13.1

Feb. IMarchlApril

27.2

24.8

33

37

23.8

19

20.1

5.9

10.5

14.9

20.5

29.8

12.1

0.7

.8

8.2

23.4

35.1

33

33.4

32.7

32.5

32.7 37.1

SI
i

Mean.
Higliest.

Lowest.

26.8

21.03

53

-IS.S

33.8

40.2
•"3.8

29.7

37.1

40.2

33.8

40.5

43.9

32

27.5

29.1

31.5

14.3

6.7

15.4

22.7

32

32.7

35.1

16

28.9

18

8.2

21.5

33.9

30.5

18.9

31.4

37.1

32.5

49

48.4

43

27.1

S0.4

37.9

52.6

34.2

31.1

43.2

51.3

38

48.6

49.9

29

35.4

37.6

35.8

30.6

31 5

31.6

32.9

.32.9

t4.4

*0.6

2.1

'4.8

42.1

47.3

50.7

'3.2

54.3

^8.3

63.8

May
63

44.7

56.8

61

60.3

56.7

48
41.9

June

70.6

69.3

56.4

56.8

68.8

43.4

43.5

44.8

44.3 48.6

50.8

49.1

54.2

55

39.8

46.1

45.5

40

45

58.3

65.4

)7.3

50

52.7

44.^

53

58

59.

47
58

165

July,

63.2

69

^7.3

61.9

64.8

59.7

55.5

58

54.5

62.8

68

65.1

65.8

67

71.5

79.1

62.4 1 59.2

Aug
65.5

&7.1

\
Sept

54.2

64.6

67.3ro.4

66.5

65.1

63.1 161.2

64.5 61.6

62

62.6

Oct

54

50.6

39.8

Nov.

44.7

44.3

.'7.7

65

34.8

44.1

54.8

65.8

62.4

69.4

64.3

32.2

|67.2

65.8

Q5.7

67.3 45.4

57.6 57.3

51.5 m.9
n.l 50.2 -2.7

o9.6 52.5 46

67.1 51.4 49.1

66.3 55.4 4.6

r4.2 16O.5 56.2

60.3

73.4

5G,&

64.9

58.5

69.2

71.8

66

74.7 |71.1

'6

77.9

06.7

61.8

S%.7

56.8

57.4

73

71.2

73.5

63.1

51.6

59.8

61.9

66 6 66.6

60.4

62.5

63.9

60

59.8

73.5 56.5

68.2 i51.2
56.7

57.3

62.3

47.6

51.5

56.7

58

51.9

40.4

40.1

42.9

61.3

63.3

57.2

50.2

53.4

40.9

8.8

4O.6

50.3

58.3

7.6

49.7

42.5

39.9

48

37.8

43.7

>7.9

55.8

30.8

26.6

28.4

34.1

43

36.9

52.5

ni.5

63.5

60.9

31.1

21.4

31.8

32.4

23.6

23.1

Ucc.

29.8

13.7

15.8

19.1

44.2 .)5.7 U2.2
41.7 39.6 32.8

38.3

34.2

20.5

22.9

32.1

42.2

40

28.8

25

11.5

21.4

39

15.9

19

18.5

13.8

i2.9

34.7

44 1

42.2

41.7 135.5 44

40.8

54.1 46.2 49.9

58.4 62 64

66.7 62.2

#30.6

Inches of
water.

4

1.75

25.15 29.554 2.68 52.81 0.84

48
-8

29

11

67
-6.3

32.7

27

2.38 2.1:

80

96.2

35.5

30

1.63

78

33

32.3

3

3.55

90
35-

34.5

11

^67

64.64

90

43

30

2

2.13

64.89

87

37.5

50 i=;5

53.1

55.0i:l4M2

25.2

27.4

40

34

29

1.69

85

i5,3

8.7

38

1.10

175.2

27.8

39.7s

71

36

1

2.33

55

28

26

2.71

32.5

32.7

18.7

30.7

27.7

1

50

1

28

24

0.8'

• This line contains the greatest cluily range of the

the day of the month when it occurred.

thermometer iollcMing line
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The observations were made with a thermometer su«tpen(led

about 6 feet from the ground, upon the north side of a house^

and protected from the direct rays of the sun. Hours of obser-

vation 7 A. M, and 3 and 9 P. M. The above abstract con-

tains the mean temperature of each day of the year duced

from the three observations the mean of each month ; the high-

est and lowest temperature of each month ; the greatest daily

range of each month^ and the day on which it happened ; and

the quantity of rain and snow in each month.

Mean temperature for the year 44 JJ5,

" of the highest and lowest in each month 44.95.

Quantity of water 25.98 inches.

Winds :Nr. W. 279 times ; S. 95 ; S. E. 74 j and S. W. 71

;

through the day N. W. 157.

It is a common opinion, that the mean temperature of tbe

place may

springs. The situation of the pri

mean temperature of its

5s, however, must make

some difference, even when there are no chemical combinations

which affect their peratur The g

ture of three springs, deduced from observations, taken each.

month in the year. Th
of land of

;
2d i7M ; 3d 46M1. The

and its temperature varied
L

only l^.^S during the year. The others are und small

elevations and appear to be much ajffected by the falling of

rain and the melting of snow. The temperature of the 2d vari-

ed 5°, that of the 3d, 18o during the year. The drought affected

pring so much that its mean temperature ght per

haps to be relied upon.

Frosts are extremely rare here in either of the summer months;

but this year there was frost in each of them. June 5tb, at noon,
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the temperature was at 83°—a thunder shower had cooled the at-

mosphere 14° at ^ P. M. June fith the temperature about 44°

through the day—snowed several times. On the mountain to the

west, and ia Cheshire, Windsor, and Peru, at the S. E. the

ground was white with snow—travellers complained of the se-

verity of the N. W. wind and snow storm, June 7^1^ ^^ frost,

but the ground frozen, and water frozen in many places from^th

to Uh inch thick. M
s

earth was frozen thick
;

could be raised from d Ind corn, the slipping

the

and standing unhurt.

earrtrvery little l

June 8th

no strong

and piercing from the N. W. Cucumbers and other vegetables

nearly destroyed. June 9th, less wind, and some warmer. June

10th, severe frost—Indian corn, beans, cucumbers, &c. cut

down. June lllh, severe frost in the morning—tempera-

ture at 3 PM. 70 .5. Ten days after the frost, the trees on

the sides of the hills presented for miles the appearance of hav-

ins: bee scorched. June 29th and .30th, some frost. July

August 2§d,
9th, frost, which killed parts of cucumbers.

cucumbers killed by the frost. August 29th, severe frost. Some

fields of Indian corn wVre killed on the low grounds, while that

&her

Very little Ind this S Of

which the roots d g killed

made to stand upright in small collections one half

became fit for food

ripen.

But that which was not cut up did not

>i
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1817.

Months.

January

March
April

May
[June

July

August
Septem.

October

Novem,
Decern,

Highest.

46.5

FebruaVvI 40.8

53

80.

81.8

84

91.1

85.3

83.2

73.3

71.8

54.8

Lowest.

4.1

20

23
04

36

50

44
31.5

18

11.4

-6

Highest
mean.

40
38.£

39.7

65.9

66.5

69.1

77.1

re 1

73.1

60.1

64.8

44.9

Lowest
mean.

4.13

-10.53

15.lt'

32.6s

39.57

45.67

59.70

47
39.5

28.9

16 9

0.17

Greatest

26.5
2^

32.2

40
S3

31

32

32

35

27
27

Least,

4

3.3

1.2

3.5

5

20.81

15.10

28,55

43.77

54.31

5 59.57

8

4

6.5

4

6

4

6-.40

66.47

58.68

45.06

38.79

Quanti-
ty of

water.

1.972

2.169

1.975

1.465

2.585

7.189

2.814

6.477

4.358

2.039

2.920

27.0212.394

Mean temperature of the year 43.79

f( of highest and lowest in tlie months 43.48

" of do. and do. means do. 43.09

Greatest heat 92.7 July 18th about 3 P. M,

Quantity of water, rain and snow, 38.357 inches.

Winds N. W. £60 ; S. W. 99 ; S. E. 91 j S. 77 ; W. 14 j N. E. 2 ; and
^

E. 1 ; and, through the day, N. W. 153.

Mean state of the thermometer for February 5th, —8.75 ; 11th, 0.23
;

14th, as given in the table— 10.53 j 15th — 10.2; 16th,—3.9. Thermometer

during the cold Friday of 1810, did not, on the whole, stand so low as it did

on the above 14th of February. The greatest cold ever observed here,

28, which happened in December 1796,

The temperature of the three springs, mentioned in the observations of
w

last year, and also of Green river, was noted three times a montlu The

result is not materially different from that above given. Mean temperature

of the 1st spring 48.33; 2d, 47.35 ; 3d, 45.65; and of Green river, 47.3.5.

The Ist varied only i|° durin,i^ the year ; the 2d, 7° j the 3d, 21°,4 ; and

the river, 42°, or from 32° to 74°.
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An attempt to ascertain the mean temperature by twenty.fom- observations in the day, and tlie thfee Iiours in the dny ^^llhh ^^iU give nearly the mean temperature

laia

Mar. 25

£4

it

26

27
28

29

Xll.

Mean

25
34.33

39.75

33.75

32.8^

1.

'^O 16

26.50

33.23

39.67

33.50

6,32

u. 111. IV.
i

1

V. Vi.
b

29.50 29.501 29.75 33.50
1

33.50
31 32 33.50 36 38.25

32.7S' 31.75 30 30 30.25

3i^.25 39.16 39.50 40.5C .42.67

32.67 31 30.75 30 30
33.03 32.68 3270 34 34.93

Vll.

33.25

Mean of ^ A. M, aud 3 P. M.
" 9 P.M.

43.37

33.28

X. Xi. Xll.

38.7338.66

51.50

53.251 59.50

56

40
61

11. ill.

38.3

64
oo

47.50

28

43.78

48.50

27
45.95

Mean &t 12 aud 12 == 39,74
* 1 ** 1 == 40.40
** » «« 2r= 41,08
'« « « 3z= 40.73
« 6 *« C-= 38^9

39.75

IV.
I

V. \\.

'^9

55.66 63.66
49.66 47
27.25 28
46.71 48.20f 49

65

45.67

29.25

9.50

63.751 60.75

/ \n.

44
30.67

48,78

63.25

43

37

59

59
41.07

31.20 30.25

34

54.66

9.663

'^0

47
51

37

vm.

20.20

45
48.75

36.33

IX. X. XI.
24observ, observ.

24.50 23.50 24
4i.66 38.33 57

33,3S| 3i!.50

44 41.66

35.50 34.67

47.44 45.38
Mean at 6 A. M. aud 2 and Q I*. M.H

(1

C<

M
it

April

it

ti

Mean

6
6
6
8
7

u
t4

I
X
1

3

1

O

s

4

42.75

45.50

27.33

25.25

40
36.16

43.33| 44.251 45.50
42.20 40.3043.33

25.67

28
39.50

35.97

48.161 47.84

23.25

27
40.67

35.47

22. "
''an

Q5.75
^^8.83

34.64

40.40

22,25
26
36.80

34.72

37.25

22.75

27
6

34.17

"8
49.84 5lM
37.25

22
27.75

33

Meau of 7 A. M. and 2 P. M.
« 9 P.M.

43.86

40.52

"^9 97

27
31

38.67

37.27

53.20

40.25

28
37
43.33

40.35

53.S3

Oi 35

29.25

42
48.67

42. 1

2

55

32

31.67

46.75

50

4108

10
9
10
10

10

3^.14

38.61
33.80

39.75
40.12

3D. 75

34

797.48
i0y5.3jj 45.64
1111.2^ 46.30) 48.4£| 48.50J 37

31.7.;

45.50

li.Ui^e

16.5
"9

1009.91 42.08
27.25 24.50 22.50 20.75 19.66 19.84 | 672.29
41.6. 37.90 35.75 33.28 31.56 30.9.

43.06

39.05
28.01 27.08 26.71 14

41.85 15.6

55.i^5
'^3

^"5

49
62,50

46.5i

53
"2

801 54.20 55

35.50

35.751 37.75

55 54

35.671 36.331 36.25

52
64

47.51

54.16

66.33

49.59

40
56
^ -«

65

42
57
62

4^.25

57.25

60
50.531 5i).4G| 49.95

Wtan at 12 and 12
u 1 « I
« - 8 « 2
« 3 « 3
« 6 » 6

: 41.83

42.78
43.00
42.50
40.23

53.80

34.75

41.67

56

56.50

48.54

Mean III 7 A. M. and I and 9 1', M.
" 7 »•

i 10 "

« 8 " t 9 «
" 8 « Boon and "
** 8 « ** 10 '.

: 39.30

40.12
40.32

39.82
3».25

39.05 40.01 38.86

54,33, 53.75

July 231 65.831 65.25
" 24 64
<^ 25
*•' 26
<* 27

Mean

58.70

50.53

55.10

61.75

58.25

49.50

54

58.791 57.5:^

63.50

59
56.20

47.25

53.10

55.81

62.80

58.50

55.80

46

62.16

57

54,50

44.66

53.17 52.80

55.25

62
58

54.75

44.40

53.17

54.22 54.46

Mean of 7 A. M, and 2 P. M.
« at 9 P. M.

67.51
60,91

64

59
54.33

43
53.50

67.50

61.67

5 a. 90
53

57

55.77 1 59.01

Mean at 6 A. iM. aud 2 and 9 P. M. === 4 1.67
" 6 M 2 10 « = 41,46
« 6 cc 1 9 « := 41.36
«• 6 iC

I 10 '' := 41.15
** 8 u 1 10 ** := 43^7
ic 7 ii 2 10 " = 42.56

7i 74.501 76

68.25 70.s,0f 74.20

59.601 62.80 61.20

61.50 62.3058

60.23f 64
63.42

66

66.60 67,.94

80.56

73.80

64

66.80

66

32.66

38
52.75

55.20

46.59

0.75

53 51.531 49.75
29.67 28

33

47
27
44

26.33

54.20 53.50

43.74 41.43

2G.25

42.67! 41.33

47.ii5

27.50

26
38.84

Wiau at 9 A. M. »jid 1 and 10 P. M.
** 9 " noon and 10 •*
" 8 " 1 6» «

Mean of higlicM and lowest mpans
abuut suiiiisc and

ii

40.22

3y.72
43.08
40.13
33,29

54.33

40.5u;

54.75 55
39.88 34.92

1225.331

854.64'

730.50

991.50
1208.78

51.05

35.61

30.44

41.31
50.37

52.661 49
34.2wi

31.08

43.22

36.35

32.12

41.21

)

12.5

17

82
8i

Mean at 12 aud 12
" 1 « 1
" a « 2

« 6 « 6

65.83
65.83

65.91
65.82

63.32

66.50

68.66

69.25

72.88

// 33

83.801 85.45

77.20

68.60

73

75.80

76.01

67.30

70.75

71.40

74.12

74.

78
69.75

74.25

76
74.4(}[ 74.07

74

77
70.80

75.30

73.25

7^.20

74.67

70
74.50

72

73.27

Mean ai 7 A. .M. and 1 aud B 1*, M.
»» 7 " J 10 **

•» 8 " J 10 «
« 8 « 1 9 **

•* 8 " noon and 9 "
« 8 .. M 10 ««

52.66 49.6(
41.76| 4I.76[ 42.77 4I.C7

£

32
S3

42.44
4-...5

43.59

43,J»
42.79
42.5S

iM. ail at u A. M. and 1 ajid lo i>. m.
* 9 " noon and lo «
" « » 1 6 «

M«^n of Lij-'liptit and luHctt means
*• tbout sunnieand siiiist't

43.8<5

42.J8
45.51

42.97
40.00

7o

71

. V

70.66

66.50

I

69.40 65.75

72.75 68.50

Mean at 6 A. M. and 2 aud 9 P. M.« 6 " a 10 "
*» 6 " 1 9 «
« 6 " 1 10 «
« 8 « 1 10 "
« 7 «« 2 10 «

64.

63.59
63.60

62.96

65.51
64.67

68.25

70.88
68.
67.*88

68

62.75

61.25

65.60

60 15

63.55

61

56.80

61.50

59

65

59.50

52.50

59.07

58.25

60.91! 5H.98

63.L.0

59

52
50.67

59.50

58.16

1696 Ibj 70.671 73.07) 73.721 23.4
1607.52 66.97 06.62' 67.50 21

Oct.

a

it

€t

Nov.
Mean

28 32.80 31.10 30.75
1

29.75 30

29 3'.75 38.50 39.50 39.40 38.50

SO 46.1(> 45.33 41.50 40.66 41.83

31 53.70 52.50 53.20 54 53

1 36.40 37.30 38 38.80 39.50

41. 3f^ 40.95 40.59 40.52 40.56

29
38

42.50

52.20

40.20

40.38

28 27.80 30.70 36 . 40.40 47.75 51.80 52.60 i 55.50 53.20 52.84

37 37.16 40 46.40| 52 1 58 | 60.30 61.83J 63 64.20 00.16

45 45.75 49.30 56.40 59 62 63.60 62.60 65 60.20 59
51.30 51.84 53.80 58 59.50 63,50 62.84 65 67 66 57.50

40 39.50 41 43.84 45.^20 46,20 49.75 51.16 30 49.80 47.40
40.26 40.41 42.96 48.13 5I'.2ii 55.49 57.6' 58.64 5S».70 58.68 55.3H

Mtuu of 7 A. M. and 2 P. M.
•• 9 P.M.

50»0S
45.98

1817

Mean at and IZ
1 * 1

2 « 2
3 « 3
6 « 6

49,51
49.79
50 14
49,60

44.84

48.00

56.U-

58

49.60

45

51.47

Wean at 7 A- M. and 1 and y P. M.
** 7 ^' 1 10 ««

« 9 « I 10 «

** 8 " noon and 9 "
** g « « 10 u

64ifiA

64,04
e6,07

66,07

6J.74

65.51

46
53.40

57.50

46
44.25

49.43

38.

49
56. 1

6

37.50

44

45,09

1466.6b

1452.; 9

1498.94

64.3.'>

60.43 61.46 18.8

62.50 59.85 50.9

61.11

60.54

62.40

64.351 65.5 1 1 G5.37

63.93! 64 2S.2

Mwu' ai9 A. M. and 1 audio P, M.
" 9 " noon and 10 ••

" 8 " I « «
^Scau ui )iip:he(t and lowvit mewB*
" about lunruc aud sunwt

66.57

65.91

06,47

4Si.Il

66.17

Mean at 6 A. M. and 2 and 9 P. M.

.«

«

6
6
6
8
7

M
W
W
M
t(

2
1

1
1

2

10
9
10
10
10

u

u

48,65
48,61

48.29
48.26

49.16
49.33

Mean at 7 A, >1. and l a^d 9 P, M.

Jan. 6] 24.201 24 24
« 13 6

14

15

16

17

23

31

Feb. 5
«' 6

Mean

ti

if

ti

it

1 3.50

8

23.8

4.25 4

22.6

-1

5.50

-3
-11.5

8.81

10.25

9

24

10

9
23.2

24.20 24.40 24.50 25 26
5.10

12.25

9.80

22.6 22.3

-2

6.70

-4.60

10

8.42|

2
7
6.30

8

8.32

23
22
-2.50

7.60

-7.70

-4.50

8.92

5.7i

i3

10

22
21.60

''.2(i

S.U)

9.40

3

8.92

6 6.10 6.30

9.50 .6

10.601 11.50

22
19

3.80

8.90

11

1.10

8.46
Mean at 7 A. M. and 2 P. I

« 9 P.M.
15.23

16.16

22
18
-5

9.66

12.60!

1.2t

8.iy

85

12

22
16

-4.60

10.10

14.33

3

8.03

27
'7.20

3

28.50

9.70

5

31.50
1"

7,50

13.501
16.20J

20.50

22 22.90| 24.30

18 22.50

-3.75 ^

12.20

11.50

5.20| 8.80

9.28 12.47

35

19

10.17

24.20

36.80

19.60

38.101 39.80

21.50 22
12.30 13 13.50

25.25 26.20 26
26.60 26.90 26.70

29
7.30

16.60! 18.50

7.50 5
i

12.^0

15.94

30

11.40

22.10

-4

20
1 9.4 5

29.60

15

23.33
-2

30

17

24

24.60 26
21.14 22.25

27
29.50

15.80

26
-0.70

26.50

22.54

"9.40' 38.30

20.10 18

13.20

26.25

26
"0

14.40

19.50

-I

25

21.2

11.40

26
a

29.60

13.40

16.80

-I.IC

24.20

20. 1 r-

38

16.50
f

9

22.30

23.7o

29.20

12.50

14.50

-3.3§

23.20

18.56

44

It

ii

7
8

8
S

8

1

1

10
10
9

* nonn and 9
«« w 10

w
4«

43.01

44.Q3
41J.61

49.16

48.87
48.33

\}5^Z.5y\ ii[}.(i^

i 171.32

b282.05

127K93
1045.30

48.81
40.77i 41.05 27.7

49.89
53,42 54,98
53

43.55
47.69 47.69

53.11

44.73

50.60

52.1

52.25

43,78

27,5

29.5

14.7

48.69 48.08

l6

6

50

60
.30

ilean at 12 aud 12
« 1 « 1
*« 2 » 2
" 3 « 3
« 6 « 6

14.97

15.J3
15.43

15,10

13,15

4

Mean at 6 A. M. and 2 and 9 P. M,
« 6 " 2 10 "

M « « 1 10 «
u 8 « 1 10 « '

tt 7 « 2 10 «

15,63

15.66

15 53

15.53
15.fi3

15.61

22,20

23

30.60

19

11.20

^6.50

20.20

18.1 *

^^.83

23
23

38.501 38.80

16.20 16

4.50

22.60

23

33.50

19

9.67

-8.G0-10
16.33 12.40

17 47 16.94

38.60

16

38.80

15.70

4.66 6.70

24

39

15 •

7.50

24.20

Mt-au at 9 A. M. and 1 and 10 P. JH.
" 9 " noon aud 10 "
« 8 « 1 6. »

»«'an of his^hest and lowest m«mi
'* about iunrue and sunset

50.88

50.56
50.33

49.98

45.94

32.80| 31.1(1

20 18.10

9.601 8.60

-11,25

9
16.16

26
22.801 22.60

32
18

5.50

-12.6;

7
16.81

31

IS

8.20

11.50

7
16.27

Memi at 7 \. M, ana 1 aud 9 P. M,

it

«

7
8

8

3

8

1

3
1

10
10

9
*' noon .»nd 9
a a 10

it

w
CI

u

15.48

15.52
16.03

15.89

15.53

15.56

780.90

505.60

210
448.30

570.38

632.50

193.05

309.86

-165.58

234.13

1 4 ,66

32. d4

12.73

8.75

18.68

23.76

26.35

8.04

12.91

-6.89

9.76

14.66

34.80 31.901 14.8

14.77

7.34

20

23

IS

8.25

17.6206

94 j 24.50
25.53 24 40
9.77

14.90

-8.76

1 2.8.'

7.50

15.75

-7.16

7.50

15.5fi| 14.35

f;

18

10.5

17.25;

5

16.8

22
20.5
14. ''^oo
"-8

Mean at 9 A. >l. and 1 and 10 P. -M,
' 9 « noon and 10 «
« 8 « 1 6 '•

Mean of hig-hest and lowest means

abuut sumise aa-i sunset

= 1

: 35»i'^

I4.CI

r

The mean of nine P. M. is much nearer the mean of M
tt

it

it

tt

A. M. and 2 and 9 P. M.
highest and lowest

2 P. M. in winter than in summer- This is doubtless the reason thattlie Mean of 24 observations

mean of the 24 obscrvati<ms so nearly coincides with that of 7 A. M.
and 2 and 9 P* M. at all seasons* Had the observations been more
frequent, the mean temperature would probably be foimd to be some- .

what nearer that of these three hoursji than it appears to be in this re-

sult.

• 53

Of the thirty Jays, the

do. do. means
8 and 1 and 6^

*^ about sunrise and sunset -:

'41.50

42.47

41.G6
42.^9

45.00

40.88

Of the five successive days in January, the

Mean of 24 observations - -

tt

(t

7 A. M. and 2 and 9 P. M.
6 i< 2 9 it

higlji;st and lowest

Feb. 15, 17, 18, and 19, grave
o5£

^ - ^r

18.03

10.

C»£

f B-

5»

«

* Hours proposed by tlic PUilosophical Society of New York.
L
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691

18ia

Months.

January

Highest.

4^0

February|49
March

Lowest.

-18

-22.5

-3

27
36

49

Mean of[Mean of
the / Baroiu.

monih.

20.26

14.94

29.20

29.14

29.26

39.09l28.91

53.59 28.98

31.23

Winds. W mer.

April

May
June
July
August 189

I
45 165.95(29.23

Septem. 84

25
22

S. E. I S. W s.

64.5

65

88

94.5
I
49 68.50(29. 10|

92.2 53.5fn.25i29.lS

11

6
520

25 i 11

21 11

6

r
6
S

3

October
Noveni.

Decern.

65.7

42

33

£1.3

21
-8

55.60

48.11

39.75

22.03 29.25

29.11

29.19

29.16

18 ^

21 6

24 6

22 6

22 7

22 6

27

6

6

9
8

5

9 / IQ

15 12.294

12

14

15

1.716

3.701

14.522

6

12

3

6
r
1

14

6

5

11

9

6

12 4.2S9

6 4.307

9 5. 1 55

11

15

14

1

18

3.04S

0.282

.178

1.042

The first/owr columns of wintl show the number of times the wind lias been from those

points at the regular hour of observation, and the last column the number of tlaj3 in which

the wind has been N, W. through the day-

Mean temperature of the year 44°. 19.

« of the highest and lowest temperature 45 .17.

t( height

59

Dividing the winds at the three daily ohscrvations into 100 parts, ahout

are N. W. ,• 14, S. E. ; 10, S.W. ; 13, S. ; 1, E. ; 2, W. j 1, N. E.

Zodiacal light observed several evenings at the end of February and

beginning of March.

observed

24 and 25th ; and October 6 and 7th.

Mean temperature of 1818 a little less than that of 1816.

«* of 1816, 1817, and 1818,44M1.

« temperature of three springs for two years 48°.31, 47°.22, and

45°.83
J
the mean of which is 47M2. This is nearly the mean, according

(o Kirvvan's theory, allowing the elevation of this place to be 1000 feet

above the tide water of the Hudson at Troy, and allowing 1° of reduction

from the standard temperature for an elevation of thirty feet in a mile.

53

^t
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1819.

)

1 Hig;hest Lowest Mean of Mean of Water. WitiHs.
" ^ "^'

Months. Highest* Lowest*
'y

mean of
any day*

mean of
any da y.

the
month*

Baromet.
inches. inches. N.W. s,w. S. fS. £. E. w. NW all day

January 55.2 -5.5 45.3 1.3 28.14 29.30 1.212 5) 13 14 11 1 1 11

February 55 3.5 47.2 12.4 27.7 3 29.12 2.251 54
1

7
1

11 8 I 1 10

March 5:2 -1.4 40.3 11.2 25.86 29.08 3.958 4?!
1

6 20 17 C
J

9

April 73.5 17.5 53.4
1 25.5 42.19 29.171 2,342 63 .2 11 10

^

I c; 17

May 86.5 35.5 68.7 41.9 55.30 29.051 2.946 40 6 14 27, '2ne 9

June 92 51 T9.3 57.0 67.2gi 29.17 2.697 40 7 31 7 9

July

August
93.3 48.5 80.S 57.5 70.31 29.33 6.311 45 5 38 b 1 10

' 94 43.7 80.7 53.7 68.99 29.27
1

2.985 63 6 15 10 18

Septem,
1

90.5 43.2 77.5 50.4
1

64.01 29.20 3.755 26 11 15 22 I 4 5

October 79.3 28.0 68.1 29.8 46.31 29.17 1.148 44 12 29 4 2 10

Novem. 72 16 50.1 22.6 38.21 29.25
1

0.995 45 6 19 15 2 12

Decern. 50 ^5.5
1

40.3 2.5 25.07 29.06 1.565 67

586

5

85

11 S I

5

4

17

18

Sum 893.3

74.44

274.5

2iJ.88

747.7

62.3!

365.8
1

559.34 350.17 32.163 228137 138

Mean 30.48 46.61 29.18

Mean temperature of the jear.

a

- 46^6I.

48.66, .

4€

(i

of highest and lowest in each month

of greatest and least mean temp, of each month 46,39.

height of the barometer • - .

Quantity of rain and snow

29.18 inch.

32,163 «

Dividing the winds, at the three daily observations, into 100 parts.

W. 55: S.W
W. 1.6 J andN. E. ^V W

Aurora Borealis was seen fourteen evenings, six of which were in

October.
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XXV.

On the extraordinary darkness that was observed in so?ne parts of

the United States and Canada^ in the month of Nov. 1819.

BY FREDERICK HALL,

PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS AND NATUHAIi PHILOSOPHY IS MIDDLEBURT

COLLEGE, YERMONT.

JL HIS phenomenon first attracted my attention on the morning

of the 9tll of November 1819. I rose at a quarter before seven,

and found it much darker than it ordinarily is in the evening at the

time of full moon. It snowed fast for about an hour j this was suc-

ceeded by a moderate rain, which continued most of the day. Be-

ing occupied, I took no further notice of the uncommon darkness

till about nine o^clock. At this time, the obscurity, instead of di-

minishing, had considerably increased. The thermometer stood

at 34**. A strong, steady, but not violent wind blew from the south.

was so great, that a person, when sitting by aThe darkness

window, could not see
r

serious inconvenience.

read book small typ

Several of the students in the Jleg

studied the whole day by candlelight A number of the mechan-

ics in this village were unable to carry on their work without the

assistance of lamps.

The sky exhibited a pale yellowish-white aspect, which, in

som'c degree, resembled the evening twilight a few moments before

ars Indeed we had little else but twilight through the
disapp

day and such ';
takes place when the sun is five

ft!
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grces below the horizon. The colour of objects was very remark-

able. Every thing I beheld wore a dull, smoky, melancholy ap-

pearance. The paper, on which I was writing, had the same yel-

lowish-white hue as the heavens. The fowls showed that peculiar

restlessness that during the total eclip

the sun in 1806. Some of them retired to roost. The cocks

crowed several hours incessantly, as they do at tlie dawning
of day.

-L

At 3 P. M. the sky brightened up a little, but in the evening

the darkness became more extraordinary. A person could not

discern his hand, held directly before his eyes. It was next to

impossible for a person to find his way even in streets where he had
been long accustomed to walk.

The sun was concealed from our view, nearly the whole time,

from Monday evening to Friday morning. It did occasionally ap-

pear, but was always of a deep blood-red colour ; and the appar-
ent magnitude was at least one third larger than usual. This was
very striking on Friday, about nine in the morning. A dense, yel-

low vapour was then passing slowly over its enlarged disc. The
spectacle was viewed by many with astonishment.

The darkness was not confined to this immediate vicinity. It

was as great seventy miles west (in the state of New Yojnk^ as kt
this place. And here I beg leave to insert an extract of a letter,

on this subject, from Noadiah Moore, Esq. of Champlain, N. Y. a
well informed and highly respectable gentleman.

" The darkness was first noticed on the night of the 6th Nov.
when the day closing with a hazy atmosphere, the night became so

exceedingly dark as to render the sense of siglit wholly useless.
The horse and Ids rider were in equal uncertainty. The moon,
though near the full, produced no sensible change as it rose. Even
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the faint profile of the landscape, so important a guide to the be-

nighted traveller, was lost in intense obscurity. The atmosphere

continued to be clouded by dense vapours until the 9th ; when the

darkness greatly increased. A light snow covered the ground. It

blew a strong gale from the south. The clouds, from which fine drops

of rain were contiually descending, resembled the pitchy blackness

of the smoke of a furnace ; they moved in a wild and hurried man-

ner through the heavens, and, at times, seemed to be closing down

upon the earth. Several claps of distant thunder were heard, and

in a town adjoining, a heavy shower ensued.

'' The water caught in this shower was observed to be much

discoloured. A quantity caught in a clean vessel, exposed in a sit-

uation where it fell directly from the heavens, was preserved for

many days in a corked phial, and did not wholly deposit its colour-

ing matter. In appearance, it was not unlike water impregnated

with soot. As to tbe degree of darkness which prevailed, it may

be observed, that writing, reading, or needlework could not be pro-

perly performed without candles ; indeed, candles were used dur-

ing most of the day in many of the houses and workshops. To-

wards evening it brightened up a little, but night brought darkness

tangible."

^S

The darkness was observed throu

this state, and in several parts of Canada. At Montpelier, about

forty miles northeast of this place, it is said to have been greater

it was here. A gentleman, from that town, informed me that
than

the darkness there was so great, that the speaker of the House of Re-

presentatives could not distinguish the countenances of the members,

so as to determine who was addressing him. The same gentleman

added, that where he stopped to dine, he was obliged to make use oi

a candle to distinguish the different kinds of food which were placed

before him.

1-^
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In the small quantity of water, whch fell from the atmosphere^

I did not observe any extraordinary colour^, or smelly, or taste. It is

stated in Le Courier du Bas- Canada^ ^' that the water was of a black

colour, as if it had been impregnated with a large proportion of soot

;

and that several persons^ who had tasted it, discovered the tast€ of

soot. This colour the water retained I

jead remarks of a similar kind in the newspapers from various

parts of New England. Had the fall of water here been more copi-

ous^ I should probably have noticed the peculiarity above described.

The appearance of the heavens during the late period of dark-

ness was very much like that which is frequently occasioned by ex-

tensive fires in the woods. An effect^ similar in kind, but far infe-

rior in degree, was produced a few years since by the fires, which
*

raged several weeks, and consumed most of the underwood on the

Green mountains opposite this place. The darkness observed at
r

that time was .very considerable, and the sky was of a pale yellow-

ish-red aspect.

The cause assigned by Dr. Williams,* for the uncommon dark-
r

ness of 1780, is perhaps the most satisfactory which could be

given. But in the present case, no similar cause can be supposed,

at least in New England. No great fires were destroying our
L

woodlands. It was too late in the season. The combustible matter
i

of the forests was not sufficiently dry.

The darkness of 1780 occurred in May after a long period of

dry weather ; that of 1819, in November, without being preceded

any unusual drought, especially in this part of the country.

The former lasted only thirteen or fourteen hours ; the latter near-

eek

Memo
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The cause of this phenomenon^ whatever it may be, is undoubt-

edly to be sought at a considerable distance to the south of New
England. Many persons in this vicinity, as well as myself, obscrv-

I

ed, that when the wind blew most powerfully from a southerly quar-
J

ter, it brought with it a vast quantity of smoke, or of something much

resembling it ; and that the sky was then the darkest ; that when

the wind shifted, and blew a short time in any otiier direction, the

atmosphere was in a degree cleared of this smoky matter. D'lr-

ing the time the darkness lasted there was for the most part a

pretty strong wind from the south. On Friday morning it changed

to the w estj, and continued to blow for some time from that quarter-

The unusual obscurity gradually disappeared^ and objects, both in

the heavens and upon the earth, soon assumed their ordinary aspect.

Since writing the above, I have seen an article in the " Mis-

sionary,'' of the twelfth of November—a very respectable paper
± "I

printed at Mount Zion, Hancock Co. Georgia, relating to this

phenomenon. It is stated, that " the atmosphere had been very

smoky for about a fortnight preceding ; so much so, that it had

literally intercepted the rays of the sun at noon during a part of

this time, and seriously affected the eyes." " It is doubtless,'' ad-

ded the writer, ^' occasioned by great fires in the Indian territories.

The wind has blown almost invariably from that direction for some

time.''

That the late darkness had its origin in some of our most

southern states, or in the territories belonging to them can, I think,

hardly be questioned. It is by no means improbable that it was oc-

casioned by fires, running on those immense prairies that furnish

annually such vast quantities of combustible materials. We are

told that these prairies " are covered with a coarse kind of grass,
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before tlie country is settled in their vicinity, grows to the,

six or seven feet."* This vegetation, another writer ob-

becomes sufficiently dry to burn during the long dry sea-

which commences usually in
son, called the Indian Summer
October, and continues a month and a half or two months
which the vegetation is killed by the frost and dried by
the w^t prairies are also dried, and before th has expired
the grass is perfectly combustible.^f In order the more easily to
take their game, and to facilitate elling from one hunting
ground to another, the Indians, we are informed, occasionally set fire

to the Prairies " towards the close of the Indian sui
I

* See Atwater's Letters to Professor Silliman on the Prj

published in « The American Journal of Science," v. i. p. 116.

t See R. W. Wells' communication on prairies, published in the same work,
V. i. p. S34,

West.

i

\
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On an Inscription from the Columbarium of the Freedmen and

Slaves of Livia Augusta.
^

BY EDWARD EVERETT,

IN

«i

HAD the good fortune while in Rome, in the winter of 1818

—

1819, to procure an inscription, hitherto inedited, from the Colum-

barium, or sepulchre, of the slaves and freedmen of Livia Augusta,

wife of August Larg collections of inscriptions from this

the hands of the learned, and all ofremarkahle monument are in

them, that had been discovered at the time of their respective pub

ing viz:

Monumentum, sive Columbarium libertorum et servorum LivisB

AugustiB et Csesarum, Romse dectectum, in via Appia Anno

CI3I3CCXXVII, ab Antonio Francisco Gorio, presbytero baptis-

terii Florentini descriptum, et xx aare incisis tabulis illustratura,

adjectis notisCl. V. Antonii Marias Salvinii. Florentia, 1727. fol.

Camera ed Inscrizioni Sepulcrali de' liberti, scrvi ed ufficiali

della Casa di Augusto, Scoperte nella via Appia, ed illustrate con

le annotazione di Monsignor Francisco Bianchini, Veronese ; I'anno

1727.

Besides these two classical works, one hundred and seventy-

three of these inscriptions are found in the Appendix to HesseFs

preface to his edition of the Inscriptions of Gudius, having been

Aomraunicated to Hessel by Duker, who had received them from

-^
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George Wadd In the year of engravings

published by Lorenzo Philip de Rossi, from drawings by Gh
intending to convey accurate representation of these

quities, than is furnished by plates the rks of Gori

Bianch This work contains no copy at large of the inscriptions

found in this monument.

f

No one, who has consulted these need

of the great light thrown upon the branch

quities, as well as on the domestic economy

discovery of this monument ; nor will refuse

mark of Gori, who, having enumerated the ^

r

\ to be informed

sepulchral anti-

of the Romans, bv the

trated by this discovery, add

assent to the re-

us subjects illus-

ii

P eruditis

quam plurima, quae ad hoc

gnita fuere, quseque non me illustrant

RomansB historise monumenta, per tot secula tenebris damnata
di gunt et prodeunt i^

which I was fortunate enough to procure from this

The inscrip

being neither in the collections of Gori, or Bianchini, or H
(though the first of th three hundred and four and

F

second two hundred and twenty) and being therefore inedited, I

desir )us of laying it before the Academy ; while the rarity, or
perhaps I may say the total want of similar monuments of classical

•Jam triennium aut quadrennium est,quum Via Appia, non longe'ab urbe, mon-
umenta libertorum et servorum domus August! detecta sunt

; quae parliin a docto

perpol

Hftsselii prcef.

Gudii Jlntiqum In-

anche

Jiberti come
altri Sepolcri ultimamente ritrovati fuori della porta Capena, disegnati

secoDdo le regole della arclutettura dal Cavallere P. L. Ghezzi, date in luce da
Lorenzo F. de Rossi, 1731. Roma. fol.

i Preface to the work of whioh ihc. ^u^.. ;= ^t v _..••

^

\
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antiquity, in our country, and the consequent want of excitement

the pursuit of the study of this branch have em-

boldened me to trespass on the attention of the Academy with

additional remarks connected with the subject

It as the laws the XII

forbidde dead within the walls of Rome

The same superstition

practice of crowding the dead into church yj

jof churches^ had its origin in superstitious i

of being deposited in consecrated ground.

has occasionally led to the importation of holy land from Palestine^

to serve as tlie foundation of churches. Of this there is an in-

stance in Amsterdam of a church erected In the fifteenth century.

The Greeks and Romans, as well as otlier nations of antiquity,

placed the sepulchres of the deceased without the walls of the

<:ities, and by the sides of the public roads ; whence perhaps the

source of the address often made to the Viator in monumental in-

scription. This was not only favorable to public health, but was

thought to have a happy operation on the character of the commu-

tyy tantly ing the
^-^

^y the dead

Themistocles said that Ceramicus would not let

him sleep and Cicero alludes in a similar connexion to the tombs

of the Seipios, the Servilli, and the Metell
r

The tombs thus mentioned by Cicero are

the App Way.

That

of Cecilia Metella is one of the most beautiful monuments of antiqui-

ty remaining R That of the Scipios, discovered '5

Cf. Gothofredi Fontea quatuor juris civilis tab i. and p. 232 It was also

forbidden by Theodosius, to bury within the walls at Constantinople :—a practice

etiil observed by the Turks in that city, though the population has extended itself

suburbs

tions. V
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whether for the renown of the illustrious family whose ashes it con-

tallied, or the light, which is thrown on palaeography by the inscrip-

tions discovered in it, is one of the most important remains of

Roman antiquity. One cannot

cessity which dictated it, the

% he admits the

transportation of th

phagi, which the Vatican Not

wantonly, however, to wound the feelings of those who visit the

spot where the Scipios were entombed, the places of the ancient

sarcophagi have been supplied th by

representing, in size, in the quality of the stone, and the inscript

them, the which, for their preservation have
*been transported to the Papal museum

The Columbarium of the freedmen and slaves of the Augustan
r

house, without sharing that interest which is awakened by the tombs

of the Scipios and the Servilii, is still a curious monument of anti-

I shall translate from Bianchini an account of its discovery

In leaving Rome at what is commonly called the

quity

and si
(i

gate of St. Sebastian's from one of the seven primary

which the Appian Way conducts y said gate, after having

procee half a mile, you reach, on the left, a church

ed at the present day Domine quo Vadis^ from the vision^ by which

St. Peter was warned back to Rome to suffer martyrdom."
« « * * *

4'£

Eight hundred feet beyond the first milestone you

gate of a vineyard, on the left hand, within which, at the right

hand, stands the sepulchre of thefreedmen d domestics of JL

and of the Augustan house. The owner of the vineyard is Joseph
Benci, a Roman ; who, having understood that there were reasons

I

» The ashes and bones .themselves were transferred to Padua, and deposited,

W a nobleman there, in a monument, with appropriate inscriptions.

w

^

{
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to hope for the discovery, under the ruins of the ancient edifice, of

something precious, which would reimburse him for the expense of
\

the excavations, and for the injury which it would do to the vine-

yard^ accepted a proposal made him for the undertaking of the

work.^^ .

^^The work was begun in November 1725, but nothing of im-

portance was found till January 1726, when an entrance was made

into a hall, filled, not indeed with such treasures fCs was expected,
L

but with several ranges of cinerary urns, each urn with its inscrip-

tion, from which great light is thrown on the study of antiquity.

Several pieces of marble were also found, with various sculptures

in has relief and the^j^ement was an entire work in Mosaic. But

the haste, with which the work was done, and the sparing scale

with respect to expense, contributed much to the destruction of the

building and its ornaments."*

Such is the account of the discovery of this monument. At

present it is quite dilapidated. All the fragments of marble have

disappeared, as they would naturally be among the first objects

transported to the museums, or sold. The tablets of marble con-

taining the inscriptions are all gone, the fronts of many of the

little niches, in which the urns were deposited, broken down, and

a few only .of the urns left in their places. The Columbarium

consisted of three large apartments, one of which serves at present

as a wine vault. Though much decayed, its original form and ar-

rangement can be plainly seen, and pots partly filled with ashes

are still in some of the niches. It is probable that this dilapida-

tion commenced at early periods ; and that every thing valuable or

thought valuable was plundered from this, as from the other ancient

monuments, by barbarous invaders, or contending barbarous factions

* Bianchini, p. v.—vii
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at home.* Such a gradual destruction will account for the scatter-
r

ing^ in the adjacent fields and vineyards^ of many of the inscribed

tablets/which the Columbarium contained ; one of which has fur-

nished the occasion of this memoir.

With regard to the word Columbai'ium^ by which these and

other similar sepulchral monuments are designated^ it is well known

that its primitive meanings is that of sl pigeon house^ and di pigeon

hole. From the similarity of the form^ the nichesj in the walls of

the sepulchre-, nearly closed in front; in which the cinerary urns were

deposited; were called Columbaria^ or pigeon holes ; and thence the

word was transferred to the sepulchre itself. This meaning is not

recognized by the lexicographers ; but la ascertained from an in-

scription preserved by F^bretti^ and quoted by Gori as follows :

EX. TESTAMENTO. Q
ERUCL MONTANI. LEGATUM.
C. QUINTIO. BATHYLLO. COLUM
BARI. ITUM. AMBITUM. DEBETUR.f

In this inscription. Columbarium cannot well be understood but

Ckf a place of burial, admitting of a path to It, and round it, and

of course could not have been applied to a small niche in a wall.

It was in these small niches that were deposited the urns to con-

tain the ashes of the common freedmen and slaves, often two and

two, the urns for instance of husband and wife, in the same niche.

These urns wese built into the wall, and the ashes of course po

.'

ed into them. Over the aperture, by which this was done^ a small

marble tablet was let into the wall, on which the name and office of
I

* For a verj learned and judicious dissertation on the causes of the destruc-

tion of the works of ancient art, in Rome, see tlie third volume of the Italian

W
Fabretti
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the person, whose ashes enclosed in the urn, were designated

and often for the prevention of mistake, the number and position
r

of the niche accurately designated. In the royal museum, at

Dresden, the apartment devoted to the reception of cinerary urns

and other sepulchral antiquities^ is fitted up so as to imitate the in-

terioi^ of an ancient Columbarium ;—with this important difference,

however, necessarily resulting perhaps from the nature of a muse-

place of display VIZ. that the /? the niches are
r

left open^ thus. exposing the urns to view ; whereas in antiquity they

were closed, all but an aperture large enough to pour the ashes

through, from the principle^ that ran alike through all their institu-
r

tions and manners, of avoiding, as much as possible, the sight or

the name of death.̂
ft

The inscription, to which I wish at present to call the attention

of the Academy, is on a tablet of fine white marble, 17^^ inches

long and 6 high. The inscriDtion consists of thre

ly well cut ; the letters, in the being nearly an inch and

a half in height, those in the second and third line something less

\

It is as follows ;

DIONYSIUS. LIVIAE.

ROGATOR. DECURIO.

C. JULIUS C. ET. SPONSAE. L. FELIX.

That is, Dionysius LivisB Rogaton/;/? Decurio, Caius Julius, Qaii et

Sponsse Libertus, Felix.

Tlicre are one or two points, in this inscription, which require

illustration. The first is the office, which the individual is said

filled, D of the Rogators of Livia

of Rogator was does not appear, It

What the office

other inscrip-

j
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found in thi? Columbarium^ and numbered xxxiii. and

of Gori. The first is

LIVU

o o Lezbia

Gori remarks on this inscription, that neither in Gruter nor his

tinuator Reinesius^ is any mention made of the office of Rogatory

he household of the empress. He quotes, however, an inscrip-

preserved by Fabretti, p. 74, in which the office of Rogator is

mentioned, but which nature can be

ascertained. Fabretti, to explain the term in the inscription allud-

ed to, remarks tliat Itogntor was the officer who, at the comitia, car-

ried the box to the citizens^ to receive the tablets, on which their

suffrages were inscribed, as is shown by Sigonius de Comit. Rom.

1. i. c. 3. This is the signification adopted for the word by Bianchini,

in the inscription on Eros just quoted. Gori, more judiciously thinks,

that the Rogator of Livia might have corresponded to what would
be called master of requests^ in a modern royal household, the per-

He
ght possibly have

:hose, of whom the

whose business it was to present petitions to the empress

adds, h the remark, that Rog
been the officer, whose duty it was to apply to

empress wished any thing ; a signification too vague, and an office

general and undefined to be admitted

by a quotat

He attempt

fi Suetonius, which, how
othing. (Sueton. Aug. \

That the first interp

proves

the correct rendered

probable by the other inscription, ma]

Rogator occurs, connected with another

ked xxxiv. in Gori

bom
i

admissionumy which'would correspond to our designation of Cham
berlain or Usher

4:1

!>
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The lexicographers mention an additional slguiricatlou of Ro
gator, viz. an officer in the theatres, whose business it was tn mllp.

dresses d decorations for the use of the stage. And Ficoi

his work on mask

ptions where it is used

P S produces three in-

There is an inscription

Muratori, where the Rogator of the theatre is mentioned, hut r

is there expressly Rog a S
r

probably have been in the inscription befor

as he

Mor

Id also

prepared to find so large a number of theatrical officers

kind, in the household of the empi

Decurion of Rogators.

ould plied by a

fi

With regard to the last line of the inscription, I am unable,

3m my limited acquaintance with monuments of this kind, to de-

termine, whether anotlier individual be spoken of,—or whether

Dionysius, the Decurion of the Rogators of Livia be the same

perso h is called, in the last line, Caius Julius Felix, the

freedman of Caius and his If they be the same person

perhaps remarkable that he should have four names, nor does it

appear particularly in what order these four names are to be read.

If it be a different person, who is mentioned in the last line, he is
r

left without any designation of office, or any thing to indicate his

connexion with the Dionysius of the two first lines. Similar cases,

however, are found among these inscriptions, and that, of which I

have already quoted a part, is one, Eros Augustae Libertus Roga-

tor 5 Livia Lezbia 5 in which the female mentioned is doubtless the

wife of Eros.

With regard to the Caius, of whom and of his wife Caius Julius

Felix in the last line, is said to be the freedman, it may deserve to be

t

pccifie that he was the son of Marcus Agrippa and Jul

adopted with his brother Lucius, by Augustus Retui

57

--^
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Armenia to Rome, he died at Lamyra in Lycia, and his ashes were
transported to Rome, where they arrived at the moment that Livia

was employed in dedicating a splendid triumphal arch to his

brother Lucius.

\

.'

_ '\

^
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An account of some Greek Manuscripts^ procured at Constantinople

in 1819j, and now belonging to the Library of the XJmversity at

Cambridge.

BY EDWARD EVERETT,

EIIOT PROTESSOR OF GREEK LITERATURE IN HARVARD UNIVERSITY

any object more engages the of the

G I for classical manuscript and the

valuable discoveries^ that are still made, serve—notwithstanding

the deg which libraries throughout country

been ransacked—to keep the hop scholar awake It

known that perhap most valuabl pt of Plato

which we possess, was brought from the island of Patmos by Dr.

Clarke, a few years ago. We may excuse the severity with which

those Greeks, who feel for the literary degradation of their native

•y, speak of the removal of such manuscripts from the

and schools in Greece, where they are still preserved.

jT

But

of course be doubted that the cause of literature at larg

authorizes the European traveller to avail himself of the ignoi

and insensibility of the Greek priests and monks, and to duce

those manuscripts which ly become generally

their present places of deposit, and

be collated and made known

them to sell

useful, by being taken fi

brought to regions, where they

to the world.*

- • Koray expresses himself with severity on this subject, in the prolegomena

X*^

to lus secood book of Homer. He to the removal of the

t
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I omitted no opportunity of searching for Greek manuscripts

in the libraries of the religious houses, which I visited in Greece,

particularly those of Mcgaspelion in the Morea and of Meteora in

Tlicssaly, The former library is the most ample ; but the latter

has been least explored by travellers^, since it is but of late years

that their usual route has gone so far to the north^ as to include

this portion of Thessaly. In neither of these libraries did I find

any thing of interest. Just on leaving Constantinople, however,

riieard from Mr. Cartwright, the British consul general, of a few

Greek manuscripts, belonging to the family of a Greek prince in
1

decay, which w£re offered for sale. As I had made arrangements

for leaving the city the next morning, I had no opportunity of

examining more than one, which happened to he in Mr. Cart-

Wright's possession, and T availed myself of his good offices in pro-

curing that, and the others offered with them, and safely shipping

them to London. They are now in the lib University
1

at Cambridge ; and being the only Greek manuscripts^ of which I

have heard in this country^ I have thought that a brief description

of them might be acceptable to the Academy.

I- The first is a quarto manuscript^ containing sixteen dis-

\

of Gregory of Na They are all in the printed
i

editions of his works. The manuscript, like all the others which

were procured with it, is on parchment. It is in good preservation.

manuscript of Plato from Patinos, in the following words—^ Tan l\ Aa yiwrccTtt

\

r>iV

WuTiAov" crtx tS". I^his valuable manuscript of PJato, with (he others collected

by Dr. Clarke, has been purchased by the University of Oxford, and a collation

of it published by Mr. Giiisford.

/

I

f

i

/
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but coarsely written, and does not appear to be oldei

411

than the

'teenth or fourteenth century.

II. A large quarto Evangelistary that

arranged in the lesson

The New Testament

4

is^ the four gospel

they are read in the Greek church

divided into sectionssections by the ancient

churchy and all the sections taken from the gospels were called t/ie

gospel TO suuyy&Xiovt and all from the Acts and epistles the Apostle

aroa-ToXos. The manuscripts thus divided are usually called in

general Lectionaries ; those of the gospels alone, Evangelistaries,

It might be supposed that as these lectionaries were the public
M

authorized copies used in the churches, they would present a more
I

fixed and constant text than the private manuscripts ; which might

partake of a more critical

observed to be the case

;

This, however, has not been

though instead of thinking with Wet

stein,* that this circumstance diminishes itical I

should regard it in the opposite light A
pt is apparently of the thirteenth century ; but some per

pply the place of are much more recent.

III. An Evangelistary, and an Apostolos forming together the
* _ *

;w Testament, divided into the lessons of the church.whole New
This manuscript is in two quarto somewhat une-

qual, beautifully the rubrics and titles in gold letters

As it has never been collated for any edition of the New Testa

y be interesting to the Academy to

celebrated >
Acts tand

remark, that the

the church of the

. Cm pri,„„m „,.,Ua Evangdistaria Anno 1715 in Bibliotheca ColLerfna

Tidissem, avide ad ilia cum editis conferenJa mo accingi, sperans memventuram

conslantem et puWice receptaa. in Ecclesi. Gr.>ca leclioBem. At eventu, e.pec

tationi ,„e» non rcspondet, nam et ip.os inter se atcjue a nosfis ed.h»ml,a, non

raro dissentire deprehendi. Waslemi proleg. p. 02.

*

^.

#
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+

Lord and God ;^' and that 1 John v. 7. is wanting in this^ as in all

the other ancient Greek manuscripts. It is probably of the

twelftli century.

IV. A quarto manuscript containing the Psalter in the Septu-

gint It alsoversion. It is beautifully written and preserved.

contains the explanations of the title of the Psalms by Psellus, and

a Menologia or Greek Missal; with astronomical tables and dia-

grams for finding Easter. It is apparently of the thirteenth

century.

V. A fragment containing a few leaves of a large quarto size

of higli antiq These leaves served as f covering to

the manuscript No. 2. when it came into my possession, and from

the appearance of the manuscript. I had the mortification of con-

eluding, that other leaves of the same codex had been torn off and

lost. It is written in uncial letters, and from its close resemblance

to a manuscript; of which Woide has given a specimen in the pro-

legomena to his edition of the Alexandrian codex, io which man-

uscript he affixes the date of 995, there is every reason to conclude

that the fragments before us are as old as this. On what grounds

Woide attaches so precise a date to the aforesaid manuscript, I am
not awAre : he probably found a date in the manuscript itself.

But without this, the character in which the frag

ke those in Woide specimen, is

!;s m ques-

such as to

authorize us in assuming an antiquity as great as the tenth century.

Nor are there many manuscripts that go back to an earlier date

either of sacred or profane writings. These fragments belong also

to a lectionary, and comprise the following portions of the gospels.

Matthew iv. 25 ; v. 1, 13, 36, 46. John xiv. 30, 31 ; xv. 1—4;
xvi. 19, 24, 33 ; vi. 5 ; xvii. 18 ; xvii. 2, 14 ; xiv^29.

V

1
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VI. A very neat and well written quarto manuscript contain-

ing the chronicle of Michal Glycas; who lived probably in the

twelfth century. Both the age and country of this writer have

been the subject of more controversy than the intrinsic merits of

his work authorize. Leo Allatius, a learned Greek himself, has

been followed by several European critics in the opinion, that •

Glycas flourished in the fifteenth century, after the capture of

Constantinople. This opinion rests on the circumstance, that

among the epistles ascribed to Glycas are three addressed to
.

Constantine Paleologus, the last of the Christian emperors, who

perished A. D, 1453. But as the annals of Glycas terminate at

the year 1118, and there is no proof that the epistles, which bear

his name, are not a miscellaneous collection by various authors,

it has been inferred with greater probability by Cave," Dtipin,

Fabricius and others, that Glycas flourished in the twelfth century. •

Whether he were a native of Sicily or Constantinople is also a

matter of question, and debated at length by Lami.*

The chronicle, of which the manuscript in question is a copy,

relates the history of the world, from the creation down to the

death of Alexius Comnenus in 1118. A part of the work con-

taining the history from Julius C^sar to Constantine the Great,

was published with a Latin version by Meursius at Leyden m
^ Theodori Metochit^ historiae RomanJE a Juho

Csesare ad Constantinum liber singularis, Gr. ac L
with

edidit

he

]'

I am' unacquainted with the' circumstances whicli

led Meursius to ascribe this work to Theodore Metochita. Leun-

clavius or Lowenklau published a Latin version of the whole work

in 1572 with a continuation down to the capture of Constantmople

• In the delici^B Eruditor»m. Fabtlcii Biblioth. Grsec. Ed. Harlosii. Tom.

vii. p. 468.

if
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by the Turks. In 1660^ the entire work in Greek, with the version

of Leunclaviiis, the whole revised and corrected from several man-

uscripts, was published by Labbe, and from this edition it was

incorpbratcd into the collection of the Byzantine historians. It

constitutes the ninth volume of that collection, in the Venetian

edition. It has been long since observed that the text of Labbe's

edition of Glycas is both incorrect and incomplete ; and the present

manuscript, as far I have had opportunity to collate it, furnishes

the means of many emendations in the received text of this author.

The appearance of the manuscript would seem alone to prove,

that the author of the work must have lived at an earlier age than

that which some of the learned have ascribed to him. It has all

the characteristics of a manuscript of the twelfth or thirteenth

century.

To this brief account of Greek manuscripts, I beg leave to add

a notice of a manuscript of a Latin translation of the politics, rhet-

oric, and larger morals of Aristotle, which I procured at Fl

and which is now deposited in the College library. It is well

written, in black letter, on parchment, but of no very great anti-

quity. It belonged originally to Petrus Victoiius, an editor and

commentator of Aristotle, and afterwards to the convent of Santa

Maria Novella, at Florence. The following note on the title

page will show that it is not without value :
—" Hie est liber ille

broruni A cujus ssepe

fecit Petrus Victorius
; prsecipue autem in Epistola ad

d suos in tres llbros Aris

totelis de arte dicendi, afllrmat hujus auxilio se usum fuisse, in

corrigendis libris illis temporum ac librariorum injuria deformatis.

Cum enira hsec translatio, mtiltis antea seculls confecta fiierit,

quo tempore llbri Aristotelis intcgriores emendatioresque erant,

/
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auctorque ipsius, quicumque ille fuerit, negotium cum muUa fide

administraverit, ac ne verborum quidem ordinem variaverit, inde

se cognovisse Victorias narrat quam scripturam in suo exemplari

ille habuerit. Hoc autena cum in librum inciderim, adnotandum

hie censui ego Franciscus Victorias Petri Nepos, ut hoc etiani

nomine liber custodi BibliothecaB et iis qui iJlum legent commen-

datus sit, sententiamque meam laudaturos studiosos bonarum arti-

um speravi, cum vir maximi ingenii atque admirabilis doctrinse,

frater Vincentius Civitella, illam approbaverit."—The encomium

pronounced on this manuscript by Victorias, is entitled to consid-

eration from the character of this critic. He was among the best

Greek scholars of the sixteenth century. Buhle calls him " Aris-

totelicae philosophiae omninoque Graecarum et Latinarum literarum

scientia inter aequales insignis^i etsi contemtim de eo senserit

Scaligerus.''* The opinion of Scaliger concerning Victorias is

pronounced as follows. " Petrus Victorius bon homme mais

longus. On faisoit en Italic extreme estat de Victorius, mais ce

n'est pas grand cas : il escrit de miserables lettres cum magnisam-

bagibusJ' Victorius devoted his life to letters, and wrote com-

mentaries on the works of Aristotle at the age of eighty five.f

9

L.

Buhle Opera Arist. torn* i. p, S4T.

t Harlesii Introd, in histor, Lins- Graec. i. 452

58
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